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PROGRAM,C,12 SIZE,C,9 FILEDATE,C,1DESCRIPTIO,C,48

Main Board: 1) Sample  Files
============ ========= ======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================
BANK24.ARJ    224264   03-06-95   Bank Investor (v 2.4) - home accounting

  program. For full description of the program
  see README.1ST file.

BANKONIT.ARJ     57300   03-06-95   BANKONIT ... PREPAY MORTGAGE AND SAVE $$$$
  Bankonit is a simple to use program that
  allows you to do standard mortgage cal-
  culations and amortizations as well as
  interest compounding calculations.  It
  is especially good at maintaining a
  current record of your mortgage as it is
  paid, and clearly explains and shows the
  tens of thousands of dollars of benefits
  that prepaying the mortgage can do for you.

BAREBONE.ARJ    144888   03-06-95   Accounting for non-profit groups, condominium
  associations and trust accounts.  Up to 100
  or more projects may be operated from one
  bank account, or up to 8 bank accounts, with
  instant reports for any one project or for
  all together.  Reports include Balance Sheet,
  Income and Loss, and Audit. The user elects
  to increase or decrease one account and the
  program determines whether the other account
  is to be increased or decreased.

BCLINK10.ARJ    238744   03-06-95   Business Clock Link 1.0 <ASP>
  Networkable PC Time Clock for Managers
  with real-time job reporting, Clock-in
  animation, Blue Collar E-mail, on-line
  discipline and Ticker Tape reports.
  2 meg drive required. $175.

BILPWR66.ARJ    324111   03-06-95   BILLPOWER seamlessly incorporates time &
  billing functions and a general ledger into
  a single program.  It will keep track of
  time, disbursements, and receipts for up to
  15 timekeepers and automatically produce a
  monthly bill for each project.  Unlike other
  programs that require periodic batch-pos-
  tings or close-out procedures, BILLPOWER
  is a true "real-time" system that never
  purges any data unless the user tells it to.

COMPS204.ARJ     57037   03-06-95   COMPS is designed for real estate
  agents to maintain their listings.
  It integrates with BLINC for com-
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  plete agent management of prospects
  and listings.  You can search for
  any piece of information and display
  properties that match your criteria.
  COMPS also allows for use of scanned
  images for presentation.

CPLUS25.ARJ    439218   03-06-95   Contact Plus Personal 2.5 - award winning!
  New: Full support for WordPerfect 6.0
  form letters and mail-merge. Import.
  Still: auto-dialer, user defined fields
  categories, memory resident (TSR), Avery
  mailing labels, ticklers, reminders,
  history graph, call analysis reports,
  24 categories, holidays, databases,
  automated follow-up schedules, history.
  By Contact Plus Corp.

CRISP.ARJ    105981   03-06-95   CRISP Real Estate Accounting is a
  bookkeeping system that will support up
  to 250 individual databases, for the
  management of multiple commercial or
  investment property.  CRISP is designed
  to keep accounts for each property or
  activity completely separate from each
  other, and to maintain up to three
  separate bank accounts for each property
  or activity.

CRISPR.ARJ    128139   03-06-95   A bookkeeping system for up to 100 or more
  different properties for one year all
  together in one database, usingjust one,
  or up to three bank accounts, for all
  properties.  Reports for all properties
  together or for any individual property.
  For combined management of multiple real
  estate properties.  CRISP-R is a variation
  of CRISP Real Estate Accounting by the
  same author.

DBT124.ARJ    121098   03-06-95   The Debt Analyzer v1.24 <ASP> Hopelessly in
  debt? A package designed to help reduce and
  eliminate debt and save you hundreds of
  dollars in the process. Debt reduction is
  illustrated through a debt elimination
  schedule or through loan consolidation. Up to
  20 debts can be processed at one time. Use
  minimum payments, current payments or
  accelerated payments with elimination. Debts
  can be prioritized.

DDPLT042.ARJ    208561   03-06-95   Plots map from your deed, finds errors.
EAGLE20.ARJ    624917   03-06-95   -The Beef Is Here- And Its Cheap

  Legal Eagle 2.0 is the best Legal package
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  on the market today, Shareware or Not.
  You must try it to believe how easy it is
  to create Wills,Contracts,Notes, and
  most any legal Document you will ever need.
  its Like having a lawyer on your desk.

FIN.ARJ    206299   03-06-95   Financial calculations and simple analysis
  for small businesses. Every conceivable
  calculation including loan-lease values,
  IRR,mortgage, annuities, insurance
  calculations, buy vs rent, break-even,
  foreclosures, present/future value,
  depreciations, bonds, time-share values,
  and much much more!

FLORIST.ARJ    195309   03-06-95   'Florist' is a menu driven program to use in
  a small Flower Shop business. The program
  will keep records of accounts and balances,
  and will do limited balance sheet functions.
  Access to records is done via RANDOM ACCESS
  though most functions use a sequential search
  in the MASTER table to calculate a true
  balance.

GPP206.ARJ    515146   03-06-95   INVOICING & BILLING FOR SMALL FIRMS
INT234.ARJ    152678   03-06-95   THE INTEREST ANALYZER v2.34 [ASP] produces

  professional schedules and illustrations for
  savings, annuities, loans, mortgages and
  depreciation.  Flexible with variable depos-
  its, withdrawals, payments, interest rates,
  and compound methods.  Tax analysis, COLA,
  loan acceleration.  Solve for calculators.
  Save and restore multiple clients.  Side by
  Side comparisons.  Illustration detail is
  monthly - annual, calendar or fiscal.

INV31.ARJ    435080   03-06-95   THE INVOICE STORE  V. 3.1
  A Receivables/billing/POS system that is
  very easy to learn and use, but is also very
  powerful. It is ideal for any business that
  requires Product-Service-Time Billing or
  POS. Supports customers, vendors, salesmen,
  inventory, invoices, receivables, custom
  report writer, appt scheduler, mailing
  labels, tracks orders & pymts, online help
  system, financial data, plus much much more.

INVIT303.ARJ    254456   03-06-95   Invoice-It  is ideally suited for
  someone who needs to create and track
  to keep track of  sales figures.
  sales  invoices  without  the over-
  head  of  a  full  blown accounting
  system.  The  program includes  an
  on-line  Window to Customer and Pro-
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  duct files to allow you to quickly
  create invoices without typing
  addresses  and product descriptions
  over and over again. Use Invoice-It

INVSW295.ARJ    339870   03-08-95   Invoice Master V2.95 has been written for
  smaller service/repair businesses and
  manufacturers. It has many advanced features
  normally found in higher priced packages,
  such as free text entry, printed invoices
  and credit notes, Handles Cash and Credit
  customers, Stock control file with Valuation
  reports and stock re-order facility,
  Generates statements and aged debt lists.
  Free text and parts items may be mixed on
  the same invoice, Debt chasing letters,
  Customer mail labelling, and many many more
  facilities. The registered package will
  import and export information to Sage
  Financial Controller. UK Shareware œ99

JOBHUN5W.ARJ    940108   03-06-95   JOBHUNT-5WS:  Complete Job-Search Tool!
  Write to a very large number of potential
  employers nationwide in a single day.
  Full contact-info; prints personalized
  letters/labels/envelopes; Search companies
  by different criteria. Phone dialer. Over
  5000 MORE records available. Rave Reviews.
  "JOBHUNT Helps You Get a Job" -Byte Magaz.
  (With JOBHUNT) "no longer is it necessary to
  spend days in the library developing a
  database of leading employers". -The Wall
  Street Journal's NBEW.

JOBHUNT.ARJ    208126   03-06-95   JOB HUNT version 2.07. Will co-ordinate your
  job search, highlight your achievements,
  create CV's and execute briefings, record
  your interview performance as well as
  mailmerging letters with contact and agency
  data-bases. UK author. latest file 7/12/94

MLMUPDN.ARJ     68984   03-06-95   UPS AND DOWNS OF MULTI-LEVEL MARKETING, by
  Adam Starchild: MLM has both risks and
  rewards: You can make big money, if you're in
  the right place at the right time, but unless
  you're careful as well as diligent, you can
  suffer heavy losses. As many as 90% of all
  MLM companies fold after less than 18 months
  of operations. Learn how to put multi-level
  marketing to work for you in this electronic
  book.

MORCOMP.ARJ    245020   03-06-95   Allows summary comparison of costs of
  loans and mortgages with application of
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  cost reduction strategies. Designed for
  use by professional mortgage brokers.
  Shareware Registration  $79.95

MRT200.ARJ    223776   03-06-95   THE MORTGAGE ANALYZER v2.00 [ASP] contains
  Calculates Mortgage Insurance, FHA MIP, VA
  Funding Fees. Caps & Margins for ARMs. MORE!
  options for amortization schedules, loan
  qualification, refinancing, mortgage accel-
  eration, side by side mortgage comparisons,
  and mortgage related calculators.  Schedule
  detail is monthly or annual, calendar or
  fiscal, cumulative or non-cumulative, whole
  dollars or cents.  Tax Analysis, Daily
  Interest, Points, etc.  Save and retrieve
  multiple clients.  Fixed, Stepped, ARM.

OASIS2.ARJ    230048   03-06-95   OASIS 2.0 - A very complete sales management
  system including: invoicing, automated bill-
  ing, customer correspondence, mailing list
  management, and product sales tracking.
  GREAT FOR ANY MAIL ORDER BUSINESS. Completely
  menu driven with full mouse support & on-line
  help. New feature lets you group customers
  for targeted mass mailings. Requires DOS 3.3
  or above, 640K & Hard Disk.

OBBK21.ARJ    194514   03-06-95   OWL Basic Bookkeeping 2.1: Very easy to use
  bookkeeping system for small businesses and
  individuals. NO ACCOUNTING EXPERIENCE IS
  NEEDED.  Tracks income and expenses using
  single entry bookkeeping as recommended by
  the IRS. Produces easy to understand income,
  expense, profit and general ledger reports.
  Supports fiscal or calendar year accounting.
  Intuitive mousable menus, on-line help &
  user's guide make this program a joy to use.

ORCHIS.ARJ    168520   03-06-95   ORCHIS (Org Chart Imaging Software) v1.0 -
  Shareware for DOS PCs to create organization
  charts, menu and decision trees, or any tree
  structured diagram. The intuitive graphical
  user interface & WYSIWYG display provide easy
  access to a wide variety of charting options.
  Chart layout is automatic. Print to LaserJet,
  DeskJet, dot matrix or PostScript. Export to
  PCX, PDL or EPS. Includes complete on-line
  documentation. Color VGA required.

ORDERPR2.ARJ    207438   03-06-95   A simple-to-use order entry system with all
  the features of it's not-so-simple
  competitors.  As you enter orders, the system
  updates inventory quantities, sales tracking
  reports, receivables and customer profiles.
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  Attractive, descriptive invoices are always
  ready to print; as well as packing lists and
  shipping labels.  Many valuable reports are
  provided to keep you well informed.  This is
  one easy program that will do it all!

PCEST.ARJ    163800   03-06-95   PC-Estimator 5.06: Cost estimating, pricing,
  quotation system. A menu-driven, easy-to-use,
  cost estimating system for residential and
  commercial construction. The full, registered
  system comes with our 3000-item cost database
  including cost descriptions, labor & material
  prices in the industry-standard CSI format.
  Several comprehensive reports are built into
  the system in detail, summary, & client-level
  form. Lookup windows simplify data selection.

PCO337.ARJ     93242   03-06-95   PC-Outline 3.37. The original shareware
  outline processor for mapping out ideas,
  organizing them and printing them out in a
  logical way. Great for project management,
  to-do lists, jottings etc. Now published in
  the UK by Atlantic Coast plc.

REDWD201.ARJ    205279   03-06-95   Redwood Draw v2.01: script-based graphics
  interpreter that makes charts, plots, or
  other depictions of numerical data in
  unlimited formats, presents on-screen
  slide/cycling shows, makes text slides or
  briefing charts, produces hard copy on
  laser/dot matrix printers

SIT.ARJ    499848   03-06-95   Contact Mgr, Calendar, Scheduler
SLY142AB.ARJ    347834   03-06-95   SURVEY LAND YOURSELF ver 1.42 - ($10 to $100)

  You can survey it yourself, quickly,
  easily, & inexpensively.  Get 98% of the
  information with 2% of the effort.  You can
  find lost corners and lines, calculate
  acreage, & write land descriptions.  You can
  establish test plots, subdivide property,
  layout building foundations & landscapes &
  gaming fields, hide & recover buried
  treasure, or even map a cave.  No magic.

SMRTEN21.ARJ     97818   03-06-95   Smart10 - X10 CP290 Home Automation scheduler
  system. Provides sophisticated scheduling.
  Extra features provided include Sunrise,
  Sunset as times, Date ranges for which event
  will be active, arbitrary conditions
  including Light and Dark to modify the
  schedule. Smart10 supports sending immediate
  commands including canceling sheduled events.

TCB_10.ARJ    314986   03-06-95   ÚÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ¿
  ³      Taking Care of Business - V1.0      ³
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  ÀÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÙ
  Brain bending puzzles and awesome Super VGA
  will keep you busy for hours, days, perhaps
  decades in this latest release from Moonlite
  Software. Guide our hero, Demolisher Dirk,
  through this amazing strategic adventure!
  Requires a Super VGA with 1 MEG of ram.
  Supports SoundBlaster and compatibles with
  full digital audio effects!

TICKLX66.ARJ    337463   03-06-95   TICKLEX: Superb scheduler for DOS/Windows.
  "Best buy" -- "the ultimate" -- "far and
  away the most powerful" -- "the best of the
  systems that cost under $1000".  Beyond these
  quotes from reviews describing TickleX, what
  more need be said?  Simply that no other pro-
  gram at any price offers as much personal or
  office scheduling power as TickleX, whether
  on a single machine or local area network.
  Automated MS Windows installation included.

YK31.ARJ    218759   03-06-95   $YK v3.1 - Sell Your Know How as Shareware
  examines ways that non-programmers can get
  in on the Shareware boom and make some money
  with their computer by selling their skills
  and expertise. It describes in detail what
  Shareware is; how you can use an Authoring
  System to create Shareware programs; and it
  includes a Database of 400+ ASP Approved BBS
  Contains anti-virus selfcheck.  Requires
  Harddisk and Color Monitor. Freeware.

ZHORNO16.ARJ    337167   03-06-95   ZHOURNEAU: superb scheduler for busy offices.
  The Zhourneau user may view schedules for one
  person or everyone in the office.  Likewise,
  free time can easily be found for one and
  all, and conflicts are brought to the user's
  attention.  Deadlines not tagged as having
  been met are automatically dragged from one
  day to the next. Several views of the month,
  week, and day are available, as are numerous
  reports.  MS Windows installation included.

Main Board: 2) Sample  Files
============ ========= ======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================
01AC_A.ARJ    470430   03-06-95   °±²Û  ALIEN CARNAGE v1.0 -Ä APOGEE GAME! Û²±°

  Part #1/4. Requires #1AC-B,-C,-D.ARJ to play.
  386 or better required! The best 256-colour
  *VGA* action/arcade game for the IBM PC! If
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  Duke Nukem has a twin, it's Harry--with an
  arsenal of powerful weapons (guided missile,
  photon cannon, micro nukes, jetpack, more)
  Cool cinematics, Sound Blaster music / sfx.
  Superb animation, hilarious story. Harry has
  the zombie aliens shakin' in their shoes!

01AC_B.ARJ    435136   03-06-95   °±²Û  ALIEN CARNAGE v1.0 -Ä APOGEE GAME! Û²±°
  Part #2/4. Requires #1AC-A,-C,-D.ARJ to play.

01AC_C.ARJ    422518   03-06-95   °±²Û  ALIEN CARNAGE v1.0 -Ä APOGEE GAME! Û²±°
  Part #3/4. Requires #1AC-A,-B,-D.ARJ to play.

01AC_D.ARJ    431969   03-06-95   °±²Û  ALIEN CARNAGE v1.0 -Ä APOGEE GAME! Û²±°
  Part #4/4. Requires #1AC-A,-B,-C.ARJ to play.

01BS30_A.ARJ    401948   03-06-95   °±²Û BLAKE STONE v3.0 APOGEE 3-D ACTION Û²±°
  Part 1 of 4. Also requires #1BS30-B,C,D.ARJ.
  In 1992 came Wolfenstein. NOW there's Blake
  Stone: Aliens of Gold! A battle against a
  madman who's hatched an army of doom, with
  mutants, biodroids, demons--all genetically
  designed for mass terror!  Blake v3.0 has an
  even more impressive list of features than
  the original release.  Rediscover it today!
  Requires 386+, DOS 5+.  AdLib/SB supported.
  Nearly two years to make by JAM Productions.

01BS30_B.ARJ    371754   03-06-95   °±²Û BLAKE STONE v3.0 APOGEE 3-D ACTION Û²±°
  Part 2 of 4. Also requires #1BS30-A,C,D.ARJ.

01BS30_C.ARJ    369157   03-06-95   °±²Û BLAKE STONE v3.0 APOGEE 3-D ACTION Û²±°
  Part 3 of 4. Also requires #1BS30-A,B,D.ARJ.

01BS30_D.ARJ    371422   03-06-95   °±²Û BLAKE STONE v3.0 APOGEE 3-D ACTION Û²±°
  Part 4 of 4. Also requires #1BS30-A,B,C.ARJ.

01RAP12A.ARJ    430673   03-06-95   RAPTOR v1.2 from APOGEE! (VGA) Part 1/5. Also
  needs #1RAP12-B,C,D,E.ARJ. - 386 (or higher)
  w/2 Megs REQUIRED! - Kill for cash!
  Jaw-dropping VGA animation & cinematics.
  Supports all major sound cards, including
  GUS, PAS16, & AWE32! Developed by Cygnus
  Studios. Supports mouse & joystick.
  Absolutely stunning VGA graphics & sounds!

01RAP12B.ARJ    400425   03-06-95   RAPTOR v1.2 from APOGEE! (VGA) Part 2/5. Also
  needs #1RAP12-A,C,D,E.ARJ.

01RAP12C.ARJ    400425   03-06-95   RAPTOR v1.2 from APOGEE! (VGA) Part 3/5. Also
  needs #1RAP12-A,B,D,E.ARJ.

01RAP12D.ARJ    399065   03-06-95   RAPTOR v1.2 from APOGEE! (VGA) Part 4/5
  needs #1RAP12-A,B,C,E.ARJ

01RAP12E.ARJ    396691   03-06-95   RAPTOR v1.2 from APOGEE! (VGA) Part 5/5. Also
  needs #1RAP12-A,B,C,D.ARJ.

01WACKY.ARJ   1666910   03-06-95   °±²Û   WACKY WHEELS v1.1 from APOGEE!   Û²±°
  °±²Û 386 (or higher) w/2 Megs REQUIRED! Û²±°
  A high-speed, VGA 3D point-of-view, full
  screen racing game. Shareware version has 5
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  race tracks plus specialty tracks for shoot
  outs. Also, two player mode via split screen
  at same PC, or via modem or serial cable.
  Many options & features. Killer MIDI music &
  digital sounds supporting most top boards.
  Joystick, save games, cheats, it's all here!
  The full game has 42 tracks & eight racers.

1BOPPIN.ARJ   1289046   03-06-95   °±²Û      BOPPIN' v1.0 from APOGEE!     Û²±°
  °±²Û Variety jammed arcade/puzzle game! Û²±°
  In an alternate *arcade game* universe, you
  must free dozens of imprisoned enemies from
  other video games. Each level has unique VGA
  graphics in this unusual game. Violence mode
  provided. Cool animation & cinematics. MIDI
  music & digital sound for all popular cards.
  One or two can play together.  Level editor
  in full version, plus 160 levels! Shareware.
  By Accursed Toys. Supports two joysticks.

APFAQ21.ARJ     30702   03-06-95   This is the Apogee FAQ (Frequently Asked
  Questions) v2.1.  Contains all kinds of
  useful information about Apogee Software.
  This is not written by Apogee, it was written
  by Samuel Stoddard.

APOG1194.ARJ     57500   03-06-95   ³³ÝÛÛ APOGEE SOFTWARE CATALOG - NOV 94 ÛÛÞ³³
  This file lists all the currently available
  exciting programs from Apogee Software, the
  #1 shareware game publisher.  This archive
  contains current copies of these files....
  Our On-Disk Catalog File, Our order form
  file, and a listing of our overseas dealers.

BS30PAT6.ARJ    643002   03-06-95   °±²Û BLAKE STONE v3.0 APOGEE PATCH FILE Û²±°
  This file is for registered owners of Blake
  Stone: Aliens of Gold Episodes 1-6 ONLY!! If
  you do not have the registered version of
  Episodes 1-6, this will do nothing for you.
  This will turn your registered copy of Blake
  Stone v2.1 Episodes 1-6 into a Blake Stone
  v3.0 Episodes 1-6. Maintenance Release

COSMICN.ARJ      2406   03-06-95   An icon of the very popular game, Cosmo's
  Cosmic Adventure for the Picture Shell Menu
  PSMENU interface for DOS

ROT1112.ARJ    482702   03-06-95   °±²²  RISE OF THE TRIAD v1.2 S/W PATCH  ²²±°
  This file will upgrade Rise of the Triad from
  v1.1 to v1.2.  This file is for the shareware
  version of v1.1 only.  This patch requires
  that you have your game installed. -- Apogee

ROT11SPT.ARJ    778794   03-06-95   °±²²  RISE OF THE TRIAD v1.1 S/W PATCH  ²²±°
  This file will upgrade Rise of the Triad from
  v1.0 to v1.1.  This file is for the shareware
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  version of v1.0 only.  This patch requires
  that you have your game installed. -- Apogee

ROT1212A.ARJ    219475   03-06-95   °±²²  RISE OF THE TRIAD v1.2a S/W PATCH  ²²±°
  This file will upgrade Rise of the Triad from
  v1.2 to v1.2a.  This file is for the sharewar
  version of v1.2 only.  This patch requires
  that you have your game installed.  If you ha
  have the registered version, this file is not
  for you.  From Apogee Software

ROT12ARP.ARJ    236244   03-06-95   °±²²  RISE OF THE TRIAD v1.2a REG PATCH  ²²±°
  This file will upgrade Rise of the Triad from
  v1.2 to v1.2a.  This file is only for our
  customers who have v1.2 registered ONLY.  If
  you have the shareware epsiode, this will do
  nothing for you, and you'll need a different
  patch.  This patch requires that you have
  your game installed.  From Apogee Software.

ROT12ASP.ARJ    221310   03-06-95   °±²²  RISE OF THE TRIAD v1.2a S/W PATCH  ²²±°
  This file will upgrade Rise of the Triad from
  v1.2 to v1.2a.  This file is for the
  shareware version of v1.2 only.  This patch
  requires that you have your game installed.
  If you have have the registered version, this
  file is not for you.  From Apogee Software

ROTT.ARJ   3653460   03-06-95   °±²Û RISE OF THE TRIAD: THE HUNT BEGINS! Û²±°
  °±²Û Version 1.1  3D Shareware by Apogee Û²±°
  "ROTT will have every DOOM freak in the world
  lining up just to drool over it!" Ä- IE Mag.
  Requires 386DX+, 4Megs RAM & local bus video.
  ROTT is a REALISTIC, violent 3D action game.
  10+ weapons, HUGE levels, modem/network play.
  Midi music & digital sounds for all cards.
  Digitized enemies, INTENSE ACTION, realistic
  playability. RSAC Rating 4 - Wanton Violence
  HIGHLY RATED by ALL top game magazines.

Main Board: 3) Sample  Files
============ ========= ======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================
AC311.ARJ    123199   03-06-95   AC- The Archive Converter V3.11 Minor fixes

  and updates over Version 3.10.  Converts
  to/from virtually any archiver.

AM108.ARJ    234803   03-06-95   ArcMaster v10.8 - Powerful archive system
  control program/shell. Create/view ARJ,
  LHA, UC2, ZIP files. User configurable
  with complete color configuration.
  Includes virus scanning using SCAN/NAV.
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  Copy/Move/Del files. Directory tree ops.
  4DOS support. Supports UC2, has multi-dir
  file list 80286 CPU or better required.

AMW15.ARJ    185159   03-06-95   ArcMaster v10.8 - Powerful archive system
  control program/shell. Create/view ARJ,
  LHA, UC2, ZIP files. User configurable
  with complete color configuration.
  Includes virus scanning using SCAN/NAV.
  Copy/Move/Del files. Directory tree ops.
  4DOS support. Supports UC2, has multi-dir
  file list 80286 CPU or better required.
  Shareware from New-Ware (Win 3.1 Version)

ARCID107.ARJ     24444   03-06-95   Archive Identifier 1.07 - A utility for
  automatically identifying ARC ARJ HYP LZH PAK
  SQZ ZIP ZOO GIF and now *JPG* files by
  SIGNATURE, not extension, including
  self-extracting archives! Tiny and FAST!

ARJ242A.ARJ    262741   03-06-95   ARJ v2.42a BETA_2 - Test release of the file
  archiver ARJ, which has more features than
  any other archiver.  This release contains
  the ability to archive up to 32,000 files at
  one time, response file support, enhanced
  SFX modules, a demo multi-volume SFX module,
  a search and extract feature, an archive
  naming option based upon date or time, and
  more. $40 shareware from ARJ Software. For
  MS-DOS 2.11 and above.

AT810.ARJ    145572   03-06-95   ARCTOOL v8.10 The BEST archive manager &
  shell handles EVERY popular archiver
  including ZIP, ARJ, ARC, PAK, ZOO, and
  even recognizes "EXE" archives. Best of
  ALL, it handles archives INSIDE of other
  archives up to 5 layers. View, Print,
  Extract and Convert archives to ANY
  format, view ANSI files, ASSOCIATE exts
  with ANY DOS program. Edit FILE_ID.DIZ
  inside of Archives. Graphical user
  interface. VERY FAST !!! (c) 1992,1994
  GDSOFT

CARVE12.ARJ     27814   03-06-95   Freeware utility splits/rejoins large files
CRUSH13.ARJ     66757   03-06-95   CRUSH v1.3 - <ASP> Super-compressor for DOS.

  Fed up with limited compression performance
  of Stacker, PKZIP (2.04g), ZOO, ARJ and LHA?
  CRUSH will usually give 5%-50% improved
  compression over any other DOS compression! 1
  PocketD v4.1 compatible - Registration $29+

GUS_190.ARJ     37686   03-06-95   GUS v1.90!!! - The Incredible Unarchiver
  ****************************************
  General Unpack Shell v1.90 handles 15
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  archive types and their self-extractors.
  ARC ARC ARJ DWC HA HAP HPK HYP LZH PAK
  RAR SQZ UC2 ZIP ZOO & SFXs!

RAR1_52.ARJ    136590   03-06-95       The RAR archiver v1.52
    integrated archive manager
    ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
  - full screen and usual interface
  - high compression and speed
  - managing non-RAR archives
  - SFX archives, volumes, SFX volumes
  - "solid" archives, UPDATE POSSIBLE
  - packed colour comments
  - authenticity verification

RVS113.ARJ     49841   03-06-95   RVS-RView Shell, v1.13  Shell for viewing and
  extracting contents of several archive types.
  ARC, ARJ, HYP, LZH, LZS, PAK, SQZ, ZIP & ZOO.
  Displays either ZIP- or LZH-style compression
  ratios.  Various sort options.  FreeWare!

SQWEZ21.ARJ     55846   03-06-95   SQWEZ MULTI-FILE COMPRESSION <ASP> Full
  featured file compression package- Sqwez v2.1
  is full featured multi-file compression
  package . Files and options are entered
  through command line argument or a user
  interface menu system... Make self expanding
  or .SQZ files , view Sqwezed files and more..
  Very liberal license... Utilities - Disk/File
  JM SOFTWARE

STLTH65.ARJ    101566   03-06-95    ÚÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ¿
   ³  STEALTH 6.5  Archive Converter    ³
   ÀÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÙ
  Use your RAM disk for compression, Launch
  files while converting, virus scan entire
  subdirectories, tag files with internal file
  manager, QWK packet compression, internal
  UUENCODE/DECODE, all Internet archivers,
  plus TONS more.   Converts ALL ARCHIVERS,
  makes PKZIP 1.1 into 2.0 -EXTRA COMPRESSION.

SZV132.ARJ     52618   03-06-95   SIMPLE ZIP VIEWER v1.3
  This program allows viewing of .ZIP files
  without having to extract the contents of
  the.ZIP file.
  This new version now fixes a couple bugs and
  adds quite a few new features such as now
  being able to shell to DOS while viewing.
  Please see HISTORY.SZV for full details on
  all changes.
  Release date: 11-13-1994, $5 registration fee

S_S30.ARJ    155923   03-06-95   ShapeShifter v3.00: universal archive
  convertor/virus scanner; mouse support;
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  userconfigured virus scanner; output of
  archiver pgms can be redirected; supports
  nested archives/subdirs; full file attribute
  support; EGA/VGA support; 09/24/94; Curtis
  Little.

WAVCMP12.ARJ     21210   03-06-95   OSOSOFT's WaveCompactor 1.2 <ASP> --
  Modifies WAV files to allow better
  compression with PKZIP and COMPRESS. Get
  up to 1000% better compression after using.
  Registration fee: $20. Requires VBRUN300.DLL.
  WaveCompactor is the first and only program o
  its type. Perfect for shareware authors.

WINZIP56.ARJ    294710   03-06-95   WinZip 5.6 w/Built-in ZIP TAR gzip & compress
  Easily Install/Try/UNINSTALL software in ZIPs
  PKZIP is not needed for basic ZIP operations
  Brings the convenience of Windows to Zipping
  "Best Utility" 1994 Shareware Industry Awards
  "Recommended Download" Windows Magazine 9/94
  "Top 10" Windows Utility CompuServe Mag 10/93
  Winner: Windows Magazine's 1993 WIN100 Award
  "Slick and Intuitive" Computer Shopper 5/94
  "Easy to use" InfoWorld 4/18/94        <ASP>

ZIPAID.ARJ     13364   03-06-95   ZIPAID - Eliminates the need to use switches
  with PKZIP or PKUNZIP. Zip, unzip, view the
  contents of a zipfile, make or change a zip
  comment, add or move files to a zipfile, or
  copy, delete, or read a file contain within a
  zipfile with the same command line. Menu
  driven. Can be used from any valid drive.
  Requires DOS and PKZIP v2.04G. No fee. Menu
  pkzip zip Leonard Klafta - ZIPAID - Oct. 17,
  1994.
  Last revision date in archive: 10-17-1994.

ZIPCVT29.ARJ     14333   03-06-95   ZIP Converter 2.9 converts ZIPs to version
  2.04 format, using maximum compression.  It
  can be used on both hard and floppy drives
  Copyright (c) 1995 by Gregory Sherman

ZIP_GO51.ARJ     87065   03-06-95   ZIP&GO v5.1 (C) 1994 - RUN FROM ZIPFILES All
  new, menu driven hard drive compression! Runs
  zipped programs from hard drive or disk.
  Transparent operation and total user control.

ZPRO218.ARJ    442897   03-06-95   ZIP'R Pro For DOS v2.18 <ASP> H.D. Tripler!
  ZIP'R Pro stores programs in compressed form
  when they are not being used. Easy to use
  interface with mouse support!

Main Board: 4) Sample  Files
============ ========= ======
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Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================

Main Board: 5) Sample  Files
============ ========= ======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================
1_ULDEMO.ARJ    927311   03-06-95   Preview THREE upcoming GAME releases    T

  *Vinyl Goddess from Mars* a fast paced,
   high speed, sexy platform game.
  *Radix: Into the void* a radical
   3D edge of your seat action game.
  *Tactical Factor* two player action!

BC_1.ARJ   1003324   03-06-95   Operation: BODY COUNT   File 1 of 2
  The United Nations towers are infested with
  pests... And you're the Orkin Man!
  Destroy terrorists with Dual Uzi's, Flame
  Throwers, etc.

BC_2.ARJ    789239   03-06-95   Operation: BODY COUNT   File 2 of 2
  The United Nations towers are infested with
  pests... And you're the Orkin Man!
  Destroy terrorists with Dual Uzi's, Flame
  Throwers, etc.

BLOODDEM.ARJ   1311504   03-06-95   Awesome and Gruesome DEMO of Microprose's new
  game BLOODNET. Req. VGA and mouse but will
  self run without mouse. Full sound board
  capability.

CPTDEM.ARJ   3151594   03-06-95   2-level, networkable demo of Magic Carpet
  -Excellent, Excellent 3D Texture mapped,
  fully rendered 256 Color game with Virtual
  Reality and 3D support... 8 Player network
  play. Requires a DX4 or Pentium for optimal
  play.

DARKWOLF.ARJ    711908   03-06-95   D'India Software's latest SHAREWARE
  masterpiece!  DARKWOLF, the action game with
  awesome 256 color VGA graphics, digital
  sound, digital music, 32-bit parallax
  scrolling, and more!  The "play control" and
  "fun factor" are impressive! As the king's
  wizard, you must try and keep the kingdom
  from being thrown into civil war, but beware
  Grondahl Morrison is out to shorten your
  lifespan. CHECK IT OUT!!

DDT.ARJ   1507872   03-06-95   This is a music demo for windows, 256 colors.
  If you like body music, trance, rave, techno,
  industrial, you will like this. No guitars,
  everybody else does them, so keep looking.
  Designed to get label attention.  We have
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  music, but no CD to sell.
  write:ddt@world.std.com
  Band: D.D.T. If you have heard any other
  D.D.T.'s out there, we are sorry, we have a
  trademark on the name.

DFORCES0.ARJ      3469   03-06-95   Dark Forces demo -- part 0 of 4.  Read this
  file before downloading.

DFORCES1.ARJ   3311263   03-06-95   LucasArts presents DARK FORCES Playable Demo
  =============================================
  This is a single level of the upcoming CD-ROM
  release of Dark Forces.  This file is
  required to run the demo; DFORCES2 and
  DFORCES3 are beginning and ending cutscenes
  and are optional. Requires a 486/Pentium
  system with 8 megabytes, Microsoft compatible
  mouse, and Sound Blaster or Pro Audio
  Spectrum compatible digital card. [Disk 1/3]

DFORCES2.ARJ   1109023   03-06-95   LucasArts presents DARK FORCES Playable Demo
  =============================================
  This is a single level of the upcoming CD-ROM
  release of Dark Forces.  DFORCES1.ARJ is
  required, this is the optional beginning
  cutscene.  Requires a 486/Pentium system with
  8 megabytes, Microsoft compatible mouse, and
  Sound Blaster or Pro Audio Spectrum
  compatible digital card. [Disk 2/3]

DFORCES3.ARJ   5885145   03-06-95   LucasArts presents DARK FORCES Playable Demo
  =============================================
  This is a single level of the upcoming CD-ROM
  release of Dark Forces.  DFORCES1.ARJ is
  required to run the demo, this is the
  optional closing cutscene.  Requires a
  486/Pentium system with 8 megabytes,
  Microsoft compatible mouse, and Sound Blaster
  or Pro Audio Spectrum compatible digital
  card. [Disk 3/3]

IPLAY121.ARJ    141409   03-06-95   ÜÜ ÜÜÄÜÜ ÜÜÄÜÜ ÜÜÄÜÜ ÜÜÄÜÜ ÜÜ ÜÜÄÜÜ
  ÛÛ ÛÛ ÛÛ ÛÛþ   ÛÛÄÛÜ    ÛÛ ÛÛ ÛÛþÛÛ
  ÛÛ ÛÛ ÛÛ ÛÛÜÛÛ ÛÛ ÛÛ    ÛÛ ÛÛ ÛÛ ÛÛ
  úùúùúùúùúùúù PRESENTS: ùúùúùúùúùúùú
  ÄÄÄÄ¯> iNERTiA PLAYER v1.21! <®ÄÄÄÄ
        ASSEMBLY '94 CD EDiTiON
  ÄÄÄÄ¯> 100%  386+ ASSEMBLER! <®ÄÄÄÄ
  úùúùúùúùúùúùúùúùúùúùúùúùúùúùúùúùúùú
  SUPPORTS: GUS,PAS16,WSS,SB16,SBPro,
            SB,Adlib,Covox,StereoOn1,
            PC Speaker and MIDI
  PLAYS:    MOD,NST,STM,S3M,669,E669,
            MTM,WOW,INR,PSM,FAR & ULT
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  FEATURES: EMS,UMBs,Menu,DOS Shell
            256x Oversampling, Volume
            Amplify, PAL/NTSC Switch,
            VU-Meters, Graphical
  V1.21     !  DON'T USE THE VIRUS  !
            !CONTAMiNATED CD VERSiON!
  úùúùúùúùúùúùúùúùúùúùúùúùúùúùúùúùúùú

ISDEMO.ARJ   2043414   03-06-95   Iron Seed Demo v1.10 Requires VGA, Mouse,
  580K, DOS 4 386/33 - faster is better!
  Awesome Dolby Surround music with an Aria,
  ProAudio, Sound Blaster or Gravis UltraSound
  or compatible with 600K and 1meg EMS. A vast,
  strategic space-adventure. Reunite the
  Kendar, an alliance of space-faring races, to
  beat the Scavengers. Explore hundreds of
  planets, meet, talk, trade with and fight
  aliens. Gain experience to build better
  weapons as you find clues that lead to the.

MACHINE2.ARJ    460510   03-06-95   Playable Demo of Sierra's "Incredible Machine
  2". It's Worth the Download Time If You Like
  Solving Spacial Puzzles.

MASS_ISD.ARJ     55992   03-06-95   ÚÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ¿
  ³  úúþ M A S S i V E þúú  ³
  ³  úúúúþ presents þúúúúú  ³
  ³         ú           ú   ³
  ³  I N F I N I TúE  ú     ³
  ³   ú   |  S P A C E      ³
  ³     --o--  D R E A M S  ³
  ³       |   ú      ú      ³
  ³ Ä---------------------Ä ³
  ³ þ Our contribution to þ ³
  ³ þ THE PARTY 4 DENMARK þ ³
  ³ Ä---------------------Ä ³
  ³ Required: 386 SB/GUS    ³
  ³ Preferably: 486VLB GUS  ³
  ÀÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÙ

METLDEMO.ARJ   1360741   03-06-95   PLAYABLE DEMO OF METAL MARINES FOR WINDOWS
  Destroy your opponent's bases before he
  destroys yours!  Control troops, missile
  sites, build factories and headquarters, and
  battle it out via serial connection or modem!
  Demo includes three levels of difficulty, not
  all features are functional.  Requires
  Windows 3.1, mouse, 8M RAM, 8M free hard disk
  space.  Supports General MIDI.

MOUSE.ARJ     27998   03-06-95   Ú--úÄÄÄ-------ú--  -ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ----¿
  |  The Party '94 Release:       |
  ³                               ú
  ³   "The Mysterious Mouse"      ³
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  ³  - by Mystical of Purple..    ³
  |                               |
  ú                  [4-Ch compo] ³
  ÀÄ--ÄÄÄú  ----ÄÄÄÄ-------ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÙ

MOUSE1.ARJ     31954   03-06-95   Ú--úÄÄÄ-------ú--  -ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ----¿
  |  The Party '94 Release:       |
  ³                               ú
  ³   "The Mysterious Mouse"      ³
  ³  - by Mystical of Purple..    ³
  |                               |
  ú                  [4-Ch compo] ³
  ÀÄ--ÄÄÄú  ----ÄÄÄÄ-------ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÙ

QTINE10.ARJ   1353702   03-06-95   The Quarantine Playable Demo. The object of
  Quarantine is to escape Kemo, a prison city.
  Kemo contains five separate areas surrounded
  by impenetrable walls. You are Drake
  Edgewater, a cab driver driving a hovercab
  armed only with headlight-mounted machine-
  guns. To escape from Quarantine you must arm
  your vehicle with weapons, discover secret
  entrances and travel in the underground from
  area to area. To earn money, you can pick up
  and deliver passengers.
  Requirements: 386/33, 486/33 recomended, 4
  megs of RAM, 640K Conventional Memory, Sound
  Blaster (optional), Thrustmaster steering
  wheel (optional), Joystick not implemented
  for DEMO!

SCDEMO21.ARJ    949081   03-06-95   Sim City for OS/2 demo version.
STARCRDE.ARJ   1156938   03-06-95   Playable demo of Star Crusader by GAMETEK

  Allows you to go on one mission and explore
  the game options. Requires VGA, 386 , sound
  card and 2M RAM.

TIM2DM.ARJ   1280425   03-06-95   THE INCREDIBLE MACHINE 2 DEMO--This is a
  playable demo of The Incredible Machine 2.
  This game will challenge you with  various
  puzzles that must be solved by inventing
  a machine that will successfully complete
  the task you are given. At your disposal
  will be items such as gears, conveyor
  belts,ramps, bowling balls, blimps,
  cannons, cats, mice, and dozens of other
  items you can use to create your invention.
  Note: No animals were harmed in the making
  of The Incredible Machine 2.

TRTYDEMO.ARJ   1045300   03-06-95   Playable DEMO of Transport Tycoon, 1994 game
WARCRAFT.ARJ   1386875   03-06-95   Playable demo of Blizzard Entertainment's

  WARCRAFT: Orcs and Humans.  Supports all
  major sound cards, requires VGA and a mouse.
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  Does not allow network or modem play in demo
  version, full version supports modem, serial,
  or IPX network play.

WIZSNOW.ARJ     57067   03-06-95    °°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°
   °        -=Merry Christmas=-         °
   ° Great little Christmas demo coded  °
   ° by WizWare for your enjoyment!     °
   ° 386/25 recommended.  Runs with     °
   ° 512K - Sound Card Also Recommended.°
   ° Compiled 12-17-94                  °
   °°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°

Main Board: 6) Sample  Files
============ ========= ======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================
0158TER1.ARJ    672670   03-06-95   Terminate 1.58 1 of 2
0158TER2.ARJ    465109   03-06-95   --==< TERMINATE 1.58h Beta, file 2 of 2 >==--

  Using Fax Manager receive Fax  OR  data calls
  to the IEMSI and ANSI/Avatar MiniHost with an
  adaptive answer modem on a single phone line!
  Translation, keyboard and Faxfont  (including
  cyrillic & arabic) editor. Cost Manager. Scan
  and use ALL your VGA modes.  ISDN, Fossil and
  Network support. Background to "Project Cain"
  including BO$WELCH.TXT and LIAR_WOO.DS   File
  2 of 2 and BOTH files needed for installation

288TXT.ARJ     20131   03-06-95   Having troubles getting a 28.8 Connect rate
  with your USR? So are a lot of people. Read
  these posts to and from USR for a little
  help. .

ASYNC16.ARJ     15227   03-06-95   Async v1.6 is a program to open Com port 1
  or Com port 2. Transmit a data string, and
  monitor the modem response. Freeware.

BBSR12.ARJ    266697   03-06-95   Make $$$ by passing this program along!!!
  Crater Rim's *** FREE *** Comm Package with
  19 internal protocols including Xmodem Chk,
  Xmodem CRC, 1K-Xmodem,  WXmodem,  K9Xmodem,
  Qmodem 1K-G,  Ymodem,  Ymodem-G, Zmodem and
  ALL of the SuperK set!
  Features  Emulink  system  to  emulate  the
  command key sets for most of the major comm

BIMPRO36.ARJ    127917   03-06-95   BImodem PRO (PAMPA) v3.6: A new full
  BImodem.com-compatible protocol. Supports
  4DOS comments. Add files to send/receive
  queue while in-session. Capture chat to file.
  Remote's chat window scrollback. Nice screen
  design. XferProgress bar. A lot of new
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COMMO641.ARJ    193491   03-06-95   {COMMO} 6.41 - High-performance terminal
  program for DOS (also excellent in Windows
  and OS/2).  {COMMO} is the smallest, fastest,
  most reliable and most configurable terminal
  program available.  The easy, comprehensive
  macro programming language lets you do just
  about anything.  New features include
  INTERNAL ZMODEM, macro compiling, greater
  speed and many more enhancements and
  improvements.  Shareware.

DSDIALV1.ARJ     27753   03-06-95   ÚÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ¿
  ³²²²          DOS Dialer,             ²²²³
  ³A MS-DOS modem/telephone dialer, so easy³
  ³to use yet so versatile. Simlpe put in  ³
  ³path directory, and use, its that simple³
  ³What to resister, %USER%, just write!   ³
  ÀÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÙ

EZYD21.ARJ     38414   03-06-95   Nice Cmnd-Line Phone/Dig. Pager Dialer
  Ezy-D is a great little dialer for use
  on the command-line and in batch files
  for making unattended pager calls in
  response to system/application events,
  or for creating menu items such as
  "Page Ralph" or "Call Norton".
  Features:
   - Automatically locates modem.
   - Automatically selects voice/pager

FAX130Q.ARJ    145301   03-06-95   BGFAX 1.30 Revision Q [24-Aug-94];  Public
  beta version of  BGFAX  that fixes problem
  when sending to real fax machines in Class
  1 mode.  This new version adds 2 different
  fonts and includes a font editing program.
  NOW INCLUDES OS/2 EXECUTABLES!     BGFAX/2

FAXHVN10.ARJ    298947   03-06-95   Many many value-adding features for your FAX
  modem. HQ-FAX ver. 2.0 PLUS! The standard
  receive-processing functions, (View, Print,
  Convert to graphic, Archive, Delete). FAX
  modem w. BITFAX/QUICKLINK/FRECOM/Cmplt PC.
  DOS-based, Funxn-Key driven. Works w.
  Windows. One-Step FAXHAVEN v1.0 ASP From:
  AD-COMM.
  Last revision date in archive: 10-18-1994.

FST550.ARJ     14588   03-06-95   Tech Note : FAST SERIAL PORTS & 16550 UARTS
  Author : Michael Spalter
  Fast serial cards have become very popular
  lately due to the proliferation of high speed
  (V32/V32bis) modems. Whilst the computer
  press have been keen to cover modems in
  general, little coverage has been given to
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  serial cards (they're just not sexy enough
  for mainstream articles). This means that,
  whilst many people want or need fast serial
  cards, there is much confusion about them.
  This document attempts to answer the most
  common questions.

GAMBIT16.ARJ     66903   03-06-95   Professionally designed to make your modem
  chess game a pleasure. Gambit delivers the
  following features: Advanced chess logic
  verifies every move made. Easy to use graphic
  user interface. High speed error correcting
  modem protocol.

HQFAX20.ARJ    246218   03-06-95   Many many value-adding features for your FAX
  modem. Produce & send FAX-ready files in 1
  step. Produce PCX,DCX,TIFF formats. Thumbtack
  graphics & use pre- printed forms. EPSON-LQ
  print driver required, nothing more.
  DOS-based, Funxn-Key driven. Works w.
  Windows. One-Step High Quality FAX v2.0 ASP
  From: AD-COMM.
  Last revision date in archive: 10-15-1994.

ICAP103.ARJ     38394   03-06-95   -------- ICAP Version 1.03 12/3/94 --------
  Utility program for USRobotics modems to
  retrieve the modem's ATI6 and ATI11 screens
  and append them to a log file with a date
  and time stamp. Includes support for FOSSIL
  drivers and non-standard IRQ's.  Includes
  QB source code.

IZM100.ARJ    128267   03-06-95   IceZmodem(IZM) v1.00 Protocol-Chat,DOS,Editor
  IceSoft Software presents IceZmodem, an amazi
  new Zmodem file transfer protocol with 100%
  standard Zmodem compatibility and many enhanc
  While transferring files you can chat with th
  remote user, shell to DOS, edit a text file,
  play Digital MOD file Music, or play games. Y
  can even get 2 pages of system information ab
  the remote computer. It has one of the best
  status displays ever and includes a Screen Sa

LBB70.ARJ    124025   03-06-95   LITTLE BLACK BOOK v7.00
  New release of this excellent Address Book an
  Autodialer. With pre/post dial codes. 5K TSR
  International dialing support.Unlimited recor
  Prints personal address book and labels. Auto
  redial on busy. Call logging. Import/Export
  database. Context Sensitive help. COM 1-4.
  Multiple Index Categories.

LZMDM101.ARJ    176904   03-06-95     LIGHTNING Z-MODEM 1.01
  ==========================
  A new type of transfer protocol
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  using special compression!  As
  much as 4-10 times faster than
  Z-MODEM!  Works with regular
  14.4K, save $100's!

MCOMM600.ARJ    166696   03-06-95   MCOMM ASYNC COMMUNICATIONS LIBRARY - Fast
  serial communications library for C program-
  mers.  Supports 4 simultaneous ports, up to
  115200 baud, 16550 FIFO mode, and IRQs 2-15.
  Async code is 100% optimized assembler for
  maximum speed.  Includes popular TXZM
  zmodem protocol driver.  Also includes ANSI
  BBS video routines.  $45 registration
  includes complete source code.

MODEMD60.ARJ    147842   03-06-95   MODEM DOCTOR VERSION 6.0 1-8-95
  professional diagnostic tool for testing
  modem and serial ports. All modem lines,
  IRQ assignments, and base port addresses
  are checked. It also checks UART chip
  and all modem registers.

OZXFER.ARJ      4896   03-06-95   OZCIS Utility to help with internet file
  transfers

PS113.ARJ    310122   03-06-95   PHONE SECRETARY v1.01 <ASAD> - fax/modem&answ
  on 1 line, call fwd, call screen, and more!
  With dist. ring from Bell auto answers for
  fax voice or modem.  Auto control of call
  frwding. Auto weed out unwanted calls. Log
  date, time, dist ring, for all calls. Get
  notification by beeper OR PHONE for incoming
  calls, faxs, etc. User settable daily
  schedules for all funct'ns.
    Your modem will never be the same - again!
  Mouse!   Copyright by Unique Software - $29.9

SM11BC.ARJ    218691   03-06-95   SuperCmodem! is a fully configurable easy-
  to-use no-manual-required support-free
  complete communication program. This quickie
  is a no brainer. Features include: Internal
  XYZmodem protocols, Terminal emulations,
  Macro/meta keys, Session logging, and Support
  for com1 to com4 Use for as long as you want
  (freeware). Ideal for new callers. Also, for
  sysops who'd rather not explain how other
  comm programs (eg. Windows Terminal) work.

TPC12.ARJ    113494   03-06-95   ÉÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑ»
  ÇÄÄThe Phone Center Version 1.2!ÄÄ¶
  ÈÏÏÏÏÏÏÏÏÏÏÏÏÏÏÏÏÏÏÏÏÏÏÏÏÏÏÏÏÏÏÏÏÏÏÏ¼
  The first dialer program that's a lot
  of fun to use.  Includes: Directory
  Print, Area Code Search, Time Zone
  Search, Calculator, Calendar, Sliding
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  Windows, Quick Memo, Entry Finder,
  DOS Shell, and a Hangman Game!!!
  Very User Friendly!  Mono/CGA/EGA/VGA

TXZM241.ARJ     44201   03-06-95   TXZM ZMODEM PROTOCOL DRIVER - Fast zmodem
  driver with full screen status display.
  Supports up to 115,200 baud, 16550 FIFO mode,
  and can be used with any com port-including
  those that use non-standard IRQs. Can send
  and receive complete directory structures.
  Operates in terminal mode as a stand alone
  program, or, from the command line as a
  protocol driver for other programs.
  Noncommercial users are not required to
  register.

T_CD.ARJ     28299   03-06-95   ÚÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ¿
  ³ °°°° The Terminate CDROM music player °°° ³
  ÀÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÙ
   This function is also found inside Terminate
   on Alt-F10. But was made also as an external
   function, since it became more and more
   popular.

T_INFO.ARJ     28234   03-06-95   ÚÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ¿
  ³ °°°° The Terminate System Information °° ³
  ÀÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÙ
   This function is also found inside Terminate
   on Alt-U. But was made also as an external
   function, since it became more and more
   popular.

T_LIGHT.ARJ     13040   03-06-95   ÚÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ¿
  ³ °° The Terminate Lights On/Off utility °° ³
  ÀÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÙ
   To use the program, just type T-LIGHT and
   press return then the help will appear on
   the screen. That is all you need.

T_SOUND.ARJ      6988   03-06-95   ÚÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ¿
  ³ °° The Terminate multi-sounder utility °° ³
  ÀÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÙ
   To use the program, just type T-SOUND and
   press return then the help will appear on
   the screen. That is all you need.

USR41202.ARJ    249739   03-06-95   12/02/94 Flash ROM code for
  US Robotics Courier V.34!  Maintenance
  release for DOS based domestic modems only.

WHYV34.ARJ      8982   03-06-95   ASYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATION AT 28.8K BPS.
  v12/17/94 <ASP>.  Article on V.34 and V.FC
  ("fast class") modems, phone lines,
  terminology, concepts, technology, problems,
  issues, troubleshooting, and limitations.
  Why connections will typically be slower
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  than 28.8kbps.
WILLY106.ARJ     31009   03-06-95   The problem  - You need to  send a

  file via E-mail  to someone on
  Compuserve, MCI, Internet - wherever,
  only the file is a ZIP  or program
  file and you can't "ATTACH" a file
  that way...  and snail mail is just
  TOO slow. WILLY WANTS  IT NOW!  Willy
  will turn the file into a text file
  which you can then send as a document.

ZHNT1194.ARJ    415752   03-06-95   This file contains over 225 text files and
  some TIF files with help for Modems, faxmodem
  General, Zoom and MTEZ, WINDOWS, Voicemodems
  help. Comport/Irq help, hardware/software
  conflicts, Unix and more!  Also includes
  COMTEST.COM to check for serial port
  COMport devices/TSRs
  by Don Hinds - CASTLEsoft & Zoom Telephonics

Main Board: 7) Sample  Files
============ ========= ======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================
4CT131.ARJ    306302   03-06-95   4CAT  - Ver 1.31 - Disk and file catalog.

  Quick, easy way to keep track of files stored
  on disks.  4DOS descriptions, up to 200
  characters long, are utilized, if present.
  Search your database by filename, disk label,
  or 4DOS file description. Tracks free disk
  space.  4DOS is NOT required.  Shareware,
  only $10.

AC935.ARJ    169961   03-06-95   Address/Phone Manager: Business/Personal Use.
  Multiple Addrs Files. Multiple Label formats.
  Prints Index/Rolodex Card: Phone/Addrs Books.
  Auto-Find matching entrys in ANY field.
  2 Phones/Exts & 67 space COMMENT field.
  BROWSE files with Arrow Keys. Pick & Choose
  who to print a Label/Rolodex/IndexCard for.
  Merge/Extract/Sort/Convert Address Files.
  PRINT to Disk File OR to Printer.

ADLIB100.ARJ    240201   03-06-95   Address Librarian v1.00. Address Database.
  Extremely easy-to-use program to maintain
  names, address and phone numbers. Can hold up
  to 2 billion addresses. Prints labels in the
  most popular formats, rolodex and index cards
  for dot-matrix and laser printers. Has
  context senstive help, online manual, mouse
  support, popup calendar and much more. ASP
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  Shareware by TurboSystemsCo.
ALM510.ARJ    120519   03-06-95   Address List Manager v5.10 - The easy and

  fast way to maintain your mailing list.
  Handles up to 2400 records per file. Features
  include an easy to use editor, mouse support,
  fast sorting, automatic return address
  printing and versatile customization.  You
  can customize its output to fit any size
  page, index card, envelope or 1, 2, 3 or 4
  across labels.  New: Context-sensitive help,
  virtual memory, multitasker-aware, more.

BCV10.ARJ     60592   03-06-95   ððððððððððððð BUSINESS CARDS ððððððððððððð
  An outstanding business card ÿdatabase for
  your ÿpersonal computer.  ÿOrganizes ÿyour
  cards and provides ÿfast ÿsearch and print
  capability by name, ÿcompany, ÿor assigned
  group.  (Can also ÿbe ÿused as a telephone
  or ÿaddress directory.) ÿAn absolute ÿmust
  have for the business professional!

BL152.ARJ    175461   03-06-95   Book Librarian 1.52. Powerful feature packed
  easy-to-use program to organize and manage a
  personal, club, school, church or coporate
  library. Has mouse support,context sensitive
  help,pop-up Browse and Find windows.Includes
  a 31 line memo field for notes. Prints num-
  erous reports to the screen,printer or disk.
  ASP Shareware by TurboSystemsCo. Fields are
  Title, author, subject, edition, catalog#,
  ISBN, publisher and more.

BOOKB21.ARJ    128036   03-06-95   BookBank II v2.01 <ASP> Personal Library
  Management System for book collectors,
  libraries, businesses, & churches. Tracks
  books you have, want, or have loaned. Great
  for insurance or tax purposes. Menu driven
  for easy use. Configurable reports as well as
  mail merge style data file can be created. An
  upgrade of the earlier program - BiblioFile.

CANS15.ARJ    286470   03-06-95   C A N S v1.5 <ASP> Industrial strength PIM.
  A tickler and rolodex - on line help. Feature
  'to do' list, automatically rolls foward
  daily; maintains anniversaries. Searches.
  Groupings; WP51 mail merge, mailing labels

CARDX135.ARJ    208639   03-06-95   Electronic Rolodex dials the phone, has three
  phone numbers per record. Keeps a phone log
  of numbers dialed. Prints labels, rolodex
  cards, memos and envelopes using simple
  Custom Print Programs where you can position
  all of the fields to print where you want.
  Access multiple Print Programs from a menu.
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  Compatible with all printers, imbed printer
  control codes into print programs.

CDM32.ARJ     99108   03-06-95   ÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ
  Compact Disc MASTER v3.2 - full featured,
  DOS based controller for playing audio CDs
  on most CDROM drives. Special features are
  included for the SB Pro, SB16 and PAS-16.
  Shareware. Written by author of BLASTER
  Master, Gary Maddox (1994)
  ÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ

CDMSTR71.ARJ    256089   03-06-95   CDMaster  7.10.   Helping you *Master your CD
  Library.  It does what other catalogers  only
  dream  of!   Max  flexibility (3 user defined
  fields per  title,  2  per  tune).  UNLIMITED
  Tunes   per  title.   Out  puts  to  printer/
  screen/ file.  Labels, 3X5 &  Rolodex  cards.
  Can  Find CD!  on every field or combination,
  even Tune!  From Unicorn Software Ltd. {ASP}

CDSKA810.ARJ    456620   03-06-95   Disk Catalog System/CATDISK V8.10 <ASP> (1/3)
  From Rick Hillier.  The most significant
  upgrade in CATDISK's long history!  Tracks
  what's on each disk in your file collection.
  Shareware.  Base Registration Fee = $29.00

CDSKB810.ARJ    137314   03-06-95   Disk Catalog System/CATDISK V8.10 <ASP> (2/3)
  From Rick Hillier.  Bonus utilities automate
  offloading files to floppies, eliminating
  duplicate files/redundant versions of
  programs, general file cleanup operations etc

CDSKC810.ARJ    379478   03-06-95   Disk Catalog System/CATDISK V8.10 <ASP> (3/3)
  From Rick Hillier.  Easy to use installation
  program automates and simplifies the CATDISK
  installation process.  The standard version
  runs within the 640K DOS limitations. The
  protected mode (DPMI-compliant) version uses
  all available extended memory to support
  higher capacities.

CELEB95.ARJ    288571   03-06-95   1995 Celebrity Address Book - in an
  alphebetical listing of celebrity addresses,
  and fan clubs. There's something in it for
  everybody with entries ranging from Frank
  Sinatra to Paul Simon and The Simpsons.

CFF51B.ARJ    226844   03-06-95   Culver's Fabulous Filesystem
  Version 5.1 Beta release.
  This is a portable 32 bit
  filesystem/database engine
  for memory, and disk.
  It has copyable objects and
  a permanent malloc.
  Dos, Unix, OS2, WinNT
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CHM400.ARJ     18674   03-06-95   CHIMES 4.00  04/18/94
  Chimes is a TSR that monitors your system
  clock and will chime with one of a few tones
  during each quarter hour and then a longer
  tone at each hour. Shareware registration
  forms and manual included. From Foley Hi-Tech
  Systems (ASP).

CLUBCON4.ARJ    281546   03-06-95   EARN BIG MONEY AND HAVE A LOT OF FUN TOO!
  and all CLIPPER source code.
  Computer Dating and Matchmaking services
  are one of the new fast growth industries
  that are sweeping the country.  Get in on
  the ground floor now and learn how to make
  money while enjoying your work and meeting
  many new friends.  This database engine is
  fully compatible with DBase 3 or 4. You can
  choose either .NDX or .NTX index formats.
  Registration delivers paper documentation

CM172SW.ARJ    175790   03-06-95   Contact Manager v.1.72 08-15-93
  A mouse aware contact management tool for
  small to mid-size businesses and individuals.
  Zip code sorting, labels, mail merge,
  comments, 3 contact names/phones/titles,
  follow-up date, topics and groups.

COMPULOG.ARJ    137215   03-06-95   Release 1.00a of CompuLog
  A full-featured graphic file database program
  which allows you to catalog all your images
  from hard, floppy, and CD-ROM disks into a
  single searchable database. View any file by
  selecting it from a screen full of thumbnail
  images. Requires DOS 3 and VGA. Vesa SVGA
  and at least a 386 are recommended. ShareWare
  evaulation version limited to 250 images.

DATES409.ARJ     60044   03-06-95   DATES.EXE:  Warns you of upcoming birthdays,
  anniversaries, holidays, etc so you can buy
  cards or get out of town in time.

DDFILE70.ARJ    452971   03-06-95   ddFile 7.0a is a powerful and flexible
  database manager for both the professional
  and the beginner alike. Do bulk mailings,
  mail merge, dupe checking, import/export,
  sort, filter, and more. ddFile was written
  especially for mailing list management but
  can be used to manage any dBase III file for
  just about any purpose. Shareware from
  Doctor Data Software.

DIARY21.ARJ    670988   03-06-95   DEAR DIARY 2.1                          <ASP>
  Diary/journal program w/password protection.-
  Journal daily thoughts and activities.
  Powerful text search feature. Supports
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  international date formats.
DMAIL6.ARJ    228902   03-06-95   DMAIL v6.0 - A very friendly mailing list

  manager with many advanced features. Easy to
  use with pull-down menus and online help.
  Import and export addresses. Print labels,
  envelopes and rolodex cards. Print PostNet
  bar codes. Use standard label sizes on either
  dot matrix or laser printers. Make master
  lists and sub-lists. Copy addresses between
  lists. Has user-defined field which can be
  printed with addresses.

DMASTER.ARJ    321931   03-06-95   DATA MASTER v3.0 <ASP> - Database manager.
  Create, modify, sort, report, and query dbase
  files. Convert 1-2-3 files to dbase and vice
  versa. Report writer. Form letter/mailmerge
  utility. Mailing Label utility. Find
  duplicates. Search & replace. Sum/average
  numeric data. Frequency analysis. Unlimited
  number of records. Much more. $39.00.

EB17.ARJ    784366   03-06-95   EASY BASE VERSION 1.7 <ASP>
  Data Management System-
  Easy Base is a full featured, fully
  relational data management system, simple
  enough for a beginner to operate yet
  powerful enough to create professional data
  management programs in a fraction of the
  time required in most other systems.
  Database Applications
  EASY SOFTWARE

FF39E.ARJ    163000   03-06-95   Football Forcast 09/94 with up to date
  soccer data. UK author.
  Version 3.9E

HL_400.ARJ     37639   03-06-95   Huckabey Labels. 200  records  per unlimited
  databases.  Edit,  print, add records,  etc.
  Nothing fancy!  It just works!      $10 reg.

HPN_100.ARJ     34137   03-06-95   Huckabey Phone Numbers.  Keep track of your
  phone  numbers.  Edit,  print,  add, delete
  records, etc. 350 record limit in database.

IRIS128.ARJ    253486   03-06-95   Iris. "Electronic book processor." Link
  topics. Store input. Merge variables. Run
  programs. Use color, sound, text windows.
  256K, monochrome or color. Fast and easy.
  ÚÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ·
  ³  Member, Digital Publishing Association   º
  ³                      205 854-1660 (BBS)   º
  ÀÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ½

KYSD20.ARJ    330918   03-06-95   KNOW YOUR STUFF v2.0 FOR DOS 3.31+ - Menu
  driven,   mouse   supported   program for
  studying  any  subject.  Users create the
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  subjects  and data files for study. Up to
  32 User Defined topics for each subject.
  Great for   teachers,  professionals, &
  anyone  who  has a need to study. DODDger
  Software BBS:      (817)    431-3557

MARKS21.ARJ    355813   03-06-95   Membership All-simple Record Keeping sys
MERGP1B1.ARJ     90708   03-06-95   MERGEPRO v1.00á1 - merge almost ANY files!

  Works on any size of sorted ASCII text file.
  This should be the ONLY merge program you'll
  ever need.  Select multiple merge keys, case
  sensitivity, delimiters, remove duplicates,
  order, skip over a heading, logging, MORE!

MYDAYS16.ARJ    331651   03-06-95   ALL-MY-DAYS, the personal scheduler-calendar,
  can handle every conceivable need for a busy
  man or woman. It will keep track of
  appointments and deadlines, print a schedule
  for any period of time you wish, and beep at
  you if you set an alarm. It will track any
  type of recurring event (such as a holiday or
  birthday). Numerous reports and much, much
  more. Automated MS Windows installation
  included.

MYIDEA42.ARJ     94491   03-06-95   My Idea for DOS 4.2 Complete:idea program
  Develop an idea with adaptive menus.
  Solve large problems by building
  your own thought based application.
  includes searching, reminders, printing.

NOTEW40A.ARJ    109585   03-06-95   NoteWare 4.0a -- THE TOP-RATED TSR NOTEPAD!
  Pop up NoteWare anytime to write notes, to
  capture screens, to dial the phone, to view
  files/dirs, and to find information in notes.
  "By far the best TSR Notepad I've seen"--
  Mike Callahan. For Window OR DOS  <ASP>

PCAL1471.ARJ    191670   03-06-95   PERSONAL CALENDAR(tm) v14.71 <ASP> - TSR
  PIM. Appointment reminder (tickler), clock,
  scrollable calendar, notepad, and historical
  tracker (diary).  Deluxe, flexible, friendy
  Personal Information Manager, runs as a
  normal program or stable, environment
  sensitive 6K byte TSR.  DOS 6.22 and OS/2
  compatible!  From FunStuff Software $39.
  -AV by author, Paul Munoz-Colman.

POPDBF.ARJ    137863   03-06-95   PopDBF v4.05 <ASP> 4K TSR dBase file editor
  for "Instant Access" to any dBase compatible
  file. Add, Browse, Copy, Delete, Edit, Print
  & Search records. Create your database views.

REP114.ARJ    414807   03-06-95   Replicator v1.14 <ASP> - The Disk Replicator
  Replicator is a disk image utility designed
  to create images of diskettes and catalog
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  them in a database. Use optional compression
  routines to reduce the image size. Store up
  to 10 lines of descriptive text for each disk
  image in the database. Database entries can
  be modified at any time. Includes network
  support. Version 1.14 fixes a single-user
  execution problem.

SURVEY2J.ARJ    149469   03-06-95   SURVEY POWER     Version 2.10    ASP Create,
  analyze, & print out demographic &
  correlation results to your surveys.  Accepts
  single choice, multiple choice, rank order,
  text entry, and cumulative type questions. Up
  to 9 choices per question. Output to printer,
  ASCII, and Lotus 1-2-3 files. Requires 512K
  $39.95 + $2.00 shipping

TESTDATA.ARJ    103771   03-06-95   Test Data - uses lowlevel file functions to
  access DBF files and scan for any bad data
  values. It can detect any ASCII characters
  that do not belong in the database and will
  also check for an invalid character in the
  deleted byte of a record.

TIMFLY16.ARJ    234976   03-06-95   >> Excellent Pop-up Date Reminder - Free
  TIMEFLYS Date Reminder - Freeware v1.6
  No nagging or cumbersome calendars here.
  EASY interface with quality features for
  those who:
   - Only need a few timely reminders.
   - Don't have time to learn a bunch
     of new commands and procedures.
   - Prefer quick, clean, unobtrusive
     operation.

TSWC24.ARJ     63148   03-06-95   The Software Collector v2.4 - An easy to use
  database for all your software purchases. It
  can hold as many records as you need, sort
  them by any field, and make quick, smart
  searches. Records can be altered, deleted, or
  printed. The menu interface can be keyboard
  or mouse controlled, and the color can be
  altered to several various schemes.

WRLDPH.ARJ    665811   03-06-95   World Philatelist  v1.07 (28 Oct 94)
  Organize your worldwide stamp collection with
  this mouse-driven inventory and identifier
  software. Features include: multiple
  inventory files, display pictures of your
  stamps,  five different stamp identifiers and
  a wide variety of flexible reports are
  available including Wantlist, Investment
  Analysis, Inventory, and several more.
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Main Board: 8) Sample  Files
============ ========= ======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================
ATLAS94E.ARJ    167694   03-06-95   ²²²²²²                    ²²²²²²²²

  ²±°      EducAtlas 1994        °±²
        World statistical atlas
   >>>>>>   1994 issue !!!!   <<<<<<
            English version
   More than 160 countries -   The
   new states : Czech Rep., Slova-
   kia, Erythrea)   -  The great
   organizations (NATO, NAFTA ...)

ATLUS101.ARJ    110446   03-06-95   Atlus V1.01 is a computer-based Altus of
  the United States.  It contains
  information for 51 states and this
  distribution contains information on more
  than 150 cities in the United States.

BALG20.ARJ    119999   03-06-95   Basic Algebra v2.0 - Fundamental Concepts of
  Algebra - Numbers, Fractions and Equations.
  Combines Artificial Intelligence with CBT.
  The AI algorithm becomes an Electronic Tutor
  which monitors performance and guides you
  through the course. If you hate Algebra but
  have to learn it, this is the program for
  you. Has an anti-virus selfcheck. Requires
  Harddisk, Color Monitor, and 512K Memory.
  Windows Compatible. Shareware $19.50.

CBOUND12.ARJ    268690   03-06-95   THE COLLEGE BOUND ADVISOR v1.2
  Financial Aid, Scholarship Search
  Assists the college bound student with
  college selection, financial aid need,
  scholarships, sources of info. Custom
  letter writing and auto-dial capability
  within program ! Bibliography, glossary.
  Hypertext info display.

CIA94A.ARJ    335630   03-06-95   CIA Hypertext 94. [ASP] CIA World Fact Book
  for 1994. Massive and comparable data on 266
  countries and territories. A world of data,
  literally at a keystroke. !Fastest! info
  program on the market. Use as 0K TSR or
  standalone. EXCLUSIVE comparison charts.
  View, print, file, paste. Up-to-date info on
  geography, government, trade, sociology,
  more. Disk 1 of 4 files. You need all four.

CIA94B.ARJ    335467   03-06-95   CIA Hypertext 94. [ASP] CIA World Fact Book
  for 1994. Massive and comparable data on 266
  countries and territories. A world of data,
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  literally at a keystroke. !Fastest! info
  program on the market. Use as 0K TSR or
  standalone. EXCLUSIVE comparison charts.
  View, print, file, paste. Up-to-date info on
  geography, government, trade, sociology,
  more. Disk 2 of 4 files. You need all four.

CIA94C.ARJ    336355   03-06-95   CIA Hypertext 94. [ASP] CIA World Fact Book
  for 1994. Massive and comparable data on 266
  countries and territories. A world of data,
  literally at a keystroke. !Fastest! info
  program on the market. Use as 0K TSR or
  standalone. EXCLUSIVE comparison charts.
  View, print, file, paste. Up-to-date info on
  geography, government, trade, sociology,
  more. Disk 3 of 4 files. You need all four.

CIA94D.ARJ    329797   03-06-95   CIA Hypertext 94. [ASP] CIA World Fact Book
  for 1994. Massive and comparable data on 266
  countries and territories. A world of data,
  literally at a keystroke. !Fastest! info
  program on the market. Use as 0K TSR or
  standalone. EXCLUSIVE comparison charts.
  View, print, file, paste. Up-to-date info on
  geography, government, trade, sociology,
  more. Disk 4 of 4 files. You need all four.

CIA94DEM.ARJ     20659   03-06-95   A fast demonstration of CIA 94 hypertext, a
  2MB program. Provides program highlights for
  those who might be interested in the full
  evaluation copy. CIA 94 Hypertext is an ASP
  shareware program. You may download the
  entire 4-ZIP evaluation package, but this
  demo provides a quick look at the features of
  CIA 94.

CRYPTOMN.ARJ     98279   03-06-95   Crypto-Mania, Version 2.21 A game of
  cryptograms on disk. Cryptograms are
  sentences written in code; ie. one letter
  substituted for another. Your job is to
  decipher the code and reveal the phrase. An
  excellent challenge for brainstormers.
  Requirements: IBM-PC or comp., CGA or >,
  MS-DOS 3.2 or >.           Mouse support. ***
  a Don L. Dow product *** --------------
  Enjoy! ---------------------

CSHAPES.ARJ     50688   03-06-95   Assist in counting and shape recognition
EUROPE.ARJ    117554   03-06-95   This is a great program for educators.  It

  shows a map of europe and asks the user to
  identify as many countries, capitals, rivers,
  mountains etc. as he/she can.  I higly
  recommend it for youngsters.

FLASH_30.ARJ    154838   03-06-95   WinFlash v3.0 <ASP> - This major upgrade adds
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  fonts, colors, .BMP graphics, .WAV sounds and
  a new "Auto Learn" mode which customizes the
  selection of questions to focus on those not
  yet learned. Questions and answers can be
  up to 1000 characters and can be edited from
  within the program. WinFlash is easy for
  children to use - no computer experience
  needed. Memorize coursework or professional
  material fast!  Windows 3.1 - Shareware

HINTHUNT.ARJ     27310   03-06-95   Word search puzzle generator with the
  capability to have the words in the
  puzzle be different from the word list.
  Puzzles can be made at 3 levels of
  difficulty.

IQTEST.ARJ     18907   03-06-95   Here is the latest edition of the IQ Test.
  If you would like to know your IQ, this 30
  minute test will calculate your score with
  reasonable accuracy.  The 50 questions on
  the test are educational and entertaining.
  The IQ Test already has registered users
  around the world including several colleges
  and universities.

JSQD.ARJ     91181   03-06-95   JumbleSquares <ASP> - Word game with a
  twist!  Combines the word knowledge
  required for crossword puzzles with the
  logic necessary for building magic squares.
  Solve ten word definitions (all answers
  contain five letters), then rearrange the
  letters so that the jumbled letters fit
  into a five-by-five grid.  DOS version -
  requires EGA color graphics and mouse.

KRYP24.ARJ     39569   03-06-95   Krypto v2.4 - A word puzzle which converts
  a Quotation or saying into a kryptogram
  which has to be decoded. The program allows
  you to create puzzles for others to play.
  Contains anti-virus self-check. Windows
  compatible.Requires Color Monitor. Freeware.

LIMBR10.ARJ    261651   03-06-95   A Girl of The Limberlost by Gene Stratton
  Porter. A Project Gutenberg Public Domain
  Etext, #125, April, 1994.

MAGIC01.ARJ    299154   03-06-95   °±²Û  MAGIC MADE EASY Vol #1:  ver 1.10 Û²±°
  An interactive, electronic magic book for
  anyone interested in becoming a magician.
  Includes easy card tricks, a computer trick,
  mind reading, and impromtu magic tricks
  Learn the secrets of magic. Become a
  magician in no time at all. It is fun, and
  entertaining! Magic Made Easy is the perfect
  place to start learning all about the
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  wonderful world of magic. Also Includes a
NEW_BIOL.ARJ     15493   03-06-95   Text files:  New scientific theory based on

  modern genome research & molecular biology
  refutes Evolution & provides alternative
  explanation for origin/diversity of life on
  Earth.  Shows that genomes are fixed and
  immutable, so different organisms must have
  originated independently in the primordial
  pond.  "Independent Birth of Organisms."

OEDIPUS.ARJ     96441   03-06-95   This is the complete text of Sophocles'
  Oedipus trilogy (Oedipus the King, Oedipus of
  Colonus, Antigone). Etext from Project
  Gutenberg.

OLEBON.ARJ    248889   03-06-95
  Spanish are foreign language drills that
  feature several units with various levels of
  difficulty, controlled by the user. The
  program displays a phrase, and you must
  enter the correct translation. You can
  translate either to or from English. This is
  a fun and enjoyable way to build your Spanish
  or French vocabulary. Shareware from
  Robert H. Walker.

PUGG_1_3.ARJ     57665   03-06-95   Drill in german words
PUZZLEX.ARJ    112499   03-06-95   PuzzLex aids in solving crosswords and other

  types of word puzzles. It is easy to use but
  also flexible and powerful in its ability to
  search through the supplied dictionary to
  suggest solutions. PuzzLex includes a 185,000
  word list, (39,000 in this evaluation
  version); the ability to search for words of
  between 1 to 15 characters; searches for
  Anagrams and Word Patterns; more.

QM41.ARJ    315122   03-06-95   QuizMaker v4.1 - Multi-media Quiz Maker.
  Compatible with Windows and SoundBlaster.
  Make or take quizzes or tests in multiple
  formats. QuizMaker's development module
  makes it easy to create interactive quizzes.
  You can also add VOICE, MUSIC and GRAPHICS.
  Program has an  anti-virus self check.
  Requires Harddisk and Color Monitor.
  Shareware $24.50 plus s/h.

QUIZ223.ARJ    120381   03-06-95   CREATE A QUIZ - makes great on-line tests!
  Allows you to create your own on-screen
  interactive multiple-choice and fill-in the
  blank quizzes.  Great for teachers and
  students.  Quizzes can be taken on-screen,
  or printed to paper.  Creating questions is
  easy with pop-up menus, input fields, and

  Bon! Rewarding French and  Ol‚! Rewarding
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  mouse support.  Even creates surveys! v 2.23
SCAVHUNT.ARJ    211952   03-06-95   Scavenger Hunt v1.0 Test your Knowledge,

  learn geography and be entertained all at the
  same time! Move from country to country
  trying to locate all the geographical "items"
  on your list. Correct answers bring up a
  World map that shows the country you started
  in and the one you have traveled to. Scavnger
  Hunt is fun for the whole family!

SKILLSP3.ARJ    236317   03-06-95   GRADING SKILLS POWER    Version 3.00   ASP
  Teacher developed database designed for
  Outcome-Based Education (OBE).  Printed
  reports of achieved skills can be used as
  an alternative or supplement to a regular
  gradebook program.  Spreadsheet-style entry
  of achieved skills and attendance.  OBE has
  been mandated in Minnesota and Kentucky.
  Requires 512K and DOS 2.1 or greater

SPANH110.ARJ    287326   03-06-95   Spanish Helper Level One v1.0 <ASP> Excellent
  Interactive program to learn Spanish. First
  of three levels (beginning, intermediate and
  advanced). Its interactive quizzing system
  allows you to learn vocabulary rapidly.
  Contains a large database of vocabulary and
  allows you to form your own lists to quiz
  yourself. Its well-planned design makes it
  the perfect program for individuals or
  schools.

TARZAN1.ARJ    188533   03-06-95   Tarzan of The Apes by Edgar Rice Burrughs
  Dont even start this first one  -- It's
  addictive! You'll have to read them all!

TARZAN2.ARJ    136660   03-06-95   THe Beasts  of Tarzan
  by E  R Burroughs

TARZAN3.ARJ    146154   03-06-95   Tarzan and The Jewels of  Opar
TARZAN4.ARJ    194540   03-06-95   Return of Tarzan

  by E. R. Burroughs
TARZAN5.ARJ    203815   03-06-95   Theson of

  Tarzan   This , is to th e best of my
  Knowledge,  the last book he wrote of the
  Tarzan tales.

TCNDIST.ARJ    442767   03-06-95   The TCN program is a PC-based Constitutional
  study aid.  For more information about the
  TCN program itself, look it up on this
  CD-ROM.
  Unarj this file to an empty floppy disk, with
  720K or higher capacity.  3 files on it are
  for your customer.  The other 27 are for you.
  README.DOC in root directory tells you more.

TESTMAKE.ARJ     24542   03-06-95   Here is the first release of the TestMaker.
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  Now you can create a test to run as a
  Windows program without having to learn to
  write Windows programs. Merely type your
  questions and answers into the new TestMaker
  program and it automatically creates your
  computer administered test. Good for school
  teachers, personnel people, psychologists,
  employment agencies, admissions officers.
  Use for employment screening, job training.

TNUM20.ARJ    510794   03-06-95   TNUM uses clear digitized voice to say
  numbers from 1 to 9,999,999,999,999.
  Displays interesting number facts with
  accompanying graphics. Enter numbers as
  digits, write numbers as words, have
  the computer speak or write numbers,
  and count by increments of 1 to 10.
  Program utilizes both mouse & keyboard.

TPR3SW.ARJ     72521   03-06-95   It allows the teacher to create
  detailed progress reports, for all
  his/her students, to be sent home
  to parents. Reports are both positive
  and negative.

UIE401.ARJ    407605   03-06-95   SUNSHINE v4.01 <ASP> - Tutor and glossary.
  Sheds light on computers.  Hypertext and
  hypergraphic WinHelp system includes latest
  lexicon and acronymous cyberjargon from
  current periodicals.  Also, includes tutor
  for absolute beginners, "The World's
  Simplest Computer" and "The Visible Window".
  Requires WINDOWS 3.1 and mouse.  Langin
  Software.  1-94.

WORDY262.ARJ    351950   03-06-95   ************* WORDY  2.62 **************
  Educational  word  construction  game of
  special   interest   to   Scrabble  (tm)
  players.   Checks  entered words "on the
  fly"   against   included   94,000  word
  dictionary.  Versions for both color and
  mono systems. Includes standalone SEARCH
  and ANAGRAM utilities.  $2 registration.

WORLDX.ARJ    212373   03-06-95   WORLD29 v2.9H the globe in your computer.
  Provides rapid maps centered on any area on
  earth. Many methods for creating maps of
  areas, including Lat and Long, names, point
  and shoot. Allows tracking of anything that
  can be given a latitude and longitude.

XTSEE40.ARJ    174070   03-06-95   XYSee 4.0a ASP Visual Win/DOS HS Math. 1994
  Nominee for BEST EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM. Visual
  HS & College Alg., Geom., & Trig. SAT, ACT,
  Math Placement. Covers Points to
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  Parametrics.Lines to Lissajous. Sensational
  3-D interface with colorful icons, button
  bars, in-cell editing, & HP- Laser support.
  Comprehensive Tutorial. Auto-Installs in
  WINDOWS & DOS. VGA grap- hics required.
  Insight Advantage.$30.00.

Main Board: 9) Sample  Files
============ ========= ======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================
0COS151.ARJ    423477   03-06-95   CLASH OF SPEARS by Sorcerer Productions!

  Battle up to four different players
  in this awesome 320x200x256 colour MCGA
  Wargame simulator!

ATTACK22.ARJ    108182   03-06-95   ÚÄ´ LETTER ATTACK ÃÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ¿
  ³   An arcade-style  typing tutor in which ³
  ³ the player must  defend  the planet from ³
  ³ the  aliens.  Words  and  letters  flash ³
  ³ across  the  screen  and  must  be typed ³
  ³ correctly to be  eliminated.  Includes a ³
  ³ practice section to show  correct finger ³
  ³ placement.  Requires CGA.                ³
  ÀÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÙ

VULTURE.ARJ    120336   03-06-95   Operation: Vulture is a helicopter combat
  game where you must use the experimental
  AH-7A Vulture attack helicopter to hold
  off military forces in the Middle-East for
  three weeks until support forces will
  arrive.  Requires approx. 400k, DOS 3.xx
  or higher, and CGA or EGA graphics.  A
  joystick is supported.

Main Board: 10) Sampl e Files
============ ========= =======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================
00HOYLE.ARJ   1532278   03-06-95   TOMMY'S HOYLE PAK I 21 classic dice/dominoes/

  skill games/board games! for IBM PC or clone,
  any monitor, no mouse or joystick needed.

00NEWAGE.ARJ    540798   03-06-95   TOMMY'S NEW AGE PAK I Do you like psychology?
  Believe in the paranormal? How about aliens
  from outer space? Try these 5 great New Age
  toys in one pak: Tarot, I Ching, Numbers of
  Fate, Swami (fortune teller), Wizards (test).
  works with any IBM PC or clone, any monitor,
  no mouse or joystick needed.
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00SPACE.ARJ    693717   03-06-95   TOMMY'S SPACE PAK I - 7 fun software toys for
  space travel nuts!  For IBM PC or clone.  84

AST10.ARJ     96662   03-06-95   Arcade Skills Test - is a game in which you
  have to use reflex and concentration. You
  have to move a snake that grows each time he
  eats a capsule. Progress from round to round

AVVY160.ARJ    311510   03-06-95   DENARIUS AVARICIUS SEXTUS v1.6 from Thorsoft
  This is an adventure game about a red-haired
  Roman named Avaricius (Avvy to his friends.)
  Making his way through Pompeii, hampered by
  blackmailers, his nagging wife and a lion or
  two, Avvy must try and escape the disaster
  so that he can survive to star in the
  sequel. Features include: integrated shoot-
  'em-up, menu or command control, boss key,
  save/restore, and *corny* jokes... Thomas
  and Mark Thurman spent a year writing this.
  If you haven't got EGA or higher and 1.4Mb
  free on a hard disk or on HD floppy, you're
  really missing something!

BCS.ARJ    278202   03-06-95   Bridge Tracker stores and replays Bridge
  Hands.  It is delivered with an existing
  set of 50 hands.  The user may record the
  four hands, bidding, play, and comments.
  Bridge Calendar System (also included)
  keeps track of tournament bridge dates,
  partners, results, and bidding systems.

BLOK19.ARJ     16480   03-06-95   A novel OTHELLO-ish strategy game
BOMB21.ARJ     13584   03-06-95   Bomb strategic targets to progress
BTRIP10.ARJ     79435   03-06-95   Battle Trip v.1.0 - Based on the French Card

  game Mille Borne.  It is a fast paced race
  against the computer to see who can get to
  1000 miles first.  Watch out for accidents,
  out of gas, flat tires, etc.  Supports all
  the usual, non standard COM ports, Now
  supports Multinode configurations! Reg only
  $15 for Single Node/$20 Multinode **** NO KEY
  FILE NEEDED **** Author:Rob Williams, WCS
  Software 10/22/94

BUBBLEOI.ARJ     65756   03-06-95   Bubble-Oids, an Asteroids clone for the PC
  replaces asteroids for bubbles. Requires
  EGA/VGA, supports Sound blaster and
  compatibles, joystick.

CARDMTCH.ARJ     20153   03-06-95   This is a concentration type game. The
  object is to match pairs of cards. It can be
  played as a solitaire game or against an
  opponent.

CASC19.ARJ     22209   03-06-95   Remove pins and drop marbles. addictive
CFOD.ARJ   1341836   03-06-95   War game where you are in control of a group
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  of guys that basically shoot everything that
  moves.  good fun as it involves some element
  of strategy to succeed.  DOS program, need
  about 540 K

CHESS.ARJ     66844   03-06-95   For anyone who  is  a conneseuier
  of fine competition, we  present
  MICRO-CHESS.   It allows you to
  suspend play for later use, chal-
  lenges you with up to 9 levels
  of difficulty, and works with either
  the keyboard or a joystick.
  Source code is included in
  GW-BASIC for analyzing
  how a chess program is written.

CHRMATCH.ARJ    193739   03-06-95   Christmas Matchup - Copyright 1994 by Dan
  Sharpe. Nice Game!

CM.ARJ    141926   03-06-95   Card Master is a collection of four unusual
  card games.  Fantan is an ancient chinese
  game for four people.  Oh! Hell is similar
  to the game of spades. Funny game is 10
  games in one.  Durok is a russian card game
  for 2 people.  In each game, the computer
  plays all of the opponents.

CM2.ARJ    160110   03-06-95   Card Master 2 is another collection of four
  unusual card games. Spite and Malice is one
  of the most exciting two player card games.
  Spades is a simple bid and play game for
  four people.  German Whist is a quick paced
  game for two people.  Exacta is similar to
  spades with a twist.  In each game, the
  computer plays all of the opponents.

DAMAITAL.ARJ     29247   03-06-95   The Italian variant of draughts
DINOEGG1.ARJ    451248   03-06-95   DINOEGG Version 1.0 DinoEgg is based on the

  mother dinosaur laying her eggs which will
  pop out of the botton of the dino mountains.
  As a caveman your given a 3D caveman club
  which you will pound down on the DinoEggs
  that will be poping out at you.

DMVOID.ARJ    122884   03-06-95   In the ruins of Deimos base, the mop-up crew
  found plans for a ship that will cross the
  void between the galaxies. This ship will
  enable the Hell-Spawn to spread their evil
  across the entire universe! UAC can send ONE
  marine into the ship. They can't bring him
  back, but it is believed there is an exit
  teleporter on the ship. Your mission is to
  neutralize (with extreme prejudice) the crew
  and get out alive.

DOMINO.ARJ     65097   03-06-95   This is a computer implementation of a
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  common form of dominoes, you against the
  computer. (Complete rules of the game are
  included.) This is not a children's game,
  but a challenging  and difficult board
  game. The registered version includes a
  number of options not available here.
  Requires CGA, EGA or VGA graphics.

DOTSO.ARJ    102902   03-06-95   DOTSO   v1.0     Requires  EGA/VGA
  Play against the computer in this classic
  game of 'connect the dots'.  This strategy
  game adds new twists and features. Multiple
  difficulty levels are provided so that all
  ages will be challenged. Each time you play
  Dotso the board setup will be different, so
  it will challenge you every time!

DUNGN32.ARJ    557073   03-06-95   DUNGEON, a text adventure.  This is the
  mainframe prototype of the Zork 1,2,3 text
  adventures, ported to the PC.  This version
  is in the public domain and contains the
  source code as well as the game.

DYNAMO67.ARJ     51938   03-06-95   International 10x10 draughts
  the European version of Draughts, a variant
  of checkers. Draughts is played on a 10x10
  board, although this program allows you to
  resize the board.

ERIC26.ARJ     16670   03-06-95   Shoot-em up action game
FLIP47.ARJ     33713   03-06-95   Variation of the board game REVERSI

  interesting variation of Reversi/Othello. You
  can select various grid patterns and sizes
  for the board. There is also an unusual
  play-to-lose mode.

GOT110.ARJ    790966   03-06-95   GOD OF THUNDER v1.1 IMPULSE Thor battles and
  plots his way past dozens of puzzles and
  hundreds of enemies to reach the final
  showdown with the evil serpent who is
  terrorizing innocent villagers!

HBANG2.ARJ    299842   03-06-95   Challenging puzzle game with great graphics.
  Leap picture blocks to unscramble the image.

HIRED.ARJ     29999   03-06-95   Emlith is a Tetris-like game with a lot of
  enhancements and fun! The new feature
  includes the items such as Bombs and Oil!
  There are 60 kinds of liths that you can
  enjoy. Each lith consists of 1 to 6 blocks!

HURKLE.ARJ     16725   03-06-95   HURKLE is a "game". Game is in quotes
  because you can always win if you know the
  secret. The object of the game is to locate
  the Hurkle in a 15 by 15 grid.

ISLEWR31.ARJ    207538   03-06-95   ISLE WARS   v3.1  Requires EGA/VGA & MOUSE
  Never touch the keyboard as you try to
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  conquer countries and continents in your
  attempt to rule the world of Isle Wars.
  New features have been added such as air
  moves, earthquakes, rebellions, floods,
  bonus cards, and production centers. Options
  include, sound toggle, save game, score
  boards, speed play and multiple levels
  of difficulty. It's real challenge!

ISW.ARJ    296797   03-06-95   Inter-Stellar Wars is a highly detailed
  tactical space combat adventure.  In the year
  2249, humans colonized the Renzaar system.
  Colonization of Omicron began first because
  it was remarkably like earth. Your job is to
  oversee the colonization, but also handle any
  unfriendly races that may try to get in your
  way.

ITAL54.ARJ     32579   03-06-95   DAMA ITALIANA - Italian Draughts is a game
  that is particularly interesting to
  affeciados of the English game, because it is
  so closely related. Indeed, when you look at
  the Italian literature on it, you will see
  references to the 'Old fourteenth', and other
  openings from the English game.

KINGCORN.ARJ    395103   03-06-95   Classic solitaire game with graph.&sound
LGS101.ARJ    823944   03-06-95   Labachi' Gaming System (LGS) v1.01: is not

  just a single game, but is able to play many
  different games, which can be designed by
  using the Labachi' game designer (LGD)
  program (included); you play against 3 PC
  players, chosen by you, and the main
  objective of all the games is to discard all
  your cards before your opponents

LIFE106.ARJ    240387   03-06-95   Classic Game of Life with Super New Patterns.
  Incredibly FAST with an astounding collection
  of 140 of the most mind-boggling patterns of
  the last 25 years.  Fun & easy to use.  Huge
  playing field (524288x524288) helps maintain
  pattern integrity.  Patterns include pseudo-
  random glider guns, prime number seive, about
  400 whales, the Infinity Hotel, & much more.
  Also, weird patterns (for alternative rules).
  $10 registration.  CompuServe: GO SWREG, 279.

LITLIT15.ARJ    517221   03-06-95   Crossword board game for 1-4 Players
LLARRY11.ARJ    141243   03-06-95   LOADER LARRY  v1.1  Req.EGA/VGA  Loadlar.arj

  Larry Lontrose is a part-time dock loader in
  his hometown of Longview. He has ambitions
  to be promoted up the corporate ladder. By
  solving the 20 mind-bending puzzle rooms,
  you can help Larry fulfill his dreams. Each
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  room has objects like boxes, balloons, Tnt,
  and much more. Using these objects and
  avoiding others, he must reach the doors in
  each room. A pure animated logic puzzle!

MICEMN20.ARJ    110296   03-06-95   MICE MEN   v2.0  Req. EGA/VGA    $12.00
  Soleau Software has created another exciting
  fun-filled animated strategy logic game. Try
  to push and pull columns of cheese blocks to
  get your mice to the other end of the maze
  before your computer opponent. Mice Men is
  packed with features and written in stunning
  animated EGA/VGA graphics. It's an addicting
  logic strategy game for all ages!

MICEMV10.ARJ    124192   03-06-95   Mice moves EGA/VGA logic board game
NUMGAM11.ARJ      3304   03-06-95   This is a first in a series of very small

  but fun QBASIC games to run. Also make great
  door games! COMES WITH SOURCE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

OXYDV39.ARJ   1015666   03-06-95   Oxyd is a challenge in exploration and dis-
  covery that introduces the player to inter-
  esting puzzles, elaborate mazes, friction,
  velocity, gravity, electricity, magnetism,
  lasers, prisms and many other aspects of the
  physical world. Using the mouse, a marble is
  guided through the Oxyd landscapes. You may
  even play Oxyd by modem and enjoy a collab-
  orative thinking experience with a friend.
  VGA and EGA versions 3.9 for the PC.

PINOC101.ARJ     91986   03-06-95   PINOCHLE (C) 1992:  Double-Deck Auction
  Pinochle.  You and your computer partner
  match play against another computer part-
  nership.  Learn how to bid, meld, and win
  tricks.  Artificial Intelligence enables
  each player to play in concert with their
  partner.  Random number generator selects
  the dealer and card distribution.  Features
  high resolution, color digitized graphics.
  Requires EGA/VGA, color monitor, and mouse.

RBCRAP10.ARJ    143385   03-06-95   RoboCrap.v94 Crap Table Simulator v1.0 <ASP>
  A fully-implemented, Las Vegas-style crap
  table simulation with all the action and
  excitement of Craps, one of the fastest
  moving and most exciting games in the casino.
  For up to 3 players, different levels.

ROBIX.ARJ     97286   03-06-95   ROBIX    v1.1   Requires EGA/VGA
  Robix is another logic puzzle game from
  Soleau Software.  The objective of this
  pure strategy game is to get your colored
  blocks to the bottom of the game board by
  pushing entire rows either left or right.
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  Written in beautiful EGA/VGA graphics, it
  is both addictive and challenging for all
  ages!

SCARY21.ARJ    177677   03-06-95   ScaryFish 2.1 - Multispecies Fishing Game
  1-4 Players; over 25 species; many options
  Has "Relaxing" and Tournament modes.
  Shareware version has 49 holes at 3 worlds.
  Humorous mishaps occur. Results different
  every time you play. Need at least 470K RAM
  Graphics not req'd but supports VGA EGA CGA
  & Herc. Keywords: games sports fishing scary
  Exciting contest with over 100 ways to win!
  Anglers will appreciate the realism. $15-20

SCRINVDR.ARJ     21277   03-06-95   Screen Invaders controls a brightly coloured
  array of enemy space ships that the player
  must blow out of SPACE before reaching their
  shields.  Each enemy space ship is worth a
  fixed amount of points which is added to the
  players point total each time they blow one
  up.  The player will also loose points each
  time they miss a target.

SEARUN10.ARJ    160345   03-06-95   Sea Run  v1.0     Req.EGA/VGA & Mouse
  Maneuver your ship through treacherous waters
  by rotating the wind direction arrows. Quick
  thinking and fast reflexes are required to
  keep the boat sailing through and around
  whirlpools, whales, islands and much more!
  Gain extra bonus points for reaching treasure
  chests and other objects as you try for the
  Top Ten High Scores. Filled with Educational
  Boat Facts, Sea Run is fun for all ages.

SITETRIS.ARJ     54158   03-06-95   SITris - A game of the mind version 1.0 The
  game of SITris entails various shapes. These
  shapes fall from the top of the screen until
  they hit something else, whether it be
  another piece or the bottom of the screen.
  The main idea of the game is to maneuver
  these pieces left and right, and position
  them so that complete rows, or "lines" of
  blocks are created.

SPEC01A.ARJ    128993   03-06-95   Speculator(tm) - A Game of Land Acquisition.
  A new real estate strategy game that is
  played using maps depicting real and
  imaginary land areas. Each of the maps
  included is a unique game, providing
  different economic models. The human player
  competes against three randomly picked
  computer players for limited investment
  opportunities. Requires EGA/VGA graphics.
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  A fully functional FREEWARE game.
TOMBLBOX.ARJ    110791   03-06-95   TOMMY'S BLACKBOX (TM-122) The game of

  deduction made famous by Scientific American!
  Works with any IBM PC or clone, any monitor,
  no mouse or joystick needed. Programmed by
  aliens from outer space!

TOMBLOB.ARJ    117422   03-06-95   TOMMY'S BLOB (TM-008) It's your blob vs. Our
  blob in this game of controlling screen
  space. Works with any IBM PC or clone, any
  monitor, no mouse or joystick needed.

TOMCGS01.ARJ   1358442   03-06-95   TOMMY'S CARD GAME SAMPLER PAK I - 15 card
  game programs from Tommy's Toys for all ages
  from 8 to adult!  Old Maid, 21, Cribbage,
  Gin, Poker, Tuxedo (Faro, Baccarat), Spades,
  Hearts, Crazy 8s, Pinochle, Canasta, Pitch,
  Cassino, Red Dog, Double-Deck Patience.
  Tommy's Toys: The Original Series works with
  any IBM PC or clone, any monitor, no mouse
  or joystick needed. Programmed by aliens

TOMCGS02.ARJ   1376631   03-06-95   TOMMY'S CARD GAME SAMPLER PAK II  15 more for
  ages 8 to adult!   Euchre, Whist, Clobby,
  Tonk, Coon Can, Fantan, Oh Hell, Ecarte,
  Six-Bid Solo, Calabresella, Le Truc, Farmer,
  Patience III, and Kiddie Kards (Go Boom,
  Stealing Bundles).  Low low reg.!

TOMGBALL.ARJ    110176   03-06-95   TOMMY'S GORILLA BALLS (TM-007) Ever had the
  d feeling of being pursued. And LIKED it? A
  silly arcade game. Works with any IBM PC or
  clone, any monitor, no mouse or joystick

TOWERS.ARJ     22316   03-06-95   TOWERS is a game and more. It is the Towers
  of Hanoi puzzle. In this puzzle you have 3
  towers; on one tower are disks of different
  sizes. The object of this puzzle is to move
  all the disks, one at a time, to another
  tower such that you never place a larger
  disk on top of a smaller disk.

ULTIZ_1.ARJ    139781   03-06-95   Ultizurk III,    "The Guildmaster's Quest"
  V1.1 - A top/down view RPG game. Req: Dos
  5.0, 2Meg Ram, 386/16 or higher, VGA & MS
  mouse.  File 1 of 6.

ULTIZ_2.ARJ    380332   03-06-95   Ultizurk III,    "The Guildmaster's Quest"
  V1.1 - A top/down view RPG game.  2 of 6

ULTIZ_3.ARJ    300749   03-06-95   Ultizurk III,    "The Guildmaster's Quest"
  V1.1 - A top/down view RPG game.  3 of 6

ULTIZ_4.ARJ    177913   03-06-95   Ultizurk III,    "The Guildmaster's Quest"
  V1.1 - A top/down view RPG game.  4 of 6

ULTIZ_5.ARJ    274971   03-06-95   Ultizurk III,    "The Guildmaster's Quest"
  V1.1 - A top/down view RPG game.  5 of 6

ULTIZ_6.ARJ    309947   03-06-95   Ultizurk III,    "The Guildmaster's Quest"
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  V1.1 - A top/down view RPG game.  5 of 6
ULTUND_1.ARJ    245903   03-06-95   "The Great Ultizurkian Underworld" V5.0 -

  Final - A world -simulation RPG Game. 1 of 4
ULTUND_2.ARJ    125013   03-06-95   "The Great Ultizurkian Underworld" V5.0 -

  Final - A world -simulation RPG Game. 2 of 4
ULTUND_3.ARJ    175474   03-06-95   "The Great Ultizurkian Underworld" V5.0 -

  Final - A world -simulation RPG Game. 3 of 4
ULTUND_4.ARJ    123225   03-06-95   "The Great Ultizurkian Underworld" V5.0 -

  Final - A world -simulation RPG Game. 4 of 4
WT.ARJ    124882   03-06-95   This is a Star Trek type game.  It includes a

  large amount of graphics and sound effects.
  This game covers all the areas of ship to
  ship combat.  It is a very complete game that
  has a large help file on all sorts of Star
  Trek trivia.

Main Board: 11) Sampl e Files
============ ========= =======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================
0MELODUS.ARJ    354226   03-06-95   MEL ODIUS GOES SIX STRING SEARCHIN' is an

  animated, 3-D graphic adventure in which you
  play the role of Mel Odius, an up-and-coming
  young guitarist who is about to get that big
  break.  Except his guitar's been stolen.
  Requires VGA.

00ARCPK3.ARJ   1106770   03-06-95   Û²±° TOMMY'S ARCADE PAK III             °Û²±
  A super fun pak of 15 silly arcade-style
  games, for earth kids of ages 8-adult!
  Tommy's Toys: The Original Series works
  with any IBM PC or clone, any monitor,
  no mouse or joystick needed.
  Programmed by aliens from outer space!

100PAKO.ARJ    115547   03-06-95   -°°°°±±±±²²²²ÛÛÛ³ PAKO ³ÛÛÛ²²²²±±±±°°°°-
  Another perfect addition to  the Pac-Man
  style games. This one features 100 great
  levels, 16 brand new  ghosts or shall we
  say SPACE-PESTS, and lots of bonus food.
  All this  and more  brought to you  free
  from Uranium-Software.
  Req: VGA card & 286+; Opt: Adlib card
  ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ

13ROL.ARJ     85270   03-06-95   An excellent simulation of casino roulette.
  This program is informative as well as
  entertaining. Realistic roulette table and
  action. Test your roulette betting strategy
  using this program, BEFORE you go to the
  casino. Requires VGA and mouse.
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1993TRIS.ARJ     88546   03-06-95   ======================================== ===
         1 9 9 3  T R I S         ===
  ========================================
  Great TETRIS TYPE GAME with a different
  twist. This time you have to kill flies. You
  can also use 18 different weapons. It's much
  more challenging than TETRIS. Version 6.02.
  From Ninano Software.
  ========================================

ADCMD23.ARJ    148560   03-06-95   *---* Admirals Command v2.3a  Shareware *---*
  The classic game of Battleships with a twist!
  Forget keying map coordinates, just move the
  mouse to position your ships, click, and
  that's it!  The twist?  Admirals Command has
  these special game features: Islands, mines,
  minesweeping, submerge sub, move spy ship,
  the International ADMIRALS HALL OF FAME, edit
  colors, and more!  Req. mouse, VGA. (Formerly
  BattleShip).  by SimoneSystems Software.

AGGR12.ARJ    118783   03-06-95   *-* Electronic Aggravation v1.2 Shareware *-*
  This classic board game comes to life in this
  computerized adaptation.  2-6 players (human
  or computer) race to beat their opponents
  from their base to their home safe positions.
  An easy to use graphical user interface, VGA
  high resolution graphics, set game animation
  and sound, on-line help with complete game
  instructions, save/restore game, and more!
  Req. mouse, VGA.  by SimoneSystems Software.

AJQST40.ARJ    683449   03-06-95   ********A-J'S QUEST 4.0:************
  The original namesake for A-J Games,
  but New and Improved as of Aug. '94!
  While listening in on evil Prince
  Ostro's plans to take over Bearton
  with giant pretzels, A-J Bear was
  captured and thrown into an aban-
  doned warehouse with his hedgehog,
  Hedge. A-J's quest is a graphical
  tour-de-force, with a great sound-
  track and Sound Blaster sound ef-
  fects. There are five levels and
  five bonus stages. This game is the
  top!

BALLTRIS.ARJ    244347   03-06-95   Balltris - is a tetris-type arcade
  game. A cup is being filled with one,
  two or three balls which are falling
  randomly from the top. You have to
  maneuver the balls by moving them to
  the right, left or flipping to create
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  chains which will disappear. A chain is
  a group of balls of the same color that
  touch each other at least at one point.

BLITZ11.ARJ    245323   03-06-95   Tank War Strategy game - VGA, SB
CHOPPER0.ARJ    278405   03-06-95   Chopper Commando 1  Mouse or keyboard

  256 colour flight simulator style game  extra
COSMIC1.ARJ    591172   03-06-95        COSMIC DEBRIS  VOLUME ONE

  ---------------------------------------
           SHAREWARE VERSION
  ---------------------------------------
  Science Fiction, Horror and Fantasy
  like you've never seen it before.
   - Top flight-fiction in an exciting
     new format.
   - VGA Graphics and animation
   - This is the one everyone's talking
     about
   - Easy to read. Hard to forget
  IT'S WORTH A LOOK!  DOWNLOAD THIS TODAY!

DECIM8.ARJ    447302   03-06-95   Decimation game demo - multimedia
  Arcade style shooter on the order of
  galaxian

DESCENT1.ARJ   1430086   03-06-95   DESCENT Shareware v1.0 by Parallax Software
  & Interplay Productions. Experience the
  gut-wrenching FULLY 3D action of DESCENT.
  Texture-mapped 3D enemies, six degrees of
  freedom, light source shading, 3D morphing an
  that's just the first 7 levels!  Multiplayer
  features: 8 player IPX network support, full
  modem/serial support!  Killer soundtrack!
  486/Pentium recommended.  DISK 1 of 2

  MAKES DOOM LOOK SILLY !!!!!!
DESCENT2.ARJ   1456066   03-06-95   DESCENT Shareware v1.0 by Parallax Software

  & Interplay Productions. Experience the
  gut-wrenching FULLY 3D action of DESCENT.
  Texture-mapped 3D enemies, six degrees of
  freedom, light source shading, 3D morphing an
  that's just the first 7 levels!  Multiplayer
  features: 8 player IPX network support, full
  modem/serial support!  Killer soundtrack!
  486/Pentium recommended.  DISK 2 of 2

  MAKES DOOM LOOK SILLY !!!!!!
EVASIV12.ARJ    529077   03-06-95   Evasive Maneuvers.   Lush graphics, realistic

  digital sound effects, and a wonderful  sound
  track set the stage for  a  thrilling  flying
  experience.  Just collect fuel.  This  is  no
  game of pure destruction, but it sure can be!
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  Requires: VGA, 540K,  and  at  least  a  386.
  Supports: Adlib, Sound Blaster, General Midi.
  Now with Saved Games, and  mid-level  starts.

GALAC15.ARJ    708824   03-06-95   Galactix v1.5 =============================
  The FINAL version of an excellent shareware
  game! The Xidus fleets are invading, and you
  are the last ship left to save Earth! 286+
  VGA/MCGA 3 meg HD Space Required
  SoundBlaster/Adlib support Free Shareware !!!

GAMMA13.ARJ   1979129   03-06-95   GAMMA Wing v1.3 space flight simulator.
  Fly against hostile aliens out to conquer
  Earth! Bitmapped and renderd graphics in the
  sim itself! 8 track digital sound effects.
  Needs 486, VGA. Supports soundcards and
  joystick. Shareware ($20) Rockland Software
  Productions.

HTIC_V10.ARJ   2891370   03-06-95   HERETIC is a supernatural blast-fest that
  is the most realistic, action-packed
  fantasy combat computer game for the PC.
  Created by the graphic masters at Raven
  Software in concert with the technical
  gurus of id Software, Heretic adds new
  levels of play and graphic wonder to the
  tried and true DOOM gaming environment.
  486-33, 4 megs RAM, VGA, 10 megs HD space
       RSAC ADVISORY (tm), Violence: 3

HWITZ095.ARJ    324537   03-06-95   +---------------------------------------+
  |   HOWITZER, v0.95beta(10/18/93)|
  |   by Randall Spangler|
  |   (rspangle@micro.caltech.edu)|
  |---------------------------------------|
  | Multi-player artillery combat |
  | simulator.  386+, Super-VGA required. |
  | Digital Soundblaster sound.  Supports |
  | EMS and screens up to 1024x768x256.   |
  | Many types of fractal landscapes,     |
  | weather, ammo, shields, computer|
  | tanks.  Shareware ($10 - maybe less).|
  +---------------------------------------+

KRYPTEGG.ARJ    912443   03-06-95          -= Krypton Egg PC =-
      - The Ultimate Break-Out -
       ==========================
  This LIMITED & DEMO version can be freely
  copied. We encourage you to do so. A
  breathtaking Break Out action game with a
  lots of news effects and an excellent
  playability. The 70 frames per second
  animation brings a new feeling... 60 Levels
  30 Spells / Hordes Attack / Final Monsters
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  / 8 Musics and most of all a FUN GAME.
LLIGHT.ARJ    346826   03-06-95   Laser Light - challanges you to guide the

  laser beam from the gun through a series of
  objects, using various tools, such as
  mirrors, splitters, gates, etc. You will be
  allowed a certain amount of time to set up
  the path before the laser gun fires. Each
  level becomes increasingly more difficult
  with twists and turns, exploding objects, and
  more.

LW2SW.ARJ    559024   03-06-95   þþþþþþþþþþþþþþþ LineWars II þþþþþþþþþþþþþþþ
  INCREDIBLE 3D SPACE ACTION GAME from Safari
  Software. Play alone or battle your friends
  in MODEM & NETWORK play -- up to 8 players!
  Cruise through a true 3D environment in the
  Deneb star system, toasting pirate ships as
  you progress through THREE killer missions!
  Supports regular VGA and 640x480 Super VGA,
  Sound Blaster, Gravis, Thrustmaster & more.
  þþþþþþþþþþþþþþþþþþþþþþþþþþþþþþþþþþþþþþþþþþþ

MANCLA10.ARJ    160937   03-06-95   ÕÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ¸
  ³ ---===ðð Mancala 1.0  ðð===--- ³
  ÆÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍµ
  ³ Mancala is often called the    ³
  ³ national board game of Africa. ³
  ³ Test your skills against the   ³
  ³ computer or against a friend.  ³
  ³ All rules are included.        ³
  ³ 256-colour graph and SB sound! ³
  ÔÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ¾

MDLX1.ARJ    495079   03-06-95   ====[ MICRO! DELUXE ]====[ version 1.0 ]====
  An enjoyable puzzle / logic game. Help Micro
  rotate and move mirrors, push obstacles, and
  throw  switches  to  advance   through  many
  levels of play. Features include 3D rendered
  256-color  VGA graphics,  a large  scrolling
  playfield, and many unique levels. Supports:
  SB/Adlib/MT-32/PC speaker/joystick, for  286
  or faster. Shareware game by Acumen Software

MEGAPEDE.ARJ    866779   03-06-95   Fast moving VGA, SB Arcade game
MOLYBALL.ARJ    356523   03-06-95   Nice, simple game with bouncing balls. VGA
NITE3D.ARJ    932295   03-06-95   NITEMARE-3D, A House of Horrors v1.0 <ASP>-

  VGA 256 colour 3D scrolling adventure game.
  Continuing the theme of the original HUGO
  games, this all new series features first
  person perspective scrolling in 256 colour
  VGA.  Supports mouse, joystick and Sound
  Blaster compatible sound cards.

OMFUPD11.ARJ    246275   03-06-95   ðð ONE MUST FALL Update: Vers 1.0 -> 1.1 ðð
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  This updates your shareware copy of One Must
  Fall 2097 from version 1.0 to version 1.1.
  This fixes a bug which causes the game to
  sometimes crash after you've fought the
  Raven pilot in the tournament.  Official
  update from Epic MegaGames.

OUTLAW97.ARJ    385292   03-06-95         °±²Û OUTLAW 1997 Û²±°
  A TWO player battle to the death.
  Blood, guts, and  FATALITY SCENES!!!!!
  Requires 386+ & VGA. AdLib/SB supported.

PPONG.ARJ     19591   03-06-95   ÉÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍV1.0ÍÍ»
  º      ÞÛßßÛ ÞÛßßÛÞÛßßßÛÞÛßÛÞÛÞÛßßßÛ       º
  º      ÞÛÜÛÛ ÞÛÜÛÛÞÛ  ÜÛÞÛÞÛÞÛÞÛ ÜÜÜ       º
  º      ÞÛ    ÞÛ   ÞÛÜÜÛÛÞÛÞÛÜÛÞÛÜÜÛÛ       º
  ÈÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ¼
  pPONG controls a highly animated ball and a
  vast array of obsticles that make up the
  playing table.  The player uses his paddle to
  return the the ball and prevent the computer
  from scoring.

RAG22.ARJ   1314932   03-06-95   Ragnarok 2.2 -- Fully graphical Nethack-like
  game where you are a hero sent by Asgaard to
  restore Odin's proper place as Lord of All He
  Surveys.  If you like Nethack, you'll love
  this.  Requires VGA.  Mouse supported but not
  necessary.

RAIDDEMO.ARJ    696749   03-06-95   Zone Raiders - a TRUE 3-D textured virtual
  reality, demo. New 3D textured virtual
  reality futuristic racing game in a TRUE 3D
  hyper-realistic environment never before seen
   **Requires 486DX33 or better, 4Megs RAM,

REAP11FS.ARJ    170605   03-06-95   Futuristic VGA game. Underground struggle of
  survival. Many creatures with bizarre skills
  challenge your hightech weapons and devices.
  Buy new equipment and supplies from the many
  shops using credits earned by selling items.
  Upgrade any of your 15 skills with Crystals.
  Species of Magical Mushrooms and Visual Orbs
  will help with your weapon recovery mission!

SCHTKR11.ARJ    129510   03-06-95   SCHTKR v1.1 - ScaryFish world editing util.
  Many options.  Create your own "worlds".
  Stock fishing holes or let computer stock
  them. Worlds can have up to 32 species from
  a list of over 40. Extensive documentation.
  Includes 2 example files, test mode, screen-
  saver, best worlds contest rules, and more!
  Keywords: games sports fishing ScaryFish PMP
  Freeware "lite" version of Make Your Own
  Worlds Util ($15), almost identical.
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SHADES30.ARJ    467668   03-06-95   Space Shades Version 3.00 places you in the
  cockpit of a space cruiser.  You control your
  ship, a space station, and a spy remote while
  exploring planets in preparation for your
  encounter with a hostile enemy.  Space Shades
  is designed to provide the feel of a flight
  simulator, while presenting bit-mapped images
  of the objects you see when operated in
  graphics mode.

SHUFFLEB.ARJ     93389   03-06-95   Shuffleb" is shuffleboard for DOS. Just like
  the real game, shoot your discs to the
  opposite end of the board, hit your
  opponent's off the board, go for high score.

SKY3D.ARJ    468591   03-06-95   SKYROADS 3D! BY CREATIVE DIMENSIONS!
  256 Color 3D awesome new game,challenging.
  This new game from the makers of CD-MAN is
  the training course for a much bigger game.
  You have 3 training levels. Digitized sound.

SPIRO12.ARJ    258260   03-06-95   --- SPIROTRIS 1.2 ---
  Strategical and fast-paced game.
   ModeX, VGA, FX sound and more
  The registered version has more than 50
  levels and 100 pictures. Simply addictive !

SS_PICS.ARJ    263903   03-06-95   ÉÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ»
  º       System Shock Screen Shots!        º
  ÌÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ¹
  º  Origin and Looking Glass Technologies  ³
  º    (the makers of Ultima Underworld)    ³
  ³   have come out with an excellent new   ³
  ³  3D role playing/action/adventure game  ú
  ³  that sets the new standard.  You will  ú
  ú  need at least a 486dx2/50 to play it,  ú
  ú  but even if you only have a 286, take
  ú  a look to see what you're missing!

SSN.ARJ    788130   03-06-95   SPACE NIGHTMARE by Microdem Very fast action
  arcade game. 60 frames per second animation!
  Features SUPER VGA 640x480x256 and
  VGA 320x240x16.  Music and digitized  sound
  blaster support. Req: 386+ VGA, 2MB, Mouse.

STARMINE.ARJ    149809   03-06-95   StarMines II - The Planet of Mines Smoothly
  scrolling arcade action in deep space. Fly
  your ship in the mazes of the Planet of Mines
  and collect the Bonusoid chrystals. 256 color
  VGA and 80286 required, SoundBlaster
  supported. CardWare. .

STLKER.ARJ   1374556   03-06-95   STALKER 1: PATH OF FIRE The stunning
  256-color VGA action game from MM Software
  Productions: There is a Zone, a radioactive
  contamination zone, a zone of death and
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  decay! Reqs 386 & VGA - Sound Card(optional)
TIGER10.ARJ    841115   03-06-95   Flying Tigers distributed by HomeBrew

  Software is a fast paced shoot-em up game
  with multiple weapons, power ups, enemies
  and bosses.  In this episode you will be
  thrown into the middle of 1942, where the
  techno bosses are starting a technology
  transfer to the Japanese Empire. Requires:
  386+, 4 Meg RAM as XMS, VGA.  Adlib(tm)/
  Soundblaster(tm) optional.  (v1.0) <ASP>

UFO102.ARJ    311744   03-06-95   UFO, The Card Game v1.02 <NB> - A high
  powered UNO clone with VGA graphics and
  digital talking alien opponents! Adlib,
  SoundBlaster, and Internal Speaker
  supported for digital playback. VGA and
  286 required. 640k RAM, SoundBlaster, and
  386 or better recommended. External aliens
  available to expand UFO, as well as
  replacement desktops. Many configurable
  options.                [NecroBones] $15

ULTGOLF.ARJ    892995   03-06-95   This is the BEST golf simulation around! It's
  the  ONLY golf stragity game involving full
  course management. You can plan and play
  shots from the ground, or you can plan and
  play with an overhrad view.  Requires VGA and
  5 meg HD space, mouse, SoundBlaster

UNFORG_1.ARJ    278429   03-06-95   HOTTEST SVGA EVER!! SUPERB 3D IMAGING!!
  Moraff's Dungeons of the Unforgiven, Module
  I, updated 7/23/93: NOW WITH 3D imaging on
  the walls and SUPER-VGA GRAPHICS!   1 of 2

UNFORG_2.ARJ    263264   03-06-95   HOTTEST SVGA EVER!! SUPERB 3D IMAGING!!
  Moraff's Dungeons of the Unforgiven 2 of 2

VINYL.ARJ   1348805   03-06-95   ÖÄÄÄÄÄ´ VINYL GODDESS FROM MARS ÃÄÄÄÄÄÄ·
  º The Vinyl Goddess' space ship has    º
  º crash landed on a forbidden planet.  º
  º Can you guide this beautiful goddess º
  º through dangerous and exotic         º
  º locations in order to free herself   º
  º from the planet.  GET READY for sexy º
  º arcade action in ths new release     º
  º from UNION LOGIC that will blow your º
  º mind at 70 frames per second.        º
  º  REQ: 386+    SUPPORTS: SB,ADLIB,JOY º
  ÈÍÄ  Union Logic Software Publishing ÄÍ¼

VSMC70.ARJ    371975   03-06-95   Another SNES/6502 Emulator - Super Nintendo
  Emulator Simulator w/bells & whistles v7.0
  386/1MB/SVGA/MSDOS 5.0/HDD REQ'D- SUPPORTS
  MAPPING/TILING/MSIC/FADE- VRAM/DRAM/CG-RAM

WCSKEN10.ARJ     74023   03-06-95   WCS Keno v1.0 - Fun, fast-paced keno game
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  Just like playing the lottery, only better!
  Visually exciting screens, plus watch out for
  those pickpockets!  Registered version comes
  with make-up days enabled.  ***REQUIRES NO
  KEY FILE TO RUN.
  From Rob Williams, WCS Software 11/10/94

WCSKEN11.ARJ     74462   03-06-95   WCS Keno v1.1 - Fun, fast-paced keno game
  Just like playing the lottery, only better!
  Visually exciting screens, plus watch out for
  those pickpockets!  Registered version comes
  with make-up days enabled.  ***REQUIRES NO
  KEY FILE TO RUN.
  From Rob Williams, WCS Software 2/05/95

WINTER14.ARJ    117011   03-06-95   Virtual Winter is a 3D-interactive animation
  of a decorated evergreen tree in the midst
  of a gentle snowstorm.  Keyboard commands
  allow you to change the lights, alter the
  tree, or move about in the scene.  Requires
  a 386 with VGA.  Includes online help.

WW_2_1_A.ARJ    939860   03-06-95   WarWizard 2.1 by MicroGenesis WarWizard is a
  large scale Computer Role-Playing Game (CRPG)
  from MicroGenesis that casts you into the
  role of the WarWizard, a powerful multi-class
  character ready to complete a variety of
  quests and adventures.

XATAX1S.ARJ    412910   03-06-95   ___/// XATAX V1.00s - Pixel Painters \\\____
  XATAX is coming and only you can stop it!
  An awesome sideways shooter w/ ultra-smooth
  full screen scrolling landscapes & dazzling
  256 color graphics! It is the epitome of all
  Nintendo style shooters. You will battle
  waves of aerial assaults while entering the
  depths of XATAX. Watch out! XATAX has sent
  two major boss mutants to stop you!
  Req: 4M RAM, VGA, 486+; Opt: Snd Crd & JyStk

XFORT.ARJ     58579   03-06-95   X Fortress -- Excellant strategy game where
  you must guard your X Fort from being
  attacked from incoming missile balls. Has VGA
  graphics Sound Blaster support. Requires
  Mouse to be loaded.

XMASJET1.ARJ    474490   03-06-95   ÛÝÛÞ³CHRISTMAS JETPACK 1.1³ÝÛÞÛ ð IMPULSE ð
  FREE Action-Packed VGA game!  Santa's got a
  jetpack and more levels to conquer!  Expore
  new levels of treacherous dungeons, with new
  graphics & sounds.  Create your own Christmas
  levels with the built-in level editor!
  Equipped with Jet Turbines and a powerful
  Phase Shifter, you must deliver all the
  Christmas presents! Fast 256 colour action
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  arcade game with digital sound. Requires: VGA
         Supports: SB/Adlib/JOY

_YUPHEX_.ARJ    333094   03-06-95   Y U P H E X . Welcome to YUPHEX! The only
  solar system to have a sun w/bomb on it!
  That's right, you the visitor can find the 4
  shields on the planets of YUPHEX to get to
  the bomb without burning to a crisp and save
  the lousy place, or, well, watch the pretty
  fireworks! 1-VGA-JOY-CARD! CALL NOW!

Main Board: 12) Sampl e Files
============ ========= =======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================
ANIMALPS.ARJ     19490   10-21-94   Three animal libraries for New Print Shop

  (animals, dog, & cats).
BEARS.ARJ     65758   11-30-94   Cute bears in various pcx poses
NASCR_94.ARJ    404141   12-03-94   Beer & Tabacco PCX cars for Nascar Racing

  Skoal, Bud, Miller GD, Virgina is for lovers

Main Board: 13) Sampl e Files
============ ========= =======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================
100ACRE.GIF    160335   03-06-95   Winnie the Pooh: Map of 100 acre farm
1941_2.GIF    176128   03-06-95   John Belushi in the movie 1942
3DTITAN.ARJ     42020   03-06-95   3D Titanic - is a GIF image of the

  Titanic, in 3D.
3X312.GIF    143998   03-06-95   3x3 Eyes: (Anime film) Girl in yellow dress
3X3AUG.GIF    426346   03-06-95   3x3 Eyes (Anime Film): 2 girls in scuba suits
A4_F5.GIF    104960   03-06-95   A4 Skyhawk and F5 Tiger II a/c
A6.GIF    111717   03-06-95   a6 Intruder a/c
A7_E.GIF    122880   03-06-95   A7 Corsair II a/c
AFTHUNDR.GIF    178048   03-06-95   USAF thunderchiefs display team
ALITA2.GIF    404132   03-06-95   Anime video poster
AM0588B.GIF    165941   03-06-95   Anime yuppy?!
ANICE.GIF     61096   03-06-95   Anime girl
ANICEJUL.GIF     88293   03-06-95   Anime picture
ASPENS.GIF    283127   03-06-95   tree scene looking up a mountain trail

  GIF Resolution: 640x480x256
ASRIEL_1.GIF     23001   03-06-95   Anime girl carrying some heavy ordnance
BEACH.GIF    316509   03-06-95   Anime: Two swimsuit girls on beach
BELGE.ARJ    136505   03-06-95   This is a scan of an old photo (WW II

  vintage?) of a pretty Belgian girl on a
  bicycle looking back as she pedals through
  old European streets. NB: Nothing salacious,
  just atmospheric. Last revision date in
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  archive: 01-04-95.
BGC8PRIS.GIF     64927   03-06-95   Anime picture
BLOOM_1.GIF    182985   03-06-95   Anime, slightly risque magazine cover
BLUSTERY.GIF    187345   03-06-95   Winnie the Pooh: Pooh and Piglet on a

  blustery day
BV01.GIF    166181   03-06-95   Graphic of a woman with a griffin
BW.GIF    115678   03-06-95   Creamlemmon (Anime)
CAT.GIF    162842   03-06-95   "CAT.GIF". Another Fine West Photography

  stock photo. 496x736x256 colors. Gif file. A
  wallpaper photo of a cat on the stairs of a
  blue house. Great color, and style.
  GIF Resolution: 496x736x256

CC023.GIF    233518   03-06-95   A cool gif of a pink flower-awesome
  resolution
  GIF Resolution: 640x480x256

CM04.GIF     32621   03-06-95   Creamlemmon (Anime): Girl on bed
COMPSEP.GIF     54701   03-06-95   Anime swimsuit girl
COMPSEP1.GIF     68063   03-06-95   Anime swimsuit girl
COMP_TRI.GIF     62661   03-06-95   Trio of anime swimsuit girls
CROW2A.GIF    203193   03-06-95   Brandon Lee as The Crow
CROW31.GIF    171367   03-06-95   Brandon Lee as The Crow
DANGAIO1.GIF    442222   03-06-95   Anime, three girls and a boy
DANGAIO3.GIF    310361   03-06-95   Anime - very hi-res swimsuit girl
DANGAIO4.GIF    330870   03-06-95   Anime girl
DOLL_1.GIF    145525   03-06-95   Anime girls in spacesuits
DP1.GIF    332313   03-06-95   TWO ANIME GIRLS
DSCNA044.GIF    430572   03-06-95   Sunset with clouds.
DSCNA051.GIF    474176   03-06-95   Really spectacular fiery sunset over

  relatively smooth terrain.
DSCNA052.GIF    376284   03-06-95   This beautiful "ball-o-fire" is about one

  quarter down on the horizon.
DSCNA055.GIF    327937   03-06-95   A creative artist could never approach the

  breath-taking sight of this island sunset.
DSCNA056.GIF    431222   03-06-95   We see the moon rising over these snow capped

  mountains as the sun sets.
DSCNA060.GIF    437687   03-06-95   Fantastic mix of reds, oranges and whites in

  this sunset view along a hilly shoreline.
DSCNA061.GIF    353347   03-06-95   Outrageous burst of color in this sunset

  picture of a bridge.
DWNSTAIR.GIF    207751   03-06-95   Winnie the Pooh: Pooh dragged downstairs
EYES.GIF    287448   03-06-95   Anime, 3 x 3 eyes girl
FENCE.GIF    167714   03-06-95   Winnie the Pooh
GHOST1.GIF    124948   03-06-95   Anime girl cyborg
GIFS.ARJ    303029   03-06-95   Various GIFs of Computer Art.
GIGAPRIS.GIF    134815   03-06-95   Anime picture
GINREI3.GIF    113580   03-06-95   Anime swimsuit girl with surfboard
HM_017.GIF    222276   03-06-95   Graphic of a woman and a dragon
HYAKU_SH.GIF    245888   03-06-95   Anime, monster robot
ICE.GIF    297798   03-06-95   A beautiful picture of a river with trees
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  sparkling from ice on them.
  GIF Resolution: 640x479x256

KANEDA1.GIF    239265   03-06-95   Anime, two guys with robot
LEMNEAR_.GIF    276610   03-06-95   Anime, medieval type man and woman
LOD_RPG8.GIF    532029   03-06-95   Anime D&D type picture, lady thief and booty
LUANGFU9.GIF    230693   03-06-95   Chinese Hero fighting the dragon
LUNAR.GIF    135413   03-06-95   Anime, boy and girl kiss outlined by moon
M0L000.GIF     17735   03-06-95   Anime, Metal & Lace screen-grab
M0L101.GIF     43740   03-06-95   Anime, Metal & Lace screen-grab
M0L102.GIF     43041   03-06-95   Anime, Metal & Lace screen-grab
M0L103.GIF     44884   03-06-95   Anime, Metal & Lace screen-grab
M0L104.GIF     55602   03-06-95   Anime, Metal & lace screen-grab
M0L105.GIF     42559   03-06-95   Anime, Metal & lace screen-grab
M0L106.GIF     54279   03-06-95   Anime, Metal & Lace screen-grab
M0L107.GIF     42263   03-06-95   Anime, Metal & Lace screen-grab
M0L111.GIF     41569   03-06-95   Anime:Screenshot from Metal&Lace
M0L112.GIF     45838   03-06-95   Anime, screenshot from Metal&Lace
M0L113.GIF     46602   03-06-95   Anime, Screenshot from Metal&Lace
M0L114.GIF     55523   03-06-95   Anime, Screenshot from Metal&Lace
M0L115.GIF     46053   03-06-95   Anime, Screenshot from MEtal&Lace
M0L116.GIF     45304   03-06-95   Anime, Screenshot from Metal&Lace
M0L117.GIF     45153   03-06-95   Anime, Screenshot from Metal&Lace
M66.GIF    447741   03-06-95   Anime robot girl
MACROSS3.GIF     47185   03-06-95   Anime girl
MAISON11.GIF     74129   03-06-95   Anime girl
MAISON_1.GIF     87494   03-06-95   Anime bikini girl
MAISON_8.GIF    110045   03-06-95   Anime swimsuit girl
MAMI.GIF    361162   03-06-95   aNIME NIGHTCLUB SONGSTRESS
MAR.GIF    167860   03-06-95   Anime calendar for March
MER_WOM1.GIF    170239   03-06-95   Beautiful GIF of a mermaid swimming.

  GIF Resolution: 640x480x256
MK3PR4.GIF     24534   03-06-95   Mortal Kombat 3 Preview
MK3PR5.GIF     77983   03-06-95   Mortal Kombat 3 Preview of Shao Kahn
MOON1.ARJ     28314   03-06-95   Ú=-=-´ YOU'VE GOT TO SEE THIS! Ã=-=-=¿

  º    AN AMAZING PHOTO OF OUR MOON    º
  ³      WITH INCREDIBLE DETAIL!!      ³
  º Self Viewing * No Viewer Required! º
  ³        an original PEGASCAN        ³
  º Part of the SUN AND PLANETS SERIES º
  ³  from: PEGASUS SOFTWARE & IMAGING  ³
  À-=-=-=-=´ UNBELIEVABLE!!!Ã=-=-=-=-=-Ù

NADIA_1.GIF     42852   03-06-95   Anime girl, sitting cross-legged
NASA1.ARJ     99706   03-06-95   landing of the Atlantis Shuttle in BMP format
NASA2.ARJ     45650   03-06-95   Shuttle lift-off at Cape Kennedy in BMP

  format
NASA3.ARJ     96506   03-06-95   Outside Space Capsule in MS-Windows BMP form
NASA4.ARJ    133308   03-06-95   View of Cape Cod, MA from Shuttle in BMP form
NASA5.ARJ    128798   03-06-95   view of Earth's horizon in MS-Windows BMP
NEW0493F.GIF    122390   03-06-95   Anime cool guy
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NEW0493P.GIF    208309   03-06-95   Anime cheer-leader
NEW891H.GIF    159763   03-06-95   Anime cute girl on case
PICNIC.GIF    144971   03-06-95   Winnie the Pooh: Pooh/C Robin on picnic
PM_11.GIF    274820   03-06-95   Anime school room
POOHBERY.GIF    105017   03-06-95   Winnie the Pooh: Blackberrying
POOHPART.GIF    172747   03-06-95   Winnie the Pooh: Pooh and friends at party
POOHTIGG.GIF    147827   03-06-95   Winnie the Pooh: Pooh and Tigger
PRISSBI2.GIF    168423   03-06-95   Anime picture
ROSWELL1.GIF    157959   03-06-95   A photograph of one of the surviving Aliens

  from the 1947 Roswell, New Mexico, UFO crash
  undergoing emergency medical treatment.

T7GBATH.GIF    173245   03-06-95   Screen shot from The Seventh Guest, a
  skeleton in a bathtub of blood.
  GIF Resolution: 640x480x256

TINHACO1.GIF    311989   03-06-95   Series of chinese heroes
TINHACO2.GIF    290187   03-06-95   Hero with hippogriff
TINHACO3.GIF    314096   03-06-95   Woman in repose
TINHACO4.GIF    278177   03-06-95   Face next to sword
TINHACO5.GIF    332986   03-06-95   Waiting in the shadows
WATERF.GIF    231693   03-06-95   A great nature picture of a small water fall

  in the middle of some dense woods.
  GIF Resolution: 640x480x256

WAVES.GIF    230937   03-06-95   A relaxing picture of waves coming up onto
  the beach as the sun heads toward the
  horizon.
  GIF Resolution: 640x480x256

WCBV_021.GIF    224322   03-06-95   Fantasy pic, amazon woman
WONWOM1.GIF    143507   03-06-95   Wonder Woman - Linda Carter.
YOHKO3.GIF     92556   03-06-95   Anime girl with disentegrating dress!

Main Board: 14) Sampl e Files
============ ========= =======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================

Main Board: 15) Sampl e Files
============ ========= =======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================
AFX_MAIN.ARJ    129028   03-06-95   AniF/X v1.0 is a DOS Based Multi-Media Editor

  which support a wide array of Animation files
  Music Formats, and Digitized Sound Samples,
  and even Scrolling, Wiping & Fading Text
  Titling. And it is A L L V I S U A L ! User
  I/O flow control will allow users to eve
  construct their own 7th Guest or Myst type
  game without having any type of programming
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  experience! This pre-release (Shareware)
  version has NO DUMB NAG SCREENS!

AM2120.ARJ    324491   03-06-95   AutoMessage 2.01 20-Column! Graphical message
  system.  Has 5 fonts, 16 colors for both text
  and background, optional password protection,
  a Quickshow feature, blinking, underline, and
  double-size text, top and bottom title lines,
  seven intermission effects, instructions that
  remain on-screen at all times, an easy to use
  graphical interface, and more.  It only takes
  around 5 minutes to learn to use the program.
  A Shareware Express Catalog President's Pick!

AM2132.ARJ    300695   03-06-95   AutoMessage 2.01 32-Column! Graphical message
  system.  Has 4 fonts, 16 colors for both text
  and background, optional password protection,
  a Quickshow feature, blinking, underline, and
  double-size text, top and bottom title lines,
  seven intermission effects, instructions that
  remain on-screen at all times, an easy to use
  graphical interface, and more.  It only takes
  around 5 minutes to learn to use the program.
  A Shareware Express Catalog President's Pick!

AUTODOC.ARJ    134043   03-06-95   AUTODOC 6.6 Text-in-Graphics Electronic Pub.
  Software which creates colored text files in
  Text-In-Graphics (TIG) form.  The finished
  screens have text which may be scrolled line
  by line or page by page within fancy, custom
  DecorEdge Bord`rs, or within a graphic scene
  or a cartoon.  Text may appear within speech
  balloon of a cartoon character.  Includes
  additional program AUTOCOM which completes
  the job by creating a stand-alone COM file.

B52FLYB.ARJ    424608   03-06-95   MPEG movie of a B52 taking off and flying
  past. Unfortunately no sound with this one

BEATLFLI.ARJ    538324   03-06-95   A FLI file of the Beatles morphing into one
  another.  Pictures taken from the "Let it Be"
  album cover, RMORPH and Daves Targa Animator
  used to create the FLI itself.  Requires
  AAPLAY or another FLI animation program.

CASEY12.ARJ    308908   03-06-95   ÖÄÄ CASEY - Calendars the Easy Way ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ·
  º Version 1.2 by ETS Inc.                  º
  º Why Are We Giving Away This Calendar     º
  º Program For Only $10? The Amazing Thing, º
  º Of Course, Is The Rather Remarkable      º
  º Selection Of Calendars You Can Choose    º
  º From. Alive With Features!               º
  º All-Graphic - DOS - $10.00               º
  º IBM EGA/VGA+Mouse+LASER Printer required.º
  ÓÄÄÄÄÄÄ Print Beautiful Calendars! ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ½
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DCLIP.ARJ    555624   03-06-95   Demonstration version.
  Captures images for use in DTP or slide
  show. Converts between various formats.
  Imports directly to clipboard. Demo
  version captures and loads images but
  will not allow images to be saved or used.
  Manual or automatic presentations.

DC_SCRN2.ARJ     36286   03-06-95   Dallas Cowboys Screen Saver
  Manual screen saver for DOS that lets you
  show your friends that you are for America's
  Team. This is Ver 2.0 a new an improved
  version to DC_SCRN.ARJ. Also this is a very
  small Program that still takes up less than
  52k of disk space. Please read the README.1ST
  for info.

DRFORM32.ARJ    390734   03-06-95   DR. FORM v3.2 <ASP> The easiest, fastest way
  for anybody to create, edit, fill in and
  print standard or custom made forms. Full
  Mouse Support. Move, copy, draw lines, etc.
  Automatic Grid Maker. Print on pre-printed
  forms and make templates. Much more....
  Shareware Magazine Editor's Choice Award. DOS
  program which includes a Windows Setup.

EGAMP51A.ARJ    236786   03-06-95   EGA Mouse Paint(tm) v5.1a <ASP> - Coloring Bo
  40 pre-made picture, save & print picture,
  2 palettes of colors and patterns. Easy to us
  Talking menus to aid kids in selection. Many
  features to list here. Req's: DOS 3.3 or up,
  EGA/VGA, Microsoft Mouse or 100% compatible.
  Fischer Grafix & Software ($18.50 + SH)

ENVP20.ARJ    676260   03-06-95   EnVision Publisher 2.00, desktop publishing
  program (full-feature). Mouse, GUI, WYSIWYG,
  scalable fonts, PCX and text import, drawing
  tools, style sheets, master pages, leading,
  kerning, line justification, text rotation,
  object oriented. Prints on any printer
  (laser, dot-matrix, inkjet, PostScript),
  collates, scales, etc. VGA, EGA, CGA, Herc,
  SuperVGA, etc.  Shareware. (ASP)

EPUB.ARJ    567566   03-06-95   Electronic Publishing Package
FACEDNZ2.ARJ    191476   03-06-95   Facedance 2.0 Screen Saver v2.0 Amazing

  screen saver dancing faces. Send in your own
  photos and see your friends, family, pets and
  more. Uses digitized images saved in a 256
  color PCX format. Must see for anyone who
  likes screen savers. Comes with many
  background effects and images.

FANTASY.ARJ     98315   03-06-95   Fantasy lets you control a variety of
  pleasing and sometimes hypnotic images.
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  As you move the mouse the image moves
  and responds in never-ending, never-
  repeating animated sequences.
  Demos included. Requires CGA or better
  and Mouse. Reg: $20

GBEAR.ARJ     19641   03-06-95   Dos screensaver, Grateful Bear floats
  around your screen.

GCATWP31.ARJ    110901   03-06-95   Graphcat Clip Art Cataloger v3.1/DOS <ASP>

  Builds graphics catalogs in WordPerfect 6.0
  and 5.1/DOS (6/90 or newer.) Reads all
  graphics formats supported by WordPerfect,
  and sets up images in columns as a printed
  index. User may select number of columns,
  image height, page title, DOS file masks, and
  directory to search. NEW: CD-ROM support,
  directory searching, partial catalogs, 5.1+
  support. $20. A SciTrans Product.

GEOPUB1.ARJ   1378962   03-06-95   (1/2) GeoPublish is a shareware home publishi
  package based on the powerfull,
  easy-to-use GEOS operating environment
  for personal computers.  GeoPublish
  combines GeoWrite, a sophisticated word
  processor, and GeoManager, a simple file
  organizer.

GEOPUB2.ARJ   1394646   03-06-95   (2/2) GeoPublish is a shareware home publishi
  package based on the powerfull,
  easy-to-use GEOS operating environment
  for personal computers.  GeoPublish
  combines GeoWrite, a sophisticated word
  processor, and GeoManager, a simple file
  organizer.

GRAFFX38.ARJ     31623   03-06-95   DOS/WINDOWS screen capture v. 3.8
GRFWK70E.ARJ    495760   03-06-95   Graphic Workshop for DOS v7.0e - The best

  Workshop yet! Converts, prints, views,
  dithers, transforms, flips, rotates, scales,
  crops, colour adjusts, catalogs, quantizes,
  and wreaks special effects on MAC, IMG, PCX,
  GIF, TIFF, EPS, JPG, WPG, MSP, IFF/LBM, WMF,
  BMP, RLE, CUT, ART, HRZ, RAS, TGA, EXE and
  TXT files. Decodes uuencoded images directly.
  Mouse driven interface, supports most SVGA
  cards and printers. Alchemy Mindworks Inc.

HOMEPLN.ARJ    162971   03-06-95   HOME PLAN v2.7 <ASP> - Draw, Save, Edit, and
  Print house plans. Fast/Easy; Undo; Auto
  Dimension; Move/Copy/Resize/Reverse/Move
  plans; Show studs & joists; Pre-Drawn furn &
  Appl; Calc. square ft; Print 1/8" per ft;
  Arc; Doors, Walls; On screen 'odometers'show
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  Horiz & vert measure; Clone; Wide or regular
  carriage printers. VGA req. Shareware:
  $20.00.

HOTMAP.ARJ    126343   03-06-95   HotMap VBX - allows multimedia
  application developers to define
  regions (Hotspots) on selected bitmap
  and to get events with region info when
  a user clicks on any of the selected
  region.

KRIS20.ARJ    314899   03-06-95   KrisCards Shareware Version 2.0 Create
  personalized self-running greeting cards with
  colorful graphics and text. KrisCards makes
  it easy to show you care. Special Christmas
  Card Holiday package. Save as COM, PCX or to
  Windows Clipboard. Ideal for E-Mail! Requires
  EGA or better.

MMM21.ARJ    695222   03-06-95   MULTIMEDIA MAKER will allow you to create
  custom presentations, advertising, tests,
  tutorials, courseware authoring, reports,
  school projects and much more.  With this
  package you can combine real human SPEECH,
  and MUSIC with high resolution IMAGES
  (up to SVGA). Use this package to create
  your own custom AUDIO/VIDEO SHOWS on any
  subject, place, product or procedure.
  Now with Sound Blaster support. ASP

MORESTMP.ARJ     96013   03-06-95   More Stamps For NeoPaint - is a collection of
  stamps for the NeoPaint graphics program.

MUD_11H.ARJ    457922   03-06-95   MUD INDUSTRIAL PROSE & MAGIC DEMO 1.1H
  World's first commercial MUD
  (Multi-UserDungeon) development kit,
  introduced at 1994 ONE BBSCON. Invent your
  own online RPG! RIP and ANSI graphics

NEOBOOK.ARJ    622464   03-06-95   NeoBook Professional: authoring system for
  multimedia disk-based newsletters, books,
  catalogs, etc. Links to word processors
  paint programs. Compiler and runtime
  license allow compiled publications to be
  distributed (EXE format). Imports PCX/GIF
  format images, Sound Blaster-compatible VOC
  or PC speaker files (SNG format). Requires:
  DOS 3.1+; EGA/VGA/SVGA graphics; MS/Logitech
  compatible mouse; hard disk; & 640K+ RAM.

NEOPNT.ARJ    609075   03-06-95   NeoPaint v.3 - A complete image editing/paint
  program for DOS! Includes powerful features
  and naturalistic tools (such as oil and water
  colors) usually found only in more costly
  apps. Resolutions up to 24-bit. Supports PCX,
  GIF, TIFF, BMP formats. SIA Awards runner-up,
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  Ziff-Davis/PC Mag. s/w awards finalist 1994.
  Drivers for 300+ printers. Easy to use. Reqs:
  DOS 3.1+; 640K+; Hard disk; mouse; Herc.mono,
  EGA/VGA/SVGA graphics card & monitor.

PEP16.ARJ    342781   03-06-95   PEP (Picture Editing Package) v1.6 Shareware
  drawing/layout program for DOS PCs. Do
  diagrams, drawings, labels, logos, forms,
  flow charts, floor plans, and more. Vector
  based & WYSIWYG, PEP includes scalable fonts,
  decorative borders & ornaments. Prints LJ, BJ
  LaserJet, DeskJet, PostScript or dot matrix.
  Export PCX & EPS. Graphical UI supports VGA,
  EGA, CGA, & Hercules (mouse optional). FAST!

POSTER12.ARJ     62443   03-06-95   THE POSTER PROGRAM Version 1.2. Easily and
  quickly create large posters and signs, and
  print them at up to 10 times the size of a
  single sheet.

PRNG154C.ARJ    284473   03-06-95   PRINTGL v1.54c ASP - A pen plotter emulator
  package for DOS, Windows. It prints/displays
  HP-GL and HP-GL/2 from most CAD and graphing
  packages. Supports 9, 24 pin printers, Canon
  LBP, BJ, BJC, HP LaserJet, DeskJet, HP-GL/2
  devices, PDP ProTracer, PostScript, VESA
  SVGA, and many other printers and displays,
  and outputs PCX files. User selectable pen.

QUILTSCR.ARJ     61344   03-06-95   A diverting graphics program or nonresident
  screen saver, using half square quilting
  patterns. You can create specific patterns or
  set the program to continuously change
  patterns. Change widths, patterns, rotate or
  flip the designs, or colors for "billions and
  billions" of combinations. Configurable color
  palettes chosen from 64 possible colors. EGA
  or VGA req. Fun for all ages.

RMORFV04.ARJ    233509   03-06-95   Good morphing program, works with
  gif, pcx, and tga files

SHOW55A.ARJ    459066   03-06-95   DATASHOW V. 5.5A, Multimedia/Slides/Games
  ShareWare  MultiMedia Program  for DOS.
  Make Presentations,  Games,  Slide Shows,
  Demo Programs, (School) Tutorials.  Both text
  graphic modes.  PCX/GIF/FLI graphics files.
  WAV/VOC Sounds via PC Speaker/Adlib/Sound
  Blaster. Easy to use  integrated environment
  with  many features.  Use mouse or keyboard96

SNOWFLAK.ARJ     62469   03-06-95   Draws beautiful snowflakes on a VGA or EGA
  screen. Public Domain FREEWARE. Has many
  controls for altering the appearance of the
  snowflakes.

TOON11.ARJ    359249   03-06-95   This is a fantastic program for writing and
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  running your own cartoon animations. There
  are hundreds of templates included that you
  can modify and assemble into self running
  animations. All necessary documentation is
  included. Run "readme.exe" after unzipping.

TW41.ARJ    537368   03-06-95   TutorialWriter v4.1 - Interactive Multi-media
  Authoring System. Create Tutorials,electronic
  documents, expert systems, slide shows and
  more. Add Voice, Graphics, Music, HyperText,
  Pop-up Windows, Menus. No programming skills
  required. Perfect tool for presenting any
  information electronically. Compatible with
  Windows and SoundBlaster. Requires Harddisk
  and Color Monitor. Shareware from I.E.S. -
  $49.50 plus s/h.

VMAP140.ARJ    324383   03-06-95   VERSAMAP v1.40 <ASP> draws maps on 13 map
  projections. Output maps to printer; or as
  PCX, PIC, CGM, or ASCII files. Add text to
  maps. Contains new countries formed from
  USSR, Australian States, Canadian Provinces.
  Plots World Data Bank II & USGS Digital Line
  Graph data. Supports CGA, EGA, VGA, Herc. New
  to v1.40: plot Great Circles, select grid &
  background colors, improved CGM files.
  Registration fee $15.

VPROM20.ARJ     90151   03-06-95   VideoPrompter 2.0. If you own a video camera,
  make speeches, or make presentations, this is
  what you have been waiting for. FAST!
  Supports smooth scrolling in both directions.
  The registered version adds joystick support,
  mirror display, & color control. CGA/EGA/VGA.

XLPLUS.ARJ     65115   03-06-95   XLPLUS Professional electronic publishing
  software.  the same software used by the
  Digital Publishing Association to publish
  the monthly electronic edition of "DPA
  News."  Includes the original XL2000.EXE and
  the amazing new XL2001.EXE.  See your
  text-file, magazine, or newsletter in a
  dazzling high-intensity display.  Try
  AutoScroll, mouse scroll, and many other
  features.  Includes ready-to-use mastheads.

XLSHOW.ARJ     63608   03-06-95   XLSHOW 3.5.  Auto-scrolling info display.
  Automatic scroll, screen-change display for
  business, school, office, store, club.  Your
  info appears in a cycle of brilliant screens
  which change style and color with each
  topic.  Excellent countertop display.  Runs
  all day if needed.  Updating info is easy;
  type new file or edit old one.  Excellent
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  instructions.  Requires EGA monitor or
  better.  Ready-to-use headings.

XMASTREE.ARJ    757690   03-06-95   A Christmas Tree decorating program for
  Windows. Fun Christmas Activity for little
  ones to learn computers on. Merry Xmas from
  Canada and Dr. Computer !!!

Main Board: 16) Sampl e Files
============ ========= =======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================
CINEMA.ARJ    449653   03-06-95   CINEMA, the graphic and sound player will

  display PCX, GIF, FLI & GL files. CINEMA
  will also play VOC, WAV, CMF and MIDI files
  thru your SOUND BOARD or PC SPEAKER (VOC
  only). This is a must have utility for
  sound board and CD users.  ONLY $19.95

CROPGIF.ARJ     34398   03-06-95   GIF FILE CROPPER 1.1 This program will allow
  you to crop fragments from existing GIF
  files. The fragments will be written to
  new... smaller... GIF files. Unlike other GIF
  cropping programs, this one doesn't involve
  the use of any tricky measurements. It works
  like the cut and paste functions of a paint
  program. It requires that a Microsoft
  compatible mouse driver be present before it
  will work, as the mouse does all the work.

DCVIEW22.ARJ    250690   03-06-95   ColorView v. 2.2 for DOS 2.x, 3.x, 5.x
  High Speed JPEG/JFIF, GIF, BMP Viewer,
  Converter, and Image Editor. Graphical
  User Interface with VESA compliant display.
  Batch file conversions in Text mode.
  JPEG Is A Highly Compressed 24 Bit
  "True Color" Picture File Format Which
  Has More Colors And A Smaller File Size
  Than GIF Files. HSV and Gamma correction.
  [Association of Shareware Professionals]

DISP186A.ARJ    545118   03-06-95   DISPLAY v1,86a - view, convert, manipulate,
  images and movies. It can create movies and
  slide-shows. DISPLAY supports a wide variaty
  of graphic and movie formats (8-24 bit). With
  the image manipulation tools. Requires 386
  CPU (486 with 8MB RAM and truecolor
  graphic-card recommended)

GDS31D.ARJ    352318   03-06-95   °±²Û GDS:Graphic Display System 3.1d Û²±°
  Like CSHOW & VPIC, but far better! Shows,
  CATALOGS, converts, flips, rotates,crops,
  scales, dithers, GIF,JPG,PCX,TIF,IFF,LBM,
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  HAM,BMP,RLE,TGA,MAC,WPG,CUT,ANSI & TXT.
  Supports nearly all SVGAs. QUICK, EASY &
  MOUSE DRIVEN, complete hypertext help and
  prints good manual. SYSOP vers available!
  Great ASP shareware. (Photodex-r11/11/94)

GIFCM133.ARJ     33738   03-06-95   The GIF Commentor 1.33, add, change, delete,
  and view comments within GIF 89a files. Also
  can import/export ASCII files.

MPEGVU.EXE    212791   03-06-95   Self Extracting Executable containing a DOS
  and Windows MPEG viewer.  The DOS version is
  ok and quite quick, but a little limited on
  features.  The windows one is also quite
  basic.

PCXDMP92.ARJ    136411   03-06-95   PCXDUMP v9.20 - THE screen capture pro-
  gram. The best shareware screen grabber
  that e.g. supports 1,2,4,8,15,16 and 24
  bit video modes. Supports all CGA, EGA
  and VGA modes. Will grab any tweaked
  mode, plus extended support for Ahead,
  ATI, Chip&Technologies, Genoa, MXIC, OAK,
  Paradise, Realtek, Trideng, Tseng,
  Video-7 and VESA. Captures all text
  modes to either ascii or graphic files
  (including soft fonts as used by DOS 6+).
  Menu based installation with MANY options.
  A fast PCX viewer/converter/manipulation
  program is also included in this archive.
  Requires 286 AT or better with EGA or
  better display.

QPEG15E.ARJ    439594   03-06-95   QPEG 1.5e, the famous graphics
  viewer, incredibly fast!, with
  unique preview feature (nearly
  realtime), mouse panning etc.,
  it supports VGA and many SVGAs
  (including VESA), requires 386
  or better.  Currently supports
  JPG, TGA, GIF, PCX, BMP files.
  NEW:  IFF/ILBM (LBM) SUPPORT!!

SFLIC12.EXE    181315   03-06-95   StarFlic 1.2b - New release of Flick
  file Compiler and Player from TRIUS.
  Compiles TGA or 16/256-color PCX
  files (created by ProtoCAD 3D, or other
  rendering programs) into FLI files.
  Plays FLI and FLC files created by other
  animator programs.  Requires EMS for
  PCX compilation. Only $29 (+$6 S&H, USA).

THMPLS.ARJ    959472   03-06-95   Thumbs Plus---This is NOT just another
  viewer. This is one kickass Windows image
  management kit. Views and edits most
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  everything, incl JPG.  Outstanding thumbnail
  catlog maker---best damn thing you ever seen
  for making an album of images for quick ref.
  Makes Corel's Mosaic look like a joke. Super
  fast easy--even prints catalog of images.

THUMB13D.ARJ    328528   03-06-95   ThumbsUp v1.3d Copyright 1993-1994,
  Cerious Software. All Rights Reserved.
  ThumbsUp is a graphics image and clip-art
  browsing and catalog program which provides
  extensive viewing, thumbnailing, printing and
  file organization. It supports BMP, DIB, RLE,
  WMF, JPG (jfif), ICO, TTF, PCX and GIF files
  internally, and can use MS graphics import
  filters to also handle CGM, TIF, DXF, DRW,
  HGL, EPS and many more.

VFD15.ARJ     77398   03-06-95   VFD v1.5 (Video For DOS) is a DOS
  command-line motion video cross- compiler
  that creates and converts among FLI, FLC, AVI
  (lit & rle) formats plus MPG input. Reads and
  extracts BMP, RLE, DIB, TGA, PCX & GIF.
  Includes GeeWiz, the AVI player for DOS.
  PCX & GIF i/o with registration.    dir 101

VMPEG12A.ARJ    154278   03-06-95   VMPEG v1.2a -+- MPEG Animation Viewer
  Includes versions for DOS and Windows
   ÜÜ-ÜÜ ÜÜ ÜÜ ÜÜ ÜÜ ÜÜ ÜÜ-ÜÜ ÜÜ-ÜÜ ÜÜÜ
   ÛÛ-Ûß ÛÛ ÛÛ\ÛÛ ÛÛX   ÛÛ-Ûß ÛÛ=ÛÛ  Û
   ßß ßß ßß ßß ßß ßß ßß-ßß ßß ßß ßß  ß
   <==[09/05/94]===============[UTILS]=>

VUEPRI31.ARJ    155715   03-06-95   Vueprint v3.1-view and print GIF, JPG, PCX,
  DIB, BMP images, and play WAV, MID, MCI
  sounds. Decodes JPG "twice as fast as other
  JPG viewers." Shareware, $40.

Main Board: 17) Sampl e Files
============ ========= =======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================
DOS220.ARJ    155324   03-06-95   DOS Menu 2.20 (Easy PC Menu) MicroFox Company

  Very simple Menu and Security System for all
  versions of DOS. Password protection. Mouse
  support DOS Menu is not a TSR and frees all
  memory. Also has Screen Blanker

DOSMENU.ARJ    397562   03-06-95   DOSmenu -Powerful/Easy Menu Mgmt.  The very
  BEST network menu system. Great reviews.
  Administrators - Try it; you won't be sorry.
  Small; easy setup; powerful results; 0K
  overhead; run TSRs; secure; unlimited menus;
  logging, software metering, hardware
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  managing; powerful menu 'rights'; knows
  NetWare; change system on-the-fly; much more.
  Unobtrusive shareware.

E4DV204.ARJ    108244   03-06-95   E4-Deluxe editor v2.04 - Efficient interface.
  User Definable Pull-Down Menus. Mouse/SVGA
  support. Outlining (even programs).
  Extension specific options. ASCII, Color,

EZB_450.ARJ    215839   03-06-95   EZBATCH Magic Menu .... version 4.50 .......
  Fantastic Color Menu System . (NOT a TSR) ..
  Run programs by clicking on them ...........
  Help screen .. GAME submenu ..Screen Saver..
  Nice & EZ .. Unzip .. Run EZBatch Install ..
  Register & get a free BBS subscription .....
  .............. by DL, of course !...........

HDM31286.ARJ    180444   03-06-95   ÉÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ»
  º  HARD DISK MENU 3.1 - 286 Version   º
  ÌÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ¹
  ºMenu for DOS. Features include: Builtº
  ºin Calendar, Clock, Calculator, File º
  ºViewer and Screen Saver. Easy to use º
  ºwith built in mouse interface. Uses  º
  ºno menory after starting programs.   º
  ºRequires VGA Monitor.                º
  ºThis version now includes a setup    º
  ºoption so you can choose your own    º
  ºcolors and add a wallpaper.          º
  ºRegistration cost only $15.00 Cdn.   º
  ºInstall from floppy.                 º
  ÈÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ¼

HDM31386.ARJ    180391   03-06-95   ÉÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ»
  º  HARD DISK MENU 3.1 - 386 Version   º
  ÌÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ¹
  ºMenu for DOS. Features include: Builtº
  ºin Calendar, Clock, Calculator, File º
  ºViewer and Screen Saver. Easy to use º
  ºwith built in mouse interface. Uses  º
  ºno menory after starting programs.   º
  ºRequires VGA Monitor.                º
  ºThis version now includes a setup    º
  ºoption so you can choose your own    º
  ºcolors and add a wallpaper.          º
  ºRegistration cost only $15.00 Cdn.   º
  ºInstall from floppy.                 º
  ÈÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ¼

MAGNA25.ARJ    105097   03-06-95   This is the newest release of MagnaFile.
  It is a major upgrade to a DOS shell which
  is much more than a DOS shell.  Every
  concievable file management function is
  seamlessly incorporated into MagnaFile.  The
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  result is a flexible and easy to learn and
  use DOS user interface.  It can be used for
  beginners to make using DOS more natural or
  for programmers to provide a software
  development environment.  Included is support
  for archive handling (ZIP,ARC,LZH,ARJ), file
  management, hot keys, user menus, mouse, file
  trees, program launching, file descriptions,
  printing, disk navigation, and system status.
  All of this is completely configurable and
  easy to use.

PBUTTONS.ARJ     59306   03-06-95   Push Buttons" is a simple DOS menu system
  that associates your programs with push
  buttons displayed on the screen. To access a
  program or file simply push the appropriate
  button.

PCNAV11.ARJ    181489   03-06-95   PC-Navigator is a full-featured professional
  DOS menuing system and toolset that pops up
  as a window on top of DOS. It consumes no
  RAM, is fast on any PC, and is inherently
  compatible. Tools include calculator with
  tape, editor, calendar, filer with tree, and
  more. It even tracks the sun and moon. Great
  above and below Windows too! First version
  in 1991 then released as shareware in 1995.

QMENU_40.ARJ     62678   03-06-95   Q Menu is a very good menu system. You can
  create pages (and sub pages) of menu items to
  accomodate virtually all of your programs in
  one menu system.

STARMU71.ARJ    798902   03-06-95   STAR MENU for DOS 7.1 - The
  Ultimate DOS Program Launcher!
  New Super-VGA graphics, new color
  schemes; run Windows applications
  directly from DOS. Many new menu
  options & features!

STILET15.ARJ    112527   03-06-95   Stiletto is a free w3.1x button bar launcher
  and desktop utility featuring small
  footprint (button bar fits in title bar);
  use of any mouse button to start a command;
  launch menu with submenus; drag and drop
  to the button bar; switch to or close any
  active task; launch or set any active task
  to "on top"; time, date, resource usage
  display; built-in win exit, drag-drop file
  rename, browse and run, others;
  wallpaper and sound randomizer;
  alarms, chimes, scheduled commands.
  V1.5 adds ability to re-order
  button bar buttons and ability to
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  capture file to be executed from
  running task. Also fixes a bug
  which occurred when flyover help
  was used with full screen Dos boxes.

UMENU101.ARJ    222748   03-06-95   UltiMenu v1.01 DOS Menu System ASP Removes
  itself completely from system memory for
  running programs; 18 Categories with 18
  Programs per Category are supported;

Main Board: 18) Sampl e Files
============ ========= =======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================
0SLIM2.ARJ     47084   03-06-95   ÉÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ»

  º ÛÛ²²±±° Slim For Life! Release 2 °±±²²ÛÛ º
  ÇÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ¶
  º Finally-the truth revealed.  A weight    º
  º loss system so simple and effective the  º
  º author lost 50+ pounds without sit-ups,  º
  º eating less or will power.  You can be   º
  º slim and trim for the rest of your life. º
  º Like a friend right by your side, learn  º
  º the secrets of true and natural weight   º
  º loss with no pills, shakes, exercise     º

0TC_TIPS.ARJ     10286   03-06-95   SHOOTING TIPS! ÛÛÜÛÛ From TARGET CENTRAL
   ÚÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ¿
   ³ GUN OWNERS !! Improve  ú :ððððððððððð: ³
   ³ your shooting accuracy        |__ººº   ³
   ³ at the range or in the field      ººº  ³
   ³ with these simple shooting tips.   ººº ³
   ³ Great for rifle, pistol and            ³
   ³ shotgun owners.  Also included is info ³
   ³ on high quality gun targets from T.C.  ³
   ÀÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÙ

1LECL19E.ARJ    137509   03-06-95   Lunareclipse v1.9e Interactive program with
  Fast animated Graphics.800 locations database
  Shareware from Switzerland.

ABOUTV.ARJ     50355   03-06-95   Non-tech information on how viruses work
AC4PAF14.ARJ     73227   03-06-95   AC4PAF v.1.4--Lists relatives from PAF

  (1/95) == Shareware by Frank Hutchison
  This is a utility for genealogists who
  use Personal Ancestral File (PAF).  It
  will  list  all  blood  relatives of a
  selected individual.  It also produces
  an index including relationships.

AGG10.ARJ     21029   03-06-95   Adjustable Greenhouse Gardening ver 1.0:
  teaches you everything you need to know, even
  built-it-yourself plans, organic bug
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  deterrents etc.
AHNDES23.ARJ     56689   03-06-95   AHNDES v.2.3---Ahnentafel/Descent charts

  (12/94) ===== Shareware by Jack Chandler
  creates   both  Ahnentafel  and  Descent
  charts  with  up  to 52 generations from
  your PAF data.

AST286_1.ARJ    222180   03-06-95   (1/3) ASTRO--The Program For Astrological
  Analysis. A Powerful Astrology Program
  Full Featured. Interprets. Produces Text
  Reports and Graphics Cartwheels.
  Natal, Compatibility, Transits.
  Version 2.86.

AST286_2.ARJ    197968   03-06-95   (2/3) ASTRO--The Program For Astrological
  Analysis. A Powerful Astrology Program
  Full Featured. Interprets. Produces Text
  Reports and Graphics Cartwheels.
  Natal, Compatibility, Transits.
  Version 2.86.

AST286_3.ARJ     76128   03-06-95   (3/3) ASTRO--The Program For Astrological
  Analysis. A Powerful Astrology Program
  Full Featured. Interprets. Produces Text
  Reports and Graphics Cartwheels.
  Natal, Compatibility, Transits.
  Version 2.86.

ASW108_1.ARJ    339102   03-06-95   (1/5) ASTRO For Windows--(ASP) The Program Fo
  Astrological Analysis. A Powerful Astrology
  Program For Microsoft Windows 3.1
  Full Featured. Interprets. Produces Text
  Reports and Graphics Cartwheels.
  Natal, Compatibility, Transits.
  Version 1.08.

ASW108_2.ARJ    199921   03-06-95   (2/5) ASTRO For Windows--(ASP) The Program Fo
  Astrological Analysis. A Powerful Astrology
  Program For Microsoft Windows 3.1
  Full Featured. Interprets. Produces Text
  Reports and Graphics Cartwheels.
  Natal, Compatibility, Transits.
  Version 1.08.

ASW108_3.ARJ     99211   03-06-95   (3/5) ASTRO For Windows--(ASP) The Program Fo
  Astrological Analysis. A Powerful Astrology
  Program For Microsoft Windows 3.1
  Full Featured. Interprets. Produces Text
  Reports and Graphics Cartwheels.
  Natal, Compatibility, Transits.
  Version 1.08.

ASW108_4.ARJ    177957   03-06-95   (4/5) ASTRO For Windows--(ASP) The Program Fo
  Astrological Analysis. A Powerful Astrology
  Program For Microsoft Windows 3.1
  Full Featured. Interprets. Produces Text
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  Reports and Graphics Cartwheels.
  Natal, Compatibility, Transits.
  Version 1.08.

ASW108_5.ARJ    238657   03-06-95   (5/5) ASTRO For Windows--(ASP) The Program Fo
  Astrological Analysis. A Powerful Astrology
  Program For Microsoft Windows 3.1
  Full Featured. Interprets. Produces Text
  Reports and Graphics Cartwheels.
  Natal, Compatibility, Transits.
  Version 1.08.

BLONDE.ARJ     22852   03-06-95   This is the fullest collection of Blonde
  jokes I have ever seen...Almost 400 of the
  best jokes around...ENJOY!!!!

CHEFV30.ARJ     58843   03-06-95   Chef v3.0: MS-WINDOWS app that collects your
  favorite recipes and lets you multiply/divide
  them; eight user-definable categories to
  organize your recipes & cut/copy/paste
  between categories; requires VBRUN300.DLL;
  03/04/94; Fred Schetterer.
  Last revision date in archive: 03-04-1994.

CIRCUM10.ARJ    183977   03-06-95   CIRCUMSPACE v1.0 <ASP> A space travel
  simulator from the author of SkyGlobe.
  Displays the sky as seen from anywhere
  within several hundred light years of Earth.
  Click to travel instantly to any of 7780
  stars, or choose the warp mode to animate
  the journey quickly and smoothly. Awesome. 33

CONNER.ARJ     10061   03-06-95   Full technical descriptions of all Conner IDE
  based hard disk drives.  Includes jumper
  settings for setting master/slave etc.

COSMIC02.ARJ    206297   03-06-95   COSMIC DEBRIS  VOLUME TWO  Shareware version
  Science Fiction, Horror and Fantasy with
  VGA Graphics and animation
  Easy to read. Hard to forget
  =====FICTION FOR A NEW WORLD=====

CRN0015A.ARJ      5243   03-06-95   Understanding The Lordship Salvation
  Controversy." The controversy has divided
  some quarters of evangelical Christianity
  into warring factions. The issue involved is
  the nature of salvation and saving faith.
  What is saving faith?

CYBERA02.ARJ     51287   03-06-95   -=> CyberNews, The ASCII Edition, 10/94! <=-
  Exploding with 20 hot reviews of
  software in all areas including graphics,
  business, multimedia and more. Feature
  reviews of SmartSuite 3.0, Myst, Act 2.0,
  Grolier's Multimedia Encyclopedia, Microsoft
  Publisher, Tropical Fish CD and much more!
  WINDOWS and ReadRoom Versions Available!
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CYBERA03.ARJ    114413   03-06-95   -=> CyberNews, The ASCII Edition, 12/94! <=-
  Exploding with over 40 hot reviews of
  software in all areas including graphics,
  business, multimedia and more. Feature
  reviews of Approach, NavCIS, Wrath of the
  Gods and many more. Features include How
  To Upgrade your 486, Complete Internet
  Access via Email and more! Interview with
  network pioneer David Strom. Don't miss
  this issue! Readroom and Windows also!

CYBERR03.ARJ    141264   03-06-95   -=> CyberNews, The ReadRoom Edition, 12/94! <
  Exploding with over 40 hot reviews of
  software in all areas including graphics,
  business, multimedia and more. Feature
  reviews of Approach, NavCIS, Wrath of the
  Gods and many more. Features include How
  To Upgrade your 486, Complete Internet
  Access via Email and more! Interview with
  network pioneer David Strom. Don't miss
  this issue! ASCII and Windows also!

DF9502T.ARJ    108895   03-06-95   DREAM FORGE (tm) Feb. 1995 (ASCII Text)
  Melding Random Access Humor and RUNE'S RAG
  into a compendium of Humor, Fiction, Poetry,
  Satire, SF, Commentary, & Reviews as Food for
  Thought -- EAT IT!!!  Get future issues at
  1:261/1129 or 1:2601/522 FREQ DFMMyyT.ZIP or
  via FTP to: dreamforge.com. At Virtual Word
  410-437-3463 & WRITERS BIZ 412-588-7863 for
  download! Get you issue now -- before it goes
  commercial in March, single issue $2.95 or
  1-year subscription for only $12.00.

EGED10WP.ARJ    117379   03-06-95   EGEDWP v.1.0 ---- Draft Event form of GEDCOM
  (9/94) =================== by COMMSOFT, Inc.
  This  document   defines  an  Event-Oriented
  GEDCOM  Specification.  It was  developed in
  cooperation  with  the  LDS  Family  History
  Department  and  is  compatible  with  draft
  version  5.3 of the  GEDCOM  Standard  which
  they published  in November 1993. This  copy
  is in WordPerfect format.

EGED10WW.ARJ    161958   03-06-95   EGEDWW v.1.0 ---- Draft Event form of GEDCOM
  (9/94) =================== by COMMSOFT, Inc.
  This  document   defines  an  Event-Oriented
  GEDCOM  Specification.  It was  developed in
  cooperation  with  the  LDS  Family  History
  Department  and  is  compatible  with  draft
  version  5.3 of the  GEDCOM  Standard  which
  they published  in November 1993. This  copy
  is in Microsoft Word format.
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ELECARTS.ARJ      7188   03-06-95   Electronic Arts Press Releases:
    Peter Pan Story Paint
  Star Trek Next Generation
          Theme Park
        Victory at Sea

EXPERT.ARJ      2454   03-06-95   Ten ways to spot a computer expert.  Very
  funny and also very true.

FANTASEE.ARJ    953325   03-06-95   FanTaSee Freeware contains 3 of the 38
  randomly displaying screen savers that ship
  with the full version of this product.

FAXSP10.ARJ    107340   03-06-95   FAX SCANNER AND PRINTER  v1.0 - How to use
  your fax machine as a full page scanner and
  printer for less than $10 in parts.

FFORCAST.ARJ    162929   03-06-95   FOOTBALL FORCAST - version 3.9E
  A pools prediction program. Forcasts Draws
  plus Home and Away results for matches on
  Pools and Fixed odds coupons. Updated with
  Soccer data to Sept '94. Newest file 13/9/94
  UK author.

FLEA1030.ARJ      3806   03-06-95   W1GSL's list of New England ham radio &
  computer flea markets October 30th 1994

FM.ARJ    272019   03-06-95   Organizes and manages radio frequencies that
  amateur radio operators and scanner
  enthusiasts use. With Frequency Manager you
  can store, sort, print, and search for
  frequencies. Plus, Frequency Manager lets you
  import and export text files for other
  applications that don't support Paradox files
  directly.  Each Frequency List file has 6
  fields.  They are Class, Service, Frequency,
  Mode, Call Sign, and Note.

FRESH_1.ARJ     38309   03-06-95   Are you tired?  Tired of pretending?
  Has the enjoyment gone out of life?
  Fresh Start is a test for depression.
  Requires color VGA monitor (640x480). dir 32

FTREE80.ARJ    255733   03-06-95   FTREE80.ARJ - Family Tree version 8.0
  Shareware Family Tree program
  for tracking the history of your
  family.  Easy to use, includes many
  features such as spouse, birthday,
  place of birth, date of death,
  cause of death, and even allows
  user-defined fields.

GHOUSE.ARJ      5243   03-06-95   GREENHOUSE GAMBIT; Al Gore Aconveniently over
  "scientific" support for his revived cry
  of global warming.  The FACTS don't bear
  out..will the media straighten him out?
  OR try to help us to see the Emperor's
  "New Clothes"?
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GN9411.ARJ    134557   03-06-95   GFX News - Nov/Dec 94 - Volume 1 Number 4
  A NEW magazine that brings you the latest
  computer NEWS and REVIEWS in full-screen,
  Super VGA, high-resolution color GraFiX!
  ===>This issue: Zenon Pentium 90, OS/2
  Warp, Mosaic and Netscape internet
  browsers, and SLIP internet connections.

GN9501.ARJ    218269   03-06-95   * GFX News+Jan/Feb 95+Volume 2 Number 1 *
  A NEW magazine that brings you the latest
  computer NEWS and REVIEWS in full-screen,
  Super VGA, high-resolution color GraFiX!
  ===>This issue: BBS's on the Internet,
  Rich Heimlich's latest soundcard patchset
  rankings, 28.8K modems, much more

GRANDMA1.ARJ     21874   03-06-95   Grandma's Greatest Recipes Vol. 1 -- old
  recipes, health and beauty tips, household
  hints, some over 100 yrs old, discovered by
  author while he was researching his family
  tree.

GROWIT2A.ARJ    308838   03-06-95   GROWIT MkII (Disk 1 of 2) - A major upgrade
  to this very popular gardening program with
  databases of 100s of trees, shrubs, bulbs
  and plants.  Includes plant attributes,
  requirements, maintenance etc.  Search by
  common or botanical names or other criteria.
  Superb graphics screens.  Menu driven and
  full mouse support.  Very easy to use.
  Requires VGA, HARD DISK with 1.2MB free.
  Registration A$40 or US$34 incl shipping.

GROWIT2B.ARJ    290292   03-06-95   GROWIT MkII (Disk 2 of 2) - A major upgrade
  to this very popular gardening program with
  databases of 100s of trees, shrubs, bulbs
  and plants.  Includes plant attributes,
  requirements, maintenance etc.  Search by
  common or botanical names or other criteria.
  Superb graphics screens.  Menu driven and
  full mouse support.  Very easy to use.
  Requires VGA, HARD DISK with 1.2MB free.
  Registration A$40 or US$34 incl shipping.

HEALTHY.ARJ    176683   03-06-95   How to enjoy healthy intimate
  relationships in an ad hoc world, and
  avoid getting divorced. Description and
  sample text of a 120,000 word book on
  disk titled, "Kisses Aren't Contracts."
  "Healthy" permits browsing table of
  contents, bibliography of 215
  references, Foreword, Chapters
  1 and 11, and introductions to chapters
  2-10. Printable order form included.
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HR_3355A.ARJ    306061   03-06-95   Criminal Justice Bill as of 10/8/94
IBMPC700.ARJ     91755   03-06-95   Details of NEW IBM PCs due NOVEMBER 94 - The

  replacement for Valuepoint and PS/2s, This
  file is an AMIPRO document with full details
  including motherboard diagrams of the 300 and
  700 series Pentium/PCI range from IBM. Very
  impressive technically and worth a read...
  Keywords, IBM PC SPEC NEW PCI PENTIUM MCA.

KILOB042.ARJ    209433   03-06-95   KILOBYTE ver 0.42 - ($0)
  KILOBYTEs are (mostly) small (mostly) text
  files intended to fill up a « empty disk.
  Poetry, humor, politics, short stories, long
  stories, a numeracy test, a programming
  contest, ASCII art, etc can be used to
  convince your customers that they are really
  getting their moneys' worth.

KITKIN.ARJ    356139   03-06-95   Kith & Kin V2.0 : Windows genealogy program.
  Now supports import & export of GEDCOM files.
  Excellent SHAREWARE program for documenting
  and storing family trees. Has an easy to use
  graphical interface & powerful editing tools.
  Pictures, diagrams, sounds, etc may be
  embedded in or linked to a person or family.
  A printed book can be produced with family
  group details and a cross-referenced index.
  Also prints descendant and ancestral trees.

LCL101.ARJ    153574   03-06-95   THE LOST CHURCHILL LIBRARY 1.0.  Part 1
  of Winston Churchill's Revolutionary War
  novel, "Serapis: Caught By The Tide"--
  illustrated with 150 colour PCX files.
  Modernized and adapted for readers,
  students, and teachers of American
  history.  Also shows how to save
  America's history classics in computer
  format.  Requires 512K, hard disk, and
  EGA/VGA.  Freeware.

LCL102.ARJ    274922   03-06-95   THE LOST CHURCHILL LIBRARY 1.0.  Part 2
  additional chapter files for Churchill's
  Revolutionary War novel, "Serapis:
  Caught By The Tide"--illustrated with
  150 colour PCX files.  Modernized and
  adapted for readers, students, and
  teachers of American history.  Also
  shows how to save America's history
  classics in computer format.  Requires
  512K, hard disk, and EGA/VGA.  Freeware.

LHPMDB.ARJ    202546   03-06-95   Landscape & Herbaceous Plant Manager
  DOS/dBase(r) version by Robert W. Bouffard
  Fine Shareware from Agricultural Institute
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LOGEQFV6.ARJ    264051   03-06-95   LOG-EQF v6.00 ASP Amateur Radio Logging
  Program- Log-EQF is the total control center
  for Amateur Radio on-the-air activities.
  Full-featured logging with TNC,
  PacketCluster(tm), rig control, beam
  headings, QSL labels, and much more.
  Registration is only $25! Call 800-995-1605
  to register. Hobbies TOM DANDREA, N3EQF.

LOTT11.ARJ     92011   03-06-95   The Lottery Assistant V1.1 from
  CyberSpace! Excellent UK lottery
  program. Mouse driven. VGA Rendered
  graphics! Statistical Analysis, advice,
  3 different pattern-matching
  algorithms! A must-have.
  See program for info on obtaining
  up-to-minute draw database.
  Shareware! Registration only œ9.99!

LUNECL18.ARJ    130302   03-06-95   Lunareclipse v1.8 - interactive program w/
  Fast animated Graphics and 800 locations data
  Shareware from Switzerland.

MM802.ARJ    203395   03-06-95   MEAL-MASTER v8.02 - Sophisticated and easy to
  recipe manager!  Excellent search, shopping l
  index, rescale, and print features.  Supports
  English and Metric measures, including automa
  conversion, and decimal or common fractions.
  Very flexible!  Unequalled export/import supp
  includes conversion program for other popular
  recipe formats.  Dos application; also runs g
  in a Window under Windows or DesqView!

MM802RU.ARJ    121468   03-06-95   MEAL MASTER v8.02  Recipe Program  Registered
  Users ONLY

MOVEOVER.ARJ     53543   03-06-95   World Champion's text on Checkers
NAMCLN21.ARJ     23085   03-06-95   NAMCLEAN v.2.1 - Remove unused PAF names

  (12/94) ===== Shareware by Jack Chandler
  remove  unused  names  (occur  when  you
  delete records/correct mispellings) from
  PAF's  NAME  file.  More

NE14.ARJ     40215   03-06-95   Notes Edit v.1.4-PAF notes w/favorite editor
  (11/94) ========= Shareware by Jonathan Paul
  This is a set of utilities  for genealogists
  who use  Personal  Ancestral File (PAF).

NMENU2.ARJ    204960   03-06-95   NewMenu online cookbook v2.0 point and click
  VGA windows 300 handpicked recipes included
  powerful and easy to use search, edit,
  import, export, view and print functions SVGA
  graphics, mouse support uses most recipe file
  formats

NSHBPN32.ARJ    668202   03-06-95   HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE NUTRITION for Windows
  Comprehensive nutrition software: excellent
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  interface, huge food database, extensive
  activity data. Eat right, lose weight, lower
  blood pressure. Analysis of fat, calories,
  protein, carbohydrate, potassium, fiber,
  cholesterol, sodium, calcium.

NSLYC32.ARJ    667364   03-06-95   NutriSoft LOWER YOUR CHOLESTEROL for WINDOWS
  Comprehensive nutrition software: excellent
  interface, huge food database, extensive
  activity data. Eat right, lose weight, lower
  cholesterol. Analysis of fat, calories,
  protein, carbohydrate, saturated fat, fiber,
  cholesterol, monounsaturated fat,
  polyunsaturated fat. Search, sort
  capabilities, body mass index, etc. 1% lower
  cholesterol means 2% lower heart disease
  risk!

NSNFW35.ARJ    696972   03-06-95   NutriSoft NUTRITION FOR WOMEN for Windows
  addresses the unique nutritional needs of
  women from adolescent through pregnancy and
  old age. Major diseases affect more women
  than men. Obesity, osteoporosis, heart dis-
  ease, breast cancer, iron deficiency anemia
  are prevalent and their risk can be lowered.
  Extensive exercise data. Graphic analyses,
  body mass index, weight control planner,
  RDA, weight log, diet history tracker, etc.
  Also caloric needs & ideal weight calculators
  printed output, search & sort capabilities.

NSWP30.ARJ    641557   03-06-95   NutriSoft WEIGHT PERFECT 3.0 for Windows
  Latest generation of nutrition software:
  excellent interface, huge database of foods,
  extensive activity data. Eat right, lose
  weight, be healthy. Nutrient data on:
  calories, protein, fat, carbohydrate.
  Graphic analyses, printed output, search &
  sort capabilities, body mass index, caloric
  expenditure data, etc. Based on Surgeon
  General's guidelines to avoid obesity.

OTVIEW.ARJ    113721   03-06-95   One-Touch BG Meter Utility Program for
  Diabetes.
  Last revision date in archive: 01-27-1994.

PAFRV943.ARJ    244674   03-06-95   PAF Review     Edition 94.3    November 1994
  Information about 169 shareware utilities to
  enhance  Personal Ancestral File,  a  widely
  used genealogy  program.  by M. St.Clair
  ===> IF YOU USE PAF, LOOK AT THIS FILE! <===

PEA_ESP.ARJ    289934   03-06-95   Pea-ESP! 2 is copyrighted DOS-shareware by
  Triple-U Software. This game explores ESP
  (Extra Sensory Perception) phenomena in an
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  interesting, uncommon, and scientifically
  valid way. Simple, exciting. For VGA, 386+

PENTBUG.ARJ     11035   03-06-95   Pentium bug - test & Intel phone for
  replacement of defective Pentium processors

PLANE64E.ARJ    195756   03-06-95   Planetarium v6.4E  Interactive astronomy with
  Fast animated VGA-Graphics. High accuracy
  ephemerides of sun moon and all nine planets
  Jupiter moons in realtime !  Observer diary !

PLANET62.ARJ    334129   03-06-95   Planetarium v6.2E - Interactive astronomy!
  Fast animated VGA-Graphics.
  High accuracy ephemerides of sun, moon and
  all nine planets. Jupiter moon in realtime!

RADIOTST.ARJ     46783   03-06-95   Allows user to take practice tests for FCC
  Commercial Operator Licenses.

RDMV600.ARJ    197083   03-06-95   RESEARCH DATA MASTER v6.00 - An easy to use
  program  to store and retrieve info. Geneal.

RIDELG22.ARJ    103881   03-06-95   This is a receipe program which helps you set
  up menus for meals, be they large or small.
  It comes with some preset menus and you can
  enter your favorite dishes!  Allows for
  unlimited dishes, printing, and shopping
  lists!  Very good.

RM.ARJ    526638   03-06-95   Radio Manager 1.0 for Windows is a radio
  channels!
  control program for the Icom R-7000 Radio. It
  should also work with other Icom radios.
  Radio Manager handles scanning, delays, a
  priority channel, lock-outs, presets, search
  ranges and more. You can choose your own
  delay amounts and priority checking
  intervals. Radio Manager stores data in Bank
  Files that can have 999 banks each.  Within a
  bank you can have 999 channels. That's 998001

ROSWELL.ARJ      4757   03-06-95   DETAILED INFO ON THE alleged U.F.O. crash
  landing in roswell new mexico back in
  1947--and the government admitting to the ufo
  crash and then 2 days later completely
  denying the entire incident ever happened!!!

RP295S.ARJ    190779   03-06-95   The Recipe Processor is a program designed to
  manipulate your kitchen recipes, just as a
  word processor manipulates words.  You can
  enter and print your own recipes, adjust
  serving size and ingredient amounts, convert
  from one measure to another, calculate
  calories, fat, cholestoral, and sodium per
  serving, and generate a shopping list.
  Includes extensive recipe searching and
  marking capabilities.

SLOTTO21.ARJ    243865   03-06-95   SUPER LOTTO-MASTER 2.1 - Easy-to-use
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  full-featured lottery analyst program
  for all 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 digit games.
  Input past-winning numbers and this
  program will analyze them and calculate
  the most-probable numbers to be picked
  in the next drawing.  Pull-down menus,
  user-friendly, runs biorhythm for the
  lottery drawing date.  Requires color
  graphics, 512K, DOS 3.0 or higher.

STRESS21.ARJ    117733   03-06-95   Stressfree V2.1: MS-WINDOWS App That Reminds
  You to Take a Break, Then Shows a Series of
  Relaxation Techniques and Stretches That
  Will Keep You Tension Free; You Select What
  Parts of Your Body to Work on (I.e. Neck,
  Shoulders Hands, Back, Etc); Contains Over
  50 Different Exercises & Over 70 Beautiful
  Illustrations.
  Lifetime Software.

SWLMGR10.ARJ   1039224   03-06-95   SWL MANAGER v1.0 SWL Manager 1.0 for Windows.
  Short Wave Radio Listening software which
  contains a database of countries broadcasting
  English speaking programs. Displays On/Off
  Air times with frequencies. Has user
  controlable database Search Parameters,
  automatic frequency control of Kenwood, ICOM,
  and Yaesu HF radios. 100% Compatible with Rig
  Manager 2.0.

TRAC.ARJ     62007   03-06-95   TRAC is a simulator of an imaginary computer
  and TRAP is an assembler for that computer.

TRATORS.ARJ    258180   03-06-95   SCIFI NOVEL ABOUT HUMAN GENOME
URNUM104.ARJ     79977   03-06-95   Ur Numerologist v.104 <ASAD ASP> - generates

  as many "day at a glance" monthly calendars
  as you want with one run.  Each calendar give
  you all the numerological data you need for
  each year, month, day in plain English.
  Each calendar provides you with your...
  * personal year number * yearly guideline
  * personal month number * guideline for month
  * personal day number * daily focus    $18.95

VITAMINS.ARJ     26714   03-06-95   THE VITAMINS: A QUICK REFERENCE CONSUMER'S
  GUIDE, by Adam Starchild. This electronic
  book gives important information on all the
  vitamins, from A to K, plus some others with
  which you may not have been familiar. If you
  have a knowledge deficiency with regard to
  vitamins, this book is the cure.

WINGEN12.ARJ    259338   03-06-95   GENIUS for WINDOWS V1.2 Visually oriented,
  easy to use family tree database program.
  Requires Win 3.1 and VBRUN300.DLL. Four
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  generations of family members are displayed
  on the Family Tree screen. The display
  includes Parents, Grandparents, one Partner,
  up to two Siblings, up to four children and
  the currently selected person. Selecting any
  person displayed on the family tree with the
  mouse (or using the keyboard) enables you to

WMGAMES.ARJ   1078759   03-06-95   The World Memory Games Ver. 1.03 Incredible!
  From Dean Vaughn Learning Systems Inc. The
  world's leader in applied memory research and
  development. Teaches you how to improver your
  memory to an incredible degree! Recall
  hundreds of numbers after hearing them once!
  5 games in all - Locked Demo Version, Win 3.1
  and 4 megs Ram needed. GET SMART TODAY!

WS4PAF24.ARJ     75014   03-06-95   WS4PAF v.2.4 ----- Worksheets from PAF
  (1/95) === Freeware by Frank Hutchison
  This is a utility for genealogists who
  use PAF Personal Ancestral File (PAF).
  It  creates a worksheet containing all
  information  found  in  a PAF database
  relating  to  one  person,   including
  parents, spouse,  children, children's
  spouses, and grandchildren.

Main Board: 19) Sampl e Files
============ ========= =======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================
2COL54C.ARJ     49860   03-06-95   2COL v5.4C: 2 column compressed print util

  for dot matrix, ink/bubble/deskjet, prints up
  to 8 pages on one side of a sheet of paper
  (or 16 pages using both sides); great for
  shareware manuals and reducing the PAPER

CLINR40B.ARJ     64902   03-06-95   Cassette Liner Maker v4.0
DLS320.ARJ    129049   03-06-95   Disk Label Program/DLS v3.20.

  Disk labeling program that will read
  a disk and print a label for that disk.
  Several standard label sizes are supported
  or you can configure your own.  Printer
  codes can also be configured.  DLS reads
  databases produced by CatDisk, InteliCat,
  PmCat, and Wssindex. From Jim Clark.
  Shareware $15.00.

EPMODE1.ARJ     10884   03-06-95   Epmode v.1.  - Epson printer setup program
  with 26 options.  EG: " epmode t4 c96 a "
  sets tabs every 4, 96 column print, using
  alternate set characters so that boxes
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  on the screen print as boxes.  For Epson
  compatibles including HP lasers. Free.

FOLD341.ARJ     61495   03-06-95   FOLD-and-PRINT allows  printing an ASCII
  text   in   multi-column   fashion    on
  (probably)  any line printer. Odd, even,
  selected pages can  be  printed and user
  defined  headers/footers/titles  can  be
  used.   Line    breaking,    truncating,
  breaking with word wrap is possible. You
  can prepare printouts for a binder. Many
  other features  are  available  and are
  described in the manual. SHAREWARE:  $20

GCPREV50.ARJ    356161   03-06-95   View Gerber or HPGL files. Supports multiple
  apertures & multiple sheets and comes with an
  aperture editor for non-standard shapes. Can
  also print the file.

KAZSTA40.ARJ    151790   03-06-95   Utility to print envelopes (V4.0)
  Font, margins, and return address can be cust
  Load addresses from a text file or the clipbo
  or simply type them in.  Post office bar code
  printed on the envelope to speed processing.
  bitmap can be printed in the upper left corne
  the envelope to the left of the return addres
  Envelopes can be printed sideways if desired.
  Drag & drop and file association is supported
  the File Manager and Program Manager.

KDL11B.ARJ    118676   03-06-95   Create professional looking disk labels
  whether making backups of your favorite
  application or listing the files on your
  disks. Up to 9 labels on one 8.5x11 inch
  label paper. Use Avery 5196 or Z-label 15195
  9-UP precut labels (3 cents each).

LPE22.ARJ    227718   03-06-95   ÖÄÄ Laser Printer Envelope 2.2 ETS Inc.  ÄÄ·
  º We're Looking For People Who Need To     º
  º Print Envelopes. Discover The Secrets Of º
  º Printing AMAZING Looking Envelopes From  º
  º Your Laser Printer. You'll Just Love The º
  º Way This Program Works!                  º
  º EASY, POWERFUL, FAST, AFFORDABLE...      º
  º ALL-Graphic - Featured Packed - DOS      º
  º IBM VGA+Mouse+LASER Printer required.    º
  ÓÄÄÄÄ The Only Way To Print Envelopes ÄÄÄÄÄ½

MP38.ARJ    291899   03-06-95   Multi-Print 3.8        Print 1-9 Pages of
  Text on Each Sheet of Paper, in 5 Different
  Ways, on Epsons, Deskjets or Laserjets! Print
  2-Sided on Any Printer. Save up to 85% of The
  Paper Normally Used! Includes 17 Fonts!

PSLAB100.ARJ     12741   03-06-95   PSLAB v1.00 - TSR for Printing Labels on
  PostScript Printers. Allows you to grab an
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  area of the screen and print it on a label
  from a full page sheet. Easy to use.
  Configurable for a wide range of labels.
  Supports manual or automatic feed. Displays a
  list of fonts available in your laser
  printer. Author will help configure for your
  kind of labels!

PSLWGS15.ARJ     15434   03-06-95   PostScript prolog to control line width and
  grey scale (or color) by entity color for the
  AutoCAD PSOUT command (R12 or R13).  Version
  1.5. Supports RGB & CMYK color, or grey scale

QSL105.ARJ     12432   03-06-95   QSL Printer Version 1.05  Print QSL's on
  Postcards. Written in Borland Pascal 7

SAVER20.ARJ     92517   03-06-95   THE PAPER SAVER, HP LJ/DJ print utility
  The perfect solution for the paper glut
  Prints any ASCII file, placing up to 8
  pages of text on every sheet, in a
  tiny but very readable font. Can use
  std. font also. Can print 1,2,4 or 8
  pages on every sheet. Page numbering,
  file name on every page. Intelligent
  drop-down menus. Save a tree, use this!
  Supports Hew-Pack. LaserJets/DeskJets.

SKIP17.ARJ    376371   03-06-95   ÖÄÄ SKIP LABEL PRINTING 1.7  by ETS Inc. ÄÄ·
  º Would You Like To Have An Amazing Label  º
  º Program? We Have The Solution! Get The   º
  º Software That Prints Labels, Business    º
  º Cards, PostCards And More, While You Sit º
  º Back & Enjoy It - Along With The Savings!º
  º ALL-Graphic - DOS - $10.00               º
  º IBM EGA/VGA+Mouse+LASER Printer required.º
  ÓÄÄÄ Great for Avery & Viking Labels! ÄÄÄÄÄ½

UTL110.ARJ    171078   03-06-95   Utilites with File Viewer with Printer
  support ASP, STAR & ASAD , a number of
  printer utilites for specific printers.
  Commands that can be used in batch files to
  do things that DOS can't do. Also a telephone
  dialer.

XPRT59B.ARJ     59622   03-06-95   XPRT v5.9B: LaserJet family and compatible
  printer utility; provides access to text
  formatting capabilities via menu or command
  line; allows shading of alternating lines of
  text for easy reading of source code, etc.;
  word wrap, left margin setting, tab expansion
  pica, elite, compressed, and miniture print,
  port selection or print to a file.

Main Board: 20) Sampl e Files
============ ========= =======
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Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================
AE24A.ARJ     29951   03-06-95   Asm Edit 2.4a.  Updated release of

  an all new editor tailored for the
  assembly language programmer.  Smart
  tabs, auto comments, more.  Free pgm.

ASMWIZ20.ARJ     78481   03-06-95   Assembly Wizard's Library v2.0 for assembly
  language (most assemblers are supported).
  Text and graphics, buffered file I/O, kbd,
  mouse, exception handler, string support,
  hi-res timers & countdowns, lots more. Tiny
  model (.COM format). By Tom Hanlin.

BANSI111.ARJ     59977   03-06-95   ANSI Commands and Functions in a library!
  For Microsoft BASICs:  QuickBasic v4.5 and Vi
  DOS, both Standard and Professional editions.
  standard ANSI commands and functions.

BLTP18.ARJ    203234   03-06-95   BULLET for PowerBasic 3 is a super-fast,
  super-small B-tree/dBASE .DBF, transaction
  -based, multi-user database toolkit.
  BULLET for PowerBasic 3, 10-Oct-94.

BSTRNG11.ARJ     23578   03-06-95   BSTRING Version 1.10 makes powerful string
  functions in BASIC available to C and
  C++.  All BSTRING libraries are fully
  written in fast assembly code.
  Optimizations for Pentium processors
  Includes both Microsoft and Borland formats

BUTTON_2.ARJ     34437   03-06-95   C source samples for buttons
CENVID.ARJ    215435   03-06-95   CENVI FOR DOS VERSION 1.009 <ASP>

  C-interpreter/batch-enhancer/macro tool-
  CEnvi gives the DOS professional a complete
  C-like environment, including the standard
  library and interrupt calls, in an easy-to-
  use form and all in one 150K executable. Now
  'C' is as easy to use as a batch file, and
  can even mix with batch files.

CNVRT10B.ARJ      4383   03-06-95   Turbo Pascal 7.0 unit that has
  Hex-2-Dec-2-Hex functions using longints.

CSTM_B.ARJ     12526   03-06-95   Custom Buttons Demo - demonstrates how
  to create a number of non-rectangular
  buttons in VB.

CWBB.ARJ     25850   03-06-95   Clarion 4 Windows Bitmap Buttons.
CXT230.ARJ    315869   03-06-95   The C Function Tree Generator (CFT) and the C

  Structure Tree Generator (CST) are powerful
  program development, maintenance and
  documentation tools. They provide the
  programmer the ability to analyse the C or
  C++ source code of applications, no matter
  how big or complex they are. CFT and CST are
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  very useful to explore new, unknown software
  and to support software reuse and
  maintenance.

DRVDLL.ARJ     53425   03-06-95   Drvplus, Vbasic library demo
EXEVALC.ARJ     41568   03-06-95   This package contains the complete source

  code for an .EXE file validation system that
  can be used in C and C++ programs. Using this
  system you can make it more difficult for
  people to tamper with your program's
  executable file. This can be of benifit to
  prevent users from altering copyright
  notices, copy protection schemes and other
  information stored in your program's .EXE
  file.

FACD11.ARJ     66263   03-06-95   Facade v1.1 - RCCO Research
  Developers' pcx splashscreen display for DOS
  applications.  Allows executable programs to
  display a developer-designed VGA .pcx file
  as a sign-on image.  For MS-DOS language
  executables, including CA-Clipper, Turbo
  Pascal, QuickBasic, C, etc.  Facade is
  intended for professional development use.

FULLEDIT.ARJ     95279   03-06-95   Full Edit is a graphical editing program
  actually used by H/M Software to design
  graphics for their games.  It includes
  many features including ordinary drawing
  commands plus rotating, color transposing,
  mirroring, fatbits editing, and advanced
  color processing.  Uses C/E/VGA display
  modes.  Requires 640k, EGA, and DOS 3.xx or
  higher.

IELIST32.ARJ     21271   03-06-95   C source sample, custom control ownerdraw
  listbox

ISAM120.ARJ    244232   03-06-95   ISAM Manager v 1.20. Database Programming
  System for C++. Windows, DOS and OS/2 tested.
  Will work on other O/Ss too. Full B+Tree/ISAM
  database system which is really easy to use.
  Very fast single-user and multi-user systems!
  Multiple indexes per file, multiple fields
  per index. Up to 2 billion records per file!
  Comes with source code, and supports all
  major C++ compilers! <ASP>

LB_MSGS.ARJ      6613   03-06-95   List Box Messages is a sample app that
  demonstrates the use of SendMessage API
  commands lelated to List boxes. Source is
  included.

LIST10.ARJ    114946   03-06-95   TheLister v1.03 is an advanced source lister
  for Pascal. Its particular graphic layout
  greatly enhances the readability of your
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  listings. Fully and easily customizable to
  fit your needs and your taste.
  It's a Windows application - SHAREWARE
  New in v1.03: line wrapping, drag'n'drop,
  print from clipboard, command line
  parameters.

LL_CLASS.ARJ     43153   03-06-95   ÛÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÛ
  º OBJECT ORIENTED CLASS LIBRARY OF   º
  º LINKED LIST/STACK/QUEUE C ROUTINES º
  ÛÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÛ
  º Includes a linked LL_CLASS.OBJ +   º
  º a testing program LL_TEST.EXE to   º
  º show all functions available.      º
  º Documentation explains with samplesº
  º how to call the functions from yourº
  º 'C' program.  Extremely easy to useº
  º Extremely well-documented source   º
  º also available.                    º
  º                                    º
  º        ÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ           º
  º       ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ          º
  º        Dynamic Solutions           º
  º       ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ          º
  º        ÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ           º
  º                                    º
  ÛÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÛ

MGK110A.ARJ    230074   03-06-95   MEGIK v1.1 ASP-Multi-Platform GUI Toolkit 1/2
  Create GUI apps in C for DOS, WINDOWS, OS/2.
  With same source code apps run portably on
  all platforms (1.1 has DOS only, WINDOWS and
  OS/2 in preparation). Supports windows,menus,
  dialogs, controls, events, graphics, bitmaps,
  icons and more. Easier and faster to program
  than native GUI. Example code. Over 300 pages
  of comprehensive on-disk documentation.

MGK110B.ARJ    185389   03-06-95   MEGIK v1.1 ASP-Multi-Platform GUI Toolkit 2/2
MMD100.ARJ     69898   03-06-95   MegaDebugger v1.00 Full screen debugger

  Features: Register level screen swapping
  which handles VGA mode X, and split screens.
  C, Pascal, Assembler/A86 expression support.
  Conditional break-points and watchpoints
  (global break-points). Displays of memory
  allocation, open files and interrupt usage.
  Completely configurable.  Uses only 20k-80k
  memory.  From NPS Software.

PCL4P42.ARJ     63901   03-06-95   Personal Communications Lib for Pascal v4.2
  Asynch  communications library supporting
  COM1-COM16 to 115200 baud, 4+ ports concur,
  RTS/CTS  flow  control.  Much more.
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PHIRES.ARJ     13951   03-06-95   PROJECT: HI-RES! A programmer's project to
  aid in publicising access methods to the
  much-coveted high-resolution modes
  (specifically, 640x400x256).  This is aimed
  at game designers who are sick of 320x200 and
  NONstandard mode x.  This is the first
  release.  Includes code for 640x400x256 on 12
  adaptors

PMD110.ARJ    202199   03-06-95   Borland Pascal Debug Kit 1.10b by NederWare
  You never want to be without it!

REG_410.ARJ     39545   03-06-95   Database  program  for  programmers to keep
  track  of  user registrations. Two formats.
  Does Labels, Printer Dumps, etc.   $10 reg.

REG_EM.ARJ     65443   03-06-95   REG'EM v 1.0, Program to create Registration
  key's for your "C" Program. Very Programer
  Freindly ! Must See This One ! From: PDNCEE.
  Last revision date in archive: 10-19-1994.

RKEY31C.ARJ    274618   03-06-95   RegKey 3.10 - Registration key system for C/C
  Add registration key support to your
  C and C++ programs.
  Allows distribution of your software for
  demonstration purposes. When a user pays for
  your program, they receive a registration key
  which switches your application into
  registered mode, possibly enabling additional
  features.

RUKC110.ARJ    398068   03-06-95   RUCKUS 1.1: the Sound Blaster Pro and other
  PC sound devices shareware toolkit. DOS C
  version. Handles digital data in VOC, WAVE,
  and MOD format and MIDI files including GM,
  MT-32, CMF, and ROL-cnv, and SB stereo.
  Includes GUS, OPL2, OPL3, MPU-401 playback
  sequencer. From: PDNCEE.
  Last revision date in archive: 10-21-1994.

RUKQ110.ARJ    357297   03-06-95   RUCKUS 1.1: BASIC toolkit for Sound Blaster,
  AdLib, OPL synth. Digital VOC, WAV,MOD,& MIDI
  in GM & MT-32, CMF, and ROL-cnv. Includes
  Jaleo demo of GUS, OPL3 2/4op stereo,
  MPU-401, Rio/Maui. From: PDNBASIC.
  Last revision date in archive: 10-21-1994.

RYEMOUSE.ARJ     21316   03-06-95   C/C++ library of routines
SBI.ARJ     45341   03-06-95   Allows you to enter your registration info

  into your compiled executable file
SOSAP.ARJ     14281   03-06-95   SOS Application Profiler - is a

  powerful debugging and trouble shooting
  tool for Visual Basic. It Includes a
  small TSR that will monitor and log all
  low level file activity, and a DLL
  (with only one declare) that activites,
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  de-activates, and configures the TSR
  from your VB application.

TBT324.ARJ     52715   03-06-95   TurboBAT Batch File Compiler 3.24 08/17/94
  TurboBAT Creates a .COM program file from a
  DOS batch file. Eliminates the need to
  distribute batch files with source code.
  Registered users do not need to pay royalties
  on programs created with TurboBAT. Shareware
  registration forms and manual included. From
  Foley Hi-Tech Systems (ASP). $19.95

VGFX10.ARJ    252874   03-06-95   VGFX v1.00 graphics lib  for  Borland
  Pascal 7.0  -  Ultra-smooth animation
  engine using 320x200x256 VGA - xmode.
  Sound support for playing  VOC files.
  EMS memory support.  Font support (31
  incl).  Input device support.

VSEG10.ARJ     99375   03-06-95   Visible::Setup-G, vG1.0 - RCCO Research.
  Special VGA-splashcreen edition of the
  widely-used Visible::Setup, developers'
  installation utility for DOS apps. Displays
  a developer-designed VGA .pcx file for a
  customized introduction. Simple, clean,
  professional installations; no scripts or
  macros. Small (24k), fast, efficient.

VSET12.ARJ     70709   03-06-95   Visible: : Setup v1.2 - RCCO Research
  Developers' installation utility for DOS
  applications. Simple, clean, professional
  installations; no scripts or macros to write.
  Easier than batch files, yet far more
  professional in appearance and exe- cution.
  For MS-DOS language applications, including
  CA-Clipper, Turbo Pascal, Quick- BASIC,
  Clarion, C, etc. Small (16k), fast,
  efficient.

Main Board: 21) Sampl e Files
============ ========= =======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================
4D55C.ARJ     41986   03-06-95   4DOS 5.5 patch file, updates 4DOS 5.5

  rev B to 4DOS 5.5 rev C.  ONLY USEFUL if
  you already have 4DOS 5.5 rev B, not
  needed by new users.  To check your
  current 4DOS version use VER /R.  Also
  requires patch program (see 4DPATCH.ARJ).

4DOS55_1.ARJ    695366   03-06-95   Version 5.5 is a major new release of 4DOS.
  File 1 of 2: There are dozens of new
  features in this latest release of 4DOS! The
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  maximum file description length has been
  increased to 511 characters. Colours can now
  be specified as either digits (0-15) or the
  colour name, i.e. "COLOR 15 on 1" for bright
  white on blue. Errors in batch files display
  the batch file name and the line number
  where the error occurred. ATTRIB, COPY, DEL,
  DESCRIBE, LIST, MOVE, REN, and TYPE all
  support the /A:[[-]rhsda] switch.

4DOS55_2.ARJ    268287   03-06-95   Version 5.5 is a major new release of 4DOS.
  File 2 of 2: There are dozens of new
  features in this latest release of 4DOS! The
  maximum file description length has been
  increased to 511 characters. Colours can now
  be specified as either digits (0-15) or the
  colour name, i.e. "COLOR 15 on 1" for bright
  white on blue. Errors in batch files display
  the batch file name and the line number
  where the error occurred. ATTRIB, COPY, DEL,
  DESCRIBE, LIST, MOVE, REN, and TYPE all
  support the /A:[[-]rhsda] switch.

4FILE320.ARJ    109300   03-06-95   4FILES 3.20 <ASP> MULTI-PURPOSE FILE MANAGER
  Recommended by PC-Computing magazine 9/94.
  Combines fast disk navigation with complete
  file management, program launching, and 4DOS
  & NDOS compatible file annotation. For DOS,
  Windows, OS/2 & DV. Puts your favorite util-
  ities and applications at your finger tips.
  Shareware, $30 with printed manual.

4N25C.ARJ    104247   03-06-95   4DOS/NT 2.5 patch file, updates 4DOS/NT 2.5
  rev B to 4DOS/NT 2.5 rev C.  ONLY USEFUL if
  you already have 4DOS/NT 2.5 rev B, not
  needed by new users.  To check your
  current 4DOS/NT version use VER /R.  Also
  requires patch program (see 4DPATCH.ARJ).

4SPACE11.ARJ     44983   03-06-95      ÉÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ»
     º                              º
     º          4Space 1.1          º
     º                              º
     º  From  Consultech Computing  º
     º                              º
     ÈÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ¼
  A very different DOS screen saver.  It
  makes fascinating and pleasing patterns
  on the screen while you watch.  It has
  many options, and is also small, so why
  not download it and see for yourself?
  Requires 286, VGA.  Shareware.

4SPD200.ARJ     76082   03-06-95   4 Speed v2.0: Hard drive Data Transfer Rate
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  Test utility. Gives you a real time look in a
  graphics screen format of your drive's DTR.
  Save results to logs and PCX files. Show
  results from multiple drive tests. High
  resolution timer for accurate averages. Works
  on both Primary and Secondary Port Addresses
  thru DOS. Req: 286 CPU,VGA. Dustbowl Designs,
  Inc. (Date 7/31/94) -AV.

4TOUCH4.ARJ      5939   03-06-95   TOUCH.BTM  4DOS tool for touching time and
  date of files. FREEWARE. In 4DOS BTM-language

586BUG.ARJ     25855   03-06-95   Tests Pentium chips for the FPU error
  that Intel finally admitted to.  This
  test may take 20 days to get to 10^10
  iterations, but it may fail quicker.

AMISE270.ARJ    315801   03-06-95   AMIsetup 2.70 - External Setup (new AMI
  BIOS required). If you ever considered
  your built-in setup as incomprehensible,
  boring, inconvenient or incomplete, you
  have been waiting for AMIsetup. AMIsetup
  can save your configuration on disk and
  restore it. You can even change setup
  options missing in your BIOS! AMIsetup
  cracks your password, auto-detects hard
  disks, runs in batch mode & much more.

AMOS315.ARJ     39948   03-06-95   AMOS v3.15 TSR for mounting HPFS drives DOS
ANSI_RET.ARJ     14492   03-06-95   //////Ansi Return  v1.0\\\\\\ This will

  change an off coloured Dos prompt back to
  normal. if you are tired of programs that
  change the colour of your screen in dos, you
  need this, run it at the end of a bat file
  for your bbs or just put it in your path.
  type return and your screen will be back to
  its normal colour.

BABYS203.ARJ    108588   03-06-95   Baby Spooler v2.03 ASP Simplified print
  spooling programs. Combine any of the
  following features: background printing;
  re-routing of printed output to a disk file;
  monitor a designated directory for the
  presence of a designated file skeleton.

BACKSN20.ARJ    158449   03-06-95   Back Soon! <ASP> The Intelligent Screen Saver
  for DOS. Back Soon! displays your customized
  message, which visitors can see displayed on
  your screen, interspersed with music or
  graphics to attract their attention. They can
  optionally leave their own messages for you
  on your PC, which you can later print or save
  to an ASCII file. Features multilingual
  support and an unattended task scheduler.

BATMEN30.ARJ     45960   03-06-95   BatMen - makes a list of all batch
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  files in the current directory with
  names a.bat through z.bat and 0.bat
  45.bat.

BCMD20.ARJ    109264   03-06-95   Better Commands 2.0 for MS-DOS and DR DOS.
  Powerful DOS replacement commands and many
  new commands. Coexists with DOS for total
  compatibility with existing software. Useful
  addition to 4DOS, too. By Tom Hanlin.

BCPY20.ARJ    138271   03-06-95   BlitzCopy v2.0 - An archival and duplication
  program for diskettes. Produce unlimited
  copies from a single original, archive
  unlimited numbers of diskettes onto any DOS
  supported media, produce serial numbers and
  disk labels. User friendly graphical
  interface and blinding speed (35 seconds to
  read a 1.44MB diskette). Supports English,
  German, French, Italian, Greek, CPS-format.

BOOT13.ARJ     10433   03-06-95   BOOT v1.03 <ASP> - FreeWare Boot Config Util
  Program & integrated docs uses 6K disk space.
  Why waste 50K+ of your valuable disk space
  when BOOT does the same job in about 6K?
  Why wade thru docs when BOOT's is integrated?
  Why pay $9.95+ when Boot v1.03 is Free?
  Why are you waiting? Freeware but Copr. 1992
  by Unique Software, member Association of
  Shareware Professionals and Association of
  Shareware Authors and Distributors.

BOOTCPU2.ARJ     24397   03-06-95   Bootcpu v2.0 allows the dos user to
  selectively boot the computer with specific
  considerations. Bootcpu accepts command
  arguments passed to the program to boot the
  computer warm (skip post tests) or cold
  (reset all bios).  Public Domain, source
  included.

BOOTTHRU.ARJ      3355   03-06-95   Boot-thru is a great program that lets you
  boot to the hard disk even if a disk is in
  the floppy drive

BUTIL_BT.ARJ     39631   03-06-95   ÚÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ¿
  ³* THE BURGESS UTILITIES * by D.Burgess *³
  ÀÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÙ
  FREEWARE! Batchfile utilities that enhance
  appearance and productivity of your batch-
  files.  Beta-test Release...

CATZ.ARJ     59472   03-06-95   CATZ - Screen Saver for DOS.  Please read the
  enclosed file: CATZDOCS.COM for further info.
  Requires COLOR EGA/VGA/SVGA monitor.
  This is a screen saver for CAT Lovers, it
  randomly displays different CATS at random
  positions on your monitor to prevent screen
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  burn-in.  Clay Fugitte.  Shareware.  Dir 53
CCMDR11.ARJ     44021   03-06-95   Color Commander V1.1 VGA palette Utility.

  Reduce eye strain and change the look
  of your DOS programs by changing the 16
  DOS colors to any of 262,144. Shareware $15

CCMDRI.ARJ     36951   03-06-95   Color Commander Interactive V1.0 VGA
  palette Utility. A TSR you can pop up
  while in your favorite program and
  change any of the 16 DOS colors to any
  of 262,144 colors interactively. Create
  a custom palette for your program while
  you are using it! If you use DOS,
  YOU NEED THIS PROGRAM! Shareware $15.

CDBENCH.ARJ    152521   03-06-95   ÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛ
  Û  BenchmarkAnalizer for CD-ROM-Drives Û
  Û    English/German//Englisch/Deutsch  Û
  Û   All Rights Reserved (c)1987-94 by: Û
  Û     DesignerTeam Rolle&Schild (tm)   Û
  ÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛ

CFG241.ARJ     89789   03-06-95   CFG v2.41: Dual-mode CONFIG.SYS/Batch enhance
  that runs from CONFIG.SYS as a nonresident
  device driver as well as from the command
  line or batch file.  210+ functions for scree
  output, color, sound, input, text, files,
  conditional pausing, system control,
  environment variables, etc.  Multiple
  commands per execution.  Shareware from
  Special Enhancements, registration $25.

CFGMGR30.ARJ     86596   03-06-95   Configuration Manager v3.0. Autoexec.Bat and
  Config.Sys configuration management from
  within DOS/Windows. New: MSDOS 6.X and Novell
  DOS 7.0 multi-configurations. Completely
  revamped user interface, 10 preset buttons.
  Drag & Drop support. Flexible configuration
  file naming and filtering. Registration
  screen for easier registration. Setup screen
  for easier configuration of user preferences.

CHANGE.ARJ      3431   03-06-95   CHANGE, by Michael J. Mefford
  --------------------------------------------
  Performs a rapid search-and-replace operation
  for text strings and/or ASCII decimal codes
  throughout a file of maximum 40,000-byte
  length.

CLRV300.ARJ     74323   03-06-95   Color View - Color Directory Viewer A great
  dos "dir" replacement. Now view your
  directories in color by assigning colors to
  extensions, directories, attributes and more.
  Up to 30 extensions can be defined. Sort by
  filename, extension, date and size. Comes
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  with and easy to use configuration program.
  Released 12/30/94

CMOS16.ARJ     16522   03-06-95   CMOSSave CMOSRest CMOSChk 1.6
  automatically restore damaged CMOS from
  backup and check that CMOS has not been
  tampered with. MASM OPTASM source included

COPYQ317.ARJ    181238   03-06-95   COPYQM Version 3.17.  September, 1994
  CopyQM is a diskette duplicating program
  that, since its introduction in 1987,
  has set the standard for PC duplication
  software.  This program is by far
  Sydex's most popular, though we do offer
  a complete line of programs related to
  diskette duplication and conversion.
  Call us if you have a special need.
  CopyQM reads a master diskette and
  formats, writes and verifies duplicates
  of the master diskette.  Copying can be
  performed on up to six drives in a
  single session; copies are written on
  only one drive at a time. "No Hands"
  operation is featured--after you've
  started things, you needn't touch the
  keyboard again; just insert diskettes in
  drives as needed.
  In addition to the basic operating mode,

CPD12.ARJ     54159   03-06-95   Complete Program Deleter 1.2 totally
  removes all files and directories added
  to a disk by any installation utility,
  and restores AUTOEXEC.BAT, CONFIG.SYS,
  SYSTEM.INI, and WIN.INI. A complete
  uninstaller for DOS or Windows programs.

CPU_ID.ARJ     11727   03-06-95   CPU-ID tells you what type of CPU and or Math
  CoProcessor is installed in your computer. I
  found an .asm program in the back of an Intel
  data book on the 486tm CPU, and wondered if I
  could turn it into a little .COM progrm which
  could have a practical use for someone... the
  code was done completely by hand (almost!)
  all I used was the MS-DOS DEBUG program [MANY
  times!] to finish it. All documents are incld
  .ASM,DEBUG scripts,.

CSUTIL10.ARJ    150602   03-06-95   Cs Utility 1.0 Cs Utility is a package of 23
  small utility to fine tune your computer like
  Fast Search, LockFile, Lock, Boot PcInfo and
  many more. Shareware registration : 20$ .

CV300.ARJ     40583   03-06-95   CVIEW v3.00 <ASP> A Super Fast File
  Viewer. Simply the fastest file viewer
  ever created. Full mouse support on
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  all operations. Beats LIST.COM in
  speed. Freeware by CZAR Software.

DBOOT10.ARJ      6038   03-06-95   DBoot Desperado Boot 1.0.0; 9k TSR that does
  The EXACT same thing as QEMM 7.50's
  QuickBoot, without QEMM!

DCF493.ARJ    109342   03-06-95   DISK COPY FAST v4.93 beta: Powerful 1-pass
  diskette duplicating utility. VERY fast.
  One of the very best of its kind! EZ,advanced

DIAG_335.ARJ    384905   03-06-95   Dell's Hardware Diagnostic program version
  3.35.  Must be run under DOS without a
  protected mode memory manager.  Downloaded
  from DELL BBS.

DISKCARE.ARJ      3058   03-06-95   Nine helpful hints on maintaining `proper'
  disk-care.  Hilarious!  To the computer
  novice, DON'T TRY THESE (I have heard of
  people actually doing some of these, believe
  it or not ...)

DOGZ.ARJ     62982   03-06-95   DOGZ - A ShareWare DOS Screen Saver. Require
  EGA or Higher COLOR Monitor that supports the
  320x200x256 and 640x480x256 color modes.
  Written in QuickBasic 4.5.  For dog lovers.

DOS6UP14.ARJ     44671   03-06-95   DOS 6.2 Update version 1.4 by Steven Woas.
  This manual and tutorial show the differences
  between DOS 6.0 and DOS 6.2 and how to use
  the new DOS commands. It also shows how you
  can get the DOS 6.2 Step-Up for free. This
  work was written as a supplement to the book,
  Learning DOS for the Complete Novice, 2nd
  Edition, published by Celestial Press. The
  shareware registration is $5.00. (ASP)

DOSBR131.ARJ     23918   03-06-95   DosBar V1.31 (c) 1993,94 by Andreas Furrer
  DosBar adds a toolbar to any DOS window.
  With this toolbar you have an easy access
  to the mark, copy, paste and other
  functions which will normally only be
  available from the system menu of a DOS windo

DOSVIEW1.ARJ    233975   03-06-95   DOSview v1.3 Tired with wrestling with DOS?
  Your worries are over with this fine shell.
  Features dual windows for copying files
  between directories. Changing directories is
  as easy as pressing ENTER or TAB. Colorful
  screens and color keyed file names. Items are
  light bar selectable. Pressing ENTER on .EXE
  or .COM files executes them. On .txt files,
  ENTER displays the text [FTL: 10-26-94].

DRAWPLAY.ARJ     12791   03-06-95   DRAWPLAY is a set of utilities which allow
  graphics and sound to be added to batch files
  and dos applications.  Useful for INSTALL
  batch files, etc...
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DRIVE0.ARJ      2502   03-06-95   ENABLE / DISABLE These two utilities allow
  you to disable and enable your disk drives
  from almost anyone. The usage is simple.
  Either "DISABLE d:" or "ENABLE d:" Where "d:"
  is the drive letter you wish to perform on.
  These programs work great for security.  They
  both rely on an undocumented int21h function.

DSX22C.ARJ    256938   03-06-95   DOSNIX 2.2c.  A UNIX style toolkit for MSDOS.
  DOSNIX combines the most frequently used UNIX
  commands with some slick DOS utils to provide
  an extremely powerful operating environment.
  Not just another UNIX clone but a very usable
  set of utilities which have been optimized
  for DOS.  "The original DOSNIX since 1990.
  Accept no substitutes."

DUELEYE.ARJ     73194   03-06-95   Dueleye  v1.0 - Icon viewer For
  Dos Machines. Allows you to have
  multiple directorys open. Moving
  or Copying Icons is easy as drag
  and drop. Up to 64 icons may be
  viewed at one time. Rename or
  Delete Icons. Very Simple To Use
  GUI Format. This program is
  shareware, it is not crippled or
  a demo.              Cost $10.00
  PLastic Studios
  "Making Software Affordable"

DVINT43.ARJ    108807   03-06-95   DESQview/QEMM Interrupt List, Release 43
  A Comprehensive listing of interrupt
  calls related to TopView, DESQview,
  QEMM, and other Quarterdeck products,
  both documented and undocumented.
  Contains 110 entries and more than
  200 tables.

DVTAG101.ARJ     12044   03-06-95   DvTAG v1.01 - DOS utility: Divide TAGfile at
  specified line length (filter tags which are
  too long for your reader). Freeware (c) 1994
  [94/09/26] by DDA - Reign Ware. W/PAS source.
  Formerly SLMT. Easier to use and more robust.

EBAK32.ARJ    211925   03-06-95   EASY BACKUP VERSION 3.2  - Compressed Backup
  Disk Maker - Easy Backup makes compressed
  self-restoring backups. It backs up sub
  directories automatically and has an archive
  option which will remove the backed up
  directory structure from hard disk.

ECOPY200.ARJ    222713   03-06-95   Extended File Copier v2.00
  --------------------------
  Extremely versatile XCOPY replacement!
  Gobs of options. Uses every kind of
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  memory available. Includes DPMI
  version. By SlugSoft.

ENVFORM.ARJ     53251   03-06-95   ENVFORM is a parameter driven program which
  allows you to perform full screen input of
  DOS enviroment variables.  The fields can be
  set to the values of DOS environment
  variables pior to the calling of the program,
  allowing you to establish desired defaults.
  ENVFORM is also capable of displaying error
  messages to instruct the user to re-enter
  invalid information.

FAT102.ARJ     14916   03-06-95   FAT is a simple program that can be used to
  display the chain of clusters (disk
  allocation units) that belong to a disk file,
  to determine which file "owns" a specified
  cluster or sector, and to display general
  information about a disk.

FDATE89.ARJ     78011   03-06-95   FDATE v8.9a batch-file date manipulation
  utility to do everything you need to do
  with dates in batch files: Freeware classic
  English, French, Spanish, German output

FDUPL101.ARJ     12876   03-06-95   FDUPLINS v1.01 - DOS utility: eliminates
  non-unique lines from a SORTED text file.
  Only one instance of each line is retained.
  Freeware (c) 1994 [94/09/15] by DDA - Reign
  Ware. W/ Pascal source. More robust, faster.

FE200.ARJ     13307   03-06-95   ############# Fast Encrypt 2.0 ##############
  An extremely fast, secure encryption system.
  Written entirely in 386 Assembler.  Now
  includes complete command line operation!
  Uses 128 bit keys for extreme security.
  386+ ONLY!  Full DOCs included.

FMTFIX62.ARJ      7333   03-06-95   Format Fix for MS-DOS version 6.2 Microsoft
  let a bad bug creep into the MS-DOS 6.2
  FORMAT command.  The problem is related to
  the new Doublespace feature called
  "automount".  When a disk is first inserted,
  DOS tries to determine if is contains a
  Doublespace volume and automatically mounts
  it if so.  This happens on ANY initial disk
  access, including one preceding a format.

FORAG200.ARJ     49635   03-06-95   Backups for people who can't stand to do 'em!
  ForAge is a helpful little utility that feeds
  the file name of the newest or oldest file in
  in a group of files to another command. Ideal
  for QUICK AUTOMATIC BACKUPS, or for use in an
  application where data files are processed by
  time/date. Shareware from Pinnacle Software.
  For support, dial 514-345-9578. You can also
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  dial in to our free files BBS at 514-345-8654
  (any baud rate, download on first call).
  Last revision date in archive: 12-26-1994.

FORMQ200.ARJ     92925   03-06-95   FORMATQM Version 2.00.  February, 1995
  FormatQM is a diskette formatting program
  first introduced in 1987.  It features
  "no hands" operation, custom format
  definitions, support for up to 12 drives
  per session, multiple-pass formatting,
  support for Apple Macintosh formats MORE 49

GEODDEMO.ARJ     39903   03-06-95   Geometric Dreams 256 is a screen saver for
  386 or higher machines using VGA displays.
  The program shows many geometric designs and
  animations smoothly blending colors.  It even
  features Gouraud-shaded polygons.  Registered
  users get a TSR loader and a Windows
  front-end screen saver to use the program in
  Windows.

GR20.ARJ    139286   03-06-95   GR.EXE Version 2.0! The ultimate BATCH file
  enhancer! Create custom screens for your
  batch files or for programs that you write
  W/very simple script file that will blow you

GSR162.ARJ    173064   03-06-95   Global Search and Replace, text util
HCF.ARJ     29166   03-06-95   --- HCFORMAT Version 1.3 by IMSL Software ---

  The HCFORMAT utility formats floppy disks
  with capacities ranging from 20% to 128%
  higher than the standard DOS FORMAT.  These
  high-capacity floppy disk formats can be used
  on any PC with high-density 3.5" or 5.25"
  drives.

HEDIT.ARJ     70570   03-06-95   HEdit v1.2
  Hexadecimal editor for binary files.
  Unlimited file size, drag-and-drop,
  binary and text search, selectable fonts,
  clipboard support, multiple document
  interface. File Manager extension for
  file viewing/editing included.

HOGDISK.ARJ     10561   03-06-95   HogDisk - will reduce your available
  disk space to the specified amount.
  This can be useful for testing the
  system requirements of your
  applications.

ICARO64B.ARJ    367706   03-06-95   ÕÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ¸
  ³°±²² ICARO - The Desktop For DOS ²²±°³
  ³°±² Competitive Upgrade available ²±°³
  ÃÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ´
  ³Complete Desktop and file management ³
  ³utility for all sorts of file.       ³
  ³þ Mouse, Multiple Drive and  Archive ³
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  ³  Windows, Button Bar, Icons..       ³
  ³þ ALL text video modes!              ³
  ³þ FULL ARC/ARJ/LHA/PAK/ZIP/ZOO       ³
  ³þ Unlimited recursive TEST and SCAN  ³
  ³þ Unlimited external players/viewers ³
  ³þ Remove directory trees             ³
  ³þ Background printing & Print Manager³
  ³þ Integrated CD-ROM Player - Shredder³
  ³þ Internal unlimited text viewer     ³
  ³þ Internal MOD-VOC-WAV-FLI players   ³
  ³þ Releases timeslice to Win, OS/2... ³
  ³þ OS/2 multiple sessions support     ³
  ÔÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ¾

JP4ADD.ARJ     22246   03-06-95   *Optional* ASCII reference manual Addendum fo
  4DOS 5.5, 4OS2 2.5, and 4DOS/NT 2.5.  Only
  useful if you have a printed Reference Manual
  for 4DOS 5.0 / 4OS2 2.0 / 4DOS/NT 2.0.  For
  4DOS files see 4DOS55A.ARJ and 4DOS55B.ARJ,
  for 4OS2 see 4OS216A.ARJ, 4OS232A.ARJ, and
  4OS225B.ARJ; for 4DOS/NT see 4DOSNT25.ARJ.
  10-12-94 release A.

JP4REF.ARJ    257336   03-06-95   *Optional* ASCII reference manual for 4DOS
  5.5, 4OS2 2.5, and 4DOS/NT 2.5, JP Software's
  command processor replacements for DOS, OS/2,
  and Windows NT.  For 4DOS files see
  4DOS55A.ARJ and 4DOS55B.ARJ; for 4OS2 see
  4OS216A.ARJ, 4OS232A.ARJ, and 4OS225B.ARJ;
  for 4DOS/NT see 4DOSNT25.ARJ.  10-12-94
  release A.

JSTAT260.ARJ     55339   03-06-95   Jantzen System Statistics v2.60
  -------------------------------
  The most useful system statistics
  program for command line users.
  Provides extremely detailed memory
  maps of low and high memory, system
  statistics, drive statistics, and
  device maps. By SlugSoft.

KAZLIN21.ARJ    165146   03-06-95   Dazzling, colourful, animated screen saver (V
  Select from nine different shapes and customi
  size, speed, fill, and spacing for endless po
  Runs as a screen saver or in a window.

KEYTAP12.ARJ     23339   03-06-95   KeyTap v1.20 - Non-TSR keystroke simulator.
  Runs application or shell whilst simulating
  user keypresses. Ideal for automating menu
  driven programs, or using from batch scripts.
  Key list may given on command line or read
  from file. Automatic pacing for slow apps.
  Delays can be inserted into the key list.
  less than 4K in memory!
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LCKOUT11.ARJ      8430   03-06-95   Prevent unauthorized access to your computer
  whilst you are away, and prevent anyone from
  altering, or seeing your files.  It does not,
  however, prevent someone from booting from
  the floppy and getting into your machine.
  You can also include LOCKOUT in any batch
  files you may have written, placing the
  command LOCKOUT just before the command to
  run the program.  This will password protect
  any programs you care to put it on.        hw

LM9_DEMO.ARJ     11279   03-06-95   ÉÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ»
  º  >>>>>>> Lock-Master! <<<<<<<  º
  º                                º
  º  THE Software code protection. º
  º  Protect your software against º
  º  hackers/crackers! By far the  º
  º  World's best protection ever. º
  ÈÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ¼

LUI103.ARJ    122386   03-06-95   Version 1.03 patch for Landmark Uninstall-it!
  Copyright Landmark Research International
  Place these files in your UNINSTALL directory
  and run the patch file to upgrade.  You must
  have an installed version of Uninstall-it! on
  your hard disk, this is not the complete
  program.

Main Board: 22) Sampl e Files
============ ========= =======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================
MEMHELP.ARJ      3893   03-06-95   Memory tips to free up conventional and upper

  so that you dont' need to buy aftermarket
  memory managers. Helpful for DOS 5.00 6.00
  6.2 and 6.22 user free no charge.

MERGP1B3.ARJ    149174   03-06-95   MERGEPRO v1.00á3 - merge almost ANY files!
  Works on any size of sorted ASCII text file.
  This should be the ONLY merge program you'll
  ever need.  Select multiple merge keys, case
  sensitivity, logging, order, error checking,
  delimiters, bypass a heading, fixed/variable
  length records, and more!  Replaces, keeps,
  or removes only records in a file that match
  those in another WITHOUT merging them.  Many
  new features over á2.  There is NOTHING else
  like it!  From HAL SoftWare (12-05-94).  See

MYBATS.ARJ      5635   03-06-95   These are just some useful batch files
  I've come up with over the years. I'll
  be adding more when I have time.
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  Hope you find some of these useful.
  Includes;
  OD.BAT - Returns to current drive/dir.
  SETD8.BAT - Gets current date.
  SETDAY.BAT - Gets current day of week.
  SETDOM.BAT - Gets current day of month.
  SORRY.BAT - Checks/sets door in use.

O2SPD102.ARJ     17468   03-06-95   OLX2SPD v1.02 - DOS Utility: Converts OLMR
  folders from OLX to SPEED (v1.40) format.
  Freeware (c) 1994 [94/09/14] by DDA - Reign
  Ware. W/ Pascal source. Very slick and easy!
  Fixed am/pm error.

ONERUN20.ARJ     20754   03-06-95   OneRun v2.0 - CraigerWare Enterprises...
  schedule other programs to be run at
  specified times via batch files.

PF_11S.ARJ     71178   03-06-95   PROFILE Disk Dir File Mgmt v1.1!
  T O P    R A T E D    S H A R E W A R E !!!
  A dynamic, fast, powerful and compact
  disk, directory and file management
  system with hundreds of power-functions,
  on-the-fly reconfiguration, full-blown
  multi-interface system, smart design,
  intuitive control, very user-friendly.

PGP261.ARJ    278226   03-06-95   PGP (Pretty Good Privacy) ver 2.6.1 - RSA
  public-key encryption freeware for MSDOS,
  protects E-mail.  Lets you communicate
  securely with people you've never met, with
  no secure channels needed for prior exchange
  of keys.  Well featured and fast!  Excellent
  user documentation. PGP has sophisticated
  key management, an RSA/conventional hybrid
  encryption scheme, message digests for
  digital signatures, data compression before
  encryption, and good ergonomic design.

PGP261S.ARJ    632094   03-06-95   Source code for Phil Zimmermans Pretty Good
  Privacy (PGP) version 2.61

PGPSH32A.ARJ    134327   03-06-95   PGPShell version 3.2a - July 1994
  A front-end shell for use with Phil
  Zimmermann's Pretty Good Privacy (PGP)
  public-key encryption program.  A menu
  interface, mouse driver, fast tools
  for analyzing your public key ring,
  and intuitive prompts, make encryption
  tasks easy and (dare I say) fun.

PLN101.ARJ     11564   03-06-95   PLN v1.01 - DOS utility: number text file
  lines sequentially, to prepare for printing
  or sorting. Freeware (c) 1994 [94/09/15] by
  DDA - Reign Ware. W/PAS source. More robust,
  faster (formerly LINEN5). Useful w/FDUPLINS.
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POCK42.ARJ    167637   03-06-95   POCKETD PLUS v4.2 <ASP> - 31k DOS Army Knife
  Awarded "BEST NEW UTILITY 1992" by PsL
  Superb color directory lister, file COPY and
  immensely powerful file manager. Shareware
  -- NEW --  Supports CRUSH! compressor.  50

PRESZ104.ARJ     58436   03-06-95   ÄÄÄÍPartition Resizer v. 1.0.4ÍÄÄÄ
  ÕÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ¸
  ³This is the first full featured ³
  ³partition handling program.Moves³
  ³and resizes all DOS partitions, ³
  ³   without deleting the data.   ³
  ³     IDE hard disks, 8086+      ³
  ÔÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ¾
  ÄÄÄÍÍÍÍÍÍ(c) Zeleps 1994ÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÄÄÄ

PRGRD_20.ARJ    127040   03-06-95   ProGuard V2 password-protects individual
  Program Manager icons, and can prevent a
  guest user from starting any program not
  present as an icon in Program Manager,
  while preventing icon creation, copying,
  moving, or deletion.  Uses VBRUN300.DLL.
  Keywords: Security, Protection, WINDOWS,
  Icon, Wasti, Cetus, Password, Program
  Manager.  Author: Frederick Wasti, Cetus
  Software.  Version 2.0, 6/21/94.

PWF30.ARJ    274750   03-06-95   Windows front end for PGP
Q87_37.ARJ    115555   03-06-95   (Q87 V3.7 Math Accelerator and Emulator

  (Run all AutoCADs without a coprocessor.
  (Up to 400% faster graphics, CAD, etc.
  (Requires a 386SX+, 1.5 Mb RAM+, and DOS 5 or
  (6.  This is a 20 minute demo, with a quick
  (and inexpensive upgrade available.     )

QPAT2.ARJ    371411   03-06-95   A Patch file for Quarterdeck's QEMM v7.5.
  This patch will upgrade your copy of QEMM
  v7.5 to the current release of 11/22/94.
  This will only work on your copy of QEMM
  v7.5 dated 9/17/94 or 10/12/94.  If you have
  any other version, you will need to contact
  Quarterdeck for upgrade instructions.

RCD23.ARJ     39225   03-06-95   Change disk/directory: "do what I mean"
  You can specify all or part of the name of
  the directory you want to go to, and RCD will
  do it's best to figure out which directory
  you mean, and on which disk. If several
  possibilities, a selection window pops up.

REP102.ARJ    315286   03-06-95   Replica v1.02 <ASP> - The Disk Replicator!
  Replica is a disk image utility designed to
  create images of diskettes and catalog them
  in a database.  Use optional compression
  routines to reduce the image size.  Store up
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  to 10 lines of descriptive text for each
  disk image in the database.  Well done!

RUTILS4A.ARJ    117405   03-06-95   Reynolds Utilities V4.0 - Reynolds Utilities
  is a Hard Disk utilities package. It provides
  for Data Recovery in the event that a VIRUS
  attacks your hard drive. It will recover your
  Partition table, FAT table and Root Directory
  and restore your drive to working order.

S4UP.ARJ    310240   03-06-95   Stacker 4.0 update for use with Qemm 7.5,
  Multimedia Stacker or Windows for Workgroups.

SD_110.ARJ    108088   03-06-95   ======== SHUTDOWN v1.10 =========
  an excellent program designed to
  be called from a menuing program,
  which will give the user the option
  to go back to the menu. or shut the
  computer down. - Register for only
  $10.00

SF70.ARJ     71538   03-06-95   SuperFind v7.0 is an enhanced DOS file find
  uility. Find files by wildcards,attributes,
  sizes,date/date ranges. Search multiple and
  network drives. SF scans the drive/dir spec
  only once, allowing multiple finds. SF
  permits located filenames to be substituted
  into a user supplied DOS command string.
  Great for locating and deleting or copying
  files across many drives. <ASP> Shareware $US
  9.50. Australian.

SK470S.ARJ    322659   03-06-95   SpeedKit from HyperWare  Version 4.70
  Contains the shareware versions of the
  world famous HyperDisk, HyperKey, and
  HyperScreen Utilities.  Two new utilities
  are included:  HyperRAM for CPU speedup
  and IDE Booster for increased performance
  on IDE Hard Drives.  Also includes new
  windows control panel to monitor cache
  setup & performance from within Windows.
  Documentation and orderform included.

SNOOPR.ARJ    165510   03-06-95   SNOOPER v3.30 <ASP> - System info utility.
  Shows CPU/NDP, CPU speed, DOS, BIOS, memory,
  disks, video, CD-ROM, env, kbd, sound cards,
  ports, IDE model, CMOS info, disk cache,
  Stacker, FILES & BUFFERS, IRQs, DMA, modems,
  mice, port IRQs. Lets you edit CMOS, CONFIG,
  & AUTOEXEC. Network and benchmark screens,
  detects 1100 MicroChannel cards. New version
  adds Auto-log feature, fixes a few bugs.
  Ideal for tech support, HW inventory, & you!

SSET11.ARJ     47463   03-06-95   SUPERSET v1.1 <ASP> - DOS Environment
  Extender which replaces the DOS 'SET'command
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ST330E.ARJ     21680   03-06-95   The program STREE has been developed to
  inform you about the size of directories, in
  particluar in larger structures. STREE can
  show you the size of files, the space
  actually occupied, or the slack (difference
  between size and occupied space) of all
  directories being found. You also can choose
  files by attribute. Over 20 options allow you
  to control several formats of output, sorting
  order, and other features of the program. Yet
  STREE is easy to use and is nevertheless very
  fast.

STACTOOL.ARJ    155067   03-06-95   The Stacker Software Development Toolkit.
  This is a Windows help file about Stacker,
  how it works and how to develope compatible
  software for it.

STF150.ARJ     65210   03-06-95   SHOW TWO FILES    VER 1.50 <ASP>
  Show & Compare 2 ASCII files side-by-side.-
  Differences are highlighted by dimming
  unequal lines. Move around the files
  independently or together using Home, End,
  Arrow keys. Searches for and highlights
  found text. Sliding centerline varies the
  viewing width of each file. Revised for
  CD-ROM.
  Utilities - Disk/File

SUPRBOOT.ARJ      6753   03-06-95   SuprBoot - allows you to boot the computer
  from drive A, B, or C by holding down a
  series of specified keys during initial
  booting. You will then be prompted for a
  drive letter to continue booting from. [FTL:
  10-22-94].

TLB_V250.ARJ    269665   03-06-95   THE LAST BYTE MEMORY MANAGER (vers. 2.50)
  Loads device drivers, TSRs, and more between
  640k and 1 meg. Compatible w/DOS 6, Win 3.1,
  & all prot. Mode software. Requires 8088 or
  above and a supported shadow ram controller,
  EMS, or R/W ram in the UMA. Registration fee:
  $29.95.

TLCOLOR.ARJ     40247   03-06-95   ===================================
  =ð=ð=ð=ð=  TLCOLOR V1.0  =ð=ð=ð=ð=
  ===================================
  Utility to convert a normal ASCII
  text file to an ANSI color file.
  Quick, easy, and inexpensive!
  Great for sysops and anyone who
  works with ANSI color displays.
  By Russ Haag
  ===================================
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TODDY612.ARJ     38786   03-06-95   TODDY v6.12 - A DOS command line editor. Adds
  macros, key reassignments, single key key
  file name completion, and nondestruc- tive
  cursor movement to the standard DOS command
  line. Highly configurable. Def- ault
  configuration uses less than 7K of memory.
  Freeware, by Eric Tauck.
  Last revision date in archive: 12-10-1994.

TSBAT46.ARJ    115008   03-06-95   A large collection of useful batch files
  and batch programming tricks from Prof.
  Timo Salmi. Self-contained. No exotic
  external batch enhancers needed.

TSUTIL.ARJ    157246   03-06-95   TSUtil 1.2
  ---------------------
  The purpose of this program is to provide a
  simple, yet powerful, way to partition
  and/or format your hard drive(s). It has
  full support for a second hard drive.

UNSTAL03.ARJ     52828   03-06-95   Rosenthal UnInstall v3 <ASP> - Safely remove
  unwanted Windows & DOS programs. Files,
  directories and system changes may be kept
  or automatically removed with system cleaned
  up and restored. An absolute must-have
  necessity for trying out new shareware, CD-
  ROMs & demos. "Highest awards! Excellent!"

V1V098D.ARJ     39865   03-06-95   V1 v0.98d - Directory/File Manager. Colour
  file names. Edit file/dir names. Background
  tree scanning: shows dir sizes. Recursively
  delete directories. Enter archives (.ZIP,
  etc). Explode archives. Compare directories.
  Change attributes. Run programs. XMS
  swapping. Use programs on one or more files.
  Built-in file viewer with background reading
  for floppies. Filename completion in dialogs.
  SVGA support. 4DOS support. Programmable.

VER200.ARJ     10833   03-06-95   Version Information is a very small but
  simple program, that allows you to check
  version information for files on your disks.
  A good example of this to check the version
  number of your VBX & DLL files to make sure
  you have the latest versions.

VISITYPE.ARJ      4382   03-06-95   VISITYPE by Steven Holzner
  ---------------------------------------------
  Expands the PC's normal 15-character
  typeahead buffer to 80 characters. VISITYPE
  enlarges the keyboard buffer to 80 characters
  and temporarily displays any overflow on the
  top line of the display before they are used.
  Keystrokes so displayed can be edited, if
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  necessary, by using the Backspace key and
  then entering the correct keystroke.

VR_DOS12.ARJ     67271   03-06-95   Virtual Reality DOS Directory Utility. Move
  around your disk space in vector 3D. Like the
  system shown at the end of Jurassic Park.
  VGA, 386. Supports mouse, file associations.
  Shareware by: GCS.

WASTEN11.ARJ     31900   03-06-95   Wastenot utility, finds wasted hdd space
  due to DOS cluster size.  A MUST before you
  start using that new 500 meg or 1 gig disk!
  Break it up into smaller partitions, this
  program tells you which size is optimal. MORE

WRISIT35.ARJ     25059   03-06-95   ÉÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ»
  º            WHERE-IS-IT?              º
  º     Fast File Finder/Manipulator     º
  º            Version 3.5               º
  º                                      º
  º Added support for Microsoft(tm)      º
  º compressed files. Fixed a compressed º
  º file read problem. Delete found      º
  º files. Change dirs, etc. Super fast. º
  º Registration $15.00                  º
  ÈÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ¼

Main Board: 23) Sampl e Files
============ ========= =======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================
BIBHELP.ARJ     61094   03-06-95   TSR Bible Help v1.0 - Answers to most of

  life's troubles according to the bible.
CRJ0041A.ARJ     17784   03-06-95   A Biblical Guide to Orthodoxy and Heresy,

  Part One: The Case For Doctrinal Discernment,
  by Robert M. Bowman, Jr. Too few believers
  have found the middle ground between
  acceptance of heresy and "heresy hunting." By
  demonstrating the value of doctrine and
  providing clear definitions of heresy and
  orthodoxy, Mr. Bowman answers both of these
  extremes.

CRN0015A.ARJ      5243   03-06-95   Understanding The Lordship Salvation
  Controversy." The controversy has divided
  some quarters of evangelical Christianity
  into warring factions. The issue involved is
  the nature of salvation and saving faith.
  What is saving faith?

C_CUT_UP.ARJ    572513   03-06-95   Christian Cut Up onscreen jigsaw puzzle
  Copyright 1993, 1994 by Dan Sharpe of
  Integrity Software.
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E_BIBLE2.ARJ    124072   03-06-95   How to author Electronic Books like this
KYVD20.ARJ    371765   03-06-95   KNOW  YOUR  VERSES v2.0 FOR DOS 3.31+ - -

  Menu  driven, mouse supported program for
  memorizing Bible verses. Can be used with
  any  Bible  version  since data files are
  controlled  by  the  user  and are easily
  edited.  Can  display the Verse Reference or
  Scripture as the question. Very nice!
  DODDger   Software   BBS:  (817) 431-3557

MEN_DEMO.ARJ    273967   03-06-95   Men Of Renown Functional demo of commercial
  Bible Christian maze game

MOSESDEM.ARJ    119341   03-06-95   Moses Matchup Bible matching game demo
  Copyright 1994 by Dan Sharpe, Integrity
  Software.  This is a functional demo of
  a commercial product, one of 3 games in
  Agape Arcade #1, which is one of 5
  packages of VGA Games with FM Sound
  suport that I am marketing. You may find
  them in your favorite Christian
  Bookstore, or order them direct from
  Integrity Software.

PPAPER01.ARJ    160075   03-06-95   PRAISE PAPER (VOL.1)Is a collection
  of Bible Scripture Bitmaps made to
  replace the standard bitmaps that
  came with WINDOWS. They are made to
  Edify the body, Glorify JESUS, and
  Witness the Gospel. There are a
  variety of styles and colours and a
  wide assortment of scriptures with
  selections from Gen 1:1 to Rev 22:21.
  This Sample Pack is Free.
  The Reg Ver. Contains Over 150 Bmps
  Registration is $20.00 Plus $5.00
  S&H, $10.00 S&H Outside the U.S.

QBIBLE10.ARJ    154986   03-06-95   QUESTIONS FROM THE BIBLE v1.0 Q&A quizzes
  An in-depth storehouse of questions
  gathered from Old & New Testaments.
  Thousands of interesting facts are
  presented as questions in a quiz-like
  environment, prompting the user for
  the correct answers.  The questions
  are grouped into dozens of categories,
  from "Word meanings" to "Geography of
  the Bible".  Version 1.0

SQ503.ARJ    144267   03-06-95   SCRIPTURE QUEST In-depth Bible Q&A game Tests
  Bible knowledge with over 1600 questions. 1-9
  players. Play against the clock. v5.03

TRUMPET7.ARJ     69728   03-06-95   - 1994: END OF THE WORLD! - by Tony Warren -
  A MUST READ!  This is the Complete Book, not
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  an excerpt! Freeware book is the "FIRST" to
  adequately explain, "with scripture", The
  1260, 1290 and the 1335 Days of the book of
  Daniel. The Abomination of Desolation has
  already started! Not your average Doom and
  Gloom book. This is SCARY!! 9 Chapters, all
  Bible based, leading up to what can only be
  one conclusion. 1994 is the End of the World.

WISE1RSV.ARJ     65498   03-06-95   SOLOMON'S WISDOM v1.0 - Revised Standard
  Version. Displays a colorful bible verse
  from the book of Proverbs every time you
  boot-up your computer!           dir 46

Main Board: 24) Sampl e Files
============ ========= =======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================

Main Board: 25) Sampl e Files
============ ========= =======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================
AECT1F2.ARJ    242337   03-06-95   Û²±°²Û±° ADVANCED ENGLISH COMPUTER TUTOR ±²Û²

  The Best Program to Learn Advanced English.
  Fully compatible with XT/286/386/486/Pentium
  TXT/CGA/EGA/VGA/SVGA;DOS 3.1+ or Windows 3.1+
  Advanced English Computer Tutor (AECT)
  is an INTERACTIVE tutorial that teaches
  you SUBTLETIES of the English language.
  The program is significantly useful for
  those who have a good command of English,

ASECRETS.ARJ    141021   03-06-95   Amazing Secrets, A How-To of Amazing Stunts &
  Tricks. Includes Fire Tricks, Strength
  Stunts, Psychic Secrets, Weird Stuff,
  Show-Off Tricks, Impossible Things, Bar Bets
  & Con Jobs. Great Stuff! From: 1-text.
  Last revision date in archive: 12-05-1994.

BIRD10.ARJ    694066   03-06-95   NORTH AMERICAN WILD BIRDS v1.0 - Complete
  bird reference and identification guide. Has
  data on 657 bird species, color images and
  bird songs. Will list birds for every state
  and province in N. America. Can search by
  name, type, family, season or field mark.
  Requires VGA; SVGA adapter for images, SOUND
  BLASTER compatible card for sounds. Register
  for over 500 images, 136 songs, and a Custom
  Region Editor.
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DC200.ARJ    296537   03-06-95   DC Circuits Training System v2.00 ASP (ESC)
  13 exercises to help you learn or teach
  electricity or electronics. Features random
  problem generation, extensive graphics,
  context sensitive help, and instant scoring.

GYNT_ON.ARJ    116936   03-06-95   PEER GYNT'S ONION by ANTHONY CAMPBELL An
  Alternative Alternative Medical Book (C)
  Copyright 1994 Anthony Campbell, but freely
  distributable.

HILLTECH.ARJ     12621   03-06-95   Understanding the Computer Technology.....
JUNPHYS.ARJ    142496   03-06-95   JUNIOR PHYSICS FACTS      (C) R. Lamont 1992

  An interactive physics tutorial for students
  beginning the study of physics.  The tutorial
  is divided into eight chapters which deal
  with the following physics topics: FORCES AND
  MOTION; HEAT; ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM;
  ELECTRONICS; WAVES, LIGHT AND SOUND; EARTH
  SCIENCE; ENERGY CONVERSIONS; GREAT PHYSICISTS

LETSFLY1.ARJ     71304   03-06-95   Aviation tutorial program for upper
  elementary and secondary students. 1/4.

LETSFLY2.ARJ     49658   03-06-95   Aviation tutorial for upper elementary and
  secondary students. 2/4.

LETSFLY3.ARJ    130221   03-06-95   Aviation tutorial for upper elementary and
  secondary students. 3/4.

LETSFLY4.ARJ     92476   03-06-95   Aviation tutorial for upper elementary and
  secondary students. 4/4.

MTDOS1_1.ARJ    200957   03-06-95   A MUSICAL TUTORIAL v1.1 <ASP> - An excellent
  way to promote and encourage musical study
  using a graphically oriented environment.
  Treble / Bass note & chord sight reading.
  Associate notes to piano keys. Chord dict.
  Musical games. Play, view and print scales,
  chords, and broken chords. Reqs VGA

MTWIN11A.ARJ    305486   03-06-95   A MUSICAL TUTORIAL v1.1 for Windows <ASP>
  Treble / Bass note & chord sight reading.
  Associate notes to piano keys. Chord dict.
  Musical games. Play, view and print scales,
  chords, and broken chords. User log. Play
  classics. Print sight reading test papers.
  Key signatures, Etc. Makes music lessons fun
  for children or adults. reqs vbrun300.dll 58

P2MANUAL.ARJ     12910   03-06-95   Intel Plato motherboard manual ANSI format
SM_FC.ARJ    265222   03-06-95   StudyMaster Flash Cards - is an electronic

  flash card training system for WINDOWS.
  Requires VBRUN300.

TEXT_REF.ARJ     98269   03-06-95   Computer Help References as of 1/19/95
  useful and helpful "Tips and Tricks" that
  are available to make your computing work
  easier and in most cases friendlier. For MS
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  DOS, MS Windows, IBM OS/2, Simple Batch
  Language Utilities, and common answers to
  General Hardware problems.  dir 56

TUTOR.ARJ     68505   03-06-95   DOS tutor for beginning computer users
TYPEEN54.ARJ     88520   03-06-95   GREAT course in TOUCH TYPING (v5.40)!

  For novices AND for advanced typists.
  Exercises with separate characters,
  words and sentences, if desired
  with your OWN external ASCII files!
  An accent generator is included!
  Typemate is a menu-orientated course
  for people from 8 to 88 years old.
  It's really great, so PLEASE TRY IT!

WGWIN15.ARJ     34197   03-06-95   Wynter Stone's Guide For Windows 1.5 ASP An
  on-disk mini-encyclopedia of subjects related
  to mystical experiences of various kinds,
  presented as a Windows Help file. Requires
  Windows 3.1. From Rosemary West.

WPOWCZ.EXE    179465   03-06-95   A Windows Dictionary for ENGLISH/CZECK you
  can add edit and delete all definitions as
  well as look up words contained in other WP's
  also available for spanish,german,french and
  italian. requires VBRUN300.DLL, menu's are
  multilingual, registered users get the full
  20,000 words for both english and czech.

WPOWGE.EXE    210272   03-06-95   A WINDOWS dictionary for English / German
  fully addable and can be used from inside any
  wp, can support 4 languages, requires
  VBRUN300.dll

WPOWSP.EXE    177977   03-06-95   A WINDOWS dictionary for English / Spanish
  fully addable, can be used inside other wp's
  supports four languages

ZBON.ARJ    151689   03-06-95   A very fluid tutor of beginning French that
  allows user control of everything from color
  to the material to be studied. Screen flashes
  and musical tunes reward progress. Correct
  articles, the correct translation and correct
  pronounciation is presented for EVERY entry.
  A value for teachers and serious students
  for just learning vocabulary or mastering the
  written and spoken language.  The Phonetic
  Guide is uniquely designed for Americans.

ZOLE.ARJ    155678   03-06-95   A very fluid tutor of beginning Spanish that
  allows user control of everything from color
  to the material to be studied. Screen flashes
  and musical tunes reward progress. Presents
  three programs which can be pursued further
  by registering, two of which now present the
  correct pronounciation for every entry.  All
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  nouns are with their correct article and the
  correct translation is shown for every entry.
  - A value for teachers and serious students.

Main Board: 26) Sampl e Files
============ ========= =======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================
BLINK1.ARJ   1336270   03-06-95   Internet Access' BookLink 1.0 browser Lite

  edition, for Windows  (1 of 2)
BLINK2.ARJ    405441   03-06-95   Internet Access' BookLink 1.0 browser for the

  Internet/World Wide Web, Lite edition (2/2)
FAX_V124.ARJ    520734   03-06-95   FaxMail for Windows adds full FAXing

  capability menu to all Windows Applications.
  Includes a Fax/Modem-tester.  -timed sends
  -broadcast queue holds 32,000 -works in or
  OUT of Windows -GOOD help system -fastest
  FAX viewer around -background FAX printing

FONEWL.ARJ    519248   03-06-95   DiaLog 3.2.0 A Windows Dialer and Logger and
  much more ... Has a 'No Modem' mode. Extemely
  easy to use. Tone or pulse dialing. 4 addr
  books, 6 phone #'s and 4 BBS ID's per entry.
  Dials special Tone-Dial services.
  International dates and times. 6-city world
  clock, 3 appointment books. Password
  protection, auto-redial. Creates label file.
  Does not alter any files on your hard disk.

HOOK142U.ARJ    292747   03-06-95   HOOKeD v142b UPGRADE for ver.1 rel 3.8
  Windows GUI communication program for
  Internet. "Surfing the Internet" is easy.
  This is a fully functional Client/Server
  application for navigating the Internet in
  Windows. Your local connection can be used to
  connect with our server. README.TXT included
  in ARJ.

QDIALER.ARJ    134644   03-06-95   ±²±²  QDialer v1.0 for Windows  ±²±²
  Quik Dialer is a quick and easy way
  to setup a list of Phone Numbers
  that you call frequently and call
  them Quick! REQUIRES VBRUN300.DLL
  ±²±²±²±    Shareware: US$15    ±²±²±²

QMPW0926.ARJ     15949   03-06-95   This is the September 26th, 1994 version of
  the modem definition file for QmodemPro
  for Windows.  Grab this, and have the most
  up to date listing of modem init strings!

QMWIN111.ARJ    801170   03-06-95   QmodemPro for Windows update which patches
  version 1.10 to the latest version, 1.11a.
  You must be running version 1.10 to use this
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  patch. From Mustang Software, Inc. Last
  revision date in archive: 10-30-94.

QVTN3986.ARJ    484677   03-06-95   WinQVT/Net v3.98 for Windows NT.  FTP and Tel
  net clients, mail, etc.

QVTW3986.ARJ    387128   03-06-95   WinQVT/Net v3.98 for Windows 3.  FTP and
  Telnet clients, mail, etc.

WDCE301.ARJ   1008959   03-06-95   WinDial Corporate Edition 3.0: Disk 1 of 2
  Windows 3.1 phone book, dialer, data base,
  notes, etc.,Network support, language sup-
  port,WLL,background search, alphabet but-
  tons,custom field names,clipboard dialing,
  DDE,improved import, etc.Can accommodate
  very large number of records.Great for
  company internal phone listings,customer
  phone listings.The Ultimate Rolodex!
  Shareware. DameWare Development

WDCE302.ARJ   1092444   03-06-95   WinDial Corporate Edition 3.0: Disk 2 of 2
WFLISN.ARJ    263089   03-06-95   WfListen is for fax-modem owners who use

  WinFax Pro and who also use a DOS- or
  WINDOWS-based comms program. WfListen
  disables and re-enables WinFax auto receive.
  Comms programs require you to disable auto
  receive while they are running, and it's easy
  to forget to switch auto receive back on.
  WfListen will silently disable auto receive,
  launch your program, wait for it to finish,
  and re-enable auto receive.

WFWPTP.ARJ    339294   03-06-95   The Microsoft(R) Windows(TM) for
  Workgroups 3.11 Point-to-Point Server
  enables your WFWG 3.11 system to accept
  incoming calls from other Remote Access
  clients. This allows other people (or
  you, from home or the road) to gain
  access to your shared resources from
  any remote PC.

WINPMAIL.ARJ    839476   03-06-95   Windows Internet Email Software
WNCODE25.ARJ    263170   03-06-95   Wincode 2.5 Free UUencoder/UUdecoder for Win

  3.1. Full drag and drop capabilities.
  Automatic sorting and decoding of text E-Mail
  into viewable GIFS/JPGS/EXE's. Just $5.00 for
  documentation.

WNMAIL.ARJ    635030   03-06-95   WinNET Mail (tm) v2.11 <ASP> - Direct access
  to the world-wide Internet and Usenet
  networks with powerful Windows MDI E-Mail
  System.  Toolbar, Mail Folders, Message
  Search, Binary Transfer, Scheduling,
  Background Communications, Address Book, 57.6
  Comm speeds, on-line help, easy to use.
  Low cost 800 number access to WinNET gateway.
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  Supports Alternative UUCP service providers.
  Reviewed in PC Magazine.

Main Board: 27) Sampl e Files
============ ========= =======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================
ABCD20.ARJ    526272   03-06-95   A-B-CD 2.0 (16bit and 32bit versions).

  Super CD player and database for
  Windows. If you enter the CD and song
  titles, they are automatically
  remembered each time you use that CD
  again. You can even rearrange song
  order or remove unwanted songs from
  the album! Windows 95 compatible.

ADBK13.ARJ     87578   03-06-95   Adr_Book for Windows - is an address
  database program that can print an
  address booklet, mailing labels,
  envelopes, and several reports. Mailing
  labels can be printed by Zip Code order
  and with all capital letters for the
  name and address for bulk mailing
  purposes. Envelopes can be printed in
  3 different sizes.

ALM35A.ARJ    389498   03-06-95   ALMANAC v3.5 A powerful calendar application
  for WINDOWS 3.1. Separate, configurable
  windows for your calendar, daily schedule,
  to-do list, phonebook, and/or notes.
  Contains search tool - displays what you
  need, when you need it.  Calculates recurring
  events, sunrise sunset times, moon phases,
  Julian Day, and Calendar Week.  Adjusts
  calendar and schedule data to any time zone.

AML301.ARJ    466406   03-06-95   The ALL MEDIA LIBRARY 3.01 for Windows AML is
  a database for keeping track of ALL types of
  media such as Videos, CDs, Disks, Albums,
  Books, 8-Tracks, films, CD-ROMs, Video Discs,
  & Game Cartridges. If you're a collector,
  this is a MUST!! AML also tracks who you've
  loaned your stuff out to!  MANY features and
  VERY simple to use.  From Latshaw Software.
  version 3 blows away 2.2 by a landslide! New
  graphic BUTTON BAR, CONFIG, and Owner's
  Manual.  SETUP program for easy installation.

BABYTR.ARJ     35012   03-06-95   Baby Tracker - is a pregnancy tracking
  calendar system for Windows. It can
  keep track of trimesters, days
  complete, months complete, weight gain,
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  the mood of the pregnant mother-to-be,
  and more.

BCR210.ARJ    171543   03-06-95   NEW! BusinessCards for Windows V2.1 <ASP>
  A powerful and easy to use free form
  database program. No predefined forms or
  layouts - YOU decide how to store and
  present data. Elegant folio-like user
  interface with flipping pages. Reads/writes
  Windows Cardfile files. Guarenteed to put
  you into productivity within minutes!
  WINDOWS - PIM/UTILITIES

CARDBOOK.ARJ    364856   03-06-95   ______ CARDBOOK 1.0 for WINDOWS 3.1 ________
  CardBook was created out of a need --- "I
  have some good information in my cardfile.
  How do I get a nice printout that I can carry
  in my wallet?"  CardBook is a Windows program
  that will open your cardfile data and print a
  small book as wide as a folded dollar bill
  but slightly taller. This ensures that this
  book will fit in your wallet, as a personal
  phone book for example.

CDMW214B.ARJ    490325   03-06-95   CDMaster For Windows 2.14 <ASP> Helping you
  Master your CD Library.It does what other
  catalogers only dream of!  Max flexibility
  (user defined fields, pick lists & more!)
  UNLIMITED Tunes, and individual artists for
  each.  Out puts to printer/screen/file.

CIGBOX12.ARJ     81451   03-06-95   Cigarbox for Windows Version 1.2 is the
  Windows equivalent of the cigar boxes you
  kept your "Good Stuff" in as a kid.
  Organize all those files, programs & games
  into "sub-groups" automatically!
  Includes complete Windows Help system.
  Requires Windows 3.1 or later.
  Shareware registration fee $5.00 (US).

EDESK40.ARJ    622202   03-06-95   Win personal Information manager.  "Day at a
  Glance" feature so that you are always ready
  for your events.  Includes address book with
  auto phone dialer, Scheduler, Planner, and
  even currency conversions.  This is network
  and Windows "Chicago" ready.  Based on Time
  Management Principles -- it provides you a
  system that supports delegation, planning,
  and tracking, while automating all your daily
  tasks simultaneously.

FASTSCRN.ARJ     13387   03-06-95   An easy-to-use Windows screen pop-up program.
  Will pop-up any screen of text using a
  hot-key combination for easy viewing. Then,
  with the press of any other key, it closes.
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  Great for frequently used phone numbers and
  information.

FFDELP13.ARJ    362290   03-06-95   Designer Envelopes v1.30 <ASP> Creates
  envelopes and letterhead stationary using a
  drag and drop interface. Add lines, pictures,
  text and rectangles to your layouts. Use all
  of your Windows fonts and bitmaps! Links to
  Paintbrush to create/edit images. Links to
  Cardfile for creating/importing text and
  addresses into layouts. Scales layouts to fit
  on many envelope sizes.

FISH_V11.ARJ     51707   03-06-95   The Joy of Fishing, version 1.1 (November,
  1994). A Windows-based program for the
  fisherman featuring Lake and RV Campground
  information, ratings of selected fishing
  lakes east of the Mississippi, and a database
  of state record catches for the 50 US States
  and Ontario. Fabulous for fishers....

GMW220.ARJ    457169   03-06-95   GROCERY MANAGER FOR WINDOWS v.2.20 <ASP> -
  GMW helps you do your meal planning &
  grocery shopping. It simplifies & speeds up
  the process of making a menu & shopping
  list. Once GMW is setup, you input how many
  days you would like to plan meals for, then
  what dishes you want to have on each day.
  A shopping list is generated for you to use.
  V.2.20 is a minor bug fix and enhamcement.
  Requires VBRUN200.DLL.

HOUS_IN.ARJ    268741   03-06-95   The House Inspector - provides a computerized
  checklist for inspecting your home or a home
  you are buying. Reports in Windows Write fmt.

IC2_B.ARJ    505501   03-06-95   (2/2) IC2 Ver 2.01 - Total Contact Manager
  for Windows.  Includes time manager,
  network compatibility, autodialer,
  custom fields, display options, & up to
  32K of notes per contact. Design your
  own labels, reports, and form ltrs.
  Plus many other features!
  Requires VBRUN300.DLL to run.

LIFE20.ARJ    309310   03-06-95   LIFETIME for Windows v2.00 Revolutionary
  Personal Information Manager raises
  ease-of-use to a new level. Object-oriented,
  drag-and-drop interface. Exclusive
  Select-Dial and Select_Print. Scheduler, ToDo
  list, Phonebook with Auto-Dial and Contact
  information, and Notes. Lightning-fast Find
  feature for text strings. An animated
  tutorial gets you started fast. Requires
  VBRUN300.DLL and Windows 3.1
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LOTBST12.ARJ     38985   03-06-95   Lottery Buster V1.2
  Uses past winning numbers to calculate the
  most likely numbers to be drawn in this weeks
  National Lottery draw.
  Requires vbrun300.dll

MSCPLS11.ARJ     91507   03-06-95   Music Plus 1.1 for Windows is
  a very simple to use database
  for keeping track of all your
  music mediums. Requires VBRUN300.DLL.

ODAYW202.ARJ    383373   03-06-95   OMNIDay for Windows 2.02 <ASP> Computer diary
  program  with  many features and toggles. Has
  over 10000 encryption  options  &  keys.  Can
  handle  up to 10 users at once and has a full
  featured text editor.   Internally  calls  up
  Spell  checkers.  Can  use  other  TSR  Spell
  Checking.  All world  date  formats  handled.
  From Unicorn Software Limited

PHONMATE.ARJ    123213   03-06-95   PhoneMate 1.0 - Address Book for Windows
  Organizes phone and address information.
  Easy-to-use interface facilitates quick
  adding, editing, duplicating, & deleting
  of entries.  Fully customizable screen
  colors, and fonts. Full On-Line help
  available. A must have for Cardfile
  users! Requires VBRUN300.DLL.

POSTIT20.ARJ     61942   03-06-95   Postit Popup Notepad v1.03 <ASP> Windows 3.1
  popup note pad. This program is the computer
  version of sticky notes posted in and around
  your computer. Post notes and copy them to
  other applications with Windows Cut, Copy,
  and Paste commands. The program has a 10 page
  notepad with each page able to hold up to 300
  characters in 8 lines. Turn the pages with
  page curls on the screen. File maintenance
  automatic.
  Notepads
  Postit, Notepad, Memo, Popup, Yellow Sticky
  POSTIT10
  Intel 80x86 (minimum 80286 (AT))
  Windows 3.1
  100K

QDEX111B.ARJ    112562   03-06-95   QUICKDEX V1.11b
  Cardfile and Mac Quickdex
  drop editing, font selection,
  import/export, etc. Winhelp HLP file
  included. Uses 48KB. Shareware $20.
  Quickdex is a freeform database. Use
  it to store phone numbers, birthdays,
  code fragments, jokes, or a million
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  other pieces of miscellaneous
  information. Quickdex is similar to
  Cardfile but easier to use, more
  flexible and faster. Includes wild
  card searches, modem dialing, reading
  numbers, printing card sets, drag &

SMTCAT16.ARJ    366611   03-06-95   (c) Oakley Data Services 1992/3 All rights
  reserved. The ultimate Windows Disk/CD
  Cataloger. MDI, ZIP, ARJ etc. support.
  Multiple mergeable catalogs. Unique extension
  concept allows analysing any format file to
  determine internal files or grab comments.
  Great searching capabilities. Label printing,
  WIN3.1 sound support, multiple display
  options, full font support. CSV export, 240
  byte comments. Program launching, Virus
  Scans, File Printing, previewing & more!

SUDSW31.ARJ    735673   03-06-95   Beer Brewers recipe database for Windows
TASKPL29.ARJ    162656   03-06-95   Professional Task Planner for Windows v2.9 A

  project managers dream. Finally an easy to
  use program that will graphically display
  every task required to complete a project,
  warn you of delays or stoppages, tracks the
  cost, who is doing each task and when. At a
  glance you can look at what needs to be
  addressed today, this week, month etc., with
  full report generation. Full on-line help.CIS
  GO SWREG #2165 Requires Windows 3.1, VBRUN
  300.dll, and mouse.

VBPHNE17.ARJ    253636   03-06-95   Complete phone book and address book for
  Windows 3.X New to this version is the
  answering machine assistant. VBPhone will
  call your pager or any number you wish when
  your answering maching records a message. Has
  same features as older versions but improved.
  Easy search, Quick dial pad, Automatic Dial
  with redial.

VBRUNWW.ARJ    232622   03-06-95   (2/2) The ultimate dBASE-compatible, menu-dri
  Windows data base management system. The
  perfect complement to the DOS and ANSI/BBS
  versions. Incredibly easy to use! Memo flds
  and 16 or 256-color .BMP graphics images.
  Multi-user LAN support w/NetWare or NetBIOS
  networks - automatic record & file locking.
  Require VBRUN300.DLL - not included.  Also
  recommend WAMPUM 4.5 for DOS for creation
  of data bases and reporting functions.<ASP>

WD3D_1.ARJ    944750   03-06-95   WinDial Corporate Edition 3.0: Disk 1 of 2
  Windows 3.1 phone book, dialer, data base,
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  notes, etc.,Network support, language sup-
  port,WLL,background search, alphabet but-
  tons,custom field names,clipboard dialing,
  DDE,improved import, etc. Ultimate Rolodex!

WD3D_2.ARJ   1157401   03-06-95   WinDial Corporate Edition 3.0: Disk 2 of 2
WINSQL23.ARJ    596906   03-06-95   WinSQL is a single-user database system for

  Windows 3.1, designed to assist in the
  teaching/learning of SQL. It is intended to
  be used in conjunction with typical
  introductory database courses, rather than in
  a completely stand-alone self-teaching
  situation.

YLWSTK.ARJ     73918   03-06-95   YELLOW STICKY v3.09 <ASP> - A "To Do" manager
  for Windows 3.1. This is not a day planner,
  or scheduler but provides the user with an
  easy method for displaying tasks that need to
  be done and taking them from the list when
  they have been accomplished. A replacement
  for "Postit Notes" that are all over your
  desk. Features a current & previous month
  calendars. Uses Windows 3.1.

Main Board: 28) Sampl e Files
============ ========= =======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================
AUTOCRCT.ARJ     10115   03-06-95   MS Word Freeware AutoCorrect Add-In

  Automatically adds over 300 common
  typos to the AutoCorrect dictionary
  list in Microsoft Word for Windows 6.
  Public service FREEWARE.
  Log onto the TSS BBS for the latest
  and best add-in software for Microsoft
  Word: 718-375-6261 (ANSI BBS 8/N/1)

BPRINT13.ARJ     25527   03-06-95   BinaryPrinting 1.30 by Uli Mittermaier
  BinaryPrinting is a utility for printing in
  the Windows 3.1 environment. If you want to
  send a PostScript or any other binary file to
  your printer, you don't have to issue a DOS
  command like copy /b file.ps prn: anymore.
  Instead drag the files you would like to
  print from the File Manager and drop them on
  the BinaryPrinting icon.

CARDWS12.ARJ    141029   03-06-95   -=-=-=-=-  CardsWorkShop V1.2a  -=-=-=-=-
   CardsWorkShop is a integrated editor/
   compiler/player allowing the quick
   design and play of solitary card games.
   The language used ressembled PASCAL and
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   is kinda object oriented.  A good number
   of examples are included.  Windows 3.x.
   Shareware. V1.2a December 1993.
  -=-=-=-=-  CardsWorkShop V1.2a  -=-=-=-=-

DRGNVIEW.ARJ    604792   03-06-95   Drag And View Gold v.1.0 - File Viewers for
  Win 3.1 File Manager or any file manager that
  supports Drag and Drop. ASP Shareware. Drag
  And View adds what's missing to file manager.
   Views most popular database, word processor,
  spreadsheet, and graphic formats, plus also
  ASCII and HEX. Copy to clipboard, print,
  search and goto functions. Open multiple
  windows.

ED15NT.ARJ    206823   03-06-95   Editeur V1.5 text editor for Windows NT <ASP>
  - All users. A powerful, simple, and fast
  text editor. Handles Windows, Dos, and Unix
  files. Multitexts, no size limit. Fonts
  choice. Tool and status bars. Unlimited undo
  /redo functions, multitexts searches and
  replacements. Macros, sortings. Shareware. $
  24. Access to the future versions included.

FMSU314.ARJ    190750   03-06-95   File Manager StepUp <ASP> v.3.14 - add-on for
  Win3.1 & WfWG3.11 - featured in Windows User
  Mag., FM StepUp makes working with File
  Manager easier: provides history lists & 3D
  effects for dialog boxes, customizable
  Execute Menu and Quick Menu a'la Windows 95,
  useful utilities; means to easily view, edit
  or print arbitrary files, and _much_ more.
  Try it! Shareware, $29.95 + s&h.

HCOPY100.ARJ     56304   03-06-95   HARDCOPY v1.00 - A windows program for
  printing text files.  The layout can be
  customized, including the font, margins,
  number of columns, and line numbering.
  Hardcopy will also print non-text files
  by converting them to a printable text
  format. Freeware by Eric Tauck.

HXP102.ARJ     94233   03-06-95   HEXpert v1.02: MS-Windows multi-format binary
  editor that enables you to view/edit binary
  data in both hex & ASCII formats, as well as
  8 different numeric formats, including signed
  and unsigned integers and floating point;

IBID20.ARJ    164841   03-06-95   IBID. List Maker for Windows 2.0
  define words and scraps of information
  Smart linking between definitions.
  search, printing, photo backdrops.
  Enter words and the software asks for more.
  Copy/Paste. up to 4000 words, 5 lists.

INIEDV10.ARJ    742115   03-06-95   INI File Editor is a specialized editor,
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  optimized and including enhancements,
  in order to make it the editor of choice
  when editing WINDOWS and DOS Initialization
  files (*.INI) as well as your computer's othe
  initialization files (config.sys and
  autoexec.bat).   A database link gives the
  user a description, possible settings,
  default settings, and other information
  to allow the curious user to examine their
  standard initialization files in a more
  in-depth manner than allowed by other editors
  (C) 1994 Eric Peyton

KWIKED20.ARJ     58300   03-06-95   KWIKEDIT Version 2.0 - "Not Another Button-
  bar!" KwikEdit (not another button-bar!) will
  launch any file into it's associated editor
  or a default editor of your choice.
  Excellent for project organization and quick
  access to frequently used docs and your
  favorite programs.  Requires Windows 3.1 or
  later. Shareware registration fee $5.00 (US).

MIXCS141.ARJ     24578   03-06-95   MixCase v1.41: file/clipboard mode MS-Window
  utility that opens a text file to convert to
  mixed case, by first converting all chars to
  lower case, then capitalizes the first letter
  of sentences/table items; optionally
  capitalizes the proper names/abbreviations
  specified in the dictionary; req
  VBRUN300.DLL; 09/18/94; Richard Wagner/Ivory
  Tower Software.

OWLITE.ARJ     84078   03-06-95   OverWrite Lite for Windows 3.1 automatically
  prints background watermarks such as COPY or
  DRAFT under output from almost any Windows
  application using LaserJet 2, 3 or 4
  compatible printers. Custom messages can be
  created on LaserJet 3 or 4 compatible
  printers. OverWrite works with MS Word, MS
  Excel, MS Access, WordPerfect and other
  Windows programs, as well as DOS programs
  operating in Windows DOS boxes.

RABPERF.ARJ    592084   03-06-95   °°°±±±²²²²ÛÛÛ  Steve Dossick's ÛÛÛ²²²²±±±°°°
  °°°±±±²²²²ÛÛÛ  RabbitHelp (TM) ÛÛÛ²²²²±±±°°°
  ÖÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ·
  º         "Add-On" Help System For         º
  º          WordPerfect 6.0 Windows         º
  º Benefits to you:                         º
  º    þ Auto "Plug-In" to WordPerfect menu. º
  º    þ Provides practical how-to, step-by  º
  º    þ step guidance for the most commonly º
  º      used tasks in day to day work.      º
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  º    þ Turn out polished, professional     º
  º      looking documents every time.       º
  º    þ The ideal on-line training program. º
  º Ease-of-Use:                             º
  º    þ Fully Automatic Install/Un-install. º
  º    þ Lightning lookup without having to  º
  º      search through manuals in vain.     º
  º    þ Evaluate program free of charge.    º
  º      Published by Webster's Lexxicon     º
  º              Publishing Corp.            º

SH30.ARJ    116967   03-06-95   Typing productivity tool for Windows 3.1
  applications. Just as a stenographer uses
  shorthand notation to represent words and
  phrases, Shorthand allows you to represent a
  string of text with a much shorter
  abbreviation or keyword.

SMTADR12.ARJ    232497   03-06-95   SMART ADDRESS management for Windows!
  A sophisticated Windows address management
  system. Direct Links to any WordProcessor,
  Mail-Merge Data file Creation for MS-Word,
  Modem Support, Envelope and Label Printing
  (both with graphics), Mail-Shot capabilities,
  User Configurable, User defined notes, MDI,
  sophisticated searching, Import/Export, Full
  Windows Help. Shareware (c) 1993 Phil Corley.
  Published by Oakley Data Services.

SMTDOC12.ARJ     41255   03-06-95   SmartDoc 1.2 - Prints Windows Help and
  extracts plain text from Windows Help files.
  SmartDoc can take any Windows Help file and
  extract the text from within it and write it
  to a file, ready for processing by another
  program such as a word-processor.It can also
  drive the Windows Help engine to print the
  complete Windows Help file or a part of it.
  Release 1.2 adds foreign language support.
  Shareware.

TRVFPDB.ARJ     23018   03-06-95   Introduction to Visual FoxPro databases
  written by Tom Rettig and presented at this
  year's DevCon (1995) in San Diego.  Word for
  Windows 6.0 format.

VPRT22B2.ARJ    145713   03-06-95   VPrint v2.2 Public Beta #2 (exp 4/8/94)
  A new Visual Basic/Windows source code
  printer with options for fonts (code,
  page header, comments, sub headers),
  line numbering, print formats, etc.

WTHES.ARJ    415518   03-06-95   WINTERTREE THESAURUS 1.2 <ASP> Thesaurus
  application for Windows- Thesaurus program
  that contains nearly 110,000 synonyms for
  over 20,000 key words.
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Main Board: 29) Sampl e Files
============ ========= =======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================
AMOIT20.ARJ    367813   03-06-95   AmortizeIT! 2.0 <ASP> DOS/WIN a fast,

  flexible, easy to use loan analyzer. Includes
  a schedule + 6 calculators: loan, refinance,
  remaining balance, accelerated payments,
  interest due & balloon payment. 25 new
  features: custom payments, irregular 1st
  period, payment or due date schedules, tax
  consequences. Supports irregular, skipped &
  extra payments + adjustable rates;
  International Currencies & Dates!!

CCPLUS10.ARJ    132118   03-06-95   Credit Card Plus 1.0 for Windows is a very
  simple to use credit card database.
  You can keep track of:
  (1) Account information (account numbers,
      interest rates, credit limits, etc.)
  (2) Bank information ( names, addresses,
      phone numbers, etc.)
  (3) Monthly statement information (payments,
      purchases, advances, interest paid, etc.)
  This application provides an easy way of
  displaying all your information with just a
  click of the mouse. You can display your
  information in detail (items purchased,
  places items were purchased, amount for every
  purchase, place of advances, etc.), or  you
  can display it on a monthly or yearly  basis
  for each individual credit card (total
  payments, purchases, advances, and interest
  paid). Requires VBRUN300.DLL

MD220.ARJ    146031   03-06-95   Mortgage Designer v2.20 for Windows
  (Shareware). Home mortgage calculations
  complete with amortization schedules!
  Powerful and easy to use "What if?"
  calculations.  Extensive built-in help.
  Calculate remaining balance, cost of
  loan, equity versus balance, missing
  variables, PITI, tax adjusted payments,
  plus much more!  Multi-color pie charts
  for overall picture at a glance.

MMN10.ARJ     30442   03-06-95   The Money Maker News Issue 1, October 1994.
  This issue evaluates the latest Financial
  Shareware dealing with Saving, Investing,
  Retirement, Net Worth, Mortgages, Loans,
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  Stocks, Mutual Funds and Portfolio Management
  Databases. For Windows 3.1

SMTACC13.ARJ    329197   03-06-95   SMART ACCOUNTS V1.3 - Windows personal
  finance package, simple but powerful, with
  support for direct debits, standing orders,
  budget code definition and analysis, bank
  statement checkback, forward projection
  facility and more. PC-Today said "The ideal
  tool for managing your Bank Accounts".
  Shareware £20.00 + VAT.
  (c) Oakley Data Services 1993.

TIMCLK10.ARJ    113859   03-06-95   TIMECLOCK v1.0 - Tracks and reports your
  computer usage by project/category (Windows).
  TimeClock can save you money at tax time by
  reporting how much of your computer use was
  for business purposes.  It is easy to use,
  and provides the information you need to
  document your business deduction for depre-
  ciation of your computer.

WBANK441.ARJ    208245   03-06-95   BankExpert (ver 4.41) - maintenance update of
  this popular home accounting program.

WFUND44.ARJ    331683   03-06-95   FundExpert for Windows (ver 4.4) - portfolio
  mgr program. Many extra features incl. d/l
  quotes directly from CompuServe, plotting,
  and communication with mutual funds for
  quotes and transactions.

Main Board: 30) Sampl e Files
============ ========= =======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================
0WING001.ARJ     49327   03-06-95   >>>>>>  Games under Windows  <<<<<<

  This MS Word 2.0 Document, straight
  from Microsoft, details the systems
  that will be available in Windows95
  and Windows NT next year.  There is
  also  an  extensive  Appendix which
  covers the use  of Microsoft's WinG
  graphics   library   with   several
  examples included.  A must read for
  any serious game developer!

1PZ11A.ARJ     88913   03-06-95   Puzzle1 is a Windows "brain game" that asks
  you to push down all the tiles in a grid.
  Each one you push down, however, may bring
  others back up.  Clues on each tile tell you
  what will happen -- can you find the right
  ones to push?

BGF2VOL1.ARJ    329416   03-06-95   Windows Board Games For 2    VOL 1
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  Allows you and a friend to play
  Chess, Checkers, Backgammon or Goban
  either on the same machine, over any
  type of network, or using a modem.  Shareware

BGF2VOL2.ARJ    410412   03-06-95   Windows Board Games For 2  VOL 2
  ÚÄÄÄÂÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÂÄÄÄÂÄÄÄ¿
  ³ ð ³       WinBGF2 VOL 2       ³   ³   ³
  ÃÄÄÄÁÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÁÄÄÄÁÄÄÄ´
  ³      Allows you and a friend to play  ³
  ³ Flag Ship, Pipes, Race Chase, or      ³
  ³ Fox & Hounds either on the same       ³
  ³ machine, over a network, or a modem.  ³
  ³  WinGames.Inc             ShareWare   ³
  ÀÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÙ

BOGOUT22.ARJ    122896   03-06-95   ___--- BogOut for Windows version 2.2 ---___
  This is a game based on the dice game BOGGLE,
  modified for Windows. The game is played with
  a board of square holes the size of dice.
  There is one dice for each hole with a letter
  on each side. The die are shaken until they
  fall into the holes. Then a timer is set to
  stop after three minutes, and the player(s)
  try to find words on the board until the
  timer stops.

BRICKV15.ARJ   1106292   03-06-95   Version 1.5 of Bricklayer for Windows, a
  fast-paced falling blocks game. This release
  version features a game-recorder, support for
  optional background graphics, 256-color
  graphics, sound effects, and background
  music. This is the release version (previous
  upload was BETA.).

CAN24A.ARJ    467697   03-06-95   CANASTA FOR WINDOWS V2.4 Strategy cardgame
  played against the computer, with sound
  support. The player can score points by
  melding cards and by making canastas. A
  canasta is a column of seven cards (i.e.
  seven Kings). Help file with explanation of
  all rules is included. Many options are
  included to configure the game the way YOU
  want it. Supports multiple resolutions, up to
  1024x768.  Requires WINDOWS 3.1, Colour VGA

CHERRY20.ARJ     73227   03-06-95   CHERRY DELIGHT Video Slots V2.0 for Windows
  This is a nine wheel video slot machine w/
  8 pay lines. Bonus spins, MORE. Req vbrun300

CQ_20.ARJ     98494   03-06-95   Conquest v2.0  . Game for Windows
DMAKER13.ARJ    259849   03-06-95   °°° Dungeon Maker v1.3 For Windows      °

  ° ° This Program Needs VBRUN300.DLL    °°°
  °D° The Dungeon/Game Master's dream    °°°
  °R° come true. Finally make graphical  °°°
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  °A° dungeons with extreme precision.   °°°
  °G° Includes demo dungeon,  16 color   °°°
  °O° and B&W graphic library, snap to   °°°
  °N° grid, stamp, print, save, load,    °°°
  ° ° copy from clipboard, cut, draw,    °°°
  °S° rotate, line draw, boxes, and    Û °°° Û
  °O° circles. This Version includes:  ÛÛÛÛÛÛÛ
  °F° Built in Scaleable Prints,        ÛÛ±ÛÛ
  °T° and a Fast Compressed File Format. °±°
  °W°                                    °±°
  °A°                                    °±°
  °R°                                    °±°
  °E°                                    Û±Û
  ° °
  ° °
  °°°

DROP11P.ARJ     24789   03-06-95   Connect-4 type game for windows
DS.ARJ    121796   03-06-95   This is a Classic Windows Slot Machine

  with a new twist.  It includes
  dinosaurs with a prehistoric look.
  It includes a large amount of graphics
  and digital sound effects.  The slot
  machine wheels and payoffs can be
  changed with the editor.

EC1_11.ARJ    118941   03-06-95   Electro-Cute - is a version of the
  classic word guessing game for Windows.
  When you guess a letter incorrectly,
  body parts are added to an animated
  figure. After seven incorrect guesses,
  the figure (whose fingers happen to be
  inserted into electrical outlets) is
  rewarded with a jolt of electricity.

ECONA101.ARJ    337901   03-06-95   Econ's Arena v1.01: MS-Windows board game
  that's a battle of strategy and wits, and you
  control the elements (fire, air, earth, or
  water); control ogres, griffons, dragons,
  tritons, and other mythological pieces; cast
  spells to imprison or protect;

ENTHINT1.ARJ    241776   03-06-95   ÛÝÛÞ³ ENTOMBED 1.6 HINTS ³ÝÛÞÛ    ð IMPULSE ð
  This is a graphical Windows walkthrough for
  the incredible new game Entombed!  Includes
  diagrams and hints for all puzzles in level
  1.  WARNING:  Only get this if you are stuck!
  Requires: WIN 31, SVGA

ENTMB16.ARJ   1456701   03-06-95   ÛÝÛÞ³ ENTOMBED  v1.6 ³ÝÛÞÛ  from  ð IMPULSE ð
  Play the role of an archaeologist trapped in
  an ancient tomb in the ultimate 3-D puzzle
  adventure!  Breathtaking ray-traced 640x480
  SVGA graphics in the Windows environment take
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  this a step beyond games like 7th Guest and
  Myst.  Navigate your way through deadly traps
  and intricate puzzles as you try to escape
  your captor.  Excellent digital sound.
  Requires: WINDOWS 31, SVGA, 2MB RAM

EYESAV.ARJ    122607   03-06-95   Û²±° Moraff's Eye Saver, Version 1.0!   °±²Û
  Û²±°   This great Windows game/utility  °±²Û
  Û²±° will put an end to eye strain!     °±²Û
  Û²±° Every 6 seconds a pair of animat-  °±²Û
  Û²±° ed eyes will remind you to blink.  °±²Û
  Û²±° Lack of blinking can cause drying  °±²Û
  Û²±° of the eye surface, which can      °±²Û
  Û²±° cause permanent damage to your     °±²Û
  Û²±° precious eyes!                     °±²Û
  Û²±° Also look for Moraff's WorldNet!   °±²Û

FIELDCAN.ARJ     96274   03-06-95   This is one of the best done solitaire games
  I have ever seen for windows. It is fully
  customizable and loads of fun!

FIGURPIC.ARJ     53401   03-06-95   A very unique jigsaw puzzle/logic game for
  Windows. Try to construct the picture by
  deducing the proper sequence of numbers that
  are associated with each part of the picture.
  You need "ddeml.dll", "commdlg.dll",
  "cmdialog.dll" & "tada.wav" in your Win

FONCHES2.ARJ     87408   03-06-95   Play Chess via Modem & Windows.
GAZ1.ARJ   1370947   03-06-95   Gazillionaire, part 1 of 3

  ---------------------------------------------
  Gazillionaire is a strategy game for WINDOWS
  where up to 6 players compete to form the
  largest intergalactic trading cartel.
  Features include humorous graphics and sound,
  an excellent tutorial mode, and much more.
  Requires: WINDOWS 3.1 in 256-colour mode

GAZ2.ARJ   1300036   03-06-95   Gazillionaire, part 2 of 3
GAZ3.ARJ    720528   03-06-95   Gazillionaire, part 3 of 3
HS11.ARJ    125181   03-06-95   HOME STRETCH v1.1 for Windows most realistic

  horse racing and wagering simulation. Track
  sounds, bets, horse graphics. Reqs VBRUN300

ITAL52W.ARJ     37343   03-06-95   DAMA ITALIANA for windows
KNGCRN22.ARJ    217750   03-06-95   King's Corners v2.2: MS-WINDOWS solitaire

  game whose object is to place all face cards
  around the perimeter of the playing board;
  req VBRUN300.DLL; 08/01/94; Stephen R. Woods/
  Financial Systems Associates, Inc.

MATCH1.ARJ     26588   03-06-95   MatchMaker v1.2 for Windows - MatchMaker for
  Windows is a matching game for all ages.
  Match ABC's, Numbers, Colors and Shapes.
  Requires mouse, 256 color display, vbrun200,
  Operates best on 486/25+. Includes setup.exe
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MEDWAR12.ARJ    207336   03-06-95   >> MEDWAR v1.2 - Medieval War <<
  MEDWAR is a Microsoft WINDOWS strategy/war
  game set in medieval times. MEDWAR allows
  for up to six human or computer players,
  play-by-mail games, handicapping with 24
  strength levels, and 14 types of pieces.
  Documentation: README.TXT and on-line help.

MHEX10.ARJ     54035   03-06-95   Magic Hexagons version 1.0 - A strategy game
  for Windows by Steven Porter Flip the colors
  to form hexagonal patterns.
  NOTE: this game is in no way related to Argo
  Games' HEXXAGON and HEXXAGON II

MORETRIS.ARJ    948374   03-06-95   °°°°Moraff's MoreTris for Windows, Ver 1°°°°
  °±²This is a multi-player tetris varia-  ²±°
  °±²tion, with full modem support and lots²±°
  °±²stunning 16 million color images, plus²±°
  °±²voice, sound effects, and music!      ²±°
  °±²MoreTris requires Moraff's WorldNet,  ²±°
  °±²a multi-media, multi-user, Windows    ²±°
  °±²gaming system that should be available²±°
  °±²from the same place you found this, or²±°
  °±²from MoraffWare at (800) 842-4263.    ²±°
  °°°°Requires Windows 3.1, lots of colors°°°°

MSQUARE.ARJ     52833   03-06-95   Magic Squares 1.0.3 by Randy A. Harris.
  Contains three sizes of sliding block puzzles
  and an intriguing math puzzle for WIN31. ASP

MWNET_21.ARJ   1246927   03-06-95   6 WINDOWS GAMES 16 million COLORS BEST EVER
  Requires Windows 3.1, Moraff's WorldNet for
  Windows, Ver 2 - shareware game extravaganza!
  6 multimedia games for one or two players
  Includes modem support. jigsaw, tetris, etc

NETCHESS.ARJ     48095   03-06-95   Windows Chess Game to play on a Network.
PEGSOL.ARJ    361162   03-06-95      °±²Û VGA PEG SOLITAIRE Û²±°

  Seven classic peg solitaire games
  rendered in full 256-color graphics.
  Supports AdLib/Sounblaster cards.
  Requires Windows 3.1, with 1MB Ram.

PENTA101.ARJ     45972   03-06-95   PentaBlox v1.01 <ASP>, is a puzzle for
  Windows based on a series of unique shapes
  described as pentominoes by Solomon Golomb.
  The challenge is to find as many of the 2,339
  unique solutions as possible, which can be
  saved to disk or printed. The program
  features full mouse and keyboard support with
  full animation of the moving pieces. Also
  included is an optional grid and moveable
  SpeedBar.

PIGSV10.ARJ    279106   03-06-95   PIGS! v1.0
  A great game of chance and strategy played
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  with dice. Excellent graphics. Addictive
  gameplay! Requires WINDOWS 3.1 and VGA. A New
  Zone Production.

PINGWIND.ARJ     33196   03-06-95   Ping for Windows - is a fun and
  addictive game similar to soccer or ice
  hockey.

QUADRLLE.ARJ    150915   03-06-95   Quadrille" for Windows 3.1. 4 different
  solitaire games in one "pop-up" menu. You
  must have the following files already
  installed in your windows or windows/system
  directory: CSCMD.VBX, CSDIALOG.VBX,
  MMSYSTEM.DLL & QPRO200.DLL. These are older
  support files and I can't upload them now.
  Use MS's 'expand.exe' to inflate these files.

QUIZMC25.ARJ    100598   03-06-95   Quiz Machine 2.5 is a Windows 3.1 program
  emulating arcade machines found in Pubs, Bars
  & Clubs, in a multiple choice format. An
  advantage is that it doesn't take your money!
  The demonstration application comes with
  World Knowledge and Sports & Entertainment
  files each of 160 questions. Files of 1500 to
  2000 questions are available with
  registration of the product. International
  version for release to Bulletin.
  Last revision date in archive: 12-13-1994.

RUM500.ARJ    177638   03-06-95   RUMMY 500 (Version 3.51)
  ============================================
  Rummy 500 is an exciting member of the Rummy
  family of card games.  Its main
  differentiating feature is that you can pick
  up any number of discards if you can lay down
  some of them immediately.  Rummy 500 is
  believed to be the first shareware Rummy game
  available for Microsoft Windows.

SHIDAO35.ARJ    916071   03-06-95   ÛÝÛÞ³ SHIH DAO 3.5 ³ÝÛÞÛ from ð IMPULSE ð
  Based on a game played in ancient China, Shih
  Dao is the ultimate strategy game. Call upon
  your deepest powers of intuition as you match
  beautifully rendered tiles! Test your skills
  with those of the masters in the ultimate
  oriental mind game. Includes a variety of
  boards and tiles with fantastic 256 colour
  SVGA graphics. Requires: WINDOWS  Supports
  SVGA, Sound Blaster and all major sound
  cards.

SLOT33.ARJ     46889   03-06-95   Text Slot Machine 3 wheels 3 windows create
  your own wheel characters uses keyboard or
  joystick play for 5 10 25 or $1 has bios
  screen writes for screen readers (JAWS).
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STARS10.ARJ     73225   03-06-95   LUCKY STARS Video Slots V1.0 for Windows This
  isn't your grandmother's slot machine! This
  is a nine wheel video slot machine with 8 pay
  lines. Also has bonus spins, "wild card"
  symbol, and a pro- gressive bonus pool. See
  the beautiful graphics and animation for
  yourself! Requires VBRUN300.DLL (not in.ARJ
  file) From: WIN GAME.
  Last revision date in archive: 12-17-1994.

TTD10.ARJ    364028   03-06-95   ÄÄÄÄÄ ÄÄ  Äúú ú     ú úúÄ  ÄÄ ÄÄÄÄÄ
      DarkSide Software, Presents:
           Tic Tac Death 1.0
              For Windows
  It's Tic Tac Toe with that sadistic
  twist that only DarkSide could add!
  Note: This game is not recommended
  for children under 13, senior
  citizens over 65, or anyone that
  listens to Barry Manilow. You have
  been warned. >:)
  ÄÄÄÄÄ ÄÄ  Äúú ú     ú úúÄ  ÄÄ ÄÄÄÄÄ

WB.ARJ     85624   03-06-95   Win Battle 1.02 Battlestar Galactia(WIN)
WGSHW100.ARJ    591776   03-06-95   Slide-show demonstrating the WinGenius Games!

  Developed in association with Apogee Software
  - it's the WinGenius Game Series! 5
  brainteasing games in 256 beautiful colors.
  Spend hour after entertaining hour, looking
  for the best strategies.

WINROB11.ARJ    477300   03-06-95   ROBOT BATTLE v1.1 - Can you design a robot to
  best all challengers? To survive, your robot
  must have better tactics, intelligence, and
  adaptability than all others. Can you out
  think and out gun your opponents? This is the
  place to find out! Watch your ANIMATED robots
  come to life and battle it out with stunning
  sound effects. Supports Windows 3.1 and NT.
  A CONTEST is planned to find the best robot.
  Complete on-line help and docs.

WINWAR.ARJ    204709   03-06-95   A great Windows 3.1 game of war during World
  War II.  You can play any country that was in
  this war.

WRDGR11S.ARJ     37880   03-06-95   WORD GRIDv 1.1s - Game for Windows
   ÜÜ-ÜÜ ÜÜ ÜÜ ÜÜ ÜÜ ÜÜ ÜÜ-ÜÜ ÜÜ-ÜÜ ÜÜÜ
   ÛÛ-Ûß ÛÛ ÛÛ\ÛÛ ÛÛX   ÛÛ-Ûß ÛÛ=ÛÛ  Û
   ßß ßß ßß ßß ßß ßß ßß-ßß ßß ßß ßß  ß
   <==[10/07/94]===============[GAMES]=>

WROIDS21.ARJ    440063   03-06-95   Winroids for Windows 3.1, latest version of
  this very addictive game.

WZL107.ARJ    535222   03-06-95   Stunning images from around the world in
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  SuperVGA colour! The ultimate WINDOWS puzzle
  game. Extremely flexible - choose any numbers
  of pieces from 4 to 2000! Hall of fame for
  your best scores. Save puzzles, solution
  hints, simple mouse interface, and much more!
  All puzzles use original photography.

Main Board: 31) Sampl e Files
============ ========= =======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================
1CRAZY.ARJ     55105   03-06-95   CrazyCons Shareware Version! All new Icons

  for Windows! These DLL files will spice up
  your Windows environment, and set you apart
  from the rest. These Icons are of high
  quality, and can be used in high quality
  applications. Make your Desktop and Programs
  look better than the rest!

33_TILES.ARJ    335868   03-06-95   ÛÛÛÞÞºÃþ33 WŒND”WS WLLPaPR DäZigNsþ´ºÝÝÛÛÛ
  Û Tired of that boring Windows background? Û
  Û The TUR collection of wallpaper art will Û
  ² blow you away...and save you memory too! ²
  ² These dazzling 256 color designs must be ²
  ± seen to be believed-and only for use in  ±
  ± Super VGA resolution.  Includes original ±
  ° designs for Star Trek, BATMAN, Jurassic  °
  ° Park, ZZ Top, and much, much more...     °
  °±²ÛÛÛÛÞÃ:Perfect for Windows 4.0!:´ÝÛÛÛÛ²±°

ADMAKE35.ARJ    210882   03-06-95   OSOSOFT'S ADMAKER v3.5 <ASP> - Create small
  display ads in Windows 3.1. All fonts, clip
  art, line drawing and more. Outstanding and
  useful program for all small business users.
  Shareware. Registration fee: $30. Requires
  VBRUN300.DLL. Works with any printer.

AEROBOXS.ARJ   1054654   03-06-95          AEROSMITH - BOX OF FIRE
    --:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::--
  This screen saver module works with the
    Windows (TM) screen saver. When the
    screen saver starts flames appear at
    the bottom of the monitor.  The fire
  climbs up the screen, leaving the screen
    blackened.  The AEROSMITH logo will
    appear when the fire burns away the
    sections of the screen it occupies.
     Includes sound effects and real
            Aerosmith music!

AEROSMIT.ARJ     77790   03-06-95   Aerosmith BOX OF FIRE Screen saver with Sound
  and Music. Freeware. Reqs Windows 3.1, SVGA
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ATM101.ARJ     65833   03-06-95   All Your CD-ROM's under 1 Icon! AutoROMa
  AutoROMa is Automatic!  Powerful and Easy!
  Novice, Intermediate, and Advanced Windows
  users will find AutoROMa an easy to use
  productivity  tool.   Once  identified,
  AutoROMa can launch any CD-ROM you have
  AutoMATICALLy, every time. Requires DOS 3.0+
  Windows, CD-ROM drive, CD-ROM(s). Powerful,
  Easy, AND inexpensive. $9.50 Copyright 1994
  by Unique Software, All Rights Reserved.

BEASTIE.ARJ    855837   03-06-95    <==================================>
         BEASTIE BOYS Screen Saver
          for Windows. Disk [1/1]
   <==================================>

BMPVIEW.ARJ    498658   03-06-95   BMP Viewer ver 1.1 - This Program for Windows
  3.1 allows you to view.BMP files, painlessly.
  ShareWare.
  Last revision date in archive: 10-08-1994.

BMPZW220.ARJ    710170   03-06-95   BitMapZ  for Windows 2.20 <ASP> Bit map slide
  show for Windows.  Easy  to  setup  and  use.
  Allows an infinite number of slide shows with
  up  to  32000  slides per show! Unicorn.

BUGS4WIN.ARJ    203730   03-06-95   Bugs Bunny Screen Saver For Windows! Supports
  all windows sound cards. Features music in
  the background while bugs moves around the
  screen. Great Pictures, and Bugs says Goodbye
  at the end! Requires VBRUN300.DLL

CAROUSEL.ARJ     45554   03-06-95   WALLPAPER CAROUSEL v2.2 Manage and
  automatically change your Windows wallpaper!
  Carousel lets you setup wallpaper groups and
  set a time interval for automatic changes
  from 1 to 999 minutes. Wallpapers can be
  located on different drives and dirs. $25
  Shareware by Allison Software. Registration
  requested.

CHICKE11.ARJ    113644   03-06-95   Chickens From Hell v1.1: MS-WINDOWS screen
  saver where berserk poultry wreak havoc on
  your desktop, & on other unsuspecting screen
  characters; w/your sound driver, you will
  also be able to hear all the madness;

COOLICON.ARJ     70045   03-06-95   A library of over 300 cool Windows icons
COSMOICO.ARJ      2260   03-06-95   Windows icon for Apogee's Cosmo's Cosmic

  Adventure
DISPICN.ARJ    220045   03-06-95   View and edit Windows icons and bitmap files
DOG.ARJ     26004   03-06-95   A picture of a bulldog in Windows Bitmap

  form.
DPLOT.ARJ    270634   03-06-95   Technical graph plotting for Windows
DSKWAL13.ARJ     19132   03-06-95   DeskWall V1.3  (c) 1993,94 by Andreas Furrer

  DeskWall lets you change the wallpaper of
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  your Windows desktop from DOS and from
  Windows.
  With DeskWall you can have your wallpaper
  bitmaps in ANY directory, you can change
  your wallpaper randomly, cyclic and to a
  specific bitmap from DOS and from Windows.
  In Windows you can also change it interactive

E_BUNNY.ARJ    204161   03-06-95   Here are some 'ENERGIZER BUNNIES' for your
  viewing pleasure.  BMPs T

EASYVIEW.ARJ    526220   03-06-95   EASY VIEW for Windows V 2.15. Image Viewing
  and Editing program. Very easy, but very
  powerful. Supports all popular file
  formats.Multiple files, multiple formats,
  Slide Show, Thumbnails, Conversions,
  Filtering, Resizing, Cropping, etc. Written
  by: Sergio Fialho *DSC Member* Requires: WIN
  3.1, VBRUN300.DLL,386+, 4Mgs (8

EKGSS10.ARJ    100838   03-06-95   EKG Screen Saver v1.0: MS-Windows screen
  saver provides your computer with real-time
  EKG tracings of five patients. You set the
  prognosis for each patient - deciding who
  lives and who dies.....

GCATWN31.ARJ    108816   03-06-95   Graphcat Clip Art Cataloger v3.1/Win <ASP>
  Builds graphics catalogs in WordPerfect 6.0
  and 5.2/Windows. New in 3.1: WPWin 6.0a
  support, caption autosizing, CD-ROM support,
  directory searching. Reads all graphics
  formats supported by WordPerfect, and can
  list files for export to a database. Users
  can select number of columns, image height,
  page title, DOS file masks, and directory to
  search. $20. A SciTrans Product.

GPPOKER.ARJ    143449   03-06-95   Video Poker for Windows (Shareware Version)
  from The Good Publishing Group.....
      "Just like being in Vegas"
                    -Joe User-
  Be sure to read XMAS.WRI for our Holiday
  specials... (Good til 1/30/95)

GWSW11N.ARJ   1086133   03-06-95   Û²±° Graphic Workshop for Windows 1.1n °±²Û
  The best Workshop yet! Converts, prints, view
  dithers, transforms, flips, rotates, scales,
  crops, colour adjusts, catalogs, quantizes an
  wreaks special effects on MAC, IMG, PCX, GIF,
  TIFF, JPG, PCD, WPG, MSP, IFF/LBM, WMF, BMP,
  RLE, FLI, FLC, CUT, ART, DIB, HRZ, RAS, TGA,
  ICO, CLP, EXE, AVI, CGM, HPGL CDR preview,
  CPT, FITS, uunecoded graphics and TXT files.
  Has thumbnail previews and Photo-CD support.
  From Alchemy Mindworks Inc.
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HALOWEEN.ARJ     37561   03-06-95   Jacko lantern for your PC monitor on
  Halloween. VGA color monitor required.
  FreeWare. Put your monitor in the window on
  Halloween night

ICNDES21.ARJ    351577   03-06-95   Icon Designer v2.1 - A really nice icon
  designer run under Windows.  Includes some
  icons with the program.

ICONHAND.ARJ     12467   03-06-95   IconHandler - is a small WorkBench
  utility which changes the default tool
  and stack size on chosen icons.
  Requires Kickstart 2.04 or greater.

ICONIX.ARJ    323898   03-06-95   2000+ Icons for Windows 3.x, in .DLL format.
  The collection is organized into eight librar

  ICO-ANIM.DLL    - animals
  ICO-APPL.DLL    - business programs
  ICO-ARRO.DLL    - arrows
  ICO-GAME.DLL    - games
  ICO-MISC.DLL    - odds and ends
  ICO-PEOP.DLL    - people and cartoon characte
  ICO-PROG.DLL    - programming utilities
  ICO-SYST.DLL    - computer system components
  ICO-UTIL.DLL    - utility programs

ICONVW14.ARJ    120020   03-06-95   IconView Windows Icon Manager - Displays 50
  icons on one 'page' allowing you to rename,
  move, and delete them - or print out a
  catalogue of your collection. Can be
  configured to run your favorite icon editor
  with just a couple of clicks. Req VBRUN200.

JIFFY13.ARJ    591229   03-06-95   ÿ                                          ÿ
  ÞÞßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßÝÝÿ
  ÞÞ V1.3        JiffyGif (tm)             ÝÝÿ
  ÞÞ  A FREE Windows 3.1 BMP, GIF, PCX &   ÝÝÿ
  ÞÞ  TGA graphic viewer! Features include ÝÝÿ
  ÞÞ  ZOOM in/out, print graphics, view up ÝÝÿ
  ÞÞ  to 4 Pics at a time, Clip, BMP conv, ÝÝÿ
  ÞÞ  and autoload last graphics.          ÝÝÿ
  ÞÞ  Use "SETUP" for instant loading.     ÝÝÿ
  ÞÞ         By Brandyware Software        ÝÝÿ
  ÞÞÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÝÝÿ

KDC30.ARJ    338218   03-06-95   Keath's Desktop Companion 3.0 will allow you
  to review and delete your superfluous windows
  Graphic & Sound Files.  Handy!

KITTY1.ARJ     42978   03-06-95   Here Kitty 1 - is a WINdows 3.1 screen saver
  that animates a cute kitten on your desktop.

LETSEE.ARJ      6643   03-06-95   Let's See Version 1.0 is a Windows based
  graphics file viewer. The utility supports
  bitmaps (.bmp), Windows metafiles (.wmf) and
  icon files (.ico). Future versons will
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  support many more graphic formats. Requires
  Windows 3.1, 8mb RAM, and VBRUN300.DLL,

MB10.ARJ    835686   03-06-95   Media BlastOFF! 1.0: Multimedia File Player
  for Windows NEW! Drag-Drop Play for
  FLI/FLC/AVI/AAS/DIB/RLE/PCX/GIF/BMP/WAV/MID
  Plus built-in CD audio player for your disks!
  Plays Windowed or Fullscreen. Many features
  and a great help file. Requires VBRUN300.DLL
  and (optionally) Video for Windows Runtime
  (for AVI files). Supports all mci boards
  for audio playback. Shareware ($30) with a 30
  day trial. Tek* Development, CIS 70774,1232

MDRAW08.ARJ     83337   03-06-95   MDraw v0.8: object-oriented drawing package
  for MS-WINDOWS with toolbar/pallete, drawing
  tools, cut/copy/paste/delete/join/unjoin/move
  resize, snap grid, hyperlinks, picture export
  & printing; 07/11/94; S. Mike Dierken/
  WindowWorks.

MICWALL1.ARJ    640286   03-06-95   Microscopy Wallpapers for Windows - is
  a compressed set of wallpaper pics for
  users interested in microscopes or
  microscopy in general. A range of
  formats are included, from 256 color
  640x480 to 16 grey scale.

MJYWHRL.ARJ    131859   03-06-95   Generate Whirl Images - generates chaos whirl
  images in Windows. It allows you to place
  from 3 to 256 random point, then have the
  points chase each other. Unusual results...
  Requires VBRUN300.

PS3D.ARJ    241494   03-06-95   PHOTO SHOW 3D v1.12 <ASP> - 3D Screen Saver
  Windows screen saver that maps a GIF or 256
  color PCX image to the surface of a 3D object
  and tumbles it across the screen. Great for
  company logos and family photos. This version
  includes password protection and a minor bug
  fix. Requires a 386+ and 256 color video
  mode. Registration includes a free photo
  scan.

ROMCAT.ARJ    282975   03-06-95   ROMCAT == For Corel Draw  provides keyword
  search of CDR/CMX clipart on your CorelDraw
  CD's.  Displays thumbnails.  More.  Dir 99

RUNTIM.ARJ   1353969   03-06-95   Microsoft Video For Windows V1.1. Replaces
  Windows Media Player. Newest file 7/7/94.
  Uploaded from Compuserve.

SAFR01.ARJ   1761833   03-06-95   First Space Walk Video Clip. AVI file.
  Requires RUNTIM.ARJ (Video for Windows).
  Uploaded from Compuserve.

SANTASCR.ARJ     87024   03-06-95   Santa Claus/Christmas .SCR screen saver for
  Windows.  A colorful "Merry Christmas" banner
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  floats on the screen, and Santa and his
  reindeer travel across also (overhead view).
  Warning:  uncompressed, this .SCR is about
  1MB in size--no big deal if you have disk
  compression.  You should have a fast video
  card to enjoy this, or it's kinda jerky.

SCLIP220.ARJ     44526   03-06-95   SuperClip v2.20: MS-Windows clipboard viewer
  that can save all or part of the image on the
  clipboard to a graphics file in BMP, GIF, or
  PCX format; 01/08/95; Steven A. Brown/
  Andromeda Software.

SNAGIT22.ARJ    114269   03-06-95   SnagIt has been providing Microsoft Windows
  users with an easy way to capture and print
  Windows screens since it was first released
  in 1991.  In "Windows 3.1 Secrets," author
  Brian Livingston calls SnagIt "the print
  utility Microsoft Windows forgot." SnagIt
  allows Windows users to capture an entire
  screen, a portion of the screen, or a single
  window or icon.  SnagIt also accepts input
  from the Windows clipboard, or a Windows
  bitmap (BMP) file.

SSE25.ARJ     61788   03-06-95   SCREEN SAVER ENHANCER v. 2.5 - adds sleep now
  and sleep never corners to ANY Windows .SCR
  desktop screen blanker and replaces the
  screen saver control panel.

SSS11B.ARJ      7468   03-06-95   SECOND SCREEN SAVER v1.1b - Overcome Windows
  limitation of setting the screen saver timer
  in minutes! Now set timeout in seconds! MORE!

STGEN.ARJ    935914   03-06-95   This is a Multimedia interactive kit from
  Paramount Pictures.  It is for the Paramount
  movie, Star Trek: Generations.  This requires
  Windows v3.1, and a sound card is strongly
  recommended.

STGLASS1.ARJ    322925   03-06-95   The brilliant, jewel-like colors of these
  Windows wallpapers will remind you of
  sunlight streaming through stained glass
  windows. The intricately detailed patterns
  comprise truly unique, original artwork-in a
  class by itself.

STW100.ARJ    279776   03-06-95   Screen Thief for Windows v1.00 - The
  ultimate screen capture system for
  Windows. Features include: Up to 8
  user defined capture configurations
  each with hot-key invocation; Capture
  from desktop, active window, active
  application, defined area and clip
  board; Send capture to disk, printer,
  clipboard or MDI window; Zoom in/out;
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  Crop images; Auto colour reduction;
  Page preview; BMP, RLE, GIF, PCX TIFF
  file formats. Requires Windows 3.1
  and 386 processor. <ASP>

TOPDR10A.ARJ    333644   03-06-95   TOP DRAW v1.0b <ASP> - File 1 of 2
  Powerful yet easy to use object-oriented
  drawing program.  For: desktop publishing,
  illustrations, diagrams, logos, brochures...
  Context-sensitive on-line help, status line,
  shape palette, multi-level undo. Gradient
  fills, textures, calligraphic pens, layers,
  text wraps to fit shape, Bezier curves...
  Much more! Try it! Requires Windows 3.1 on
  80386 or better. Top Software (10 Feb 94)

TOPDR10B.ARJ    396208   03-06-95   TOP DRAW v1.0b <ASP> - File 2 of 2
  Powerful yet easy to use object-oriented
  drawing program.  For: desktop publishing,
  illustrations, diagrams, logos, brochures...
  Context-sensitive on-line help, status line,
  shape palette, multi-level undo. Gradient
  fills, textures, calligraphic pens, layers,
  text wraps to fit shape, Bezier curves...
  Much more! Try it! Requires Windows 3.1 on
  80386 or better. Top Software (10 Feb 94)

TRAIN1WN.ARJ   1080246   03-06-95   Trains Vol.1 is the first in a series
  of unique Windows screen savers which
  feature archival transportation photos.
  Museum quality, 19th century locomotive
  prints, comprise this slide show. Design
  pros take note: these graphics are 8 bit,
  256 grey scale TIFF and royalty free!
  See read1st.txt.

TRAIN2WN.ARJ    855150   03-06-95   Trains Vol.2 is the second in a series
  of unique Windows screen savers which
  feature archival transportation photos.
  Museum quality, 19th century locomotive
  prints, comprise this slide show. Design
  pros take note: these graphics are 8 bit,
  256 grey scale TIFF and royalty free!
  See read1st.txt.

VID4WIN.ARJ   1299213   03-06-95   M/S video for Win1.1a; the file you need to
  run the .avi files that you've had problems
  with.

VPLAY1.ARJ    752284   03-06-95   ###### Versi Player for Windows ######
  !!! The best looking Player around !!!
  - Plays: wav mid rmi avi flc fli aas
  - full screen view
  - copy pictures to clipboard
  - control playback speed
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  - Volume control
  - Send typed commands to a device
  - Mouse controlled
  - Keyboard shortcut keys

W32SS.ARJ    455619   03-06-95   Windows NT screen savers:  clock, beziers,
  dancing lines, hypercycloids, life, snakes,
  spheres, zoom; demo of Photo Album.

WMOVER.ARJ     20667   03-06-95   Window Mover - allows you to modify
  field positions, rearrange the window
  structure, and modify fonts and colours
  on the fly.

Main Board: 32) Sampl e Files
============ ========= =======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================
ACROREAD.ARJ   1345629   03-06-95   Adobe Acrobat Reader 2.0. Just release by

  Adobe, this is a free program and be freely
  distributed. Use reader to view and print PDF
  (Portable Document Format) files. Unarj, then
  install in Windows by using Run from Program
  Manager.  Desktop Publishing aide.

AFCRD.ARJ     28440   03-06-95   Business Cards AMF: Allows the creation of
  business cards catered to the user's tastes.
  Finally, create business cards in minutes.
  Beautiful results with little or no
  effort.Has macros to copy one card to the
  rest of the cards. Designed for ten card
  stock. ASP Word 6.0 for Windows.

ALL3D.ARJ     43020   03-06-95   Use All3D to give your windows and dialogs
  three-dimensional look . W/Control panel
  applet. Easy to install and use.

AMATE200.ARJ    735026   03-06-95   AddressMate for WINDOWS version 2.0 by
  CoStar.
  AddressMate is a full-featured envelope/label
  designer and a contact manager that is
  integrated into Word, WordPerfect and AmiPro
  or can be used stand-alone. You can save and
  retrieve addresses; create envelopes, labels,
  postcards and business cards; and call you
  customers and frieds directly from your word
  processor. Online help and docs included.

AMPRTSCN.ARJ    142606   03-06-95   ÚÄÂÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÂÄ¿
  ³*³     PRINT SCREEN FOR WINDOWS     ³*³
  ³*³               1.0                ³*³
  ³*³ Press the <PrintScreen> key on   ³*³
  ³*³ your keyboard and watch your     ³*³
  ³*³ screen print on your printer.    ³*³
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  ³*³                                  ³*³
  ³*³ Use Windows?  YOU NEED THIS!     ³*³
  ³*³                                  ³*³
  ³*³ -A product of American Systems-  ³*³
  ÀÄÁÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÁÄÙ

AMSW10.ARJ    831824   03-06-95   Audio Help for WINDOWS (Word 6.0 Module) 1.0
  contains close to 4 hrs of audio help
  messages that are indexed to 450 topics.

ANICURS2.ARJ     68678   03-06-95   a collection of .ANI animated cursors
  for WinNT.  v2.0.  by Dan Goldwater.

ANIMOUS4.ARJ     59055   03-06-95   ANIMOUSE 4.0 animates Windows mouse cursors
  with your selections for the arrow, hourglass
  and sizers. Packed with artistically creative
  and amusing designs to choose from. Includes
  jumbo cursors that are easier to see on dim
  portable screens and on hi-res displays that
  miniaturize the standard cursors. Great for
  presentations, or just adding a fun personal
  touch to your Windows workspace. New tropical
  fish, animation speed control, anti-flicker.

B1TEST.ARJ      5428   03-06-95   Test your 386 for Windows 95 compatibility.
  Older 386 16Mhz and 20Mhz had a bug known as
  the B1 step bug.  Run this while in Windows
  to see if you have one.

BMVIEW10.ARJ      8973   03-06-95   ²±° BitMap View ///// J-Squared Software °±²
  BitMap View is a useful utility for
  "browsing" Windows bitmap files.  If you
  have a large collection of BitMaps, this
  is a great utility to quickly flip through
  to see what you have.  Future updates will
  include editing capabilities.   It's worth
  a look.  Required VBRUN100.DLL.

BOOKWIN1.ARJ     78910   03-06-95   BOOKBILD  1.0  for  WordPerfect  5.2/WINDOWS
  <ASP> $10.00 A macro package for WordPerfect
  that  builds  pamphlets from  formatted text
  files. Any two-across format can be used, in
  either portrait or landscape modes

CBWLT201.ARJ    902829   03-06-95   Colarado backup software for windows lite
  version 201. straight from colarado's bbs in
  the states

CCLOCK3.ARJ      4851   03-06-95   Caption Clock 3.00 - Adds clock to the
  caption bar of most any windows program.
  REQ.VBRUN300.DLL

CDRUNR20.ARJ    535514   03-06-95   CD-Runner for Windows 2.0 - New Version
  includes the ultimate CD player & CD-ROM
  runner; actual CD player faceplate on-screen
  for CDs, also includes CD/CD-ROM libraries &
  CD Changer support. Automically identify
  Audio CD or CD-ROM loaded & run it. VERY EASY
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  TO USE!!
CDSNDOFF.ARJ     27145   03-06-95   Audio CD Player ver. 1.0 for Windows.
CEDWE40J.ARJ    127007   03-06-95   CrypEdit v4.0J: menu driven MS-Windows pgm

  created to provide you w/a secure environment
  to edit, view, and print encrypted or
  nonencrypted text files while also enabling
  you to encrypt or decrypt DOS compatible
  files of any size; includes built in
  utilities to UU encode/decode any file so
  that 8 bit format files can be transferred
  over systems limited to 7 bit format

CSETUP15.ARJ    119450   03-06-95   CSetup v1.5 <SOURCEWARE> X-O-LEN Technology.
  A complete Windows installation/distribution
  system for software developers. Handles Setup
  Program information file (SETUP.INF) creation
  AND verification, generation of Golden Master
  Diskettes (from the SETUP.INF data) and mass
  duplication of ALL end user diskettes. CSetup
  AND Setup Program SOURCE CODE (MS C/C++ only)
  to ALL registered users. This is the complete
  Windows software distribution environment!

CYBERR02.ARJ     75063   03-06-95   -=> CyberNews, The ReadRoom Edition, 10/94! <
  Exploding with 20 hot reviews of
  software in all areas including graphics,
  business, multimedia and more. Feature
  reviews of SmartSuite 3.0, Myst, Act 2.0,
  Grolier's Multimedia Encyclopedia, Microsoft
  Publisher, Tropical Fish CD and much more!
  WINDOWS and ASCII Versions Available!

CYBERW03.ARJ    508571   03-06-95   -=> CyberNews, The Windows Edition, 12/94! <=
  Exploding with over 40 hot reviews of
  software in all areas including graphics,
  business, multimedia and more. Feature
  reviews of Approach, NavCIS, Wrath of the
  Gods and many more. Features include How
  To Upgrade your 486, Complete Internet
  Access via Email and more! Interview with
  network pioneer David Strom. Don't miss
  this issue! Readroom and ASCII also!

DECISION.ARJ      6149   03-06-95   This is DECISION, a cool windows program that
  randomly makes a decision based on your
  computer's clock. It then changes the color
  of a box in order to convey it's decision to
  you. Has wonderfully designed hot-keys and
  menus, and is a great gag gift for
  executives! It has been tested on Windows
  3.1, but probably works on other versions
  too. One of the ParaSoft programs.

DIL104.ARJ     33169   03-06-95   ==== DiskLine ==== version 1.04 by Glen Neal
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  This nifty little Windows utility shows two
  graphs in lower-right corner of screen
  indicating drive space. You can pick which
  two drives to show. The graphs are green, but
  changes to yellow when drive space is less
  than 10%, and to red with less than 5%.
  Requires Windows 3.x. Shareware.
  Now remembers position you drag window to!

DL115.ARJ     73423   03-06-95   DateLine  -  version 1.15  -  by Glen Neal
  This great little Windows utility puts one
  small rectangle in upperleft corner of screen
  and shows the day of week, month, day, time,
  am/pm, memory and largest free block memory.
  Each item can be toggled on or off. Optional
  chime hourly or every X minutes and lets you
  set the interval and .WAV file(s) to play.
  Now remembers position you drag window to!

DOSBR141.ARJ     26443   03-06-95   DosBar V1.41 (c) 1993,94 by Andreas Furrer
  DosBar adds a toolbar to any DOS window.
  Access functions which will normally only be
  available from the system menu of DOS window

DRAGFL10.ARJ    820210   03-06-95   Drag And File v.1.0 - Very powerful File
  Manager for Windows. Copy, move, delete,
  view, zip files from up to 10 Drag And
  File windows at one time. List files
  for selected directories or entire
  drives or multiple drives. Toggle
  the display of just duplicate files.
  Multi Associate files.

DRAWBLNK.ARJ      6434   03-06-95   Draw Blank Screen Saver For Windows An
  enchanting Screen Saver, Thats never dull.
  Shareware - Please support your shareware
  authors. Requires vBRUN300.DLL.

DSKPIE.ARJ    110356   03-06-95   DiskPie Graphical Filemanager Extension <ASP>
  Really exciting Windows Filemanager extension
  that graphically shows disk usage per file
  and per directory. Zoom in and out on
  Piechart segments. Enables user to delete
  whole directory trees (if desired) and shows
  the effect on free diskspace. Seemless
  integration with Filemanager. Version 1.0,
  november 1994. Created by Zorn Software.

EIW220.ARJ    139426   03-06-95   Encrypt-It v2.20 for Windows (Shareware).
  Encrypt-It's secure encryption routines are
  perfect for protecting everything from
  private diaries to company proprietary data.
  Available for both DOS and Windows with full
  file interchange.  Due to NSA's Data
  Encryption Standard (DES) export
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  restrictions, the shareware version of
  Encrypt-It is limited to the proprietary
  and proprietary+ levels of encryption.

ELEMV40.ARJ     46058   03-06-95   Periodic Table for Windows Version 4!
  Includes the latest information on ALL the
  elements, including weight, diagrams, and
  structure. Includes various quizzes to help
  aid the learning student. Written by a
  Chemistry student for chemisty students. Req.
  Windows v3.1 or greater, VGA, mouse, and
  run-time module VBRUN300.DLL.

EXCL_LTS.ARJ    253462   03-06-95   This compressed file contains the Lotus
  1-2-3 WK4 file converter for use with
  Microsoft Excel versions 5.0 and 5.0c
  for Windows. Allows you to convert your
  existing Lotus 1-2-3 Rel 4 or 5 for Windows
  files to Microsoft Excel 5.0 files.

FIXODDS.ARJ    477238   03-06-95   Fixed odds calculator for Windows 3.0 or 3.1
  Designed for use with the bookmaker's fixed
  odds football coupon.Simple to prepare a bet
  and to experiment with different
  permutations,selections & prices. Use to
  achieve an acceptable balance of cost &
  return & to check winnings. It will
  undoubtably be of use to the horse racing
  enthusiast as well. See CALC.TXT for
  documentation. Requires 386SX,VGA and Mouse.

FMANJR11.ARJ     62576   03-06-95   FILE MANAGER JR. 1.1 ASP File manager for
  Word for Windows 6.0.- A time-saving utility
  that lets you perform more than a dozen
  file-management operations without switching
  to the Windows File Manager. You can move,
  copy, rename, delete and undelete files in up
  to 36 directories. You can also create
  directories. Windows - Utilities.

FPLACE12.ARJ     62040   03-06-95   Favorite Places is the fastest and
  easiest-to-use quick access program for
  Windows. FP lets you access up to 18 DOS or
  Windows applications with a single click or
  choose from a sub-menu, all defined by you,
  and using a minimal amount of desktop space.
  Favorite Places v1.2 lets you auto-set the
  position the bar to any corner of the screen,
  or manually position it and lock it's
  position. You can also set FP to be
  accessible from any application by choosing
  the "Always on Top" option.

FWTOUR.ARJ    154561   03-06-95   Guided Tour - FILEWARE for Word for Windows
  Official Microsoft Office Compatible Product
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  FILEWARE is an award-winning add-in that
  makes Word more powerful & easier to use.
  "48 Best Add In" products - PC Magazine
  "...adds a good selection of file & program
  management features" - PC Week;
  Shareware Magazine Editor's Choice;
  "...makes WinWord stand on its ear.", Woody
  Leonhard, Hacker's Guide to Word for Windows

HBCL71.ARJ    218967   03-06-95   HEBREW CALENDAR FOR WINDOWS v7.1 - Provides
  date conversion, holidays, yahrzeit
  anniversaries, Torah/Haftarah readings, and
  sunset times. Shareware. Reqs VBRUN300.DLL

JMCHRONO.ARJ      4713   03-06-95   JMCHRONO.EXE is my first VBasic application.
  It is very simplistic and is really just a
  stopwatch with no Help whatsover.
  It's a start!
  VBRUN300.DLL is required, and must be
  placed in your WINDOWS\SYSTEMS directory

KDL11BA.ARJ    120078   03-06-95   Ken's Disk Labeler for Windows Version 1.1B
  For use with Avery 5196 or Z-lable 15195 9-UP

LRWIN102.ARJ    193962   03-06-95   ** Lode Runner-Windows Version 1.02 Patch **
  --------------------------------------------
  This archive file contains the necessary
  files to update your copy of Lode Runner for
  Windows to version 1.02.  This update
  corrects "Divide by Zero" after the Windows
  joystick drivers are installed, GPF error
  messages encountered when restoring games,
  Bunglers getting stuck in two player mode,
  and animation pauses when the music loops.

MRGFAX22.ARJ    126786   03-06-95   MergeFax 2.2 is an add-on program that allows
  you to "mail-merge" group fax THOUSANDS of
  PERSONALIZED faxes with Word for Windows 6.0
  and WinFax PRO 3.0, 4.0, and WinFax PRO for
  Networks.

MTM211.ARJ    705220   03-06-95   METZ Task Manager 2.11.  The award
  winning replacement for the Windows Task
  List and Program Manager. Makes Windows
  faster and easier to use. Winner of two
  PC Magazine Editor's Choice awards,
  WINDOWS Magazine WIN100 award, and
  Windows User Best Buy Award! This is a
  fully functional evaluation version,
  includes online help and deinstall. METZ
  TASKMAN WINDOWS SHELL UTILITY METZ

MW601.ARJ    445408   03-06-95   MegaWord brings you the world's most
  comprehensive add-on Productivity Pack for
  Microsoft Word for Windows. It's the unique
  bundle that puts the emphasis on tools you'll
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  use every day. From simple utilities that
  make your life just a little bit easier to
  highly sophisticated features that add brand
  new functionality to WinWord.

MYNEWP10.ARJ    166021   03-06-95   My New Project 1.0 (Windows)
  A simple project assessment tool.
  Fill in text boxes with project information.
  Rename sections. Single file data packaging.
  Find, search, copy, paste. printing.
  A humorous newspaper article is created.

NS16_100.EXE    707446   03-06-95   Netscape 1.00 - World Wide Web viewer for
  windows. Free for non-commercial use. This is
  it folks... The "release" copy.

PEEPER.ARJ    481945   03-06-95   PEEPER 1.08 File Viewer/Vers Info
  Extract Version, Identification info
  from Windows DLLs and EXEs. Can print info

POPUPCAL.ARJ     31308   03-06-95   Pop-Up Calendar - is a desktop calendar
  for Windows. Features include two
  different size displays, the ability to
  quickly flip through months and years,
  and printing options for a single month
  on an entire year. Requires VBRUN300.

PRGGRP18.ARJ     15252   03-06-95   Progman-Groups 1.4 (c) 1992-94 by Andreas
  Furrer. Progman-Groups gives you the
  possibility to have groups in groups in the
  progam manager of Windows. Because PRGGRP
  uses normal progman groups, you don't have
  any limitations.

RESDU25.ARJ    289855   03-06-95   RESDUET+ is a small, floating panel that show
  Windows exit & restart buttons. ResDuet+ also
  file manager with several file utilities (inc
  user-configurable application buttons for up
  drop. ResDuet+ has sound with most commands.
  other upgrades. This is the main file group (
  sound files are in RESDUB.ARJ (or RESDU2B.ARJ
  SWREG ID #2350.

SAVERS1.ARJ     88960   03-06-95   Screen Saver Collection #1 - is a set
  of  screen savers for Windows 3.1.

SCLCK11.ARJ     69576   03-06-95   Super Clock 1.1: Super Clock is a handy
  little app with the following features:
  12/24 hour clock, 99:99:99 countdown/
  countup timer, WAV player, Resource
  monitor/alarm, and many more including
  a whole set of alarm functions!
  1.1 adds much better graphics & "stay
  on top." For Win3.1; Reqs. VBRUN300.DLL.

SCROLL31.ARJ     21774   03-06-95   ScrollMaster V3.1 Easy to use Windows desktop
  utility that makes scrolling easier and
  reduces arm movement. Scrolling is performed
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  on the window that is underneath the
  ScrollMaster window.

SEAS19.ARJ    106966   03-06-95   SEASCAPE 1.9 - Realistic Fish <ASP>
  Seascape is a Windows 3.1 screen saver which
  displays relatively realistic fish and tiny
  animals on which they feed; it works with
  the built-in Windows screen saver utility.
  Seascape is shareware produced by a member of
  the Association of Shareware Professionals.
  Instructions are in SEA_READ.ME; full
  documentation is in SEAS_DOC.TXT.

SMTPPR14.ARJ     41014   03-06-95   Wallpaper INSIDE ProgManager, File Manager!
  Allows different bitmap backgrounds inside
  any Windows MDI application, including the
  File Manager, Program Manager and many others
  from other vendors. Supports 256 colors, and
  random selection at start or on a time basis.
  Choose a different pretty girl for each
  program, and each run, or tile one of the
  standard Windows backgrounds. Shareware.
  (c) Oakley Data Services 1993.

SMTTOP11.ARJ     29746   03-06-95   SmartTop 1.1 - Always-on-Top utility.
  Allows you to mark any Window as
  "Always-on-Top" (like Windows Help) even if
  it wasn't programmed that way. For example,
  keep the Calculator on top of Excel, or
  clipboard on top of Write. Can also front-end
  programs to always start "on-top". Shareware.

SNDFRG.ARJ    483696   03-06-95   Sonic Foundry Sound Forge 2.0 Demo Release
  The Sound Forge 2.0 Demo contains all the
  features of the Sound Forge 2.0 package
  except for 2 things - you can't save files
  and you can't paste to other applications via
  the Windows Clipboard. Sound Forge is
  available directly from Sonic Foundry for
  $179.00.

SPAC163E.ARJ    774286   03-06-95   Space Hound 1.63 Win Disk Utility
  Find duplicate files, "sniff out" wasted
  space and forgotton files. Includes
  printable directory tree which reports
  storage usage within nested directories.
  Version info display, file compare, file
  extension display, file and directory
  deletion, deletion tracking statistics,
  miscellaneous reports and more.  Works
  great on networks also.

SPY206.ARJ    230423   03-06-95   WIN info spy 206, added stress features
SQUEAK19.ARJ    185592   03-06-95   Squeaky Mouse v1.9E - Squeaky Mouse is a

  utility to assist Windows users use their
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  mouse more fully. A cute mouse will appear
  when a window is opened and will run to the
  default object (e.g. Default window button).

STAT33A.ARJ    132708   03-06-95   ÚÄÂÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÂÄ¿
  ³ ³ ÄÄ Statline ÄÄÄ Version 3.3 ÄÄ ³ ³
  ³ ³The Ultimate Windows Status Line³ ³
  ³ ÀÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÙ ³
  ³  Show date, time, memory, system   ³
  ³  resources, and hard drive space   ³
  ³ ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ ³
  ³ * Launch programs  * Exit Win fast ³
  ³ * Program menu     * Mini Notepad  ³
  ³ * Printer control  * Much More!    ³
  ÀÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÙ

TAPECALC.ARJ    131808   03-06-95   Windows Mag TAPE CALCULATOR for Windows
  replaces Windows calculator, has a tape
  reading if desired, 0,2,4 decimal

TESTAID.ARJ    327138   03-06-95   TestAid - allows you to create multiple
  choice, true/false, and question/answer tests
  in WINDOWS. Tests may be administered on the
  computer or printed to a text file for
  importation into a text editor. Other
  features include a text search function, the
  ability to go to a specific question number,
  clipboard support, and more. Description
  Copyright 1994 PsL

THEPAD.ARJ    241398   03-06-95   BRAND NEW "THE PAD" FOR WINDOWS!
  EXCELLENT NOTE SAVER, APPOINTMENT KEEPER,
  BACKROUND CATCH-ALL WINDOWS SHAREWARE!
  LATEST IGLOO SOFTWARE RELEASE!
  REMARKABLE NEW DOODLE FEATURE- A MUST FOR
  EVERY DESKTOP!

THUMBREF.ARJ   1216471   03-06-95   ThumbNail Reference for Windows by Adaptec
  for setting up and trouble shooting their
  products, has a dos 'engine' also for use
  from dos.

TIMEUP12.ARJ    104126   03-06-95   Time's Up! V 1.2: for Windows 3.1 ; an
  interval, countdown timer, with a twelve hour
  alarm range, allowing recurring intervals of
  up to two hours. Supports sound functions
  MORE  Requires VBRUN300.DLL.

TM22.ARJ    373525   03-06-95   TestMaker v2.2 - Multi-media Test Maker.
  Create Multiple Choice Tests with up to
  250 Questions by placing simple Commands in
  a text file. Add Voice, Graphics, Music and
  HyperText. Present in any language and
  record results to printer or disk. Perfect
  tool for Computer Based Training. Compatible
  with Windows and SoundBlaster. Requires
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  Harddisk and Color Monitor. Shareware from
  I.E.S. - $39.50 plus s/h.

TOOLQUBE.ARJ    294800   03-06-95   Toolqube This is a program that allows you to
  create stay-on-top toolbars for all Windows
  applications. Make a toolbar that only has
  the commands you need. Choose the size, shape
  and placement. Can send any command you can
  send with your keyboard.

TRYSKW.ARJ   1370080   03-06-95   Sidekick for Windows 30-Day Trial
  Sidekick for Windows 30-Day Trial
  Edition + $5.00 Rebate!!!  For a limited
  time you can test drive a fully
  functional version of the award winning
  Sidekick for Windows for 30 days. 30-Day
  Risk-free Trial edition. Download files
  includes a special $5.00 rebate when
  converting to the full version of
  Sidekick. See Rebate.txt for details.
  Offer valid in the US and Canada only.
  Requires 386 or higher, Windows 3.1 and
  5 meg of disk space for installation (3
  megs after install).

TSPLY100.ARJ     56280   03-06-95   DSP Group TsPlayer, Util.,v1.00,FREEWARE-
  TsPlayer-WWW Realtime sound files player.
  TsPlayer is an application that lets you
  play any TrueSpeech sound file(.WAV files)
  while you are downloading it using one of
  WorldWideWeb(WWW) internet client software.
  You can play the sound file using any one
  of your favorite sound files viewers (for
  example Microsoft sound system sound finder
  program) and the sound playing can start
  instantly right at the moment you start the
  download.
  Using TsPlayer lets you hear the sounds
  without having to wait for the whole sound
  file transfer to be completed.
  TsPlayer also works with most of the World
  Wide Web client software and it is very easy
  to configure and work with.

USCLK13E.ARJ     58616   03-06-95   Rabbit Clock analog clock with a dancing
  rabbit displayed on the face. Has following
  features: 1. Alarm clock 2. Time signal (like
  a coo coo clock) 3. Title bar clock - display
  a digital clock on a title bar of an active
  window. Hw.

UZBLK112.ARJ     90223   03-06-95   UZBLANK LAPTOP SCREEN BLANKER - UZFUL SOFTWAR
  Version 1.12 Released 5 January, 1995.
  A MS-Windows 3.x screen blanker for power-man
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  laptop and desktop computers. Turns off devic
  configurable period of idleness. Also feature
  password protection to prevent unwanted casua
  Includes an APM examination utility.

UZPWR131.ARJ     88463   03-06-95   UZPOWER - LAPTOP POWER MONITOR - UZFUL SOFTWA
  Version 1.31 Released 2 January, 1995.
  A MS-Windows 3.x Battery Power Monitor for po
  laptop and desktop computers which do not hav
  critical feature. Unmistakeably warns if batt
  goes to low and critical level. Estimates rem
  battery life.  Included is an APM examination

VUEPRI32.ARJ    204462   03-06-95   VuePrint 3.2 -- fast JPEG/GIF viewer for
  Windows

WC401.ARJ     82025   03-06-95   Digital alarm v4.01 for WINDOWS 3.1
WCPD12.ARJ     58189   03-06-95   Complete Program Deleter 1.2 for Windows

  removes all files and directories added
  to a disk by any installation utility,
  and restores AUTOEXEC.BAT, CONFIG.SYS,
  SYSTEM.INI, and WIN.INI.

WINCHG12.ARJ     40303   03-06-95   Window Changer v1.2 - Switch windows fast.
  Make any window stay on top or move to back.
  Hide windows or unhide invisible windows.
  Exit or Restart Windows with no annoying
  prompt. WinChanger operates unobtrusively by
  adding the names of all top-level windows and
  the above-mentioned options to the system
  menu. So it is accessible from most windows.
  Switching is effortless even with all windows
  maximized. For Windows 3.1 and higher.
  Last revision date in archive: 12-11-1994.

WINFC1B.ARJ    149495   03-06-95   WinFC V1.0b - September 20, 1994
  WinFC is a shareware MS-Windows utility
  which allows you to visually and graphically
  identify the differences between two text
  files.  Difference sections can easily be
  examined using push buttons, and multiple
  versions of files can be compared at the
  same time.

WINPRI.ARJ     68309   03-06-95   WinPrint-Almost FREE Windows Screen Print Utl
WINZIP55.ARJ    266788   03-06-95   WinZip 5.5 w/Built-in ZIP+UNZIP; Drag & Drop

  New: Install/Try/UNINSTALL software in ZIPs!
  PKZIP is not needed for basic ZIP operations.
  Brings the convenience of Windows to Zipping
  "Best Utility" 1994 Shareware Industry Awards
  "Easy to use" InfoWorld 4/18/94
  "Perfect Extraction Program" PC Computing12/9
  "Top 10" Windows Utility CompuServe Mag 10/93
  Winner: Windows Magazine's 1993 WIN100 Award
  "Slick and Intuitive" Computer Shopper 5/94
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WMENU.ARJ    181005   03-06-95   A Windows 3.1 or above menu program designed
  to ease the transition to the Windows
  environment. Very easy to use and loaded with
  great functionality. Powerful and lean.

WOLR90.ARJ    397868   03-06-95   WinOnLine REVIEW Issue #90 úCommercial
  Software & Hardware Reviews & Comments
  The ORIGINAL WinHelp Magazine 10/01/94

WOLR91.ARJ    610164   03-06-95   WinOnLine REVIEW Issue #91 úCommercial
  Software & Hardware Reviews & Comments  EXTRA

WOLR92.ARJ    472463   03-06-95   WinOnLine REVIEW Issue #92 úReviews of
  the LATEST Windows Shareware, Software
  & Hardware, the ORIGINAL WinHelp EZine

WOLR94.ARJ    483824   03-06-95   ÉÍ WinOnLine REVIEW Issue #94 úReviews of Í»
  ºú the LATEST Windows Shareware, Software úº
  ºú & Hardware, the ORIGINAL WinHelp EZine úº
  ºú featuring reviews of AX-ICON ÜÜÜÜ Ü  Ü úº
  ºú premier icon editor, PRIME 6 ÛÜÜÛ ÛÜÜÛ úº
  ºú for MSWord, track your timeú ÜÜÜÛ    Û úº
  ºú with XTIMELOG, new CLEAN SWEEP program úº
  ºú deleter from QUARTERDECK, be ready for úº
  ºú Uncle Sam with TURBOTAX, freeform data úº
  ºú base INFOTREE, FILE MANAGER STEP-UP, a úº
  ºú personal scanner PAPERMAX with MAXMATE úº
  ºú software, Wolly's latest discoveries & úº
  ÈÍ special reflections from Bob Gollihurú Í¼

WOLRS45.ARJ    483354   03-06-95   °± WinOnLine Review SHAREWARE EDITION #45 °±
  ±² The ORIGINAL WinHelp Magazine 09/15/94 ±²
  °± FEATURE REVIEWS and SHAREWARE BRIEFS!ú °±
  ±² Ü Ü ÜÜÜ FULL LENGTH FEATURE REVIEWS on ±²
  °± ÛÜÛ ÛÜÜ SPACE HOUND PRO drive de-duper °±
  ±²   Û ÜÜÛ ADDRESS MANAGER, WHIZNOTES for ±²
  °± keeping track of anything, WINPTR, the °±
  ±² super-icon for printing and capturingú ±²
  °± needs, and DRAG AND FILE File Managerú °±
  ±² replacement. Wolly passes on some newú ±²

WT20.ARJ   1353096   03-06-95   Wintune is WINDOWS Magazine's test and
  tune-up kit for users of Microsoft Windows
  and Windows for Workgroups. It is not a
  benchmark (though it does incorporate some
  benchmarking code). Instead, it's an end-user
  tool designed to help you configure and tune
  your system for optimal performance.

WV1019D.ARJ   1403802   03-06-95   Microsoft Video version 1.1d for Windows.
   - Improved palette support. The new release
     of MSVIDEO.DLL and the Cinepak and Indeo
     codecs prevent Video for Windows from
     having to dither 24-bit videos twice. MORE

WW1138.EXE     42090   03-06-95   Direct from Microsoft BBS
  Updated CALCULATOR for Windows. Previous
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  version reported incorrect answers on some
  subtractions.

WXI100.ARJ    160557   03-06-95   Win-eXpose-I/O Windows Utility V1.00 Gives
  real-time report on all files activities all
  over the system (including windows & DOS
  boxes). A MUST HAVE tool for any one who is
  trying to find out which file an application
  is using or missing. Great tool for also for
  developers for tracking file operation by an
  external utility, and for improving windows
  performance.

ZDW16E.ARJ     50877   03-06-95   ZIP Directory for Windows is one of many
  programs for unzipping files in the windows
  environment.  The following are some design
  objectives for ZIP Directory for Windows;
  Minimal Set-Up, Uncluttered interface, File
  Manager-type interface, File.Open...
  directly from archive. Requires VBRUN300.DLL.

ZSHR16.ARJ    227570   03-06-95   ZShare jumps at you with 256-COLOR screen
  shots of the latest shareware programs,
  including One Must Fall: 2097 and Wacky
  Wheels. We also review WordExpress and
  UzPower. This issue includes a special
  SNEAK PEEK at Apogee's RISE OF THE TRIAD!
  ZShare is a Windows 3.1 Help format file.

Main Board: 33) Sampl e Files
============ ========= =======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================
301.ARJ    103505   03-06-95   Adobe Type Manager Patch v3.0 -> 3.01

  You must have ATM v3.0 already installed, and
  check the doc for manual ATM.INI edits that
  MUST be made !!
  D/L'd from Adobe BBS 11/10/94

3X3_15.ARJ    122960   03-06-95   3x3 Labeler v1.5: MS-Windows easy-to-use
  method of producing labels for 3 " disks;
  label will contain a list of the files on the
  disk, as well as a banner (title) and edge
  text; requires VBRUN300.DLL; 12/06/93;
  TANSTAAFL Software.
  Last revision date in archive: 12-06-1993.

CASS1ASW.ARJ     21743   03-06-95   A Cassette label maker for WINDOWS 3.11
  Needs VBRUN300.DLL

GTIDRG10.ARJ     75476   03-06-95   GTI Drag'n'... V1.0
  A set of 4 drag and drop utils that let you
  print files, delete files, play sound files
  and view graphics files.
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  Requires vbrun300.dll
PRNVW30.ARJ     48644   03-06-95   PRN Viewer v3.0: MS-Windows utility that

  allows you to peek into PostScript PRN files
  created by CorelDRAW; useful in determining
  exactly what fonts are required to be
  resident in or downloaded to the output
  device although it also displays other
  information that you may find useful; req
  VBRUN300.DLL; 09/02/94; Russell Miller.

SPLT221W.ARJ    250641   03-06-95   SPLOT V2.21 for Windows, the HP-GL
  (or DXY-GL) pen plotter simulator.
  It supports up to 50 HP-GL instructions
  and 20 DXY-GL instructions. SPLOT has many
  features as comfortable user interface with
  on-line help, exporting a picture to the
  HP-GL, DXY-GL and DXF formats, printing
  a picture, zoom and pan, variable line widths
  etc. SPLOT requires the MS-Windows ver. 3.1
  or higher.

Main Board: 34) Sampl e Files
============ ========= =======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================
DIH220.ARJ     14574   03-06-95   Desktop Icon Hider (DIH) v2.2

  DIH allows you to clean up your desktop
  so you won't see all those useless icons.
  Desktop Icon Hider requires a 386 or
  higher, a mouse and Windows v3.1
  Latest version: March 17, 1994

DKICK.ARJ     62398   03-06-95   Launches Win apps with the click of a mouse
  button.  Just click on an empty spot on the
  desktop to bring up a use r-configurable menu
  containing your favorite programs.  Selecting
  a menu item cau ses DropKick to launch the
  program quickly and easily.                hw

DRAGVU.ARJ    542485   03-06-95   Drag And View Gold v.1.0 - File Viewers for
  Win 3.1 File Manager or any file manager
  that supports Drag and Drop. ASP Shareware.
  Drag And View adds what's missing to file
  manager.  Views most popular database,
  word processor, spreadsheet, and graphic
  formats, plus also ASCII and HEX. Copy to
  clipboard, print, search and goto
  functions. Open multiple windows.

FINDR400.ARJ     28694   03-06-95   Finder 4.00: MS-Windows program which allows
  you to swap between all of your active apps
  w/tremendous ease; adds a control Icon to the
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  title bar of your currently active app,
  adjacent to the control menu Icon.

FLUSH1.ARJ     72449   03-06-95   File Flush 1.01 <ASAD> - The drag and drop
  file delete utility with a sense of humor.
  Drop files into the toilet, the lid goes
  up and you hear a splash.  Your choice of
  restoring files (one or a group) or flushing
  them, complete with the flushing sound you'd
  expect.  Best of all File Flush is FREEware.
  No registration required.  FREEware but
  Copyright 1993 by Unique Software, All Rights
  Reserved.  Requires Windows and VBRUN300.DLL.

FMAPP11D.ARJ    145183   03-06-95   FM Applic 1.1d - Windows 3.1 File
  Manager extension that provides you
  with an Applications menu.  Integrates
  virtually any DOS or Windows
  application with the File Manager.
  Click on files, click on application,
  and PRESTO!  Full WFWG TOOLBAR
  SUPPORT!  Also, will "auto-load" your
  favorite Drag-Drop applications when
  the File Manager starts.

FMGUARD.ARJ    119241   03-06-95   File Manager Guard <ASP> - allows to set up
  [Restrictions] for File Manager. Windows 3.1
  Shareware, $29.95+s&h.

FP16D_S.ARJ    246979   03-06-95   File Plus Ver 1.6D.
  The Ultimate Windows File Manager!
   ÛßßßßßßßßßßßßßßFile Plus!ßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßÛ
   Û Awsome Windows Program To Help You       Û
   Û Manage All Your Files, Better Than       Û
   Û File Manager! This Program Does It       Û
   Û All...Windows Users Must Try This!       Û
   Û Features:                                Û
   Û--PKZip front end. Zip, Unzip, View,      Û
   Û and perform multi-volume backups         Û
   Û all with a few simple clicks of a        Û
   Û mouse button.                            Û
   Û--100% fully customizable user interface. Û
   Û--126 user buttons that you can con-      Û
   Û figure to perform any function.          Û
   Û--Full sound support.                     Û
   Û--Customizable fonts.                     Û
   Û--File Finding Functions.                 Û
   Û--Plus many more features.                Û
   ßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßß

FSR_WIN.ARJ    235939   03-06-95   This is a really useful Windows 3.# utility
  used to minitor Free System Resources. FSR
  alarms when System Resources are low. No
  useless features to tend with. Also the .doc
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  file contains information on Windows tips and
  techniques for increasing performance and
  stability. Please......Try it out!!!!

INWCH18.ARJ    141959   03-06-95   InWatch. 'Watches' win 3.1 apps install. Lets
  you backup your config files (autoexec.bat,
  config.sys, system.ini, win.ini). When you
  install a windows 3.1 application, InWatch
  will comparethe files and create an ASCII
  file that contains all lines of your
  configuration files that changed.

IVU153.ARJ    183656   03-06-95   InfoView - (almost) universal file
  viewer/browser for Win 3.x.  View text, hex,
  bmp, gif, and more.  Drag & Drop from FMgr
  supported.  From Compuserve.

KFREE511.ARJ    231425   03-06-95   K-Free(tm) 5.11 from Dragon's Eye
  Software is the latest version of
  the BEST memory tracker available
  for Windows.  Using K-Free you can
  keep track of Free Memory, Disk
  Space, Free Resources, Date, Time,
  Windows Configuration and the
  Number of currently running Tasks.
  You can also set alarms on Memory,
  Disk Space and Resources so that
  K-Free will let you know when those
  areas are low. Hundreds of
  registered users depend on K-Free
  every day! Try it out today!

METAMOUS.ARJ     19968   03-06-95   A file for changing the mouse cursor to
  different shapes and sizes in windows.

MRFORMAT.ARJ    115678   03-06-95   Mr. Format is the FASTEST floppy formatter
  for Windows!  Background formatting!
  Formats a box of floppies with only a
  keystroke to beging the format!  No more
  hassle!  The best utility for the lowest
  price!  15 days evaluation period.  $10
  to register.  Version 2.0a

MTINI124.ARJ     32116   03-06-95   MAINTINI is a small DOS based prg. Which lets
  you modify any kind of INI-Files from the DOS
  commandline. Usefull for networks, just place
  it in the login-script. ! New Version 1.24 !
  - Create new section, add or modify key &
  values - Delete,Comments,Uncomments keys and
  sections - Global replace of strings
  supported - Supports PROGMAN.INI,SYSTEM.INI !
  - You can use environment variables This
  programm is email-ware.

NMFW11I.ARJ    797201   03-06-95   New Menus for Windows is a Windows-Shell and
  -Enhancement based on popup menus similar to
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  OpenLook 3. Every time you push the right or
  middle mousebutton (or a Hotkey) a Popup-Menu
  appears for a quick access to your
  applications, documents, directories(!),
  tasks and Program-Manager groups, Windows API
  (or other DLL-functions) and keyboard macros.
  All menuitems are showed with icons, several
  graph. styles and can be grouped in submenus
  as many and deep as you like, independent of
  resource needings. Every Menu you can stick
  with a needle on the desktop - also normal
  application menus!

ONEXIT10.ARJ     94203   03-06-95   On_Exit! v1.0 Autorun program Windows 3.1
  Run a user configurable program before
  Windows exits. Ask to run or run
  automatically. Run DOS or Windows files.
  Requires: VBRUN300.DLL, Windows 3.1

PITALK22.ARJ    361189   03-06-95   PLUG-IN for WINDOWS v2.20 <ASP> - Plug It In!
  These are the Talking Clock files for Plug-In
  From Plannet Crafters.

PMSTEP15.ARJ    647273   03-06-95   Program Manager Step-Up 1.5 -- adds dozens of
  new features to Windows, including a desktop
  mode, dashboard, multiple desktops, groups
  within groups, etc.  At $19.95 a must see!

QUIKNO.ARJ    184694   03-06-95   Quick Notes, a Notepad replacement, is a
  fast text editor that has multiple-file
  editing, word-wrap, case conversion, a "most
  recently used" file list, a toolbar, search
  and replace, and other features found in
  full-blown word processors.  Quick Notes
  features file management commands, execute
  program, dial number, print preview, context
  sensitive help and more.  WinApp of the
  Month, November 1994, PC/Computing.

RBTN132.ARJ     44525   03-06-95   The RIGHT Button - is a
  replacement/enhancement for Program Manager.
  Requires VBRUN300.

SPHOUND.ARJ   1004945   03-06-95   Space Hound 1.52 Windows based Disk Utilities
  Search for duplicate files, "sniff out"
  wasted space and forgotton files.  Includes
  printable directory tree which reports
  storage usage within nested directories.
  Version information display, file compare,
  file extension display, file and directory
  deletion, deletion tracking statistics,
  miscellaneous reports and more.  Works great
  on networks as well.

SPY210.ARJ    292646   03-06-95   InfoSpy - A Windows environment spy
  which combines the power of a resource
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  monitor, a task scheduler, system
  alarms and Windows activity tracing
  in a friendly, clear MDI interface.
     InfoSpy can examine and report on
  Windows tasks, modules, open windows,
  classes, open files, global atoms,
  memory usage by task, multimedia
  devices, memory control blocks, DOS
  device drivers, environment, CMOS,
  VxDs, virtual machines, version info,
  timer info, GDI & USER heap, memory
  usage and heap usage. Each reporting
  window can be independantly refreshed
  or automatically updated on a timed
  basis.

SQUEAK.ARJ    186317   03-06-95   Squeaky Mouse, a shareware program for
  WINDOWS 3.1.  Turns your mouse cursor into a
  sqeaking animated mouse. Also useful as a
  trash can and clipoard.  Very good and fun.

SRW101.ARJ     55597   03-06-95   SpeedRAM for Windows 1.01 windows version of
  the popular DOS utility by Foley Hi-Tech
  Increases overall system performance by as
  much as 10%  Shareware version <ASP>

STILET1A.ARJ     82277   03-06-95   Free Win3.1 task launcher/switcher featuring:
  small desktop footprint; use any mouse button
  to launch; launch menu in addtion to button
  bar; clock/date display; switch to or close
  any active task; make task always on top;
  alarms, chimes, scheduled activation of
  tasks; wallpaper changer/randomizer;
  application sounds with changer/randomizer.
  Version 1.1 adds middle mouse button
  simulation by shift-left.

SWC10.ARJ     69604   03-06-95   SW Config provides online configuration
  management for the Silver Wolf Desktop,
  released separately as SWD10.ZIP. This
  Visual Basic program requires VBRUN300.DLL in
  the Windows SYSTEM directory.

SWD10.ARJ    349420   03-06-95   The Silver Wolf Desktop for Windows 3.1
  includes not only the best features of
  Macintosh and Windows95/Chicago, but
  many other even more intuitive ways to
  use your computer. Shareware Silver Wolf $39

VSHAR386.ARJ     11740   03-06-95   VSHARE.386 version 3.11.0.401. If you are
  using applications that support object
  linking and embedding (OLE) 2.0, you must run
  either SHARE.EXE or VSHARE.386. VSHARE.386
  eliminates the need for SHARE.EXE when you
  run Windows 3.1 or Windows for Workgroups in
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  386 enhanced mode and thus allows for extra
  memory for dos based applications!

W95FIX.ARJ     48565   03-06-95   PATCH FOR XTREE GOLD FOR WINDOWS VER 4.0 THAT
  fixes a screen refresh issue when using page
  down to viw files in file viewer read txt for
  info.

WATCHDOG.ARJ     61248   03-06-95   WinWatchdog-v1.1 - FREEWARE
  This utility will monitor your Windows(tm)
  resources and display them on three
  percentage graphs in the lower-right hand
  corner of your screen.  The program will
  notify the user when the resources become
  dangerously low.  This program requires
  VBRUN300.DLL to operate.

WFIND22.ARJ     58110   03-06-95   FILE FINDER VERSION 2.2 FOR WINDOWS <ASP>
  Powerful file search program for Windows-
  File finder for Windows is a file search
  program for Windows 3.x. It can search all
  drives, including networked drives, and most
  popular archive types.  Search types include
  DOS standard, substring, regular
  expression, date, time, and size.
  Windows - Utilities
  DON BRANSON

WINCHG11.ARJ     39781   03-06-95   Window Changer v1.1 - Switch windows fast.
  Make any window stay on top or move to back.
  Hide windows or unhide invisible windows.MORE
  For Windows 3.1 and higher.

WINIMA20.ARJ    229877   03-06-95   --> WINIMAGE 2.0:THE WINDOWS DISK IMAGER <--
  -> RUN IN BACKGOUND, WORK ON DISK IMAGE <-
  Contain both Win 3.1 and WinNT Intel version
  make disk image from floppy, extract file fro
  image, make an empty image, inject file on it
  and put the image on blank disk. TRUE WINDOWS
  APP: Toolbar,status Bar,3D-look, drag & drop
  client and server. Change image format,defrag
  delete file on image. POWERFUL BATCH ASSISTAN
  French & US version.

WINMEN18.ARJ     65971   03-06-95   WinMenu is a Shareware Menu Program for
  Windows 3.1. It allows users to define menu
  items in a plain ASCII text file and then
  presents these items in a list through which
  users can double-click on menu items. Users
  can have any number of such menu files.

WINPRTCT.ARJ    306235   03-06-95   WinProtect Password program for Windows
  SchultEch Software
  Locks Windows with a password. Very
  good security for computers which many
  people have access to.
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WOMNU24B.ARJ     93115   03-06-95   WOmenu v2.4B: simple, yet powerful MS-Windows
  menu system for both network and stand-alone
  environments; low resource utilization;
  flexible user-specific menus; unlimited menu
  items & sub-menus; run any pgm, Windows or
  DOS-based; prevent multiple runs of the same
  pgm; rights options to determine whether a
  menu item is usable by a user; complete user
  logging & software metering; VBRUN300.DLL
  req'd; 08/20/94; Skip Bremer.

Main Board: 35) Sampl e Files
============ ========= =======
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Main Board: 36) Sampl e Files
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CE318D.ARJ     33704   03-06-95   CMEditor File Text Editor v3.18d <ASP> --

  Small, handy text editor loaded with
  features. Edit or view large files. Mark
  blocks of lines for copy, move, delete,
  export, print. Search/replace string
  operators, modest mouse support.

CHINA130.ARJ    178492   03-06-95   WRITE CHINESE V1.30 <ASP>
  Program to teach basic Chinese calligraphy-
  presents 150 of the most frequently used
  characters in traditional and simplified
  forms. Students practice drawing characters
  in a "nine-square box," learn Mandarin and
  Cantonese transliterations, and memorize
  definitions. Requires '286, VGA, mouse, HD.

COM_GND.ARJ   1692848   03-06-95   Common Ground Mini-Viewer - Common Ground is
  a platform-independent form for document
  publishing. This mini-viewer allows you to
  view the document exactly as it would be
  printed; it will print a document if the
  author permitted it. A commercial companion
  product, Common Ground For Windows, will
  allow the user to create Common Ground
  documents. This archive comes with several
  sample documents on the debate about the
  current role of the United States Government.
  Shareware, from No Hands Software

DBSWP1.ARJ     59499   03-06-95   ****** DBSCAN for WordPerfect    v1.0 ******
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  This  is  a Mail-merge (or Mailshot) utility
  for WordPerfect 5.1 users. It reads standard
  Dbase  III  compatible  database  files  and
  merges  the  selected  fields into a primary
  merge file (a "Form") within WordPerfect. As
  well  as  single  letters  it's  great   for
  sending hundreds to purchased mailshot lists

EDE.ARJ    197789   03-06-95   (1/2) Ede organises information (textual) in
  Tree or HyperText format. It allows you to
  write short notes and long documents with a
  mini word-processor, and then group them
  under categories and subcategories. Suitable
  for small businesses, authors, home users to
  organise client lists, books and theses,
  office manuals, shopping lists etc. Compatb.
  with WinWord. Includes application menu
  program and 'Life'like screen saver.

EDE_BAK.ARJ    197793   03-06-95   (2/2) Ede organises information (textual) in
  Tree or HyperText format. It allows you to
  write short notes and long documents with a
  mini word-processor, and then group them
  under categories and subcategories. Suitable
  for small businesses, authors, home users to
  organise client lists, books and theses,
  office manuals, shopping lists etc. Compatb.
  with WinWord. Includes application menu
  program and 'Life'like screen saver.

EW75.ARJ    763273   03-06-95   Probably the easiest Word Processor in the
  in the world. Facilities include - Spell
  checker - Line drawing - Table entry mode
  and Macros. Easy Word will batch print odd
  and even pages separately for double sided
  printing. Secure erase facility for
  classified documents and built in backup
  system. Requires Min 16MHZ processor.

EZDEX13.ARJ     39199   03-06-95   EZ-DEX v1.3 <ASP> - Automatically types names
  and addresses into running word processors,
  or other text oriented programs, upon user
  command.  EZ-DEX also prints labels and
  envelopes directly and dials phone numbers.
  IBM-PC, 10K TSR, DOS 3
  Keywords: WORD PROCESSING, WORDPERFECT,
  ROLODEX, KEYBOARD, & LABELS.

EZXW30CB.ARJ    250921   03-06-95   EZX-Word v.W30cb wordprocessor. Small size
  makes it great for the "laptop". Includes
  spell checker and many letters. (500+ with
  registerd version.> Only $39 single user.
  (incl. large dict.) Only $39    Other Licn.
  Available for low $ EZX P&D, Box 58177
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  Webster TX 77598-8177 USA
  713-280-9900/8180/8300/0099  Voc/BBS/FoD/FAX

FASTED22.ARJ    103781   03-06-95   ±²Û FastEdit! 2.2 °±² 9/94 easy-to-use file
  file editor & mini word processor in some
  ways better than WordPerfect 5.  Includes
  Undo/Clipboard/Search features.  Try it!
  You'll love it for its usefulness.  Dialogs
  and 3d menus. ð <by TTW, Inc> Member [ASAP]
  Now with color customizing & last file re-
  call.  On-line help, as well.  Now clears!

FWTEXT.ARJ    468881   03-06-95   FW-TEXT is a DOS-textprocessingsystem with a
  userinterface  according  to   the   SAA/CUA-
  standard.     All   editing   features   like
  standard-texts, head-  and  footlines,  right
  and  left  indent,  tabs,  etc  are included.
  Also  all  normal  printing  attributes   are
  supported   with   more   than   350  printer
  drivers.  PCX-graphicfiles can be included in
  your text.  Due to virtuell memory managment,
  textsize can be more than 150 KB.

KEYSVR11.ARJ     35026   03-06-95   KEYSAVER v1.1 <ASP> - Provides a means of
  automatically typing boiler plate text at
  will.  Saves repetitive typing, and avoids
  misspelled words and other typos.  Auto-types
  canned text from specified files with prompts
  for manual keying of unique text.  (Not a
  keyboard macro or re-mapper.)
  IBM-PC, 6K TSR, DOS 3
  Keywords: WORD PROCESSING, WORDPERFECT,
  BOILER PLATE, KEYBOARD & VISUAL IMPAIRMENT.

LIST91C.ARJ    109592   03-06-95   LIST Plus is a general purpose file browsing
  and viewing utility.  Features include file
  selection/utility menu, selective printing,
  telephone dialer, scrollable windows, and
  viewing files within archive files.  Version
  9.1c improves split window displays.

MAXFND31.ARJ     34735   03-06-95   MaxFind v.3.1.  Multi-word/line/block
  text search.  PC Mag raved about v.1, now
  twice as fast, color output, etc.
  300K/sec. on a 386/40.  dir 50

MESS10.ARJ     56387   03-06-95   Multi-Editing System (MESS) v1.0: full screen
  text editor that allows up to ten files to be
  edited in memory at one time; supports
  conventional/EXT/EMS/disk mem, ten windows
  that hold files that can be overlapped,
  maximized, minimized, resized, closed and
  moved anywhere on the desktop except for the
  top/last line on the screen; search/replace;
  find/delete; 09/10/94; Kevin Eshbach.
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MYREF101.ARJ     63121   03-06-95   MyRef - is a program for writing
  letters and filing them by reference
  number. The filed letters can be
  retrieved from a list of reference
  numbers displayed on the screen.

NED17X.ARJ    279712   03-06-95   NED v1.7x <ASP> - A high performance text
  editor for programmers and general use. Edit
  10 files; 28/43/50 modes; File wildcards,
  pick lists and browse; compile and run apps;
  On line calc,ASCII tables,calendar & help;
  Super fast screens; Kbd. macros; std. editing
  funcs. +many others; Block cut,copy paste &
  fmt and columns; Autosave; Clock, Alarm,
  Spooler; Regular expr S & R; {} match.
  Config.+more! $US 15 Australian.

NJJ30DIC.ARJ    363647   03-06-95   (3/6) NJStar Japanese features a  Kana-Kanji
  via Romaji with automatic kana->kanji lookup,
  very easy to use. NJStar provides Japanese to
  English lookup with a 45000-entry dictionary.
  NJSTAR prints to any LaserJet, Postscript and
  EPSON- compatible printers and  features  all
  the word processing functions you  have  come
  to expect. most recent edits.  Generates  PCX
  file for FAX transmission, Reads  and  writes
  all JIS codes. NJSTAR supports EGA & (S)VGA.

NJJ30EXE.ARJ    322796   03-06-95   (1/6) NJStar Japanese features a  Kana-Kanji
  via Romaji with automatic kana->kanji lookup,
  very easy to use. NJStar provides Japanese to
  English lookup with a 45000-entry dictionary.
  NJSTAR prints to any LaserJet, Postscript and
  EPSON- compatible printers and  features  all
  the word processing functions you  have  come
  to expect. most recent edits.  Generates  PCX
  file for FAX transmission, Reads  and  writes
  all JIS codes. NJSTAR supports EGA & (S)VGA.

NJJ30FON.ARJ    362684   03-06-95   (4/6) NJStar Japanese features a  Kana-Kanji
  via Romaji with automatic kana->kanji lookup,
  very easy to use. NJStar provides Japanese to
  English lookup with a 45000-entry dictionary.
  NJSTAR prints to any LaserJet, Postscript and
  EPSON- compatible printers and  features  all
  the word processing functions you  have  come
  to expect. most recent edits.  Generates  PCX
  file for FAX transmission, Reads  and  writes
  all JIS codes. NJSTAR supports EGA & (S)VGA.

NJJ30JED.ARJ    363901   03-06-95   (2/6) NJStar Japanese features a  Kana-Kanji
  via Romaji with automatic kana->kanji lookup,
  very easy to use. NJStar provides Japanese to
  English lookup with a 45000-entry dictionary.
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  NJSTAR prints to any LaserJet, Postscript and
  EPSON- compatible printers and  features  all
  the word processing functions you  have  come
  to expect. most recent edits.  Generates  PCX
  file for FAX transmission, Reads  and  writes
  all JIS codes. NJSTAR supports EGA & (S)VGA.

NJJDOCS.ARJ      5259   03-06-95   (6/6) NJStar Japanese features a  Kana-Kanji
  via Romaji with automatic kana->kanji lookup,
  very easy to use. NJStar provides Japanese to
  English lookup with a 45000-entry dictionary.
  NJSTAR prints to any LaserJet, Postscript and
  EPSON- compatible printers and  features  all
  the word processing functions you  have  come
  to expect. most recent edits.  Generates  PCX
  file for FAX transmission, Reads  and  writes
  all JIS codes. NJSTAR supports EGA & (S)VGA.

NJJINSTL.ARJ     30108   03-06-95   (5/6) NJStar Japanese features a  Kana-Kanji
  via Romaji with automatic kana->kanji lookup,
  very easy to use. NJStar provides Japanese to
  English lookup with a 45000-entry dictionary.
  NJSTAR prints to any LaserJet, Postscript and
  EPSON- compatible printers and  features  all
  the word processing functions you  have  come
  to expect. most recent edits.  Generates  PCX
  file for FAX transmission, Reads  and  writes
  all JIS codes. NJSTAR supports EGA & (S)VGA.

NJS30CED.ARJ    365153   03-06-95   (2/6) NJStar features an intelligent  PinYin
  with dynamic sorting by character  frequency,
  and other 20 Chinese  input  methods.  NJSTAR
  includes an online Chinese-English dictionary
  with 45000 entries. NJStar read GB,HZ,ZW,BIG5
  prints to any LaserJet, Postscript and EPSON-
  compatible printers and features all the word
  processing functions you have come to expect.
  Generates PCX for FAX transmission, & HZ file
  for Email of Chinese. Supports  EGA,  (S)VGA.

NJS30DIC.ARJ    362155   03-06-95   (3/6) NJStar features an intelligent  PinYin
  with dynamic sorting by character  frequency,
  and other 20 Chinese  input  methods.  NJSTAR
  includes an online Chinese-English dictionary
  with 45000 entries. NJStar read GB,HZ,ZW,BIG5
  prints to any LaserJet, Postscript and EPSON-
  compatible printers and features all the word
  processing functions you have come to expect.
  Generates PCX for FAX transmission, & HZ file
  for Email of Chinese. Supports  EGA,  (S)VGA.

NJS30EXE.ARJ    329710   03-06-95   (1/6) NJStar features an intelligent  PinYin
  with dynamic sorting by character  frequency,
  and other 20 Chinese  input  methods.  NJSTAR
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  includes an online Chinese-English dictionary
  with 45000 entries. NJStar read GB,HZ,ZW,BIG5
  prints to any LaserJet, Postscript and EPSON-
  compatible printers and features all the word
  processing functions you have come to expect.
  Generates PCX for FAX transmission, & HZ file
  for Email of Chinese. Supports  EGA,  (S)VGA.

NJS30FON.ARJ    364251   03-06-95   (4/6) NJStar features an intelligent  PinYin
  with dynamic sorting by character  frequency,
  and other 20 Chinese  input  methods.  NJSTAR
  includes an online Chinese-English dictionary
  with 45000 entries. NJStar read GB,HZ,ZW,BIG5
  prints to any LaserJet, Postscript and EPSON-
  compatible printers and features all the word
  processing functions you have come to expect.
  Generates PCX for FAX transmission, & HZ file
  for Email of Chinese. Supports  EGA,  (S)VGA.

NJSDIC1.ARJ    135585   03-06-95   (2/6) NJSDK is a C library  based  on  NJSTAR
  Chinese word processor. It provides a  common
  Chinese interface to  other  programs.  NJSDK
  handles Chinese input, display and  printing.
  NJSDK features an  intelligent  PinYin  input
  method /w dynamic sorting  and  optimization,
  and other 20 Chinese input methods. NJSDK can
  print to any LaserJet, Postscript and  EPSON-
  compatible printers. NJSDK supports EGA,  VGA
  and Super VGA graphics monitors.

NJSDIC2.ARJ    357370   03-06-95   (3/6) NJSDK is a C library  based  on  NJSTAR
  Chinese word processor. It provides a  common
  Chinese interface to  other  programs.  NJSDK
  handles Chinese input, display and  printing.
  NJSDK features an  intelligent  PinYin  input
  method /w dynamic sorting  and  optimization,
  and other 20 Chinese input methods. NJSDK can
  print to any LaserJet, Postscript and  EPSON-
  compatible printers. NJSDK supports EGA,  VGA
  and Super VGA graphics monitors.

NJSDK30.ARJ    192813   03-06-95   (1/6) NJSDK is a C library  based  on  NJSTAR
  Chinese word processor. It provides a  common
  Chinese interface to  other  programs.  NJSDK
  handles Chinese input, display and  printing.
  NJSDK features an  intelligent  PinYin  input
  method /w dynamic sorting  and  optimization,
  and other 20 Chinese input methods. NJSDK can
  print to any LaserJet, Postscript and  EPSON-
  compatible printers. NJSDK supports EGA,  VGA
  and Super VGA graphics monitors.

NJSDKFON.ARJ    324019   03-06-95   (4/6) NJSDK is a C library  based  on  NJSTAR
  Chinese word processor. It provides a  common
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  Chinese interface to  other  programs.  NJSDK
  handles Chinese input, display and  printing.
  NJSDK features an  intelligent  PinYin  input
  method /w dynamic sorting  and  optimization,
  and other 20 Chinese input methods. NJSDK can
  print to any LaserJet, Postscript and  EPSON-
  compatible printers. NJSDK supports EGA,  VGA
  and Super VGA graphics monitors.

NJSDOC.ARJ      3294   03-06-95   (6/6) NJStar features an intelligent  PinYin
  with dynamic sorting by character  frequency,
  and other 20 Chinese  input  methods.  NJSTAR
  includes an online Chinese-English dictionary
  with 45000 entries. NJStar read GB,HZ,ZW,BIG5
  prints to any LaserJet, Postscript and EPSON-
  compatible printers and features all the word
  processing functions you have come to expect.
  Generates PCX for FAX transmission, & HZ file
  for Email of Chinese. Supports  EGA,  (S)VGA.

NJSDOCS.ARJ      4219   03-06-95   (6/6) NJSDK is a C library  based  on  NJSTAR
  Chinese word processor. It provides a  common
  Chinese interface to  other  programs.  NJSDK
  handles Chinese input, display and  printing.
  NJSDK features an  intelligent  PinYin  input
  method /w dynamic sorting  and  optimization,
  and other 20 Chinese input methods. NJSDK can
  print to any LaserJet, Postscript and  EPSON-
  compatible printers. NJSDK supports EGA,  VGA
  and Super VGA graphics monitors.

NJSINSL.ARJ     30100   03-06-95   (5/6) NJStar features an intelligent  PinYin
  with dynamic sorting by character  frequency,
  and other 20 Chinese  input  methods.  NJSTAR
  includes an online Chinese-English dictionary
  with 45000 entries. NJStar read GB,HZ,ZW,BIG5
  prints to any LaserJet, Postscript and EPSON-
  compatible printers and features all the word
  processing functions you have come to expect.
  Generates PCX for FAX transmission, & HZ file
  for Email of Chinese. Supports  EGA,  (S)VGA.

NJSINSTL.ARJ     28614   03-06-95   (5/6) NJSDK is a C library  based  on  NJSTAR
  Chinese word processor. It provides a  common
  Chinese interface to  other  programs.  NJSDK
  handles Chinese input, display and  printing.
  NJSDK features an  intelligent  PinYin  input
  method /w dynamic sorting  and  optimization,
  and other 20 Chinese input methods. NJSDK can
  print to any LaserJet, Postscript and  EPSON-
  compatible printers. NJSDK supports EGA,  VGA
  and Super VGA graphics monitors.

PARSE10.ARJ      3502   03-06-95   PARSE by Michael J. Mefford
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  --------------------------------------------
  Displays the number of characters, words, and
  sentences in ASCII text files.  PARSE also
  calculates and reports the averages of the
  numbers of characters per word, words per
  sentence, and "long" words (8 or more
  characters). It uses these to calculate and
  display an approximation of the Fog Index
  grade-level readability rating.

QEDIT3.ARJ    206836   03-06-95   QEDIT ADVANCED v3.0 <ASP> - Blazingly fast,
  multi-file, multi-window, compact DOS text
  editor, both powerful and EASY to use.
  Includes macros; column blocks; variable,
  smart, and fixed tab support; basic word-
  processing features.  Configurable, including
  keyboard, colors, and initial settings.  Data
  Based Advisor Readers Choice as Best Program/
  Text Editor.  Over 120,000 licensed users in
  70+ countries prefer QEdit!

SEE509.ARJ    119384   03-06-95   SEE (File Viewer and Printer) from MicroFox
  Company. Can scroll any size file in any
  direction with full mouse support and scroll
  bars. Has on-line help and can freeze top
  rows and left columns while the rest of the
  screen scrolls. <ASP> Developed by Jim Hass.

SIMHLP20.ARJ    318849   03-06-95   Simply Help v2.0 ASP - Create text based
  hypertext documents & help systems as stand
  alone EXE or TSR files. Includes complete
  integrated development environment (IDE) for
  hypertext. Modify any aspect of your document
  and instantly "run" it to see the results.
  Easy to use with pull down menus, dialog
  boxes, mouse support, internal editor,
  on-line help and much more. Shareware by
  Robert E. Pitcher.

SLICPRO2.ARJ     30077   03-06-95   ASCII TEXT EDITOR WITH FILE PICKER
TIPTAPL.ARJ   1088361   03-06-95   TipTap Lite: Keyboard/spell/typing/multimedia

  TipTap is an interactive multimedia interface
  designed to teach typing skills, letter/sound
  relationships, word and sentence
  configurations, and handwriting practice

TPET20.ARJ    221272   03-06-95   Turns CPU & printer into electric typwtr
TSETD2.ARJ    452395   03-06-95   The SemWare Editor (TSE) 2.0 Test-Drive.

  From the makers of QEdit comes the most
  versatile yet easy-to-use DOS text
  editor available. Just one look and
  you'll be hooked on it's POWER, SPEED,
  and FLEXIBILITY. Several popular editor
  emulations and macros are included.
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  Limited to 30 minutes or 4000 keystrokes
  per session.

VIEW97.ARJ     73061   03-06-95   VIEW 9.7       - VIEWER for WordPerfect
  5.0-6.0, Word 4-5, WinWord 1-6, Win Write,
  Notepad, Ami Pro, Wordstar, Windows clip-
  board, ASCII, ANSI. Text search, print
  functions, etc. Direct link to JETCOL,
  2COL and HLP2DOC.  Convert and print files
  directly. Ideal for DOS and Windows shells

VMAN110.ARJ    109096   03-06-95   VIEW_MAN  MicroMetric <ASP>: VIEW_MAN will
  perform the functions of viewing, editing and
  printing a selected file in both Hex and
  ASCII. File selection is by menu choice.
  Viewing and editing tasks: file positioning,
  search for string, search and count, and
  search and replace. Program options may be
  saved as defaults; macro capability. Printing
  may be directed to any serial/parallel port
  or a disk file.

WF310A.ARJ    334282   03-06-95   (1/3) Industrial strength word processor.
  Multiple file editing, pull down menus,
  macros, context sensitive help, tables,
  columns, newspaper columns, footnotes,
  endnotes, table of contents, indexes,
  laser printers, postscript, spell checker,
  mail merge. Last Updated 15 May 94.
  Registration requested.

WF310B.ARJ    346584   03-06-95   (2/3) Industrial strength word processor.
  Multiple file editing, pull down menus,
  macros, context sensitive help, tables,
  columns, newspaper columns, footnotes,
  endnotes, table of contents, indexes,
  laser printers, postscript, spell checker,
  mail merge. Last Updated 15 May 94.
  Registration requested.

WF310C.ARJ    296631   03-06-95   (3/3) Industrial strength word processor.
  Multiple file editing, pull down menus,
  macros, context sensitive help, tables,
  columns, newspaper columns, footnotes,
  endnotes, table of contents, indexes,
  laser printers, postscript, spell checker,
  mail merge. Last Updated 15 May 94.
  Registration requested.

Main Board: 37) Sampl e Files
============ ========= =======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================
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BGED1016.ARJ    127166   03-06-95   GoldED 2.50.B1016 for DOS.
  ----------------------------------------
  The GoldED Mail Editor for FidoNet is
  Copyright (C) Odinn Sorensen, 2:236/77.
  This is a BETA release. It will only
  work for registered users.
  ----------------------------------------
  Highlights of this beta since B1006:
  * Updated beta manual.
  * Many important bugfixes.
  * A few more new features.
  ----------------------------------------

BGEO1016.ARJ    120276   03-06-95   GoldED/2 2.50.B1016 for OS/2.
  ----------------------------------------
  The GoldED Mail Editor for FidoNet is
  Copyright (C) Odinn Sorensen, 2:236/77.
  This is a BETA release. It will only
  work for registered users.
  ----------------------------------------
  Highlights of this beta since B1006:
  * Updated beta manual.
  * Many important bugfixes.
  * A few more new features.
  ----------------------------------------

BGEX1016.ARJ    258891   03-06-95   GoldED/386 2.50.B1016 for DOS prot.mode.
  Req. D4GW_197.ZIP DOS extender runtime.
  ----------------------------------------
  The GoldED Mail Editor for FidoNet is
  Copyright (C) Odinn Sorensen, 2:236/77.
  This is a BETA release. It will only
  work for registered users.
  ----------------------------------------
  Highlights of this beta since B1006:
  * Updated beta manual.
  * Many important bugfixes.
  * A few more new features.
  ----------------------------------------

DEP_53E.ARJ    111745   03-06-95   DEP_53E.ARJ
  Online INSTAbank 5.3e
  RemoteAccess 2.00x time and byte bank.
  Full featured bank for RemoteAccess BBSes.
   - Deposit, withdraw, transfer time and bytes
   - Rob the bank feature.
   - Trade time for bytes or bytes for time
   - list accounts
   - bank statistics
   - remote a local sysop editors
   - multinode support
   - logs all transactions to a 'bank book'
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   - supports THEBANK.EXT
   - COMPLETELY SYSOP CONFIGURABLE
   - the best part... FREEWARE!
  This version runs with RemoteAccess 2.00x ONL
  File request the latest version from:
          The BillBoard BBS
          Fidonet 1:250/932

FANT200.ARJ    223778   03-06-95   Fantasy Land - on-line door game V2
FDLOG111.ARJ    109280   03-06-95   ÉÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ V1.11 ÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ»

  º  FDLog - The ulitamate Log- º
  º analyzer for FrontDoor V2.x º
  º  and InterMail V2.x. FDLog  º
  º  calculates costs, creates  º
  º cost and caller statistics, º
  º writes NetMails reports to  º
  º  Up- and Downlinks. FDLog   º
  º has a lot of special func-  º
  º   tions to calculate the    º
  º  the costs more accurate.   º
  º                             º
  º  Shareware by L. Lindinger  º
  ÈÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ¼

FFS26001.ARJ    150966   03-06-95   Freshwater Fishing Simulator v 2.6.001b
          Door by Eric Hamilton
    This beta release, operates locally
  and as a door for both Registered and
  Non-Registered Sysops. (Registered 20
  lakes, Non-Registered 5 lakes).
  Now DV, WIN, OS/2 aware.
  compiled 10/18/94.

GT1900_1.ARJ    163267   03-06-95   GT Power v19.00 [10-01-94]  Disk [1/8]
  Complete host and terminal operations.
  Features such as RIPscrip support
  (viewable both remote and local!), fax
  handling, CallerID, OS2/MS-WINDOWS/
  DESQview aware, QWKMail, DIZ support,
  archive viewing, powerful script and
  questionaire  processing, CDROM support,
  subscription and user account management,
  onscreen file tagging,  plus much more...

GT1900_2.ARJ    312277   03-06-95   GT Power v19.00 [10-01-94]  Part [2/8]
  Main program executable and misc utils.
  286/386 Version.

GT1900_3.ARJ     47093   03-06-95   GT Power v19.00 [10-01-94]  Part [3/8]
  Main program executable and misc utils.
  286/386 Version.

GT1900_4.ARJ    184890   03-06-95   GT Power v19.00 [10-01-94]  Part [4/8]
  Terminal Mode Only  version.  For use
  when disk space is limited.  Nickname
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  is GTO!   286/386 Version.
GT1900_5.ARJ    122338   03-06-95   GT Power v19.00 [10-01-94]  Disk [5/8]

  HOST/BBS Mode documentation.
GT1900_6.ARJ    114201   03-06-95   GT Power v19.00 [10-01-94]  Disk [6/8]

  Host Mode utilities and WINDOWS PIF and
  ICO files.

GT1900_7.ARJ    113000   03-06-95   GT Power v19.00 [10-01-94]  Disk [7/8]
  BGI Graphics fonts and video drivers,
  and misc utilities.

GT1900_8.ARJ     74062   03-06-95   GT Power v19.00 [10-01-94]  Disk [8/8]
  Example files/screens for Host Mode:
  .BBS, .CBS, .RIP and .ICN.

HC105.ARJ    157493   03-06-95   HYPERCHAT v1.05 Multi-Node Real-Time Action
  Chat Conferencing System.  ANSI Color,
  Personal rooms, whispering, paging, actions,
  online editing of actions and users, support
  for most multi-port boards.  Uses internal
  COMM routines, FOSSIL -> NOT <- required to
  run. Will make use of DOOR.SYS (Full version)
  DORINFOx.DEF, and EXITINFO.BBS (RA2.00
  Compatable).  FULL COMMS CONFIGURATION.
  And much, much more!  This version contains
  a few bug fixes and additions.

HV340195.ARJ     14394   03-06-95   Hayes Sysop Program Information Kit --
  Features Hayes OPTIMA 288 V.34/V.FC + FAX
  Expires 3/31/95

JETBBS20.ARJ    323701   03-06-95     JetBBS is a fully featured and highly
    configurable BBS, yet easy to install and
    use.  Supports mutliple lines, file
    transfers, and four door protocols.
    Designed to run with minimal sysop
    attention.  Features include: Voting
    polls, conversion of other BBS's message
    bases, mini-BBSes for users to run.

LIST108G.ARJ    189639   03-06-95    ÕÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ¸
   ³    FileList v1 08â, Second Official     ³
   ³    Gamma Release, FULL Support Of       ³
   ³     the RemoteAccess 2.0x FileBase      ³
   ³      Filelister, Keyword-searcher       ³
   ³           newfiles scanner!             ³
   ³        With many options like :         ³
   ³ --> FIRST FILELISTER THAT SUPPORT  <--  ³
   ³ --> RA 2 02 DIRECT DOWNLOAD/UPLOAD <--  ³
   ³  Totally cursored controlled setup      ³
   ³  program, keyword-,newfiles-,expression ³
   ³  searcher, normal filelister, Overlay   ³
   ³  and non-overlay version available, much³
   ³  listscrolling possibilities, see all   ³
   ³  information filled in in RAMGR, byte or³
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   ³  ZModem downloadtime, view archive or   ³
   ³  ANSI/AVT/ASCII contents, view in view, ³
   ³  search only in groups, or in all area's³
   ³  all helpscreens are own definable,     ³
   ³  full multilanguage / multiline support ³
   ³  and MUCH more..                        ³
   ÔÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ¾

MFLAG201.ARJ     66693   03-06-95   Multiflagsystem 2.01 for PCBoard 15.x
  * Multilingual support,Download preview
  * Simple install with setuputility
  * Many many powerfull features more!

MOM210.ARJ    218123   03-06-95   Message-o-matic - Automated systme to send
  maessages to users.

MSCAN01B.ARJ      7334   03-06-95   ÕÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ¸
  ³ ZIPPY Scan Across Multiple Conferences   ³
  ³ ÜÛÛÛÛÛÛÜ ÜÛÛÛÛÛÜ ÜÛÛÛÛÛÜ ÜÛÛÛÛÛÜ ÜÛÛÛÛÛÜ ³
  ³ ÛÛ ÛÛ ÛÛ ÛÛÜÜÜÜ  ÛÛ      ÛÛÜÜÜÛÛ ÛÛ   ÛÛ ³
  ³ ÛÛ ÛÛ ÛÛ  ßßßßÛÛ ÛÛ      ÛÛßßßÛÛ ÛÛ   ÛÛ ³
  ³ ÛÛ ÛÛ ÛÛ ßÛÛÛÛÛß ßÛÛÛÛÛß ÛÛ   ÛÛ ÛÛ   ÛÛ ³
  ³ ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ ³
  ³                                          ³
  ³   If You Run CDROMS You Need This PPE!   ³
  ³                                          ³
  ³      From The Author Of AREAS.ppe        ³
  ³                                          ³
  ³ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ³
  ³            For PCBoard v15.21+           ³
  ³       An UltiWares(c)1995 Release        ³
  ÏÏÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÏÏ

MUD_123.ARJ    460240   03-06-95   MUD  INDUSTRIAL PROSE & MAGIC  DEMO  1.23
  World's first commercial MUD (Multi-User-
  Dungeon) development kit, introduced at 1994
  ONE BBSCON. Invent your own online RPG, any
  genre! RIP and ANSI graphics.  BBS thing.

OLMS160.ARJ    160926   03-06-95   ÖÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ·
  º ÛßÛ Û   ÛßÜßÛ Ûßß  Offline Mail System º
  º Û Û Û   Û ß Û ßßÛ      Version 1.6     º
  º ßßß ßßß ß   ß ßßß ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄº
  º An amazing QWK door for RemoteAccess 2 º
  º Includes keywording, filtering, twits. º
  º Supports point netmail and QWK network º
  º setups. Autoconfig shortlists, easy to º
  º setup.  Multiple local IDs.  Duplicate º
  º checking. Now supports Usenet/Internet º
  º shortnames.  Taglines and origin lines º
  º directly supported.   Supports the new º
  º RA 2.02 flags!  This great looking QWK º
  º door installs from scratch in minutes! º
  ÓÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ½
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PCB_ICE.ARJ      2319   03-06-95   Installbatches for IcE_Zmodem in PCBoard15.xx
POPGS11.ARJ     18936   03-06-95   POPGS v1.10 - Portal of Power(tm) Get/Send

  File Robot.  A utility to allow you to send
  or request files thru PoP from either a DOS
  command line, or in a batch file such as a
  nightly event.  Slight Bug Fix.

RA2T_21B.ARJ    202881   03-06-95   RA-2-TAG! Version 21-áeta
  (RemoteAccess 2.02 compatible!)
  File Tagging Door with excellent
  CD-ROM support even if a CD is not online!
  RA_2_TAG.EXE can be used to list,
  search and request files.
  This utillity uses the RA filebase ans
  is fully multi-language and multiline aware.
  It also supports al LIMITS if they are instal
  After requests are made this utility
  updates your filebase AND your downloadcounte
  With this program it is possible to
  have all your CD's 'online' with only
  one CD-ROM drive.
  When a caller requested a file and
  returns to the BBS after 24 hours
  the files are ready to download!
  Fast and Easy!
  ** From JHR Software **

RATPAK22.ARJ    150593   03-06-95   RemoteAccess v2.xx Tools/Utilities Package by
  Remote Dos Chat Program,Caller Number Backup
  Expiration Date Scanner, User Flag Finder,
  Log FrontDoor calls to Todays Callers List,
  Batch File Time Delay Utility,
  Online Free Disk Space Door/DOS Utility,
  Manipulate the USERON.BBS (List of callers On
  FrontDoor File Request List creator, Caller N
  Find Files on your BBS,Todays Call Log Trimme
  View Todays Callers From DOS Prompt,
  View Callers Currently Online From DOS Prompt

RAW251.ARJ    297318   03-06-95   ROMANS AT WAR Door Game - Vers 2.51
  From the Pillars of Hercules to the
  Indus river the empires in the era
  of Rome battle for world domination.
  Inter-BBS capable. Geographical and
  political maps. Six players per game
  Rome, Carthage, Macedonia, Parthia,
  Eqypt and Persia. Economics,politics,
  weather, army and navy building and
  training, morale, leaders, events
  like rebellions or disasters.
  Supports most popular BBS Software
  packages, including PCBoard Vers 15
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  & WildCat 3.9. With Rip graphics,
  supports non-standard interrupts, com
  1-4, IRQs 0-15, and speeds up to 115,
  200 baud.

RDS_V301.ARJ    174077   03-06-95   RDS  Remote DOS Shell V 3.01 Major Release
  *-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*
  DISP software: RDS -- Remote DOS Shell
  Version/Date : V  3.01 / August 15th, 1994
  *-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*
  RDS is a online 'shell' that can emulate
  most of the DOS functions online (for every
  user). Also some enhancements over DOS are
  included. All resources and options can be
  protected for each and every user !
  *-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*
  This version adds:
  * Proboard support
  * Remote Access 2.0 support
  * New and enhanced features
  *-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*

RRX218.ARJ    319435   03-06-95   RAILROAD EMPIRES Door Game - Vers 2.18
  Railroad Tycoon Door game. You are one
  of six railroad tycoons who attempt to
  take over most the US and Canadian
  railroads. Operate the railroad and
  make a profit.  Invest in rail lines
  and drive your competitors out of
  business. Forge your own railroad
  empire. Supports most popular BBS
  Software packages, Rip graphics,
  supports IRQs 0-15, comports 1-4,
  and speeds up to 115,200 baud.

SAMV32B.ARJ     42284   03-06-95   SAM, the Smallest BBS on the Market!
  (S)lick (A)nswer (M)achine is about the
  simplest BBS imaginable. It was designed to
  do ONLY one thing, ANSWER your telephone and
  give a short and simple text message to the
  caller. It will then hang up and recycle
  itself. It will be up to you to decide the
  best way to put it to use. The script message
  SAM sends (sam.txt), as well as the cfg file
  can be changed with any ascii text editor.

SEVTOW13.ARJ    149273   03-06-95   Seven Towers v1.3 On-Line Door Game
  A fun little dominoe game that is addictive.
  The game play is made up of seven columns
  stacked four high. Object is to remove two
  dominoes whose pip value is 12 points.  It
  takes luck to be able to finish this game.
  Game is played with a standard Double-6 set.
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  DOMINOE DOOR GAME ONLINE
  Worldwide Programming (209) 497-6722

SHAMP360.ARJ    147954   03-06-95   SHAMpage: Auto-answer SysOp page door. FREE!
  A.I. program will answer page bell and chat
  with caller even when SysOp is not there!
  Uses standard DOOR.SYS or DORINFOx.DEF file.
  IRQ 1-15, COM 1-4 up to 115,200 baud, FOSSIL
  support, XON/XOFF and CTS/RTS. Drop to DOS,
  various timer functions (user's time left,
  input timer, SysOp hot keys to change user's
  time, etc.), carrier detection, CTS checking
  and more.

SOL18.ARJ    147663   03-06-95   Solitaire v1.8 Online Door Game
  Solitaire plays just like your ordinary game
  Some nice features have been added to this
  game though.  Full ansi and ANSI MUSIC.
  SOLITAIRE ONLINE DOOR GAME
  WORLDWIDE PROGRAMMING [209] 497-6722

TCHAT200.ARJ    151151   03-06-95   Turbochat - sysop to user chat program
THRTEN12.ARJ    149337   03-06-95   Thirteen v1.2 On-Line Door Game

  Here is a nice ANSI card game that your
  users will love.  Has many nice features to
  the game.  Object of the game is to clear a
  foundation of eight cards.  Make match of
  using only 2 cards or just the King.  Not
  easy by any means.
  Thirteen CARD ONLINE DOOR GAME
  Worldwide Programming (209) 497-6722

TUT15.ARJ    148446   03-06-95   Tuts Revenge v1.5 On-Line Door Game
  You may know this game as Pyramid 13.  Game
  is done in ANSI.  Has some real nice features
  to the game.  Works on cursor movement.  A
  must game for you solitaire type players.
  PYRAMID TUT GAME DOOR ONLINE
  Worldwide Programming (209) 497-6722

UCHAT111.ARJ    152534   03-06-95   Ultrachat v1.11 - Sysop to user chat program
WIBBLE11.ARJ    231536   03-06-95   ÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜ

  Û ÖÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ· Û
  Û º   WIBBLE! BBS LOCATOR - VERSION 1.1   º Û
  Û ÓÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ½ Û
  Û WONDERFULLY ILLUSTRATED BULLETIN BOARD    Û
  Û LOCATOR - EXTRAORDINAIRE!  -  Tired of    Û
  Û plain ASCII U.K. BBS lists giving little  Û
  Û info? WIBBLE! has 1,000+ U.K. BBS ENTRIES Û
  Û with COLOUR, ANIMATION, and MUCH MORE!!   Û
  ÛÛÛ>>INCLUDES WIBBLE DATA FILES - NOV 94<<ÛÛÛ

WINAV.ARJ    133470   03-06-95   WinAV is a standard WINDOWS MDI (multi
  document interface) application, based on AV,
  a DOS-based ALLFILES VIEWER found on the
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  Software Creations BBS.  It uses multiple
  windows for viewing the BBS file listings. It
  uses some of the same methods as the original
  AV uses for indexing and searching.

WM3D126A.ARJ     73285   03-06-95   >>>>>>>>>>> Wizard Maze 3D V1.26 <<<<<<<<<<<
  100 levels of confusing 3D mazes. Your
  users enter as a young apprentice who has
  mistakenly put himself on trial. They must
  navigate the mazes using spells, automap,
  and a compass before being overcome by
  noxious fumes. Supports DOOR.SYS,
  DORINFOx.DEF, WILDCAT, DigiBoard, Fossil,
  higher IRQ settings, and RIP detection.
  NEW: Improved auto-mapper, depth shading,
  Multi-tasker friendly!  *SHAREWARE*  $15.00

Main Board: 38) Sampl e Files
============ ========= =======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================

Main Board: 39) Sampl e Files
============ ========= =======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================
ACCSVC.ARJ   1968734   03-06-95   Microsoft Access version 2.0 Service Pack.

  Includes the Microsoft Jet database engine
  version 2.5, the OLE version 2.02 DLLs, and
  the Btrieve, Paradox and xBASE installable
  ISAM drivers.  Unzip with the -d option.

APISRV.ARJ     57120   03-06-95   API Servant 1.01 add-on for MS Visual Basic
  FAST database containing Windows API
  declarations. Quick sub-string searches, MORE

BMPICOVU.ARJ      4702   03-06-95   Second program taken form Visual Basic Manual
  Find a bmp/ico file the dialog box and click
  it once to display. If a bmp is bigger than t
  small window, just maximize the program windo
  Freeware from Jean-Marc.Paquet@synapse.org

BUTTON.ARJ    110154   03-06-95   (c) N.Waltham 1992,93 All rights reserved.
  You can use 'Buttons'  to help design BWCC
  style bitmap buttons. It helps you  by
  managing the six bitmaps that you require for
  (S)VGA and EGA support and by calculating
  appropriate shadows and effects which are
  consistent with the Borland 'look'. Buttons
  can be registered using CompuServe :- /GO
  SWREG with ID 530 or through Psl with several
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  major credit cards (details in help file).
  Includes BWCC.DLL. Requires Win 3.1. Example
  requires Borland Pascal 7.0 or above.

CENVIW.ARJ    216077   03-06-95   C-interpreter/Windows-batch/macro tool-
  CEnvi gives the Windows professional a
  complete C-like environment, including the
  standard library and DLL calls, in an
  easy-to-use form and all in one 150K
  executable. Now 'C' is as easy to use as a
  batch file.  Script almost any Windows
  tasks.

MBTEST32.ARJ     17196   03-06-95   Multibutton, Win32 custom control sample, C
  srce

MYDLL.ARJ      4603   03-06-95   C sample for creating Win dll's
PBCWIN.ARJ     27869   03-06-95   PBCwin 1.0 library for Visual Basic for

  Windows.  This is a general-purpose DLL with
  some 78 routines.  Shareware by Tom Hanlin.

VERVIE.ARJ    568347   03-06-95   VersionViewer v1.0-Great new Windows utility
  for examining version info in EXE, VBX, DLL,
  etc. files. Great for finding out what all
  those stray DLL's are! Also helps when
  installations won't work due to VBX
  conflicts. Features a great 3D interface,
  "Wizards" to help find duplicate files,
  builds system reports, etc. Excellent help
  file. <ASP Shareware>

WING10.ARJ    838022   03-06-95   WinG 1.0 Runtime and Developer's Kit
  Improves performance of games (like Lode
  Runner) and other applications that support
  it.  Requires Windows 3.1, Win 95, or Windows
  for Workgroups 3.11, or Windows NT 3.5.

WINGGFL.ARJ    838023   03-06-95   WinG delvelopment library.  For game
  programing in Window, this is a must have.
  Makes programing games in WINDOWS far easier
  and shows what can be done with WINDOWS.
  This is what was used to make WinDOOM.
  Includes examples.

WINPROTO.ARJ     37499   03-06-95   WinProto - A Windows based utility for
  "C" programmers. Generates function
  prototypes automatically from "C" source
  code. Sorting, alignment, and other
  options available. FileSet definitions
  for prototyping entire projects.
  Shareware, $15 registration.

Main Board: 40) Sampl e Files
============ ========= =======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
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Main Board: 41) Sampl e Files
============ ========= =======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================
ALLEMB.ARJ    111208   03-06-95   Allembert TrueType font is a wild, freestyle

  calligraphic font, great for informal
  documents and posters; has a rather dramatic
  appearance, but is still easy to read;

BAMBOO.ARJ     10143   03-06-95   TrueType Font: Bamboo.
CADEAU.ARJ    112561   03-06-95   Cadeaulx True Type font is based on a style

  of French calligraphy from the Renaissance
  which was commonly used on the title sheets
  of books and for decorative headings; very
  ornate, but readable style of calligraphy,
  which doesn't look much like medieval styles,
  but is very attractive; 10/30/94; Dave Nalle/
  Ragnarok.

FIRETT.ARJ     28222   03-06-95   Firecat TrueType font of slightly flaming
  black letters; under certain conditions the
  letters look more furry than they do fiery;
  contains minimal characters including an
  alphabet, letters & punctuation, but no more;
  09/11/94;
  Last revision date in archive: 09-11-1994.

FLOOK303.ARJ      8290   03-06-95   FREE font viewer lets you view fonts up to
  240 points, any text you want, choice of
  bold, italic or color. Resizeable work area.
  Requires vbrun300.dll. Looks a little like
  Word for Windows. 3.03 fixes the way printer-
  only fonts are handled, other cosmetic stuff.

FLXTW.ARJ    158533   03-06-95   Flex Text is a Windows Utility that prints
  text (ascii delimited) files using True Type
  fonts.  A variety of page formats can be used
  for placing multiple pages on each sheet of
  paper. Shareware.

FONT_SRC.ARJ     14522   03-06-95   ------======[Demo Fonts]======-------
  Take a look at these sample fonts for
  Windows. These were created by Font Source,
  Inc. of Knoxville, TN. Read the ORDER.WRI
  for more info on having your signature or
  company logo turned into a TrueType font.
  ------========================-------

MEPHIS.ARJ    108915   03-06-95   Mephisto TrueType font is an excellent font
  for Halloween, or for other fantastical
  occasions; gothic-style typeface
  w/accentuated, hooked serifs that look rather
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  bizarre; works great as text or titles;
  10/30/94; Dave Nalle/Ragnarok.

ROMANIC.ARJ     26158   03-06-95   This TrueType font resembles RomicBold. It
  was created with CorelDRAW. This shareware
  version has a registration reminder in place
  of the exclamation mark.

STICTT.ARJ     55225   03-06-95   StickLetters TrueType font looks like Bodoni
  letters upon which whimsical stick figures
  have been superimposed; does not include the
  letters w or y and there are no uppercase
  letters in the font; 08/27/94; David
  Rakowski.

Main Board: 42) Sampl e Files
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Main Board: 45) Sampl e Files
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============  ========   ========   ============================================
10UNZS.ARJ     89293   03-06-95   -- The Unzip Shell - OS/2 PM Application --

  Expertly crafted PM front end for ZIP files.
  Uses UNZIP.EXE for compatibility with ZIP
  files created with PKZIP (as of v2.04) and
  other Zip utilities. Shareware - $12

4DESY135.ARJ    103893   03-06-95   *********** 4Desy/2 v1.35 ***********
  a comfortable fullscreen editor for
  4OS2 filedescriptions stored in
  DESCRIPT.ION.
  Features:
  * HPFS aware
  * change directories/drives
  * descriptions up to 511 chars
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  * internal clipboard for descriptions
  * full custom colors
  * Edit/List/Delete files
  * Auto-Save on exit
  * CARDWARE: just send a postcard!
  * and-much-more...     (by W.Koerner)
  *************************************

AMOS320.ARJ     42692   03-06-95   AMOS v3.20 TSR for mounting HPFS drives from
  DOS Fast! Reliable! Shareware for OS/2

CDDRVR.ARJ     94214   03-06-95   New drivers for CD-ROM for OS/2 Warp
CENVI2.ARJ    283139   03-06-95   C-interpreter;bach/rexx-enhancer;Automator-

  CEnvi gives the OS/2 professional a complete
  C-like environment, including the standard
  library and kernel/DLL calls, in an easy-to-
  use form and all in one 150K executable. Now
  'C' is as easy to use as a batch file, and
  can even mix with batch or REXX.

DLC0794.ARJ    107581   03-06-95   Updated DLLs for KASE:VIP for OS/2, v2.0
  Unzip to \KASEVIP dir.

DLCP0794.ARJ    181316   03-06-95   Updated DLLs for KASE:C++ for OS/2, v2.1
  Unzip to \KASECPP dir.

DOBGEN.ARJ     12133   03-06-95   KASE:VIP v2.0 DOBGEN.EXE update dated 10/94
  for OS/2

DRPNZIP.ARJ     28947   03-06-95   Drag and Drop front end for OS/2 and
  ZIP/UNZIP

FC2_120.ARJ    165214   03-06-95   File Commander/2 v1.2,
  Norton Commander(TM) (DOS) clone for OS/2
  Provides powerful file management functions,
  program launch, text viewing and editing
  facilities in 32 bit OS/2 text mode.

FILEB190.ARJ    295422   03-06-95   FileBar 1.90 - Utility for OS/2 2.x and
  Warp v3.0.  FileBar is an application
  launch facility & shell replacement
  for OS/2.  Uses less memory than IBM's WPS

HTMLWIZ.ARJ     70152   03-06-95   HTML Wizard beta - Hyper Text Markup Language
  editor for OS/2

KA2_12.ARJ    414139   03-06-95   Kitchen Assistant/2 ver 1.2 - Shareware
  A PM recipe manager for OS/2. Excellent!
  Metric/USA conversion, imports meal-master,
  compChef, MasterCook. Exports KA/1 or MM.MORE

KBCP1094.ARJ    369148   03-06-95   Updated KNBs for KASE:C++ for OS/2, v2.1
  Unzip to \KASECPP\KNB\CPP dir.

KORT_IMG.ARJ     25654   03-06-95   Shortens the image for "DOS from drive A:" to
  the minimum size required for OS/2

KWCLASS.ARJ     82506   03-06-95   KASE:C++ KWCLASS>DLL & source file update
  10/27/94 for OS/2

ONTRAC.ARJ     15374   03-06-95   UTILITY TO USE WITH OS/2 WARP INSTALLATION
  IT LETS YOU TO INSTALL OS/2 ON A WESTERN
  DIGITAL HARD DRIVE THAT WAS CONFIGURED BY
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  DISK MANAGER V.6.03
OS26X.ARJ    326223   03-06-95   OS/2 Integration Tools for WordPerfect for

  Windows 6.x. From the WordPerfect Support BBS
  Now supports WPWIN 6.1 on OS/2 Warp.

OS2_05DR.ARJ    282531   03-06-95   OnScreen/2 fileviewer  v2.05, for OS/2, DOS &
  Win32.  Loads OS/2,  MAC  &  Unix text files,
  also supports binary files. Features
  redirected  stdin,  hex mode, bookmarks,
  syntax  highlighting, styles etc..

PERF31.ARJ    310590   03-06-95   Clear and Simple's config.sys optimizer v3.0
  newly updated for OS/2 Warp

PMWIP101.ARJ     82708   03-06-95   PM WIPE for OS/2 Version 1.01
  ____________________________________________
  PM WIPE is an easy-to-use PM program for an
  unrecoverable deletion of files and
  subdirectories.  PM WIPE wipes (deletes)
  files and subdirectories by overwriting the
  files contents with 'X' characters and
  deleting all files and subdirectories so that
  they cannot be recovered by the OS/2 UNDELETE
  command.

SBENCH09.ARJ    137208   03-06-95   System Benchmark 0.9.0 for OS/2
SEDIT225.ARJ    129620   03-06-95   SEDIT version 2.25 Text Editor for OS/2
SFIT108.ARJ    287770   03-06-95   Easy to use, PM, non-linear curve fitting

  program for OS/2
SIMDEMO.ARJ    940883   03-06-95   Demo of SimCity for OS/2 2.4d
SVGAKT18.ARJ     45624   03-06-95   OS/2 C library, SVGA kit for emx
TSKBAR20.ARJ     35988   03-06-95   TaskBar v2.0, popup buttonbar allows

  rapid switching between programs in
  OS/2.  Now hot-key switching similar
  to the ALT-TAB feature in Windows.

UCHESS15.ARJ    181179   03-06-95   This is the 3rd release of UChess for OS/2,
  this version is 1.15GA and it provides
  stronger gameplay. 32 bit, pentium optimized!

VESA18.ARJ     74909   03-06-95   OS/2 C source VESA bios extensions under DOS
WARPINST.ARJ    119801   03-06-95   If you've had a few problems installing OS/2

  WARP, this file may help.
WARPTIPS.ARJ      9648   03-06-95   Install advice for OS/2 WArp about cd-rom and

  other compatibility issues
WSETUP.ARJ     39898   03-06-95   Program to allow OS/2 for WINDOWS users to

  setup WINDOWS in OS/2 DOS box
YOVA211.ARJ     87563   03-06-95   Yova/2 1.1 for OS/2 - OS/2 version of

  Attax.  Similar board, pieces and goal
  of Othello, but with different move rules

ZTB100.ARJ    133637   03-06-95    "ZTreeBold" is a text-mode file/directory
  manager for OS/2. Based on XtreeGold, this is
  a true 32bit multithreaded OS/2 application
  which features: + Support of long HPFS
  filenames, and EAs + Flexible support of
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  *ANY* archiving program present and future +
  The ability to launch OS/2 programs Operating

Main Board: 46) Sampl e Files
============ ========= =======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================
0SPKPLAY.ARJ    108124   03-06-95   NEW! SPeaKPLAY 8 plAys MoDs thrU PC SPKR or

  SoundBlaster - Smart Return, Cool colours,
  Volume Controls, Sound Toggles. Now has
  Smart Directory list.  Handles large MODs.
  °±² Copyright (C) 1994 TTW, Inc. ²±° [ASAP]
  Try it!

1000DNCS.ARJ      6360   03-06-95   Land of 1000 Dances MIDI.
123.ARJ     51661   03-06-95   Sound sample: Thunderbirds 1, 2 and 3 are go
16TONS.ARJ     14760   03-06-95   16 Tons -- Drop your WAV  & MIDI files here!

  This program Simply plays WAV files.  Accepts
  drag & drop operations from the File
  Manager. Most handy when used it as an icon.

AMIGAXMS.ARJ    115879   03-06-95   .MOD of more Christmas Music...this one is
  pretty good on the IBM

BLUE_03.ARJ     55067   03-06-95   MOD: Blue3  Good beat   By: Panzer Boy
BMSTR62.ARJ    294003   03-06-95   ÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ

  BLASTER Master v6.2 The best VOC file editor
  for the Sound Blaster. Many Special FX:
  Echo, Fade, Reverse, Mix, Remove Vocals,
  Stereo Panning, Change Sample Rate, Looping,
  and much more! New tutorial file included.
  ÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ

CDM21.ARJ     70781   03-06-95   ÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ
  Compact Disc MASTER v2.1 - full featured,
  DOS based controller for playing audio CDs
  on most CDROM drives. Special features are
  included for the Soundblaster Pro and SB16.
  Shareware. Written by Gary Maddox (1994)
  ÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ

CDMP21.ARJ     91445   03-06-95   CD Music Player - allows you to play audio
  CDs in Windows. Features include
  title/artist/track names and up to 3
  preferred playing orders for each disk,
  random play, search facilities, auto- repeat,
  and more.  Description Copyright 1994 PsL

CDPPRO45.ARJ    258752   03-06-95   CD-Player Pro 4.5 is a unique CD player for
  windows 3.1. With an easy to use interface,
  it masters the art of playing CD's.

  Enclosed in the archive is also CD-info, a
  useful screensaver that displays information
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  about the CD-Audio device. This enables
  the listener to keep track of playing
  progress!

CDS502.ARJ     83012   03-06-95   Powerful music CD cataloguing system
  Quick Browse, Search by artist, title,
  song name, length or range, comment,
  unique id. Sort by artist or title,
  accommodates various artist cds,
  view lyrics of tracks,
  flexible print/export of data,
  calculate stats, merge catalogues, undelete,
  optimize, etc,
  online manual, full mouse support ...

CDW302.ARJ    171351   03-06-95   CD Wizzard 2.30 CD Audio Player Windows It
  has all the functions of a home CD player
  plus many, many more!  It saves the disc and
  tracks names in its database.  CD Wizzard has
  a full 3D look that is totally customizable.
  In icon mode, the icon is updated with the
  disc and track time.  There is a full help
  file that describes all features of CD
  Wizzard.  Registration $15.95

CHUG.ARJ     73386   03-06-95   Wav file of someone chugging a cool drink.
  Great summer sound.

CLEAR.ARJ     41430   03-06-95   Sound sample: Thunderbirds , clear to land
CONCEPT1.ARJ     60047   03-06-95          "The Concept of Mind"

       +++++++++++++++++++++++++
    My latest MOD. Very somber and
    mellow, it has almost a heroic
     feel to it. 4-CH. Protracker
   Z  A  N  G    S  T  U  D  I  O  S

CTHUG51.ARJ    377903   03-06-95   ÜÄCthugha 5.1-An Oscilliscope on AcidÄÜ
  ³ Connect your SB/GUS to your Line-In ³
  ³ or CD-ROM, and watch the hypnotic   ³
  ³ patterns formed by the music.       ³
  ³                                     ³
  ³ CD-Player interface, mind-blowing   ³
  ³ rotating flames.                    ³
  ³                                     ³
  ³    New in this version:             ³
  ³    - Multiple TAB files             ³
  ³    - PCX Image support              ³
  ³    - EMS/XMS support                ³
  ³    - New Flames & display modes     ³
  ³    - Full INI file support          ³
  ³    - Bugs fixed                     ³
  ³                                     ³
  ³        Now 3 archives:              ³
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  ³ CTHUG51.ZIP  - The essential files  ³
  ³ CTHUG51X.ZIP - Extra Cool addons    ³
  ³ CTHUG51S.ZIP - The source code      ³

CUBAN.ARJ     35293   03-06-95   Afro Cuban sound with good variety of styles
  within the piece, in long, medium & short
  .mid versions.

CUL8TR.ARJ     31783   03-06-95   Cul8th.WAV - plays a short tune and
  says "See 'ya later!".

D10SOUND.ARJ    107175   03-06-95   New sounds for Roland D-10 & D-20 MIDI
  synthesizers. Former commercial software by
  Livewire Audio now is shareware. Includes
  patchloader programs for IBM PC & Atari ST.
  Req. Roland MPU401 or compatible MIDIcard for
  IBM, and of course the synth.

DA5.ARJ     65434   03-06-95   DA-5 - is an audio compact disc player which
  will run in a color text mode from DOS or in
  a DOS text window under Windows 3.1. It
  requires MSCDEX version 2.1 or higher and a
  device driver that supports audio play with
  your drive.

DAFORT20.ARJ    107913   03-06-95   Digital Audio Fortune - plays randomly
  selected digital audio file on your Sound
  Blaster, AdLib, or Disney Sound Source sound
  card. It allows you to build your own list of
  files. The program supports VOC, WAV, AU, and
  SND formats. Requires Sound Blaster, AdLib,
  or Sound Source.

DIEHARD2.ARJ    145158   03-06-95   Sound sample: Digitized ad for Die Hard 2
DJPRO10C.ARJ    163804   03-06-95   DJ-PRO v1.0c Music collection Database.

  Written specifically for a professional D.J.
  Frustrated by failings in other Shareware
  music databases. Maybe this is the one for
  you! Simple, fast, method for tracking your
  album collection. Add, Update, Delete, Lists
  by Album Title, Track Title, and by music
  category. J-card inserts for cassette cases.
  Searches titles either by leading characters
  or anywhere in the field (album or Track
  titles). No special system requirements,
  should run on just about anything.

DMP300.ARJ    131594   03-06-95   *------------------------------*
  *-- Dual Module Player v3.00 --*
  *------------------------------*
  Supports many sound cards: SB16,
   WSS, PAS16, PAS+, SB, SB Pro,
    AudioTrix Pro, Aria, GUS,
      Covox and stereo DACs
  Digital Effects, reverb, filter

DMPC230.ARJ     79016   03-06-95         ÕÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ¸
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        ³ Dual Module Player Companion ³
        ³    ©  ù Version 2.30 ù  ª    ³
        ÔÍÍÍÄÄÄÄùúú ú      ú úúùÄÄÄÄÍÍÍ¾
  DMPC is the front end for DMP and almost any
  other music player. DMPC can read files
  inside ARJ, LHA, ZIP, LIMIT, SQZ, HA, HYPER,
  HPACK, ZOO, ARC, PAK and UltraCompressor II
  (rel 2) archives. Supports all known music
  formats through a soft format config. Allows
  random and tagged playing. Mouse support, EMS
  or disk swapping, up to thirty player
  configs. Supports multiple directories
  transparently.

DMPSH21.ARJ     43954   03-06-95
  ²ÚÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ·Û
  ²³Dual Module Player Shell   ver 2.1ºÛ
  ²ÔÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ¼Û
  ± The most useful frontend for DMP!  ²
  ± Includes tagged/random play, FULL  ²
  ± parameter support (up to DMP 3.0!),²
  ± song info/copy/del./ren, directory ²
  ±change, DMP/32 & PMP support, reads ²
  ° songs in ZIP/ARJ, and uses 2k RAM! ±
  ° Accept no substitutes! This is THE ±
  °  companion to Dual Module Player!  ±
  °°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°±±±±±±±±±±

EARTST10.ARJ     27732   03-06-95   EarTest 1.0-Computerized ear training
  practice for musicians! EarTest plays a note,
  you must respond by playing the same note on
  a MIDI keyboard.  Fast moving and fun!  It
  has several levels, from very easy to
  incredibly difficult; whatever your level,
  you'll learn something! Req.  MIDI card &
  keyboard.

EMEDLEYS.ARJ     26439   03-06-95   MIDI) Minstrel show music. More tunes from
  the American Antiquarian Society and early
  America (circa early 1800's)

EQUALOGO.ARJ    213857   03-06-95   MOD: digitised speech
ESBK110.ARJ    346807   03-06-95         ==== Esbeekay v1.1 ====

  Esbeekay is used to edit soundfont banks,
  or SBKs. It can be used to create patches
  from waves, GUS patches, Kurzweil patches,
  MOD samples and also using the AWE ROM
  samples. It can edit any and all param-
  eters in an SBK but not quite all param-
  eters are known yet so some experiment-
  ation may be necessary. Samples can be
  multilayered, and each layer can have
  many samples for particular key ranges.

  ÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÝPhoen x/KLF presentsÞÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜ
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EVRINLVE.ARJ     91528   03-06-95   MOD: Forever in Love
  BY NG PEI SIN
  Good Bass/Sax Tune

EYEOFHUR.ARJ    157595   03-06-95   MOD music file: Eye Of The Hurricane. New age
  and soothing, as you might guess from the
  title.

FASCH.ARJ     11983   03-06-95   The Sonate in F major by JF Fasch rendered in
  type 1 midi format. (18th Century stuff).

GHOTBUST.ARJ    130843   03-06-95   MOD: Ghostb2 good beat
GREN.ARJ     41079   03-06-95   MOD: Green

  BY: Unknown
  Another pretty good "Green Fields"

IPLAY1.ARJ    146655   03-06-95   ÜÜ ÜÜÄÜÜ ÜÜÄÜÜ ÜÜÄÜÜ ÜÜÄÜÜ ÜÜ ÜÜÄÜÜ
  ÛÛ ÛÛ ÛÛ ÛÛþ   ÛÛÄÛÜ    ÛÛ ÛÛ ÛÛþÛÛ
  ÛÛ ÛÛ ÛÛ ÛÛÜÛÛ ÛÛ ÛÛ    ÛÛ ÛÛ ÛÛ ÛÛ
  úùúùúùúùúùúù PRESENTS: ùúùúùúùúùúùú
  ÄÄÄÄ¯> iNERTiA PLAYER v1.20! <®ÄÄÄÄ
      CODiNG BY PRiME & EXCALiBUR
  ÄÄÄÄ¯> 100%  386+ ASSEMBLER! <®ÄÄÄÄ
  úùúùúùúùúùúùúùúùúùúùúùúùúùúùúùúùúùú
  SUPPORTS: GUS,PAS16,WSS,SB16,SBPro,
            SB,Adlib,Covox,StereoOn1,
            PC Speaker and MIDI
  PLAYS:    MOD,NST,STM,S3M,669,E669,
            MTM,WOW,INR,PSM,FAR & ULT
  FEATURES: EMS,UMBs,Menu,DOS Shell
            256x Oversampling, Volume
            Amplify, PAL/NTSC Switch,
            VU-Meters, Graphical
   V1.2     Scopes, Fourier Frequency
            Analysis and much MORE!!!
  úùúùúùúùúùúùúùúùúùúùúùúùúùúùúùúùúùú

JALE067G.ARJ    263489   03-06-95   Jaleo 0.67g - super-Audio system for
  DOS, including SB, PAS, OPL, Roland
  MPU-401, Rio, Maui, GUS w/patch
  caching (including SuperCache). For
  most audio cards. Full MIDI processing.
  Beta AWE support.  Info on OS/2 use.

JIG0REEL.ARJ     78762   03-06-95   (MIDI) a collection of Jigs & Reels done by a
  researcher at the American Antiquarian
  Society. Antique music from the 1700 &
  1800's.

JNYBGOOD.ARJ      5638   03-06-95   Johnny B Good MIDI.
JOURNEY1.ARJ    876657   03-06-95   ÜÛÛÛÛÛÛÛßßßßßßßÜ

  ÛÛ  ÜÜÜÛ ÛÛßßß Û
  ÛÛ  ßßÛÛ ÛÛ    Û
  ÛÛ  ÛÛÛÛ ÛÛÜÜÜ Û
  ßÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÜÜÜÜÜÜÜß
      presents
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   S3M/MOD player
         &
  Music Collection
        No.1

JOURNEY2.ARJ   1045525   03-06-95   ÜÛÛÛÛÛÛÛßßßßßßßÜ
  ÛÛ  ÜÜÜÛ ÛÛßßß Û
  ÛÛ  ßßÛÛ ÛÛ    Û
  ÛÛ  ÛÛÛÛ ÛÛÜÜÜ Û
  ßÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÜÜÜÜÜÜÜß
      presents
   S3M/MOD player
         &
  Music Collection
        No.2

KPLSDEMO.ARJ    610980   03-06-95   Background Mood Music creater for Win.
  Fabulous ever-changing Mood Music from your
  computer You wont believe your ears!  Koan
  Plus has been specially designed to let you
  play ever-changing and free-flowing
  harmonious background music, for use while
  you work or just to chill out to.  As the
  Koan Music Engine composes its music in real
  time, whenever it plays it will be different
  - a real musical kaleidoscope; pieces can
  even include pre-set 'seed' melodies.  Koan
  Plus comes with 10 Koan pieces for you to
  play, 10 MIDI file recordings of these pieces
  and 10 studio mastered mood music tracks,
  recorded whilst saving the Koan pieces output
  to the MIDI files above - giving you an hour
  of mood music on CD too! hw

LANDO.ARJ     45058   03-06-95   A .WAV file of Lando from The Empire Strikes
  Back. "Attention! This is Lando
  Calrissian..."

LD_DECEM.ARJ    302993   03-06-95   ú    Legend Design 1994 presents    ú
  :                                   :
  |       ú þ  "December"  þ ú        |
  |ú þ  by Necros / Legend Design  þ ú|
  |                                   |
  |  9 channel S3M with a collection  |
  | of 4 traditional  christmas tunes |
  ³ ÍÍÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÍÍ ³
  ==== ONE OF 1994 BEST XMAS MUSIC FILES====

LED_ZEP.ARJ     36068   03-06-95   This is a file of lyrics for all of the Led
  Zeppelin songs that appeared on their albums.
  99% of the lyrics are given, as found on the
  original sheet music and verified against the
  recordings. A must for any fan of their music
  who can't figure out what the heck Robert
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  Plant is singing in some of the songs. Enjoy!
LOSTLMOD.ARJ    107942   03-06-95   MOD: Lost Love

  BY: Robert of Fog Prod.
  A remix of an old .mod

LVSPRICE.ARJ    215011   03-06-95   MOD: "Love's Price" by Jason Thomale
M3RIP200.ARJ     29024   03-06-95   The Fastest RIPPER! Supports 4/6/8 CHN MOD,

  STM, S3M, ULT, MTM, FAR, and MIDI files
M4W110SX.ARJ   1289318   03-06-95   Mod 4 WINDOWS - High-quality MOD player for

  WINDOWS with VCR-like console and juke box
  function.

M4W212D1.ARJ    312301   03-06-95   Mod 4 Windows, 1/2, the best mod player for
  windows, version 2.12 plays from mods
  to s3ms(up to 32 tracks) has surround sound

M4W212D2.ARJ    707981   03-06-95   Mod 4 windows, 2/2
MB11.ARJ   1237319   03-06-95   Media BlastOFF! 1.1 /Multimedia File Player

  for Windows NEW! Drag-Drop Play forFLI/FLC
  /AVI/AAS/DIB/RLE/PCX/GIF/BMP/WAV/MID,TGA
  Plus built-in CD audio player for your
  disks!Plays Windowed or Fullscreen. $30 reg58

MELODY25.ARJ    238332   03-06-95   Melody Master v2.5 with 140 melodies. Exports
  music into Pascal, C, BASIC, ANSI, Batch
  files, etc. New *SOUND BLASTER* support!
  New version! Supports CGA/Herc/EGA/VGA!

MIDAS41B.ARJ     57430   03-06-95     __ __    __ __ __   __    __ __ __ __ __
   /_ /_//_//_//_//_/  /_ / //_//_ /_ /_//_
  __// // // //| / /  __//_//| /  /__/| __/
                    Present
    MIDAS Module Player v0.41 beta rev. d
    -------------------------------------

MIDIM100.ARJ    103622   03-06-95   Midi Machine for Windows V1.00
  (c) 1994 Excel Progs/TOW Devel.
  WAV and MID player/file manager!
  Random, Forward, Backward,
  Continuous, Shuffle Play, with
  full load/save album support.
  --------------------------------
  Conductor moves, notes fly, 12
  other packaged animations (with
  support for more) "dance" to the
  sound!
  --------------------------------
  Easy to use, many "Intelligent"
  features to aid to the fun!
  --------------------------------

MIDIRIP.ARJ     10109   03-06-95   This is a small utility to extract MIDI
  files from games etc. The MIDIrip does
  not un-zip (-pak, -arc, -zoo...)
  anything, so you can not use MIDIrip to
  extract MIDI files from compressed
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  archives. Basically MIDIrip searches for
  the text string 'MThd'. When the string
  is found MIDIrip performs some additional
  checks to verifythat the string really is
  part of a MIDI header and not a random
  string that theoretically can be found
  in any (large) file.

MIDOLA11.ARJ    181400   03-06-95   MIDIOLA V1.1 DOS MidiMusicPlayer:Gen MIDI,CMF
  MT32 & ex-ROL music (w/ROL to MID converter)
  Play 50 mix format songs w/multi-sort options
  Has Repeat/Pause/Next/Stop and can "shuffle"
  titles. Save personal "Albums". REGISTER and
  select upto 300 in playlist, Auto Play, Never
  Stop Play, Set Volume, DOS Shell, ZIP, Delete
  Que, AutoMODE, get 500+ free songs & more.

MODMNU21.ARJ     27714   03-06-95    ð ModMenu v2.1 - minor update. ð
           (Fixed PgUp bug)
  Front-end shell program for use with
  ANY module (MOD) player, such as DMP.
  Created to provide a module selection
  menu that DMP or other module players
  lack.  Features include:
  ¯ Support any module player.
  ¯ Will pass parameter(s) to player.
  ¯ Play individual or multiple files.
  ¯ Search mode to find modules.
  ¯ Random and loop (continuous) play.
  ¯ Control panel for multiple playing.
  ¯ which allows repeat, skip, pause, etc.
  ¯ New, built-in configuration program.

MOON.ARJ     32013   03-06-95   Clubhouse Productions presents - Moon
  Half-Way Curved, arranged by Alan Lok.
  MIDI/Cakewalk file formats included.
  General MIDI compatible!

MOZRT10A.ARJ    714409   03-06-95   MOZART the Windows 3.1 Music Processor
  creates, edits, and prints music scores
  and individual parts using the computer
  keybord only; is WYSIWYG; saves scores
  to disk and exports MIDI files for
  "aural preview" on multimedia PC's.  For
  both serious amateur & novice users.

MOZRT10B.ARJ     75891   03-06-95   MOZART the Windows 3.1 Music Processor [2/2]
MP5UTILS.ARJ    265656   03-06-95   MULTIPLAYER PRODUCTS! Module/Sample player,

  Mixers, Converters...  Dir 38
  It supports 386 Protected Mode.

MUZIKA3.ARJ    227618   03-06-95   Muzika music composition system version 3.0.
  Windows 3.1 WYSIWYG music writing program. U
  !k Allows entering notes, rests, bars, text
  and titles, and other music notation for many
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  voices. Quite nice! Shareware.
NUTMIDI.ARJ     31738   03-06-95   The Nutcracker Suite. Tchaikovsky's

  Nutcracker music in General MIDI format.
OZ01.ARJ     80536   03-06-95   GreatWAV! "Let the Joyous news be spread!

  The wicked old witch at last is dead!
OZ02.ARJ     24844   03-06-95   GreatWAV! "Follow the yellow brick road" OZ
OZ03.ARJ     30780   03-06-95   GreatWAV! "If I only had a brain." OZ
OZ04.ARJ     43329   03-06-95   GreatWAV! "If I only had a heart" OZ
OZ05.ARJ     64922   03-06-95   GreatWAV! "Lions and Tigers and Bears, Oh My!
OZ06.ARJ     36822   03-06-95   GreatWAV! "If I only had the nerve" OZ
OZ07.ARJ    120118   03-06-95   GreatWAV! "The great and powerful OZ knows

  why you have come" OZ
OZ08.ARJ    124521   03-06-95   GreatWAV! "Look what you've done! I'm melting

  melting oh! what a world what a world!"  OZ
OZ09.ARJ     31825   03-06-95   GreatWAV! "There's no place like home" OZ
PBCDK10.ARJ     74722   03-06-95   Audio cd Toolbox Lets You Add Music cd Audio

  Capability to Your Powerbasic Applications.
  Play Individual Audio Tracks, Entire Cd's,
  Specific Portions Down to 1/75 of Second,
  Adjust Volume, Eject/Lock cd Tray, And More.
  Retrieve Complete, Location And Playtime
  Information About Individual Audio Tracks or
  Entire Cd. Includes Soundblaster (Not
  Required) Control Code Also. Much More. ASP.

POPWAV.ARJ     19633   03-06-95   Pop.WAV - is a digitized sound file of
  a cork popping.

PPITCH10.ARJ     85008   03-06-95   Perfect Pitch is a program designed for
  vocalists and instrumentalists who need to
  see what they are singing or playing. The
  program records your voice or instrumental
  sound and displays the note you are singing
  or playing in real time. The program requires
  an IBM-PC compatible computer, a Sound
  Blaster compatible sound card, a microphone
  and approx. 200k Byte of disk space.

QSOUND.ARJ     99279   03-06-95   A small program for Windows that allows you
  to drag-and-drop a WAV file and play it.
  Small, but cool. Requires VBRUN200.DLL.

SAMBA0.ARJ    229782   03-06-95   ÕÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ STEREO WAV ÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ¸
  ÃÄÄ Put on your frills and dance the ... ÄÄ´
  ³ ÜÛÛÛÛÛÜ ÜÛÛÛÛÛÜ ÜÛÛÛÛÛÛÜ ÛÛÛÛÛÛÜ ÜÛÛÛÛÛÜ ³
  ³ ÛÛÜÜÜÜ  ÛÛÜÜÜÛÛ ÛÛ ÛÛ ÛÛ ÛÛÜÜÜÛß ÛÛÜÜÜÛÛ ³
  ³  ßßßßÛÛ ÛÛßßßÛÛ ÛÛ ÛÛ ÛÛ ÛÛßßßÛÛ ÛÛßßßÛÛ ³
  ³ ßÛÛÛÛÛß ÛÛ   ÛÛ ÛÛ ÛÛ ÛÛ ÛÛÛÛÛÛß ÛÛ   ÛÛ ³
  ÔÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ¾

SB16.ARJ    900198   03-06-95    ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ
   Creative Bulletin Board
   Filename:-  SB16UP.ARJ
   ----------------------------------------
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   UPD-STD-02 Revision 1
   Sound Blaster Software Updates for
   SB 16 Users. Disk includes NEW DOS
   architecture & updated Windows Drivers.
   IMPORTANT:- Refer README.TXT For Details
   Ä[ SB-BBS ]ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ

SDZW211.ARJ    981661   03-06-95   SoundZ For WINDOWS 2.11 <ASP> The ULTIMATE
  audio librarian handles tapes, CDs,
  45s,LPs,78s, reels AND MORE! UNLIMITED tunes
  per side, standard header info PLUS a text
  file for each title of up to 5000 lines. Even
  handles scanned cover art. Prints lists,
  catalogs, inserts, labels and more! Finds! on
  ALL fields or combination. Handles Laser or
  DM printer. From Unicorn Software Limited

SHORT121.ARJ     91661   03-06-95   Shorten v1.21 - Reduces the size of waveform
  files (such  as  audio) using Huffman coding
  of prediction residuals and optional addi-
  tional quantisation. In lossless mode the
  amount of compression obtained depends on the
  nature of the waveform. Those composing of
  low frequencies and low amplitudes give the
  best compression, which may be 2:1 or better.
  Lossy compression operates by specifying a
  minimum acceptable segmental signal to noise
  ratio or a maximum bit rate. Lossy compress-
  ion operates by zeroing the lower order bits
  of the waveform, so retaining waveform shape.
  C source code is included.

SOUNDCRD.ARJ      6430   03-06-95   SOUNDCRD.ARJ Text info comparing SB16 PAS16
  and the Gravis UltraSound. Of interest if
  you are buying a new sound card.

SPEEDRLZ.ARJ     55666   03-06-95   MOD: Speed Rules
  BY: Moby
  Another Good Beat from Moby

SPKPLAY8.ARJ    108004   03-06-95   NEW! SPeaKPLAY 8 plAys MoDs thrU PC SPeaKeR
  or SoundBlaster - Smart Return, Cool colors,
  Volume Controls, Sound Toggles. Large MODs

SSAMP07.ARJ     41417   03-06-95   SimpSamp v0.7: MS-WINDOWS .WAV-file player;
  playback of up to 128 different samples can
  be triggered by incoming MIDI Note On
  messages, or w/the built-in simulated MIDI
  keyboard; req WAV-capable sound card;
  08/22/94; Hermann Seib/Ashton & Aschenfeld
  Ges.m.b.H.

START.ARJ     68160   03-06-95   Sound sample: Start of Thunderbirds theme
SUNCART.ARJ    669520   03-06-95   Wav file of The Sun's About to Shine written

  by Danny Carter and sung by The Carters
SURVIVE.ARJ    113469   03-06-95   A great .VOC file of the Grateful Dead.
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  Sound Blaster or compatible required.
SYNTHIN1.ARJ     53872   03-06-95   FM Music Generator - Create FM instruments

  for usage with your own programs! Contains a
  document detailing how to make FM music.
  Features:  Online Help, Optional Mouse,
  Optional Testing w/ Adlib compatible sound
  card, Exports to QBasic, Turbo Pascal, & C.
  Also exports as a text in either hexidecimal
  or decimal or in SBI or IBK format.  Very
  well tested for bugs!

TARKUS.ARJ     29394   03-06-95   Emerson, Lake and Palmer, Tarkus
TDP110.ARJ    144887   03-06-95   ==============================

  The*Drums Professional v. 1.10
  ==============================
  Real-time pattern based editor sequencer
  for drum parts. Compatible with any MIDI
  device driver or sound card.
  Shareware. Registration fee 30 US$.
  Fabio Marzocca.

THE_MASK.ARJ     66885   03-06-95   THE MASK Sound was recorded in 11,025 Hz
  8-bit mono WAV format. "It's Party Time."

THUND.ARJ     15967   03-06-95   Saound sample: Thunderbirds are go
TUBBELLS.ARJ     24742   03-06-95   a mod file called Tubular bells
TV03.ARJ    114733   03-06-95   GreatWAV! TV "There's no need to fear!

  Underdog is here!"
TV04.ARJ    159545   03-06-95   GreatWAV! TV (Loony toons exit sequence)
TV07.ARJ     75306   03-06-95   GreatWAV! TV (Tarzan Yell)
TV10.ARJ    144771   03-06-95   GreatWAV! TV (Addams family opening segment)
U8_MIDS.ARJ    698536   03-06-95   Here it is - The long awaited collection of

  General Midi Music from Ultima8 - PAGAN!
  Includes ALL the music from the game,
  provided in standard MID format.

VBPIANO.ARJ     29442   03-06-95   Graphic MIDI Piano with Visual Basic source
  code

VOCAL11.ARJ     39289   03-06-95   WINDOWS CD player which allows you to enter
  the lyrics to the songs on your CDs and then
  time the words to the singer. As the CD
  plays, it will load the appropriate lyrics
  and then scroll the words by as the performer
  sings them. In other words, it is the
  bouncing ball effect (without the ball).

VPLAF.ARJ     41382   03-06-95   That chilling Vincent Price laugh from
  Thriller for those who want their computer to
  laugh at inexperienced users in windows.

WARNOISE.ARJ     15043   03-06-95   Collection of War noises. Just a little extra
  tidbit for your PC. Four .WAV files.

WBLOLL94.ARJ   1121015   03-06-95   Window 3.1 type music file of the
  Lollapalloza Tour of Music Groups L7,
  Bordemoms, Green Day and The Flaming LIps.
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  A song from each and graphics of each band.
WHISPER.ARJ     32392   03-06-95   Wondering what those guys are whispering in

  the game HERETIC? Download this 22Khz stereo
  WAV file and find out! Send comments to
  76055.1130@compuserve.com.

WORGAN.ARJ     44779   03-06-95   WinOrgan V4.1 (tm) Copyright 1990-1994 G. L.
  Liadis & Associates All Rights Reserved.
  Great Windows based Organ program for your
  MIDI device.  Requires Windows 3.1 and a MIDI
  device such as Roland, Sound Canvas,
  Waveblaster, or compatible.

XMASD.ARJ    124466   03-06-95   MOD: Christmas Music
  BY:  DNA / Superiority Complex

XMASJAM.ARJ    136722   03-06-95   Another Pretty Good Christmas Music file
  and this one is in MTM format. Play with
  Latest version of DMP.

XMITOOLS.ARJ     36387   03-06-95   XMITOOLS is used to extract XMIDI files
  (those with the extension XMI) which are
  a compressed MIDI format. Many games have
  they're music stored in XMI format, often
  times all in one file, just appended to
  each other. Since XMI's are already com-
  pressed, compression usually cannot hide
  their presence.  When ripping XMI's,
  chances are you will get quite a few.
  There are usually different XMI's for
  every different sound card needed (i.e.
  you'll get a batch of MT32 XMI's and a
  batch od GM XMI's).

XTRACKER.ARJ    243781   03-06-95   þÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÄÍÍÄ-ÄÄ Ä úþ
  ³   ÛÛ ßÛÛßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßß³
  : Û ÛÛ  ÛÛ ÛßÛÜ ÛßÛÛ ÛßÛÛ Û ÛÛ ÛßÛÛ ÛßÛÜ:
  . ßÜÛß  ÛÛ ÛÜÛß ÛÜÛÛ Û    ÛÜÛß ÛÜ   ÛÜÛß
    Û ÛÛÞÝÛÛ Û ÛÛ Û ÛÛ Û ÛÛ Û ÛÛ Û ÜÜ Û ÛÛ
  ú Û ÛÛ  ÛÛ Û ÛÛ Û ÛÛ Û ÛÛ Û ÛÛ Û ÛÛ Û ÛÛ.
    Û ÛÛ  ÛÛ Û ÛÛ Û ÛÛ Û ÛÛ Û ÛÛ Û ÛÛ Û ÛÛ
  . Û ÛÛ  Û² Û Û² Û Û² ÛÜÛ² Û Û² ÛÜÛ² Û Û².

  . Û ÛÛ  BY D-LUSiON iS, (C) 1994 by ASI .
  ùÄÛÄÛÛÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ-----ÄÄÄ-Ä=ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄù
  : Û  Û X-Tracker, the amazing, profes-  :
  ³ sional sound-studio. Featuring :      ³
  ³                                       ³
  ³      þ 32 digital channels            ³
  ³      þ GUS, SB16, SBPro, SB support   ³
  .      þ DMF,S3M,MTM,669,MOD support    ³
         þ 1024 pattern                   ³
         þ 250 samples                    ³
         þ 4 effects each note            ³

    Û ÛÛ  fREE DEMO-VERSiON! !            ö
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  .      þ DSF,WAV,VOC,SND,SAM,PAT        ³
  .      þ DEMO song included ;-)         ³
  ³      þ and many goodies you've ever   ³
  ³        dreamt oph                     ³
  ³                                       ³
  ÀÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ=ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ--Ä--ÄÄÄ-ÄÄÄÄ¾

Main Board: 47) Sampl e Files
============ ========= =======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================

Main Board: 48) Sampl e Files
============ ========= =======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================

Main Board: 49) Sampl e Files
============ ========= =======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================
ABC123.ARJ    264417   03-06-95   ABC123 - Application for preschool

  children for learning number and letters
  by sight and sound. Press a number or
  letter on the keyboard, and the computer
  displays and says it in either English
  or French.  Requires Windows 3.1 and
  sound hardware, like a Sound Blaster.
  <ASP> Shareware $10

ADDALOT.ARJ    683864   03-06-95   SIR ADDALOT 2.0 is LANDMARK's new math game!
  This arcade style educational game improves
  addition and subtraction skills as kids face
  dragons in enchanted castles. The Game has
  levels for a wide range of skills. Come join
  the adventure in this 256 color VGA learning
  experience! Ages 6-12 by Landmark Solutions.

ADDIX20.ARJ     15236   03-06-95   Educational strategy game tunes math
AJOHN30.ARJ    203543   03-06-95   JOHN'S ANIMATED COMPUTER GAME v3.0 - A game

  for very young children, so they can use the
  computer too! A variety of animation and
  sound results when any key is struck.
  EGA and Hard Drive required. FREEWARE from
  FLIX Productions.

AMEM30.ARJ    240738   03-06-95   ANIMATED MEMORY GAME v3.0 - Uses 30 animated
  sequences to test memory skills. By matching
  hidden pictures in pairs you win the game and
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  get animated rewards. Many options are
  provided: selecting from 14 different tile
  patterns, a mini-movie theater, and more.
  Various difficulty levels provide a challenge
  for all ages. EGA and Hard Drive required.
  Keyboard and mouse support.

AMEMV10.ARJ    750444   03-06-95   ANIMATED VGA MEMORY GAME v1.0 - SVGA and
  Sound support are provided in this version
  of a concentration type game. All kinds
  of animation are used including: clay, stop-
  motion, morphing, tweening, 3D, cell, and
  full-motion video. 10 or 20 tiles can be
  used in VGA mode and up to 64 tiles can be
  used in Super VGA (640x480 256 colors).
  One or two player mode available.
  VGA and Hard Drive required. Keyboard/mouse.

ARITH12.ARJ    652019   03-06-95   ***** ArithmeTick-Tack-Toe v1.2 ******
  Indigo Rose Software Design Corporation
  An educational math game for Windows 3.1.
  Incorporates digital graphics and sound
  effects to create a fun and challenging
  learning tool. <Shareware>
  Initial Public Release

AWORDS30.ARJ    686619   03-06-95   ANIMATED WORDS v3.0 - a spelling program
  for children from pre-school through first
  grade. The child is helped to match the
  word with it's picture. When the word is
  correctly matched, pieces are added to a
  puzzle; after five correct words the puzzle
  becomes animated. The program is enchanced
  with digitized speech. EGA and Hard Drive
  required. PC Speaker or SoundBlaster and 100%
  compatibles for speech. Keyboard or mouse.

BDINO.ARJ    131491   03-06-95   A colouring book program for kids with
  predrawn dino figures and the capability to
  write a story togo with it.

BERTDA32.ARJ    149131   03-06-95   (1/2) BERT'S DINOSAURS, VER. 3.2 <ASP>
  Children's dinosaur coloring writing prog.-
  THERON WIERENGA
  Easy enjoyable coloring program, especially
  useful for introducing young children to
  computers. Designed by educators to be used
  with minimal help from adults. Dinosaurs are
  placed on backgrounds, then colored.
  Optional Sound Blaster voice.
  VGA-512k-mouse.
  Games - Other

BERTDB32.ARJ    277548   03-06-95   (2/2) BERT'S DINOSAURS, VER. 3.2 <ASP>
  Children's dinosaur coloring writing prog.-
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  THERON WIERENGA
  Easy enjoyable coloring program, especially
  useful for introducing young children to
  computers. Designed by educators to be used
  with minimal help from adults. Dinosaurs are
  placed on backgrounds, then colored.
  Optional Sound Blaster voice.
  VGA-512k-mouse.
  Games - Other

CBOOK21.ARJ    160016   03-06-95   Coloring Book Version 2.1!  A classic child's
  toy is now here for your PC.  Coloring Book 2
  includes 10 pictures (35 pictures come in the
  registered version.)  The program supports 50
  colors, sound effects (the registered version
  adds digital sound support,) keyboard, mouse,
  or joystick control, and color printing to HP
  and Epson compatible printers.  VGA required.

CCMATH.ARJ    119665   03-06-95   Credit Card Math  -   Learn why it takes so
  long to pay off credit cards.  Find out how
  to save thousands of dollars in credit card
  interest.  Discover the clever scheme used
  by credit card issuers to keep your monthly
  payments low.  Credit Card Math goes behind
  the scenes and uncovers the true hidden cost
  associated with credit cards.  This program
  is ABSOLUTELY FREE!  So, please pass it on.

CFK.ARJ     81222   03-06-95   Cash For Kids 1.0T: An easy way for your
  children to save money and spend it wisely.
  Tracks funds and deposits allowances
  automatically. Your child sets future
  spending goals and graphs show whether they
  are reachable. Impulsive spending is curbed
  as children develop the ability to plan.
  Ages 5-13. Password security is optional.
  For Windows 3.0+. Shareware (US$29.95,
  CAN$34.95) from Adrian-Thomas Developments.

COUNTME.ARJ    730338   03-06-95   Count Me In - is a multimedia pre-school
  primer for numbers and counting. Mr. Penny
  needs your child's help in counting the items
  in his toy store. Requires WINDOWS 3.1

DOLLA22.ARJ    400015   03-06-95   RACHEL'S FASHION DOLLS, VER. 2.2 <ASP> A
  virtual paper doll dressup/coloring program
  Easy enough for preschoolers without
  assistance. Images can be colored in 48 hues,
  saved, printed, clothing changed, and dolls
  have Sound Blaster voice. VGA-512k-mouse.

DRAWSOME.ARJ    59728   03-06-95   DRAWSOME - CHILDS DRAWING PROGRAM V4.1  <ASP>
  Childrens drawing program w/ extra features-
  Draws lines with a hand as hand is moved with
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  arrow-keys or mouse. Draws flowers and
  geometric shapes with f-keys and number-keys.
  Colors of lines, flowers, shapes selectable.

DRDOO_12.ARJ    206773   03-06-95   Dr. Doodle VGA v1.2 Hi Res VGA mouse-oriented
  drawing program for ages 2 and older. 16
  drawing objects including triangles, stars,
  and diamonds. Kids can save and load drawings
  without typing a filename! Requires VGA and
  mouse. This new release includes SoundBlaster
  support and fixes a bug that appeared when
  drawing large circles and ellipses. From
  TiJaSoft.

FORCE_RO.ARJ     44354   03-06-95   Are you ready for the hottest Math Game Ever?
  Are you tough enough to face the demons of
  hell? Then get on your modem and download
  this file! This is ROOM!!!! The bloodiest
  math game!!! Remember, my motto is
  "learn while you kill!"

JIGSA2.ARJ    202650   03-06-95   Jigsaw Puzzle v1.2 Shareware. DOS 3.1, EGA or
  VGA, 500K RAM. The first truly realistic
  jigsaw puzzle simulation features original
  artwork, piece grouping, and three levels of
  difficulty. Mouse or keyboard operation.
  Recommended for ages 3 to 93. Runs well on
  286 and low memory PCs.

KID20.ARJ    714457   03-06-95   Kidtionary v2.0 - Dictionary For Kids. Lets
  kids learn new words by picture and sound
  associations. Also includes a speller program
  that displays words for the user to try and
  spell. VGA Req.,SB Comp. Sound card and mouse
  are optional. ASP Shareware, $22 From:
  AD-EDUC.
  Last revision date in archive: 12-15-1994.

LLABC20.ARJ    523238   03-06-95   "Living Letters - ABC edition",  Version  2.0
  A highly interactive windows based multimedia
  ABC program.  Using real photographs, digital
  sounds, and music the program keeps childrens
  interest for hours. The letters are cute
  cartoonish characters that bring the alphabet
  to life for preschoolers and early readers.
  It teaches letter recognition, phonic sounds,
  and introductory reading.  Forget all the
  other shareware ABC programs, this one is a

MATH1.ARJ     81070   03-06-95   MATH: Math Master V1.0 (Elementary) is
  a program to help develop elementary math
  shills. It allows parents and teachers to
  help students work on Addition, Subtraction,
  Multiplication, and Division problems. MORE!

MATHCH30.ARJ    361808   03-06-95   An educational game that teaches children
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  their math tables with personalized text,
  colorful animation, interesting sound
  effects, and VGA photographic images.
  Provides parent options for subject and
  difficulty levels.

MATHFUN.ARJ    248034   03-06-95   Math Strategies!
  Turn your PC into a math learning machine.
  Covers addition, subtraction, multiplication,
  division, and number recognition.  Plays
  like a Nintendo game.  Tested in public and
  private schools.

MERLN105.ARJ    180955   03-06-95   MERLIN'S MATH V1.05 ASP Episodes 1 & 2 of the
  Merlin's Math series- teaches multiplication
  of multiple digit numbers, up to 5 by 5
  digits, and long division. Stating as an
  apprentice magician, the student gains in
  power by solving math problems of increasing
  difficulty. Requires 286 or higher, mouse,
  and VGA. Education Mathematics AWARENESS
  PRODUCTIONS.

MMT_V1C.ARJ     78760   03-06-95   My Math Tutor. Interactive quizes and
  print/view multiplication table from 1 x 1 to
  100 x 100. For Windows 3.1.
  Last revision date in archive: 12-17-1994.

MSPIG11.ARJ    899558   03-06-95   Ms. Piggy Bank - six entertaining and
  effective activities teach children from
  6 to 10 all about money. VGA graphics,
  high quality speech, and full mouse
  support.

MTHRDEMO.ARJ   1081560   03-06-95   DEMO of Magic Theatre 1994 educational progra
  children create their own stories on the comp

PHONICS1.ARJ   1197457   03-06-95   The PHONICS READING & SPELLING SYSTEM will
  teach children and adults the phonetic
  reading and spelling methods. Interactive
  teaching method with graphic, music and
  voice. This is a complete HEARING, SEEING
  and SAYING package with REAL SPEECH. VGA
  graphic required. Supports sound boards. 1/94

PUZ20.ARJ    350289   03-06-95   Stunning images from around the world in
  SuperVGA color! The ultimate puzzle game.
  Extremely flexible - choose any numbers of
  pieces from 4 to 2000! Hall of fame for your
  best scores. Save puzzles, solution hints,
  simple mouse interface, and much more!
  Designed to use all major SVGA boards but
  also will work on VGA All puzzles use
  original photography.

SARAMATH.ARJ     30786   03-06-95   The Sara's Math FlashCards (SARAMATH) program
  is designed for IBM compatables running
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  MS-DOS with color text (CGA,EGA,VGA,etc).
  SARAMATH is an educational program tohelp the
  user learn to perform a number of mathematic
  operations within a set time limit. SARAMATH
  will allow the user to set up different
  levels of difficulty to suit the users needs.

SBBXMAS.ARJ    836047   03-06-95   BILLY BEAR IS IT CHRISTMAS YET? VGA Educa-
  tional Multimedia program. Childrens story
  book  w/ animation,  children's  melodies,
  .CMF music & special sound effects.  Human
  voice and text-to-speech used to tell this
  Christmas story.  Requires 640k, VGA, hard
  drive, mouse and Sound  Blaster/compatible
  soundcard. BILLY BEAR IS IT CHRISTMAS YET?
  is being distributed as a freeware program

SCHLCRAZ.ARJ    336868   03-06-95   School Crazy Educational Software Educational
  activities for kids 9-14. Runs under Windows.
  Extensive help file, installation program.

SCLMOM50.ARJ    566930   03-06-95   School-Mom Plus v5.0 Comprehensive
  educational software for children of all
  ages. Has multiple learning levels for music,
  math, English, spelling, alphabet, time and
  art. Also has an exam generator with 50 exams

SHAPES10.ARJ    269877   03-06-95   ANIMATED SHAPES v1.0 - Children learn shapes
  and colors with animation. When the shapes
  and colors of a geometrical object are
  correctly identified the object is used to
  build a picture. Guessing what the picture
  will be is part of the fun. Once the picture
  is completed, it turns into a movie-like
  animation. EGA and Hard Drive required.

SLA20.ARJ    612610   03-06-95   Match animals/other items to their sound
SPELL200.ARJ    166563   03-06-95   SHOW 'N SPELL-EGA graphic spelling bee!

  A fun way for children (& adults?) to
  increase their spelling skills.  Random
  pictures appear for you to identify and
  spell. 3 skill levels. Play against the
  clock. Imports spelling word lists.
  EGA/VGA & hard disk required. Vers. 2.0

SSEED.ARJ    710520   03-06-95   BILLY BEAR'S PUMPKIN SEED  EGA Educational
  Multimedia  Program.   Childrens storybook w/
  animation,  music & sound effects.  You are
  in for a Halloween treat - this is the first
  Billy Bear story where the captions are done
  with human voice.  Text to speech remains for
   your children's learning  fun for the
  reading text. Sound Blaster recom- mended.
  Requires 512k, EGA/VGA, harddrive mouse. NEW
  registration information.
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TEACH15.ARJ    764271   03-06-95   TALKING TEACHER for SOUND BOARDS is a new
  educational package with REAL HUMAN SPEECH
  that teaches children (1-17) how to talk,
  the alphabet, read, write, spell and use a
  computer. You can record your own voice and
  use it in this package. You can also change
  the spelling words to match your child's
  weekly spelling words. Supports SOUND
  BLASTER, PRO AUDIO 16 and compatibles.
  EGA/VGA required - ASP - RECOMMENDED

TSKIDS.ARJ     58374   03-06-95   VGA shareware for kids. Draw colourful shapes
  on 1 large or 4 small screens with single
  keystrokes. Can change colours, speed,
  autorepeat, etc. Even plays a few simple
  songs (sorry, parents) No mouse support.

TTIME20.ARJ    468830   03-06-95   Talking Time Tutor - your child will
  quickly learn to tell time with TTIME's
  colorful clocks (digital and analog) and
  its high quality digitized speech. Four
  different time activities with 4 skill
  levels. Mouse and keyboard supported.

Main Board: 50) Sampl e Files
============ ========= =======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================
CF427.ARJ    124803   03-06-95   Curvefits v4.27 - Science/Engineering curve

  fitting program. Performs 18 distinct curve
  fits. Automatically selects best fits based
  on correlation coefficient and standard
  error. Menu Driven. Handles up to 250 data
  points. Graph & Zoom capability. EGA CGA VGA.
  286+

KSTAT4.ARJ   1400754   03-06-95   KWIKSTAT v4.0, ASP ESC allows you to analyze
  and graph business & scientific data. 1992
  SIA winner. Recognized as one of the best,
  professional & complete statistical data
  analysis packages. Michael Callahan says "No
  program I've seen beats KWIKSTAT." Created &
  maintained by professional statisticians.
  10,000 registered. Uses dBASE, 1-2-3, & ASCII
  files.
  Last revision date in archive: 12-12-1994.

PT203A.ARJ    323309   03-06-95   (1/2) Periodic Table 2.03 (1 of 2) - 110 Elem
  890 isotopes. 500+ radioisotopes with decay
  trees. Quiz mode. Compare bond properties.
  List properties is sorted lists. Print table,
  data and decays. Supports clipboard and DDE
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  for data sharing. Has over 30 data items on
  each element, including abundance, melt/boil
  point, electronegativity, oxydation states,
  and more.

PT203B.ARJ    133439   03-06-95   (2/2) Periodic Table 2.03 (1 of 2) - 110 Elem
  890 isotopes. 500+ radioisotopes with decay
  trees. Quiz mode. Compare bond properties.
  List properties is sorted lists. Print table,
  data and decays. Supports clipboard and DDE
  for data sharing. Has over 30 data items on
  each element, including abundance, melt/boil
  point, electronegativity, oxydation states,
  and more.

SORTING.ARJ     94184   03-06-95   The Sorting Tutor offers a complete learning
  guide to six common sorting algorithms.
  (BUBBLE, SHAKER, and QUICK sort, LINEAR
  INSERTION, BINARY INSERTION, and SHELL sort)
  Using graphical displays and QuickBASIC
  program examples, the Sorting Tutor shows a
  unique picture of Insertion and Exchange
  sorting.

SYMBOL53.ARJ    132804   03-06-95   Mathomatic V5.3 is a powerful symbolic math
  program that can automatically solve,
  simplify, combine, and graph algebraic
  equations, etc.  Does calculus operations,
  too.  Mathomatic is an inexpensive
  alternative to Mathematica.

XSET13.ARJ     30363   03-06-95   XSET v1.3 - by Gary Chanson
  Displays and modifies environment variables
  of the current program, the current shell, or
  the master environment.  Supports powerful
  parameter expansions and strings longer then
  the DOS command line (up to 255 characters).
  New variables can be read from list files.
  Edit mode for interactive settings.

Main Board: 51) Sampl e Files
============ ========= =======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================
21A19.ARJ     60632   03-06-95   Virus Update Definition for Norton AntiVirus

  v2.1 February '95 update Needs NAV 2.1.
30A12.ARJ    125286   03-06-95   Norton AntiVirus v3.0 Definition Update

  October `94
  Posted on Symantec BBS 10/03/94

AMFLCK10.ARJ     21498   03-06-95   AMF Word Lock Security: Lock Word tight
  from prying eyes. Can only be opened with
  the correct password or MASTER key. Reports
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  all tried break-ins in written formats.
  Great security was never so easy. $6 <ASP>

AVICONS.ARJ     10988   03-06-95   25 HAND-DRAWN ANTI-VIRUS ICONS
  Here are the icons you've been looking for to
  ed after the scanning displays.  Included are
  AVS, and many others; plus a few new virus ca
  Hand drawn by R. A. Denhaan.

AVP21BAS.ARJ    479625   03-06-95   Antiviral Toolkit Pro 2.1  a PREMIER
  antivirus scanner identifies and disinfects
  4600++ computer viruses      dir 71

AVSCAN95.ARJ    350702   03-06-95   Newest rev (1.95) of German virus scan
  One of the best!

CNV_201.ARJ     84050   03-06-95   Convert utility for VirusScan, version
  2.x 11/01/94 by McAfee, Inc. Updates
  BAT or Login files to match 2.x options.

DATB212A.ARJ    203647   03-06-95   DAT file for VirusScan, version 2.1.2
  10/14/94 by McAfee, Inc. Update DAT files for
  additional virus detection and virus removal.
  Requires SCAN 211.

EID220.ARJ    126674   03-06-95   Encrypt-It v2.20 for DOS (Shareware).
  Encrypt-It's secure encryption routines
  are perfect for protecting everything
  from private diaries to company proprietary
  data.  Available for both DOS and Windows
  with full file interchange.  Due to NSA's
  Data Encryption Standard (DES) export
  restrictions, the shareware version of
  Encrypt-It is limited to the proprietary
  and proprietary+ levels of encryption.

FE20.ARJ     12067   03-06-95   ############# Fast Encrypt 2.0 ##############
  An extremely fast, secure encryption system.
  Written entirely in 386 Assembler.  Now
  includes complete command line operation!
  Uses 128 bit keys for extreme security.
  386+ ONLY!  Full DOCs included.

FP_216.ARJ    534148   03-06-95   F-PROT version 2.16 - January 1995
  The F-PROT anti-virus package contains a
  virus scanner combined with a disinfection
  program, as well as a resident monitoring
  program for intercepting known viruses.
  This program is free of charge for private
  users, but others are required to register
  or obtain the 'Professional' version - see
  the documentation for details.

HANDSOFF.ARJ     82886   03-06-95   By using a combination of psychology and your
  existing computer hardware, "HandsOff!" helps
  protect your home or office.  No special
  hardware is needed! The HandsOff system is an
  AWARD-WINNER: Public Brand Software, one of
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  the largest shareware vendors in the world,
  selected "HandsOff!" for Honourable Mention
  in the Utilities category for their 12th PBS
  Shareware Contest.  (In all, 15 prizes were
  awarded, out of a total of 1200 entries)

INVB601A.ARJ    337129   03-06-95   ÚÄÄÄ  The Ultimate Anti Virus Protection ÄÄÄ¿
  ³°ÍËÍ°°°°°°°°°°ÉÍÍ°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°³
  ³°°º°°°°°Í»°°°°º°þ°°°°°°°°°°°þ°°º°°°°º°°°°°°³
  ³°°º°ËÉÍ»°È»°°É¼°Ë°°ËÉÍ»°ÉÍ»°Ë°°ÌÍÍ»°º°°ÉÍÍ»³
  ³°°º°Ì¼°º°°È»É¼°°º°°Ì¼°°°º°°°º°°º°É¼°º°°ÌÍÍ¼³
  ³°ÍÊÍÊ°°Ê°°°È¼°°°È¼°Ê°°°°ÈÍ¼°È¼°ÈÍ¼°°È¼°ÈÍÍ¼³
  ÃÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ English ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ´
  ³ Anti virus suit, Generic Integrity Check  ³
  ³ & Restoration, ResQdisk Recovery Toolkit  ³
  ÀÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÙ

I_M231C.ARJ    335100   03-06-95   INTEGRITY MASTER(tm) V2.31c Anti-virus
  and data Integrity!  Easy to use but protects
  against much more than just viruses!
  Hardware glitches, software bugs, even
  deliberate sabotage are detected.  If a virus
  strikes, Integrity Master identifies it by
  name and (unlike other programs) also
  indentifies any damage caused by the virus.
  It will even detect new and unknown viruses
  and now provides full CMOS protection!

OSC_214E.ARJ    403799   03-06-95   VirusScan for OS/2 version 2.1.4 (214)
  01/11/95 virus data files by McAfee, Inc.
  Scans and cleans PC's/LAN's for known and
  new viruses.  Requires OS/2 2.0GA or above.

SCN_216E.ARJ    376229   03-06-95   VirusScan for DOS new version 2.1.5
  (216) 02/23/95 by McAfee, Inc.  Scans
  and cleans PC's/LAN's for known and
  new viruses.  Requires DOS 3.0+.

SCRP312C.ARJ    156272   03-06-95   SuperCrypt v3.12c Complete security with
  DES encryption, decryption & cryptoanalysis.
  Only $59 (single, muliti, site, corporate
  licenses are available.
  Contact: SuperSoftWare @ 713-488-0210-VOC
  Box 58177, Webster TX 77598-8177 USA
  713-280-0099-FAX   713-280-8180-BBS

SECGP113.ARJ     29997   03-06-95   SecureGroup V1.13
    (c) 1993,94 by Andreas Furrer
  SecureGroup lets you protect your program
  manager by protecting the program manager
  groups with passwords and setting
  restrictions to the functions of the program
  manager.
  SecureGroup requires Windows 3.1.

TBAV630.ARJ    279642   03-06-95   Thunderbyte Anti-Virus - The most complete
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  anti-virus system available.  Included are
  TbScan, TbScanX, TbSetup, TbClean, TbDisk,
  TbFile, TbMem, TbCheck, and TbUtil.

TBAVN630.ARJ   1640723   03-06-95   Thunderbyte Anti-Virus - The most complete
  anti-virus system available.  This is the
  network version which works together with
  TBAVW630, the Windows version.

TBAVW630.ARJ    213549   03-06-95   TBAV for Windows. The most complete
  anti-virus system available. Included are
  TbScan, TbScanX, TbSetup, TbClean, TbDisk,
  TbFile, TbMem, TbCheck, and TbUtil.

TBAVX630.ARJ     91017   03-06-95   This archive contains the processor optimized
  versions of the resident TBAV utilities.
  Although the generic utilities as supplied in
  the normal TbAV archive are fully functional,
  the processor optimized versions take
  advantage of processor dependant features and
  are therefore slightly faster and smaller
  than the generic versions.

VALERT2.ARJ     22588   03-06-95   VALERT is a very small, powerful TSR utility,
  written in assembler, whose purpose is to
  monitor the critical DOS Vector table and
  alert the operator if changes occur.  Should
  any application (or a virus), for whatever
  reasons, legitimate or not, take over any
  address on the vector table, VALERT will
  alert you with a message on the screen.

VDS30Q.ARJ    274388   03-06-95   Vds (Virus Detection System) 3.0 Up-To-date
  Anti-Virus Package For IBM PCs With Novell
  Netware(Tm) Lan Support. It Features A Fast
  Scanner, A Robust Integrity Checker, Cleaner

VIRSIM2C.ARJ     67507   03-06-95   Virus Simulator Ver 2C <ASAD><ASP> -Audit and
  demonstrate anti-virus protection. Rosenthal
  Engineering's absolute necessity for anyone
  serious about virus defense, security and
  training. "Unreservedly recommended!" by
  Computer Virus Developments Quarterly. Used
  in tests conducted by National Software
  Testing Labs. for Software Digest and PC
  Digest. Written about in Computerworld, Virus
  Bulletin, Virus News Int., Telecomputing etc.

VSH_216E.ARJ    509084   03-06-95   VShield version 2.1.5 (216) 02/23/95 by
  McAfee, Inc.  Memory-resident (TSR) virus
  protection and prevention. Auto-loads
  into RAM above 1Mb.  Req: DOS 3+, 67Kb.

WSC_215E.ARJ    557379   03-06-95   VirusScan for Windows new version 2.1.5
  (215) 02/14/95 by McAfee, Inc.  Scans and
  cleans PC's/LAN's for known and new
  viruses.  Requires Windows 3.1+.
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Main Board: 52) Sampl e Files
============ ========= =======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================

Main Board: 53) Sampl e Files
============ ========= =======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================

Main Board: 54) Sampl e Files
============ ========= =======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================
32BDAFIX.ARJ      5295   03-06-95   QEMM fix 32bit Disk drivers on drives >528meg
3AWN315E.ARJ    306928   03-06-95   PRINTER DRIVER FOR WINDOWS 3.1

  ON LEXMARK 4039 PRINTER
5X9SCO.EXE    150164   03-06-95   3COM Etherlink III Drivers fro SCO Unix and

  All current SCO Unix Products (Covers full
  EIII Family) Direct from 3COM BBS

60MS01.ARJ    100273   03-06-95   Latest HP Deskjet 500 series drivers for WP60
AHAUPD.ARJ    130226   03-06-95   Adaptec drivers for NetWare v3.1x & v4.0x þ

  AHA 1520 þ AHA 1540 þ AHA 1640 þ AHA 1740 þ
  AIC 7770 þ AIC 7870

DIASTLTH.ARJ    712414   03-06-95   Diamond Stealth VRAM Windows 3.1 Video Driver
  This driver disk will allow you to select or
  change the Stealth video driver for Windows
  3.1 using Windows Setup from the DOS prompt.

MSCDEX22.ARJ     15829   03-06-95   MSCDEX 2.2 DRIVER.
OS2PCL5.ARJ    332821   03-06-95   OS/2 Driver version 1.156a for IBM

  LaserPrinters 4029.
SB16UP2.ARJ    928691   03-06-95   Latest update of drivers and programs for DOS

  and Win 0.1 for Soundblaster 16.
SB2UP.ARJ    604123   03-06-95   Revision 2 SoundBlaster Software updates

  for Soundblaster version 2.0 users
SBKMKE.ARJ     60950   03-06-95   SoundFont(tm) Bank Maker for SoundBlaster

  AWE 32 version 1.00
SBP2_DRV.ARJ    781976   03-06-95   Sound Blaster Pro 2 updated sound drivers.

  For use with Sound Blaster Pro 2 only.
  Includes latest WINDOWS 3.1 drivers.

SB_NT.ARJ    142966   03-06-95   Creative WINDOWS NT drivers for SoundBlaster
  Pro 2 / SB16 / CDROM on X86 AT Class PC

SIO140.ARJ    196667   03-06-95   Ray Gwinn's comm drivers for OS/2, V1.40.
  SIO.SYS and VSIO.SYS are replacements of the
  OS2 communications drivers COM.SYS and
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  VCOM.SYS which come with OS/2.  VX00.SYS
  provides FOSSIL and virtual 16550 support
  for DOS programs SIO can be ordered to
  supporting any number of ports.  Now has a
  virtual modem for Internet access. Important!

SNESV151.ARJ     40016   03-06-95   ÚÛ²±° SNES PRO V1.51  °±²Û¿
  ³SUPER NINTENDO  (FAMICOM)³
  ³Gamepad  Driver for  286+³
  ³machines.  Allows   users³
  ³to connect SNES  Gamepads³
  ³to their PC.   Compatible³
  ³with   EXISTING    GAMES!³
  ³GRAVIS/SEGA Support SOON!³
  ³**Bug repair with Clock**³
  ÀÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÙ

TM_TSNG1.ARJ    405654   03-06-95   OS/2 Tseng 4000 Drivers. late 1994 Release.
UPG303.ARJ    165272   03-06-95   ADAPTEC EZ-SCSI 3.03
WMIDAS.ARJ     50570   03-06-95   Windows MIDI driver. Adds MIDI and sound

  capability to Windows programs. Enhanced
  functions for Gravis Ultrasound owners.

Main Board: 55) Sampl e Files
============ ========= =======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================

Main Board: 56) Sampl e Files
============ ========= =======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================
BLINC300.ARJ    126432   03-06-95   Beyond  the  Limits  of Information  and

  Networking Connections, there  is BLINC,
  the  total mailing  list  manager for
  Windows.  You can print mailing labels,
  custom letters, post cards and envelopes.
  The program generates the new post net
  bar codes so you can take advantage of
  maximum postal discounts.

EXMENU32.ARJ    251307   03-06-95   The Executioner v3.2   by MegaSoft
  ULTIMATE IN VGA Network ready MENU SYSTEMS
  User Friendly, Password Protection, Mouse
  Support, Shell, Screen Saver, MORE  dir 52

INNRNT12.ARJ     22284   03-06-95   =========== Inner-Net (V1.2) ============
  A GROUND-BREAKING network communications
  package for Windows enabling multi-user
  "chat room"-type discussions across a
  network from each users desktop. Requires:
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  a common network directory; and Microsoft
  Windows. Author: Jim Runkel
  ======= Nothing else comes close! =======

LANSD.ARJ    671015   03-06-95   LAN Scheduler and Distribution Version 1.0
  Provides a network manager with control over
  Software Distribution, Event Scheduling and
  Virus Protection.  Includes Version for DOS
  and Windows.  It supports all NetBIOS based
  networks, including LANtastic and Novell.
  It requires the LANAgent software which is
  run on the File Server -- No Workstation TSR

LWP42W.ARJ    248873   03-06-95   An update to novell's lan workplace for dos
  4.1 and 4.2 and lan workgroup 4.1 and 4.2
  windows applications. Includes numerous fixes
  and new features.

LWPO30.ARJ      5294   03-06-95   Patch to install novell's lan workplace for
  os2 v3.0 under os/2 v2.1.

SKDLAN16.ARJ    337134   03-06-95   SCHEDULAN: network-based scheduler/calendar.
  Designed to handle the complicated scheduling
  needs of a busy LAN-based office.  Everyone
  at every workstation has complete access not
  only to his own calendar, but also those of
  his workmates (except for "private" events).
  Free time is easily found for one person or
  a group, and potential scheduling conflicts
  are brought to the user's attention.  Much
  more!  Automated Windows install included.

TIE22.ARJ    254993   03-06-95   Teamwork Information Exchange (TIE) is a
  complete multi-user system designed to
  provide work groups with enhanced intra-group
  communications, and improved time management,
  work flow and productivity. TIE combines
  EMail, personal time scheduling, meeting
  scheduling, task management and personal to
  do lists into a single fully integrated
  system. Requires DOS 3.3 compatible network.

WIZ31.ARJ     74644   03-06-95   Lightning fast, multi-disk file finder. Full
  wildcards-better that DOS's. Scans multiple
  disks, and within archives. Works with
  CD-ROMs & networks, incl. Novell & Lantastic

WMENUN.ARJ    198336   03-06-95   Windows corporate menu for Novell LANs
ZEP12.ARJ     45565   03-06-95   The shareware version of ZEP, includes

  several work station desktop apps,
  including shared printer selection, a
  telephone dialer, logging on and off
  the network, and sending one-line
  messages to other logged-on users or
  groups.
  By Contact Plus Corp.
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Main Board: 57) Sampl e Files
============ ========= =======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================
AACFAQ.ARJ     33702   03-06-95   Aladdin activity center faq - from disney bb.
ALADDN_T.ARJ     10107   03-06-95   Trainer and unprotect for Aladdin featuring

  level skip.  dir 83
BDROMCHT.ARJ     12894   03-06-95   BATTLEDROME CHEAT v1.0 Provides access to all

  mechs and weapons plus money maxxer.
BYTERAPE.ARJ    166097   03-06-95   ByteRaper 2000 v4.0á

  With ByteRaper you can rip the
  Graphics and Modules from your
  favourite demos! Works with demos
  like Hex Appeal, Panic, Unreal
  and LOTS more! Edit the fonts
  and grafix in demos and games!
  Cheat with money and lives in
  your favourite games!
  Download NOW!!!

CHEAT109.ARJ    118701   03-06-95   CHEAT v10.9: The ultimate list of cheats
  and debug codes for MS-DOS computer
  games Over 247 games exist in this
  realm, where no trainers are allowed,
  and no level passcodes can enter this
  neck of the woods!

COLMEN.ARJ      2711   03-06-95   This file will let you use the cheat menu
  instead of the colonization encyclopedia in
  Microprose's COLONIZATION.  Simply unzip the
  file and copy the colmen.txt file to your
  COLONIZATION directory and save as menu.txt

COLOCHET.ARJ      3906   03-06-95   Cheat for Colonization game. Infinite money!
COLON_T.ARJ      5033   03-06-95         A MONEY CHEAT FOR COLONIZATION
CYCLCHET.ARJ     27027   03-06-95   CHEAT for Cyclones by SSI
DCTIPS.ARJ      5552   03-06-95   How and Where to hex edit save games for

  DESCENT.
DESC_TRN.ARJ     13404   03-06-95   Cheat/trainer for DESCENT by Parallex

  Software. Works on shareware version also.
DMXCOM91.ARJ     27276   03-06-95   DMXCOM revision 09/94-01. Patch your X-COM

  saved games files. $320 million in your
  account, heal all of your wounded soldiers,
  max-out all of your soldiers attributes,
  complete the work on all of your base
  facilities, and give your 1st base 1000
  units of Elerium-115.

DS_FIX.ARJ      2698   03-06-95   Desert Strike: 100% Crack Fix - (c)
  Electronic Arts [1/1] /: /-ThE WiLL oF
  GoD!-/- - CoW: 513's FiNEST COURiERS - .
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E_PYROS.ARJ     29403   03-06-95   NEW ROBOT FOR One Must Fall 2097 (pyros)
LIONTRN.ARJ      5134   03-06-95   LION KING CHEAT/TRAINER
LPOPCRAK.ARJ      7396   03-06-95   Crack for Lollypop
LPOPTRNR.ARJ     10136   03-06-95   Trainer for Lollypop game
MGCODES.ARJ      2344   03-06-95   Cheat Codes for Magic Carpet from Bullfrog

  Productions that work with both shareware and
  registered versions.  They really help a lot!

MK2_C11.ARJ      4418   03-06-95   ***Mortal Kombat II Moves List 1.1***
  This file is probably the final moves
  reference for this great game.  It
  was created due to inaccuracies in
  other lists; in this one, every move
  has been tested on Sega Genesis.  IF
  YOU LIKE MK2 THEN PLEASE DOWNLOAD
  THIS FILE NOW!!! -Written by Ben Zell
  Windows Cardfile format.

MKSEGA10.ARJ     53365   03-06-95   Sega Genesis Mortal Kombat Guide
  The unoffical guide to player
  moves, secret codes, hints, tips
  and rumors.  FREEWARE from
  Craig Sturdivant

MTECHCAR.ARJ      5073   03-06-95   CHEAT ON METALTECH: EARTHSEIGE! This contains
  both how to cheat at MT: ES and a character
  who has cheated and gotten a fully loaded
  version of all Hercs.

NOCRACK0.ARJ     68482   03-06-95   !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
  !                                !
  ! LOCK-MASTER Anti-Cracker util! !
  !                                !
  ! Lock-Master version 9.0 with   !
  ! Anti-Trace Add-On code protect !
  !                                !
  !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

OMFEDIT.ARJ     18211   03-06-95   One Must Fall Editor v1.0  Dir 86
OMFMONEY.ARJ      9306   03-06-95   Give yourself a million dollars in the game

  One Must Fall. Alters the saved games so you
  can buy all kinds of stuff.

OMFTC_11.ARJ     12358   03-06-95   One Must Fall 2097: The Cheat v1.1 OMF-TC is
  a cheat for One Must Fall 2097 that allows
  the user to use $2,147,483,647K to buy misc.
  Items such as new robots or robot upgrades,
  in tournament mode. Very useful in helping
  beginner players to get very far in, or beat
  the game.

OMF_TC.ARJ     12242   03-06-95   One Must Fall 2097: The Cheat Omf-Tc is A
  Cheat For One Must Fall 2097 That Allows The
  User to Use $7,484,777k to Buy Misc.

R2_TRNTT.ARJ     23738   03-06-95   TRANSPORT TYCOON +2 MONEY TRAINER |[o1/o1]
  ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÜþßßßßßßßþÜÄÄÜþßßßßßßßþÜÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ
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    R     þ ÜÛÛßßÛÛÛÜ þÛ ÜÛÛÛßßÛÛÜ þ    2
    E    ÞÝÞÛÛþ  ÞÛÛÛÝ þÞÛÛÛÝ  þÛÛÝÞÝ   0
    B     þ ÛÛ  ÜÛÛßß  þ ßßÛÛÜ ÜÛß þ    0
    E     Û ÛÛþßßÜÜÜ       ÜÜÜþß þß     0
    L     þ ÛÛ    ÞÛÛÜ  ÜÛÛß  ÜÛÜ ßþ    A
    S    ÞÝÞÛÛÝ ÜÜÛÛÛÛÝÞÛÛÛÜÜÛÛÛÛÛÜ Û   D
         Û ßßßgasßÛÛÛß þßßßßßßßßßß Üþ
  ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄþßßßßßßþÄßÄþßßßßßßßßßßßßþÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ

RTZCDSGS.ARJ    866571   03-06-95             RETURN TO ZORK
  These are a bunch of saved games
  for the great game "Return To Zork"
  for CD-ROM.  Make sure you have the
  CD-ROM version or these games won't
  work! Enjoy!

SMK2.ARJ      2064   03-06-95   Super Nintendo Codes
  for Mortal Kombat 2.
  Includes 2 never-before
  seen codes!!!

STEELSKY.ARJ      5849   03-06-95   Walkthrough for Beneath a Steel Sky
  which now seems unfamiliar.

TIECODES.ARJ      2130   03-06-95   Entry codes for Tie Fighter
TRNMENZO.ARJ    258800   03-06-95   Menzoberranzan Walkthrough plus Maps
UHSDOS.ARJ     96288   03-06-95   Universal Hint System Reader for MSDOS, 1.61.

  Gives hint-book style clues for many popular
  computer games; hints range from subtle clues
  to full answers. You are only shown the hints
  that you want, so your game is not spoiled.
  Includes both a DOS prompt version and a demo
  of a TSR version that will run from inside
  most of your favorite games. Over 95 hint
  files are available as of September 1994, and
  registration allows you to use them all.

UHSDS161.ARJ     96290   03-06-95   Universal Hint System Reader for MSDOS, 1.61.
  Gives hint-book style clues for many popular
  computer games; hints range from subtle clues
  to full answers. You are only shown the hints
  that you want, so your game is not spoiled.
  Includes both a DOS prompt version and a demo
  of a TSR version that will run from inside
  most of your favorite games. Over 95 hint
  files are available as of September 1994, and
  registration allows you to use them all.

UHSWIN.ARJ     55542   03-06-95   Universal Hint System Reader for Win3, v2.61.
  The UHS gives you hint-book style clues for
  many popular computer games; hints range from
  subtle clues to full answers. You are only
  shown the hints and maps that you want, so
  your game is not needlessly spoiled.
  Registration gives you the right to use the
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  entire collection of over 95 hint files as of
  September 1994.

UNVCRACK.ARJ      4875   03-06-95   Crack for Universe game by Core Design
WARCHEAT.ARJ     31965   03-06-95   WARCHEAT - CHEAT for the game WARCRAFT v1.12

  Version 1.0 - 11/22/94   Author: John Fowler
  Allows you to increase your lumber & gold to
  999,999 and also expose the entire map!

WARCHT11.ARJ     43699   03-06-95   WARCHEAT - CHEAT for the game WARCRAFT v1.12
  Version 1.1 - 01/21/95   Author: John Fowler
  ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ
  Allows you to increase your lumber & gold to
  999,999 and also expose the entire game map!
  ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ

ZOOL2UNP.ARJ      4998   03-06-95    _____  _________________________ ______
   \_  |  \_  __  /    __/ __  /   \\_ _  \
    /  |___/  _>_/  __ \/  _>_/  |  \/ |\  \
   /   :   \     \  |   \     \  |   \ |_\  \
  /    ____/_____/______/_____/__|___/___ \  \
  \____/        ThE WiLL oF GoD!        \____/
  --------------------------------------------
   Zool 2 Final Sales - Codewheel Crack Patch
             Cracked by: WOLVERiNE
  --------------------------------------------

Main Board: 58) Sampl e Files
============ ========= =======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================
UX2DOS11.ARJ     46588   03-06-95   UNIX2DOS v.1.1--Convert Unix Text to DOS

  (2/95) ====== Freeware by Mike St. Clair
  The Unix convention for text files calls
  for the line feed character between each
  line.  The DOS convention calls for both
  a carriage return and a line feed.  When
  moving a text file from Unix to DOS, for
  example from the Internet,  this utility
  can be used to do this conversion.  dir 7

Main Board: 59) Sampl e Files
============ ========= =======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================
1942DIG.ARJ      6915   03-06-95   Improved digitized sound effects for "1942:

  Pacific Air War" by Microprose.          86
1946II.ARJ     56574   03-06-95   Adds two new planes (P-51H & P-72) to Aces of

  the Pacific. Also fixes some of the other
  aircraft flight characteristics to more
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  authentic specs. Requires 1946 Add on.
AL101.ARJ    257310   03-06-95   This file updates Dynamix`s Alien Legacy PC

  game from Version 1.00 to 1.01. Fixes all
  known bugs/glitches. For Floppy Disk version.
  Direct from Sierra/Dynamix BBS.
  Be sure to view Readme.bat file BEFORE using!

AOD11.ARJ    236224   03-06-95   This is a patch file for the FLOPPY DISK
  version of Aces of the Deep from
  Sierra\Dynamix. Upgrades from v1.0 to v1.1.
  Just copy the Zip file to the AOD directory
  and unzip with Pkunzip 2.04. Then just type
  PATCH and the program will take it from
  there. Fixes random lockups, the teleport
  bug, and several other bugs\glitches. Direct
  from the Sierra BBS.

ARENA31.ARJ     16842   03-06-95   Heretic wad: ARENA v3.1
  You can now tear, rend, decapitate,
  burn and clobber every single one
  of your friends in LEDGES....for Heretic!
  Thanks to the registered weapons and textures
  this WAD has some of the coolest stuff I've e
  seen, and has been optimized for deathmatch,
  the way it's meant to be played.

BASSMP12.ARJ     74794   03-06-95   BassMap v1.2: Lake editor for BassTour and
  Bass Class fishing simulation games. Lets
  you make your own new lakes or edit existing
  lakes. By Nels Anderson (ASP).

BUNKER11.ARJ    684903   03-06-95   >> 10 NEW LEVELS FOR WOLFENSTEIN 3D <<
  Bunker Assault is a total new episode
  full of traps, puzzles and violence.
  Wolf3d registered version required.

C64GAME8.ARJ    202742   03-06-95   Even more games for the C64S emulator -
  Jumpman Jr., Green Beret, Mission A.D., Black
  Thunder, more.  Unconverted - use with C64S,
  C64NEU, or PC64.

CROSSTOW.ARJ     36773   03-06-95   Another city for SIM CITY 2000...
  A very spread out city with 16 million cash
  to play with...This city is spread out to
  almost all corners but 1, allowing for still
  even more expansion.  Enough cash to play for
  awhile...enjoy!!!

DADTOWN.ARJ     52588   03-06-95   Lots & lots of arcologies for SimCity 2000. 5
  1/2 million residents and growing. About
  $115,000 surplus revenue yearly.

DCNTGIF.ARJ    316068   03-06-95   These are a few screen shots from the soon to
  be released shareware version of Interplay
  Production's Descent.  All of the screen
  shots were taken directly from both single
  and multi-player games.
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DETHKASM.ARJ     38151   03-06-95   A Deathmatch PWAD for Heretic. It features
  some unusual graphic twists.

DETV21UP.ARJ    373487   03-06-95   Update for Detroit to V2.1 from any version
  1994 game by Impressions
  self extracting file. copy to HD directory an
  Answer YES to overwrite file prompt.

DMXCOM5A.ARJ     28894   03-06-95   DMXCOM revision 95a. Patch your X-COM
  saved games files. $320 million in your
  account, heal all of your wounded soldiers,
  max-out all of your soldiers attributes,
  complete the work on all of your base
  facilities, and give your 1st base 1000
  units of Elerium-115/Alien Alloys.

DUKE_WAR.ARJ     42892   03-06-95   ___             ___
  \  \  Duke     /  /      A set of all new lev
   \  \  Nukum  /  /       for the original Duk
    \  \  ___  /  /        Nukum.  Can you hand
     \  \/   \/  /         intense action and c
      \___/\___/ARTIME     puzzles?  Shareware.

FORTLAVA.ARJ     60097   03-06-95   Heretic! Deathmatch wad - c/o mr. Dude's onl.
GB21_G1.ARJ   1203380   03-06-95   [2/4]
GB21_G2.ARJ   1202007   03-06-95   [3/4]
GB21_G3.ARJ    969501   03-06-95   [4/4]
GB21.ARJ   1009373   03-06-95   GAME BYTES MAGAZINE Issue #21! Get this

  one folks!  The biggest issue yet and
  last of its kind.  Read more than 41
  reviews of new games like Doom 2, Mortal
  Kombat 2, Lode Runner, Battle Bugs and
  tons more.  Preview Wing Commander 3, MORE
  Parts BG21-G1/G2/G3 include screen shots

GN9409.ARJ    162325   03-06-95   [*]  GFX News - Sept/Oct 94 - Issue #3 [*]
  A NEW magazine that brings you the latest
  computer NEWS and REVIEWS in full-screen,
  Super VGA, high-resolution GraFiX!
    This issue: Gravis Phoenix flightstick,
  Turtle Beach Tropez, over 10 soundcards
  evaluated, US Robotics 28.8K Modem,& more!

GNBSCEN1.ARJ     11786   03-06-95   Custom Scenario Files for SSI's GREAT
  NAVAL BATTLES OF THE NORTH ATLANTIC.
  Scenario-Editor *NOT* required for use.

GS20ICN.ARJ      2549   03-06-95   An icon of the game Gunship 2000 for DOS for
  the Picture Shell Menu interface for DOS
  (PSMENU)

HLEDGES.ARJ     19743   03-06-95   Heretic wad: King of all deathmatch wads
  is undoubtedly ledges.  This small level
  has been played and played since its
  introduction for doom1.  So in the spirit
  of ledges and in the deathmatch traditon
  I proudly present hledges: Ledges for Heretic
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  Hledges has been optimized for maximal fraggi
  including flying frags.  There are a few new
  rooms added that can be reached by secret doo
  or by flying.  All of the weapons of Heretic
  included in hledges. Also all of the artifact
  are in the wad as well.

HT_GRAVE.ARJ     15874   03-06-95   The Grave of the Heretic - An old deathmatch
  favorite reincarnated as a Heretic level.
  Primarily a deathmatch PWAD, but fun for
  single-player mode also. This is just a PWAD
  to show off what the Heretic is capable of.

ICARDSGN.ARJ    175293   03-06-95   Designs drawn by me for Indycar Racing.
  Cars include Taco Bell car, Hooters car,
  Jurrasic Park car, Mortal Kombat II car,
  Star Wars car, MegaDeth car, Spawn car,
  Origin car, and others.  Drawn with extreme
  attention to detail.

ISLANDS.ARJ     40744   03-06-95   Archipelago - "a Sea with many islands" - All
  New SimCity 2000 File - with MEGABUCKS!
  Worth downloading - a MUSTHAVE!!

LEVELS.ARJ    206357   03-06-95   Magic Carpet Level 50 Fix. From Electronic
  Arts.  -- Will reduce the level's mana
  requirements.
  Place in your \CD.CARPET\LEVELS directory.

LODEGEOR.ARJ     17710   03-06-95   25 more levels for Lode Runner, 1994 Sierra
  game not too tough

LODERUN1.ARJ     29918   03-06-95   For Loderunner 1994 game by Sierra original
  50 championship levels redone with better
  graphics

LORDCOPS.ARJ     14433   03-06-95     LordCops v1.0! For L.O.R.D. v3.20+
    ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
    Police that patrol your Lord Game!
    Prostitution arrest, assault &
    battery, etc! By Sons of Salami!

LORDMON.ARJ     21776   03-06-95   LORD Monster Expansion, v1.0
  -=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-
  Add custom monsters to Legend of the
  Red Dragon, version 3.20a! This is
  not just another monster editor, this
  allows you to increase the number of
  monsters in your game. Allows you to
  add and edit monsters. Developed by
  TC Software þ Shareware only $3.00!

LOTRC101.ARJ    223578   03-06-95   Lords of the Realm 1994 game by Impressions
  CD-ROM version Modem patch
  This file is a self extracting archive that
  contains the files needed to allow for modem
  Copy this file to the Lordscd directory and
  type LOTRC101 and when the computer asks you
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  overwrite say Yes. See file READ_ME.TXT.
LOTRF101.ARJ    223651   03-06-95   Lords of the Realm 1994 game by Impressions

  Floppy version modem update
  This file is self extracting archive that you
  copy to the Lords directory and type LOTRF101
  when it asks you to overwrite say yes.
  This update also allows for battles in
  Multiplayer one machine games.

LOWRISE.ARJ     70765   03-06-95   Patch files for Rise of the Robots that
  allows systems with 4megs run Rise of the
  Robots more effectively

LRDMON11.ARJ     32535   03-06-95   LORD Monster Expansion, v1.0
  Add custom monsters to Legend of the
  Red Dragon, version 3.20a!   dir 86

MCRPTFAQ.ARJ      6891   03-06-95   FAQ for Bullfrog Magic Carpet.
MCTRAI.ARJ      7417   03-06-95   Trainer for Bullfrog's Magic Carpet.
MKIIBS.ARJ      6887   03-06-95   Mortal Kombat II Bull S___ - Bogus rumors on

 2Mortal Komat II.  Funny to read.  Check it
  out.

MOMV12.ARJ   1418150   03-06-95   Master of Magic v1.2 patch direct from
  Microprose BBS. Smarter AI, Civilization
  style Hall of Fame.

NEWCARS.ARJ     22026   03-06-95   five new cars for Papyrus NASCAR Racing
  (homemade, but cool. Real cars not included
  in original game.

NTECH1.ARJ      8145   03-06-95   ÉÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ»
  º Discovery of new technology #1: Surprise! º
  ÌÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ¹
  º       A Shadow Strike Force Wing mission  º
  º                                           º
  º            Version 2.3  6/11/94           º
  ÌÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ¹
  º          By Oni - Reaper 4                º
  ÈÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ¼

OLD_MAC.ARJ     27790   03-06-95   Old MacDonald's Farm, for Maxis SimFarm.
  It has over 50 orange crops and a few apple
  crops. You have over 9 millon dollars.

OMFPHOTO.ARJ     77039   03-06-95   * One Must Fall: 2097 Photo Editor * for
  Epic MegaGames One - game adjunct.  You will
  need some experience with creating PCX files

P_RIP300.ARJ    126706   03-06-95   PowerRIP+ (TM)  version 3.0 w/custom scanning
  scan for ANY type of file, and smart
  extraction/cleanup for MODs and 669s!
  PowerRIP will rip MODs, S3Ms, MTMs,
  STMs, ULTs, 669s, PSMs, AMFs, MIDs,
  GIFs, VOCs, WAVs, BMPs, and more from
  demos, games, etc.

PAGANFAQ.ARJ     29554   03-06-95   A FAQ file for Origin's Pagan: Ultima VIII.
PRIVFAQ.ARJ      9665   03-06-95   FAQ for Wing Commander: Privateer from
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  Origin.
PYTHON11.ARJ    150129   03-06-95   1.1 Patch for Monty Python's Complete Waste

  of Time CD-ROM. This fixes problems with
  8-bit sound cards.

QSETUP2.ARJ     14250   03-06-95   This is a fix for GameTek's Quarantine to
  correct problems with the Thrustmaster
  Steering Wheel. UnARJ this file into your
  Quarantine directory, and re-run SETUP to
  calibrate the steering wheel.

ROTSPEC1.ARJ     13200   03-06-95   Rise of the Triad Map Specs. This file will
  give you all the info you need to create
  level editors, graphic editors, or anything
  else you want for the hot 3D action game from
  Apogee Software, Rise of the Triad!

ROTT_SAV.ARJ     14274   03-06-95   Rise of the Triad Secret LevelThis saved game
  places you at the entrance to the secret
  level 8 in Rise of the Triad. Unarj in ROTT
  directory.

SRFCTYFQ.ARJ     13000   03-06-95   FAQ file for Serf City: Life is Fuedal.
STEALTH2.ARJ      9059   03-06-95   DeathMatch WAD for Heretic
STNTTRAX.ARJ      6137   03-06-95   STUNTS TRACKS VOLUME I - THE WILD RIDE

  Nine tracks for Broderbund's "Stunts" racing
  game!  They range from easy to hard, hilly to
  flat, fun to the time of your life!  Keep
  you busy for hours.  You need the commercial
  game "STUNTS" by Broderbund to use these.
  TXT file included with track descriptions,
  hints, tricks, and times to beat.

VALYICN.ARJ      2676   03-06-95   An icon of a valley from the game Stellar 7
  for the Picture Shell Menu for DOS.  This
  icon is in 256 colors

VAN23.ARJ      2217   03-06-95   A new STUNTS track for owners of this game.
  It is pretty darn tough. It has a ton of
  loops and a lot of straight ways. Lots of
  boats and stuff in it too.

WAKE101.ARJ    110107   03-06-95   DarkSun: Wake Of The Ravager update
  Fixes TONS of Bugs Like the CD-Music.. etc.
  Upgrades from v1.0 to v1.01

WARCR116.ARJ    645881   03-06-95   Warcraft Orcs and Humans 1994 game by Blizzar
  Upgrades BOTH floppy and CD versions. Adds co
  play. Includes Warcraft Unit Editor and cheat
  Self extracting file.

WARTIM12.ARJ     43028   03-06-95   ÉÍ» Duke  ÉÍ»  ÚÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ¿
  º º Nukum º º Ú´ All NEW, original levels ³
  º º  ÉÍ»  º º À´ for the original         ³
  º ºÉÍÊÍÊÍ»º º  ÀÄÄÄÄÄÂÄÄÄDuke NukumÄÄÄÄÂÄÄÙ
  º È¼ ÉÍ» È¼ º        ÀÄÄÄ¿   ÚÄ¿     ÚÄÙ
  ÈÍ» É¼ È» ÉÍ¼ARTIME v1.2 ÀÄ¿ ÀÄÙ     ³
    ÈÍ¼   ÈÍ¼                ÀÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÙ
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  Release v1.2.  Can you solve the puzzles,
  blast the bad guys, and still have enough
  time to scarf up the points?  Shareware.

WC3SAVE.ARJ      5298   03-06-95   WING COMMANDER III
  A few save games for WC3, these games are
  from the first 2 CD's and include the mission
  were you get to fly the EXCALIBUR fighter...
  Fantastic game and hope you enjoy these save
  games.

WCAICN.ARJ      2498   03-06-95   An icon of the game Wing Commander Academy
  for the Picture Shell Menu for DOS in 256
  colors

WCKYICN.ARJ      2628   03-06-95   An icon of the new game Wacky Wheels for
  the Picture Shell Menu for DOS in 256 colors

WINDS.ARJ     56869   03-06-95   Title                   : Winds
  Filename                : Winds.Wad
  Author                  : Chris White
  Episode and Level #     : E1M1 for HERETIC
  Single Player           : Yes
  Cooperative 2-4 Player  : No
  Deathmatch 2-4 Player   : No
  Difficulty Settings     : Yes
  New Sounds              : No
  New Graphics            : No
  New Music               : No
  Demos Replaced          : None

WIZDOM2.ARJ     36562   03-06-95   A city for Simcity 2000.  This is an update
  of Wizdom, the city following the 4x4 block
  pattern as illustrated in the June issue of
  Computer Gaming World.  The city is now a
  booming capital of nearly 50,000 people.  It
  still needs some improvement, and lots of
  expansion.

WOLFICN.ARJ      2764   03-06-95   An icon of the game Wolfenstein 3d from
  Apogee for the Picture Shell Menu for DOS

Main Board: 60) Sampl e Files
============ ========= =======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================
0BABYLON.ARJ     27965   03-06-95   BABYLON6.WAD

  This level will try to destroy you even more
  than the monsters will!!  Crushing Ceilings,
  Transporters, and Puzzles will baffle and
  crush you!!!!

0CRINGE6.ARJ    793164   03-06-95   ÚÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ[ MKùDOOM UPDATE! ]ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ¿
  ³  ÜÜ  ÜÜÜÜ   ÜÜÜ Ü    Ý   ÜÜ  ÜÜÜÜÜ ³
  ³ Û  ß  Û  Û  ÝÛ  ÛßÜ  Û  Û  ß Û   Þ ³
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  ³ÞÛ     ÛÛß  1 . 6Û6 6ÜÛÝÞÛ ÜÜ Ûßß   ³
  ³ Û  Ü  Û ßÜ   Û  Û    ÛÝ Û  Û Û     ³
  ³ Þßß   Þ   ß ßßß Ý     Ý  ßßÝ Þßßßß ³
  ÀÄ[ DOOM PWAD EPISODE 2 REPLACEMENT]ÄÙ
  This is the CRINGE! WAD for DOOM 1.666
  NEW music! NEW levels!  Episode 2,
  levels 1 through 8 and secret level!
  Superb levels for Multi-Player network
  Deathmatch, or Single play. Totally
  external;  never touches any of your
  original DOOM files.  This ZIP file
  contains the NEW levels and music.

0DM2_06.ARJ     26728   03-06-95   Doom II LMP recording of level 06 "The
  Crusher" showing 100% kills, items and
  secrets.

0HORDES.ARJ     27188   03-06-95   HORDES.WAD
  This is my favorite of many great levels
  designed by me.  It consists of mostly hordes
  of Humans and Imps  (Oh yeah, and one
  CyberDemon!) to destroy you.  This one is
  tough, but barely beatable.  Tons of secrets
  to discover!!!

0LAZER28.ARJ     38937   03-06-95   This is another DOOm wad that is compatible
  with all versions of DOOM.  Play it on E1M1
  Sorry, mistake play it on E2M4.  Have fun.

0RAGE20.ARJ    617484   03-06-95   ÚÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ¿
  ³           °°°°±±RAGE DOOM±°°°°           ³
  ÀÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄVersion 2.0ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÙ
  RAGE 2.0: The ultimate PWAD for DOOM 1.666!
  Download it, and you can get up to 20 new
  awesome levels including 3 new demos for
  DOOM! Fast, action packed levels with multi
  player support and challenging difficulty
  levels! Plus, modified graphics patched
  into the wad and a COOL new ending!

0RSSNDBX.ARJ     15671   03-06-95   ¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯ The SandBox v1 ®®®®®®®®®®®
          BY: Randy Sommerfeld
  ¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®
  A simple DEATHMATCH level that will
  keep you occupied for hours!
  Instant 'meetings' with your best
  friend or <gulp> worst enemy!
  Only the Rocket Launcher and Plasma
  Gun are available, so it's your
  choice: Use an effective damager
  but need good aim? or Use the
  plasma with a good firing rate
  and spread, but bad damage!?
  ¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®
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  Demo, Batch Files, TXT File, and a
  DOOM PWAD are all enclosed.
  ¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®
  Randy Sommerfeld, bringing you only
  the BEST in Doom PWADS!
  ¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®

0SCREAMS.ARJ     18906   03-06-95   SCREAMS.WAD
  The Field of Screams is no ordinary
  nightmare!!!  An almost unending stream of
  Lost Souls and Imps will attack you! Try to
  survive the first 30 seconds!!  Hah!!

15DOOMCH.ARJ     97437   03-06-95   °°°°°°°°°°°±±±²Û Doom Cheat Û²±±±°°°°°°°°°°°
  ±°±°±°±²Û   Updated version 1.5   Û²±°±°±°±°
  °   DOOM Saved game editor that lets you   ±
  ± enable GOD mode, Walk through walls, get °
  °  all the AMMO, keys, HEALTH, armor you   ±
  ± want. DOOM key code list build in. Load  °
  °  DOOM,IPXSETUP,SERSETUP,SETUP with any   ±
  ±    parameters you choose. Works with     °
  °  DOOM versions 1.1, 1.2, 1.6, and 1.666. ±
  ±    Mouse optional. Online & file DOC.    °
  °±°±°±°±²Û CGA+ & 286+ required. Û²±°±°±°±°±

1FIFFY5.ARJ     64457   03-06-95   REoL TOUGH: Level 4 DOOM! St. Lucifer's
  Church As you head your way back to Earth, a
  odd looking church caught your attention.

1FIFFY6.ARJ     58432   03-06-95   ±²Û±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±Û²±
  ±²ÛßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßÛ²±
  ±²Û  REoL TOUGH: Levels for DOOM!  Û²±
  ±²Û        Barron Wasteland        Û²±
  ±²ÛÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÛ²±
  ±²Û  As if you don't know what to  Û²±
  ±²Û     expect here, BARRONS!      Û²±
  ±²Û TONS of Barrons! Almost NOTHINGÛ²±
  ±²Û but Barrons! Smooth action too!Û²±
  ±²Û PLEASE READ !!READ!!.TXT FIRST Û²±
  ±²ÛßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßÛ²±
  ±²Û   E-mail: Georgef551@aol.com   Û²±
  ±²ÛÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÛ²±
  ±²Û±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±Û²±

1FIFWAR4.ARJ     62570   03-06-95   ±²Û±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±Û²±
  ±²ÛßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßÛ²±
  ±²Û    REoL TOUGH: Total War V:    Û²±
  ±²Û       Chambers of Death        Û²±
  ±²ÛÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÛ²±
  ±²Û     A new level for DOOM!      Û²±
  ±²ÛYou're pitted against nearly 500Û²±
  ±²Û  enemies, all at once! TOUGH!  Û²±
  ±²Û PLEASE READ !!READ!!.TXT FIRST Û²±
  ±²ÛßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßÛ²±
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  ±²Û   E-mail: Georgef551@aol.com   Û²±
  ±²ÛÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÛ²±
  ±²Û±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±Û²±

1ST.ARJ     10877   03-06-95   1ST.WAD - 1 to 4 player add-on file for Doom
  II. You will have to be a real good fighter
  to kill all of the monsters in this add-on.
  Deathmatch is NOT supported in this add-on.

28FRAG.ARJ     15096   03-06-95   28Frag.WAD by Kapiolani This level is for
  those who want a serious fear level as well
  as those who think they ought to succeed when
  they dare and make it!

2ADOOMCH.ARJ     59281   03-06-95   °°°°°°°°°°°±±±²Û Doom Cheat Û²±±±°°°°°°°°°°°
  ±°±°±°±²Û v2.A Works with DOOM ][ Û²±°±°±°±°
  ° DOOM(][) Saved game editor that lets you ±
  ± enable GOD mode, Walk through walls, get °
  °  all the AMMO, keys, HEALTH, armor you   ±
  ±want. DOOM(2) key code list build in. Load°
  ° DOOM(2),IPXSETUP,SERSETUP,SETUP with any ±
  ±    parameters you choose. Works with     °
  ° DOOM I versions 1.1 - 1.666 and DOOM ][. ±
  ±    Mouse optional. Online & file DOC.    °
  °±°±°±°±²Û CGA+ & 286+ required. Û²±°±°±°±°±

2BESIEGE.ARJ     85556   03-06-95   2BESIEGE - DOOM II Wadfile. You are dropped
  at a Scottish castle, now a demon stronghold
  on Earth. You must rid the castle of enemies,
  but beware of counterattacks.

2DIEFOR.ARJ     25251   03-06-95   The Newest, Badest, Kickassest,
  Co-Op/Deathmatch level for Doom II!

2FIFDOC1.ARJ      9211   03-06-95   ±²Û±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±Û²±
  ±²ÛßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßÛ²±
  ±²Û      Cheater's guide to:       Û²±
  ±²ÛÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÛ²±
  ±²Û REoL TOUGH 2: Guerilla War I:  Û²±
  ±²Û        Wolfen-steined          Û²±
  ±²ÛÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÛ²±
  ±²Û   A mini-episode for DOOM 2!   Û²±
  ±²Û  Sargent REoL treats you like  Û²±
  ±²Û dirt, while telling you where  Û²±
  ±²Û   ALL the secrets are in the   Û²±
  ±²Û      REoL TOUGH 2 PROJECT!     Û²±
  ±²ÛßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßÛ²±
  ±²Û   E-mail: Georgef551@aol.com   Û²±
  ±²ÛÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÛ²±
  ±²Û±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±Û²±

2FIFPIX1.ARJ    218748   03-06-95   ±²Û±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±Û²±
  ±²ÛßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßÛ²±
  ±²Û   REoL TOUGH 2: Screen shots   Û²±
  ±²Û   The REoL TOUGH 2 PROJECT!    Û²±
  ±²ÛÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÛ²±
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  ±²ÛScreen shots of the 50% completeÛ²±
  ±²Û REoL TOUGH 2: Wolfen-Steined!  Û²±
  ±²Û    COMING SOON: To DOOM II!    Û²±
  ±²ÛßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßÛ²±
  ±²Û   E-mail: Georgef551@aol.com   Û²±
  ±²ÛÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÜÛ²±
  ±²Û±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±Û²±

30.ARJ     26930   03-06-95   */30, THE death-match level for   \*
  */DOOM II!!! Shooting through     \*
  */holes in the wall, hiding in    \*
  */crevices, suprising your enemy, \*
  */teleporting over to the other   \*
  */side, 30 is THE level for D-M.  \*

57EAST.ARJ     22670   03-06-95   DOOM ][  pwad! Great for Death Match!
  High Frag count each time, all the time!
  Also good for solo play. Created by R. LaRosa

ACHERON2.ARJ     88462   03-06-95   -- CROSSING ACHERON 2 by John W. Anderson --
  pWAD for DOOM II: Hell on Earth.  CROSSING
  ACHERON is the second level in the INFERNO
  series. Having passed through DANTE'S GATE
  and survived, you now find yourself in a keep
  on the shores of the river Acheron. This is
  the second leg of the journey in your search
  for Beatrice.

ACHERON6.ARJ     57023   03-06-95   A great WAD for your Doom 1.x! Includes a
  cool altar sacrifice scene. Replaces e1m3.
  Also contains a text file for more detailed
  information on the author, etc.

AGMAX.ARJ     19412   03-06-95   American Gladiators DooM ][ DeathMatch WAD.
  One guy on raised floor, other guy hides
  behind obstacles. Sometimes you're both on
  the same level and have a manhunt. Some new
  graphics. 2-player demo included. More detail
  in .txt file within.

ALDOOM1.ARJ   1074200   03-06-95   Part 1 of 2 for the COMPLETE ALIENS DOOM
  package.  This changes the graphics into
  Aliens characters and weapons, including ALL
  bosses and FIVE different kinds of aliens.
  To be run with ALDOOM2.ARJ on registered DOOM
  1.2 or above.

ALDOOM2.ARJ   1000719   03-06-95   Part 2 of 2 for the COMPLETE ALIENS DOOM
  package.  Changes ALL sounds and has levels
  to be run with ALDOOM1.ARJ on registered DOOM
  1.2 or above.

ALLGUNS.ARJ      3435   03-06-95   Dehacked Patch
  *** Doom 2 All Guns v1.0 ***
  This patch will create a the Ultimate
  Weapon of Total Oblivion, this means
  that the weapon will fire all the
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  weapons at the same time with ultra
  fast speed. Infinite ammo also included.
  For Dehacked v2.2 or later and Doom 2
  ONLY!

ALOHA2U2.ARJ    331714   03-06-95   Bright & Shiny; Dark & Gloomy. Space to roam
  Replaces E1M1, E1M2, E1M3, E1M4
  Single Player           : Yes
  Cooperative 2-4 Player  : Yes (untested)
  Deathmatch 2-4 Player   : Yes (untested)

AMBUSHD2.ARJ     55971   03-06-95   >>>>>>>>>>AMBUSH DEATHMATCH<<<<<<<<<
  ------ DOOM ][ WAD BY MOTO ---------
  Completely new concept in the Death-
  Match Arena,  DEFENSE!.  A Must for
  The serious Death Matcher. Created
  Using EDMAP123.EXE,IDBSP & DOOM2WAD 

AMOK2_11.ARJ    169484   03-06-95   AMOK v1.1 - "DOOMED to Run Amok" for DOOM II
    **  **** by David L. Davis ****  **
  Pwad converted from DOOM I to DOOM II with
  DM1toDM2.EXE v1.0á of which I just released.
  Increased the levels' speed by rebuilding the
  REJECT MAP to 83% efficiency with RMB v2.0A
  and added a Super Shot at the start point.
  New Music, Sounds, Wall Textures, and Marble
  Status bar with dark outlined Red digits.
    (Requires DOOM II v1.666+ Registered)

ANOTHER.ARJ     97869   03-06-95   ðððððððððððððð Another WAD ððððððððððððððððð
  A great new WAD file... from the maker of
  "Evil Realm".  A cooperative/deathmatch
  level with more than 300 sectors!!!  New
  music, and sounds have also been included.
  This level is for DOOM 1, and was written
  by Chris T. Richardson (Tabasco).
  DOOM version 1.666 or higher required!!!

ANOTHER9.ARJ     97870   03-06-95   ðððððððððððððð Another WAD ððððððððððððððððð
  A great new WAD file... from the maker of
  "Evil Realm".  A cooperative/deathmatch
  level with more than 300 sectors!!!  New
  music, and sounds have also been included.
  This level is for DOOM 1, and was written
  by Chris T. Richardson (Tabasco).
  DOOM version 1.666 or higher required!!!

APCIDM40.ARJ    328324   03-06-95   -> MultiPlayer Network Modem DOOM! <-
  APCiDOOM v4.0 is a freeware utility for
  DOOM.  It is the client software that
  allows high-speed modem users to play FOUR
  PLAYER true network modem DOOM via the
  APCi MultiPlayer Game Server.  It features
  a chat utility that enables players to
  chat and change WAD files/settings before
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  and between games.  Supported modes are
  modem, serial link, and IPX.  Proper
  operation requires DOOM v1.6 or later.
  APCiDOOM v4.0 was released on 8/30/94.

APCIDM51.ARJ    401965   03-06-95   -> MultiPlayer Network Modem DOOM! <-
  APCiDOOM v5.1 is a freeware utility for
  DOOM or DOOM II.  It is the client
  software that allows high-speed modem
  users to play FOUR PLAYER true network
  modem DOOM via the APCi MultiPlayer Game
  Server.  It features a chat utility that
  enables players to chat and change WAD
  files/settings before and between games.
  Supported modes are modem, serial link,
  and IPX.  Proper operation requires DOOM
  or DOOM II v1.666 or later.  The MPGS is
  *NOT* required to use this program.
  APCiDOOM v5.1 was released on 10/29/94.
  1994 Applied Personal Computing, Inc.

APOC_DTH.ARJ    636641   03-06-95   This is the APOCALYP.WAD file with DEATHMATCH
  starts in the first nine levels
  thank to the original author for some great
  levels

ARMORY.ARJ     66683   03-06-95   ARMORY Wad file for DOOM 1.2 The armory! What
  a perfect place to end up. So damn many hell
  spawn around, now you can mop them up! Be
  careful, security is tight and there are
  measures to keep the weapons safe.

ASHADOW.ARJ     30330   03-06-95   A great DOOM 2 .wad file. Ex. Deathmatch mode
  also great for single. This is a City type
  fighting ground, lots of buildings and sniper
  spots. Tough on high levels. You will have
  fun with this one. Another .wad by M. Heppler

AUDIOST.ARJ   1682961   03-06-95   °±²   Doom Audio Studio 1.0        ²±°
  The ultimate sound editor for Doom!
  Easy to use graphical interface!
  Add sounds with the touch of a button!
  Comes with over 165 pre-selected .wav
  files for Doom or add your own!  A
  must for any Doom fan!

AUTOSHOT.ARJ     77635   03-06-95   Auto-Shotgun version 1 had a slight problem
  with the batch files they have been fixed
  and I even cleaned the graphics up a bit
  the whole package works great

BABYDOLL.ARJ    188101   03-06-95   *** PREVIEW of DOLOCAUST DOOM ***
  This program will replace all the human
  dudes with Baby Dolls! Blast their head
  off! Churn out their eyes! Much more!

BARFIGHT.ARJ     22795   03-06-95   BARFIGHT for DOOM.  Superb Deathcmatch level.
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  Lots of strategy and keeps you on the edge of
  your seat.  Knock back a few beers and play
  this level.  Blow your friends head off with
  a rocket launcher!  Includes LMP demo.

BARMIS.ARJ     20587   03-06-95   A Dehacked (not included) patch that makes
  the baron's of hell fire high powered
  missles.

BIGGCITY.ARJ     64236   03-06-95   This new PWAD comes equipped with
  3 HUGE buildings, and the newest
  hangout for MLB players while in
  Biggcity. Yes, a new ballpark,
  Launcher Field, is one of the ex-
  citing attractions you'll see while
  in town. And don't forget to visit
  the world famous Hotel Hell. Book a
  room, invite a friend or three, and
  have a blast killing them. Happy
  hunting, human......

BIGMAC.ARJ     52759   03-06-95   ======================================
          BIG MAC DOOM PWAD
  You get to work in the morning, come
  out of the parking garage, and find
  the office is infested with mutant
  monsters from Mars. Time to kick some
  alien butt!  Original level; Co-op or
  Deathmatch; Non-Stop Action!
  ======================================

BILDOOM1.ARJ     67496   03-06-95   Billdoom v1.1
  3-Level PWAD for DOOM II
  Supports single/multi-player
  and Deathmatch.

BLOTWALZ.ARJ    358829   03-06-95   Blood on the walz wad file for doom is a five
  level wad with some new textures, and new
  music for each level.

BRET2AWE.ARJ    365463   03-06-95   This is just like BRETT2.WAD except it has
  special music just for the SoundBlaster Awe32
  card. If you have the card, you have to have
  this file. Plush, Heart Shaped Box, and other
  music really add to this great wad collection
  replacing E2M1-E2M5. Just unzip in the doom
  directory and type BRETT2.

CARNAG15.ARJ     36064   03-06-95   Ultimate Carnage 1-5 ** This DOOM PWAD
  replaces episode 1, level 5. This level is
  for those who love wasting a few thousand
  imps... GREAT for cooperative play (which is
  about the only way you can survive... heheh)

CARNAG21.ARJ     19005   03-06-95   Ultimate Carnage 2-1 This DOOM PWAD is a
  modified version of episode 2, level 1. This
  level is TOTAL CARNAGE, with tons of imps,
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  cacodemons, a cyberdemon. For those who love
  to kill a few thousand imps.

CARNAG22.ARJ     65321   03-06-95   Ultimate Carnage 2-2 ** This DOOM PWAD
  replaces episode 2, level 2, into a level of
  total death and destruction. For those who
  love to waste a few thousand imps...

CASLDETH.ARJ    105591   03-06-95   °°°°±±±²²²ÛÛÛ Castle of Death ÛÛÛ²²²±±±°°°°
  ÖÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ·
  º ** Kentz Castle of Death for DOOM ][ ** º
  º-----------------------------------------º
  º þ This is Levels 1-5 for Reg'd DOOM2!!! º
  º þ DEATHMATCH/COOPERATIVE levels!!!      º
  º þ Each Map is EXACTLY the same.         º
  º þ The only difference is the weapons.   º
  º þ Each level has only 1 kind of weapon. º
  º þ Starts with Shot guns, ends with BFG'sº
  º þ Created with DEU2/DEU2C/DOOM2 1.666   º
  ÓÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ½

CHOOK.ARJ     65316   03-06-95     _________CHOOK DOOM V 1.0___________
  Chook DOOM replaces all rockets in DOOM
  with chooks and moves the rocket launcher
  to where a rocket launcher should be. It's
  now become the shoulder mounted chook
  launcher. Much better than the original.

CHOOKV22.ARJ    155131   03-06-95   CHOOK DOOM v2.2 for DOOM & DOOM II
  Imagine your wandering around hell
  or earth depending on Which DOOM ya
  wanna play with and all of a sudden
  a 6 foot tall chicken jumps out at
  you and starts throwing eggs at you.
  Then you whip out you Chook launcher
  and blow the sucker away.
   This Rather funny patch replaces
  imps with taller than usual chooks
  and replaces the rocket launcher
  with an awesome shouldermounted
  chook launcher.

CHUNKS.ARJ    195078   03-06-95   Doom network deathmatch recordings with 2, 3,
  and 4 player LMP's.  Includes a WAD with
  slightly modified E1M1.  Must have Doom 1.666
  registered.  Lots of chunks!

CITDOOM2.ARJ    233584   03-06-95   **********Citadel Of Sorrow**********
             Awesome WAD !!!
    Now updated for use with DOOM 2!
  Takes place in a Medieval Castle with
  highly detailed rooms,lots of hidden
  passages,some puzzles and other nice
  touches,featuring an Interactive
            Torture Chamber!
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        An Absolute MUST Have!!
CITY666.ARJ     40077   03-06-95   Doom II Deathmatch PWAD.

  Note from Sysop: The uploader/author refuses
  to disclose any useful information about
  this WAD file.

CLEIMOS.ARJ    593640   03-06-95   Nine level wad file for registered DOOM - new
  graphics within an all new storyline - some
  of the toughest non-linear gameplay yet
  HIGHLY RECOMMENDED!

CLINTON2.ARJ    113419   03-06-95   Replaces the Cacodeamons in DOOM with
  President Clinton! Files: 27  New: 6-15-1994

CODEDOOM.ARJ     3559   03-06-95   This is a text file with ALL the known codes
  for DOOM and DOOM II.

COLCHANG.ARJ    115733   03-06-95   Doom Color Changer (DOOMCC)
  This program modifies the DOOM.WAD files'
  player pictures. This allows a you to change
  the way other players are viewed in a multi-
  player game. If you are playing a
  cooperative game, you can make the players
  white so they stand out and you can avoid
  hitting by accident. Or, you can make the
  players dark colors so that a deathmatch
  game can be more difficult.  This program
  will only work on the registered DOOM v1.2.

COOL104.ARJ    363912   03-06-95   COOLDOOM v1.04 sound patch for all reg'd
  DOOM & DOOM2 versions.
  Very, very, funny! You'll love this one!

CPHOBOS.ARJ    262239   03-06-95   Castle Phobos external WAD file for Doom.
  You're wandering around the martian moon
  landscape when you stumble across an odd
  structure built into the side of a mountain.
  A closer look reveals the entrance of a
  castle with two watch towers.  "What is
  this?"  you ask yourself.  It would appear
  as if some architect had too much time on
  his hands.  Anyway, it seemed quiet now,
  maybe too quiet.  BETTER CHECK IT OUT!

CPOS.ARJ    171664   03-06-95   Now all you doom addicts with Doom ver. 1.666
  can change the Spider Demon into the Chaingun
  Sargeant from Doom II: Hell On Earth.
  Required: Dmgraph.exe and Dehacked.exe ver
  2.0.

CRINGE02.ARJ   1343046   03-06-95   ÚÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ[ MK DOOM ]ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ¿
  ³  ÜÜ  ÜÜÜÜ   ÜÜÜ Ü    Ý   ÜÜ  ÜÜÜÜÜ ³
  ³ Û  ß  Û  Û  ÝÛ  ÛßÜ  Û  Û  ß Û   Þ ³
  ³ÞÛ     ÛÛß    Û  Û  ßÜÛÝÞÛ ÜÜ Ûßß   ³
  ³ Û  Ü  Û ßÜ   Û  Û    ÛÝ Û  Û Û     ³
  ³ Þßß   Þ   ß ßßß Ý     Ý  ßßÝ Þßßßß ³
  ÀÄ[ DOOM PWAD EPISODE 2 REPLACEMENT]ÄÙ
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  New Xtra BLOODY graphics!  Check out
  the new Double-bladed Chainsaw, or
  the gold Chaingun and Rocket Launcher.

CRYHAVOC.ARJ     73183   03-06-95               Cry Havoc!
   The leaders of the Enemy have thrown
   you in their own private fighting
   arena. Initially, you have no
   weapons, but there is an armory.
   Fight your way through and you are
   free. Can you do it?
   A WAD file for DOOM ][
   Deathmatch, Single Player,
   and Cooperative Capable.
   New music and sounds. Try it!

CSRD2_01.ARJ     56627   03-06-95   DOOM ][ Wad replacement for
  level one. Made from scratch
  with DEU2 for DOOM ][.
  Home of the Lost demons took
  over 23 hours to make and
  contains settings for all
  modes of play and skill levels
  Was made for Co-Op play as
  priority one. Deathmatch was
  made next in line then single.
  A little hard in single player
  mode! Made by the author of
  CSRE1M1.WAD!

CSRE1M1.ARJ    856079   03-06-95   First in a series to make a complete Episode
  2 replacement this is Oblivion Part 1. All
  skill levels are supported, made for best
  play in single, co-op and deathmatch. Well
  rounded WAD for Registered DOOM, excellent in
  all modes of play. New Sounds and Music
  for E2M1. Sound file is seperaate to allow
  use with other WADS! Author: Clint Russell

CURVE14.ARJ     36726   03-06-95   DOOM .WAD - The Long And Winding Road .....
  You in a nightmarish twisting hallway with
  monsters around every corner. You're only
  hope is to somehow survive and find the door.

CYBLAIR1.ARJ     32025   03-06-95                         DOOM ADD-ON .WAD FILE
  =============================================
  Title                   :CYBER-LAIRS
  Filename                :CYBLAIR1.WAD
  Author                  :MARK HURLBURT
  * Play Information *
  Episode and Level #     :E2L1
  Single Player           :YES
  Cooperative 2-4 Player  :NO
  Deathmatch 2-4 Player   :NO
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  Difficulty Settings     :YES
  New Sounds              :NO

CYBLAIR2.ARJ     42672   03-06-95   =============================================
  Title                   :CYBER-LAIRS
  Filename                :CYBLAIR2.WAD
  Author                  :MARK HURLBURT
  =============================================
  * Play Information *
  Episode and Level #     :E2L2
  Single Player           :YES
  Cooperative 2-4 Player  :NO
  Deathmatch 2-4 Player   :2 PLAYER MODEM ONLY!
  Difficulty Settings     :YES

CYBRDTH2.ARJ     86720   03-06-95   DOOM 2 .WAD file for single, multi, and death
  match play.

D01_2.ARJ    136689   03-06-95   =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=
       D! version 1.2 (demo)
      Front-end for DOOM and DOOM 2
  =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=
  This is the ultimate front-end for id
  Software's DOOM and DOOM 2:HOE from the
  makers of DOOM/MASTER.  This new shell
  supports both DOOM and DOOM 2:HOE, the
  same incredible PWAD support found in
  DOOM/MASTER. The ability to convert
  DOOM pwads so they play under DOOM 2
  (automaticly).

D2CODES.ARJ      2618   03-06-95   NEWEST codes for Doom II including...
  The Secret Wolfenstein Levels!

D2LINDEF.ARJ      3745   03-06-95   DOOM II LineDefs Listing for use with DEU
  or other DOOM Editors found on Fido net...
  The following is a list of Linedef types
  posted on the Doom-editor's mailing list
  by DOOM God John Romero.  This is the 1st
  complete and comprehensive listing
  available. You can use these numbers in
  DEU, even where DEU doesn't have a
  specific name for them...

D2MAPS.ARJ    236332   03-06-95   ÕÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ¸
  ³     -DOOM I I MAPS!-     ³
  ³ ALL 32 LEVELS!!!  All the³
  ³  secrets and monsters in ³
  ³   gif format for you!!!  ³
  ÔÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ¾

D2_19PAT.ARJ    435933   03-06-95   This is a Patch file to upgrade Doom2 V1.7a
  to v1.9.

DBLEED.ARJ     20503   03-06-95   A dehacked patch (dehacked not included) that
  makes the people bleed big puddles of blood
  that stays a while.neat for deathmatch.
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DCC.ARJ    156291   03-06-95   DOOM Control Center - supports DOOM & DOOM II
  Run single/serial/modem/network games.  Mouse
  user interface, control all aspects of modem
  games WITHOUT command line parameters.  Use e
  WADs, edit chat macros, saved games. Re-assig
  of WAD files.  Browse internal directory of W
  New features:
  - DCC.EXE Supports DOOM v1.2 and v1.666
  - D2CC.EXE Supports DOOM II
  - Browse the level stats of WAD files
  - Add your own descriptions to WAD files

DCC33.ARJ     83460   03-06-95   DOOM Control Center v3.3 - NEW! Supports DOOM
  1.666 Run single/serial/modem/network games.
  Mouse-driven user interface, control all
  aspects of modem and net games WITHOUT
  command line parameters.  Use external WADs,
  edit chat macros, saved games. Re-assign
  levels of WAD files.  Browse internal
  directory of WAD files. New features: -
  Supports DOOM v1.666 - Browse the level stats
  of WAD files

DCEPTIVE.ARJ     74160   03-06-95   DECEPTION... A DOOM 2 P-WAD file.
  Features 3 distinct skill levels, both
  co-op and deathmatch starts, and a few
  new sounds and graphics.  It also
  comes with a DeHacked 2.1 patch that
  improves several aspects of gameplay
  without unbalancing the game (requires
  DeHacked 2.1 -not included). While
  aptly named, it requires no cheating
  but will challenge most (give or take
  the upper echelon of DOOM gods...)

DCK11.ARJ    278242   03-06-95   Doom Construction Kit v1.1 by Ben Morris. The
  ultimate DOOM map editor. Edit/create maps
  faster than you've ever done it before.
  Features drag-n-drop, cut-and-paste, button
  bars, full menu system and dialog boxes,
  online help, and much more.

DCK20.ARJ    428051   03-06-95   Doom Construction Kit v2.0 (Zerius Dev.)
  Edits DOOM, DOOM 2, and HERETIC maps. If you
  thought 1.0 was cool, check this out: DCK use
  all the memory of your 386/486 computer to
  help you create intricate dungeons quickly an
  easily.  DCK unobtrusively takes care of
  mundane tasks like sidedef, sector and vertex
  references, but still allows you complete
  control over the design of your map.  DCK is
  fast, powerful, very intuitive and has a grea
  interface. Requires DOOM 1 or DOOM 2 or
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  Heretic, a mouse, a SuperVGA or VESA card, an
  a good imagination. Uncrippled *FREEWARE* by
  Ben Morris / ZDev

DDDDM.ARJ     63010   03-06-95   5 great doom2 saved games for levels 29, 28,
  27, 26 and more

DDT10B.ARJ    362443   03-06-95   DDT v1.0b, a DOOM ][ editor
DEEPSHAR.ARJ    522150   03-06-95   ÚÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ

  ³ DeeP V6.13 is a DOOM Enhanced Editor Progra
  ³ HeeP V6.13 is a HERETIC Enhanced Editor Pro
  ³ Both are complete rewrites and major enhanc
  ÀÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ
  Features :
  1.  DOOM to DOOM II to HERETIC (and back) lev
  2.  Create STAIRS, DOORS, POOLS, PEDESTALS an
  3.  Instant graphical Thing and Texture feedb
  4.  Edits large levels using conventional mem
  5.  DeePbsp 3.0 (a DPMI revision of TBSP 2.2)
      DeePbsp is a very fast and accurate node
  6.  A complete easy comprehensive check of yo
  7.  OnLine help; you can Search, Print and ev
  8.  Dragging and copying objects is Fast and
  9.  Find/Change, STAIRS, DOORS, POOLS, PEDEST
  10  Speed control for fast systems, so the Ma
  11. Point, click and drag LineDef creation!
  12. All main options (textures, heights, soun
  13. Options to set editing colors and control

DEH1.ARJ     20572   03-06-95   A dehacked 2.0 (not included) that makes
  plasma gun fire Baron of Hell fire balls.
  and alot of other neat stuff.

DEH2.ARJ     20302   03-06-95   A really neat Dehacked 2.0 patch (Dehacked
  not included) that makes all enemys troops of
  varied strength and makes the weapon capacity
  more real (when was the last time your
  shotgun held 50 rounds?) and other stuff.

DEPMV070.ARJ    101727   03-06-95   DOOMEDIT/PM OS/2 PM DOOM Map Editor, BETA
  version 0.70 for OS/2 2.x    FREEWARE

DEST.ARJ     59039   03-06-95   A Dehacked v2.0 patch for DOOM (registered)
  only. Three patches included DESTROY
  EVERYTHING from those stupid blue bottles to
  those green pillars

DETHDAY2.ARJ     45669   03-06-95   Title                   : Day of Deathmatch 2
  Filename                : dethday2.wad
  Author                  : Zenon

DETHDAY3.ARJ     23961   03-06-95   Title                   : Day of Deathmatch 3
  Filename                : dethday3.wad
  Author                  : Zenon

DEU2.ARJ    142909   03-06-95   ÉÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ»
  º ÛÛÛÛÛÛ»  ÛÛÛÛÛÛÛ» ÛÛ»   ÛÛ»    ÛÛÛÛÛÛ»  º
  º ÛÛÉÍÍÛÛ» ÛÛÉÍÍÍÍ¼ ÛÛº   ÛÛº    ÈÍÍÍÍÛÛ» º
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  º ÛÛº  ÛÛº ÛÛÛÛÛ»   ÛÛº   ÛÛº     ÛÛÛÛÛÉ¼ º
  º ÛÛº  ÛÛº ÛÛÉÍÍ¼   ÛÛº   ÛÛº    ÛÛÉÍÍÍ¼  º
  º ÛÛÛÛÛÛÉ¼ ÛÛÛÛÛÛÛ» ÈÛÛÛÛÛÛÉ¼    ÛÛÛÛÛÛÛ» º
  º ÈÍÍÍÍÍ¼  ÈÍÍÍÍÍÍ¼  ÈÍÍÍÍÍ¼     ÈÍÍÍÍÍÍ¼ º
  ÈÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ¼
  DEU II (v1.0) - Doom Editor Utility for
  DOOM II: Hell on Earth. Use this DEU ONLY
  with the new DOOM2.WAD from DooM II. Make
  use of all new textures, monsters and new
  linedef-types!   ® Greetz, Marc `Wolfy' ¯

DEU2TEXT.ARJ      3590   03-06-95   This is a text file containing ALL the NEW
  textures for the ceilings and floor of DOOM
  II, Hell on Earth.  As you know a modifyed
  version of DEU5.21 was release not long ago,
  but it doesn't contain the ceiling or floor
  textures for DOOM II. This text file tells
  you how to get around that problem. Enjoy!

DEUTEX1B.ARJ    132431   03-06-95   DeuTex 1.5 beta test release
  This is a batch wad composer for DOOM, with f
  including stripping off of all entries in an
  texture composition, inclusion of .BMP files,
  of IWAD and PWAD,  replacement of text messag
  and all sort of crazy things... if you unders

DEUTEX21.ARJ    167466   03-06-95   DeuTex v2.1 & DeuSF v2.1 part of the more
  general DEU project. Utilities to decompose
  and recompose PWADS for DOOM. Handles .BMP,
  .GIF, .WAV, .AU, and creates new wall
  textures into distributable PWADs with
  Sprites of Flats (floor/ceiling) (full set or
  patial. DeuSF will recompose the full set).
  PWAD creators, this is *the* utility you've
  been missing for so long.

DEUTEX31.ARJ    143697   03-06-95   DeuTex 3.1 by O.Montanuy with manual from
  HevKev  This package contains DeuTex, DeuSf
  and the DeuTex manual. DeuTex is a powerful
  batch mode tool that will let you customise
  sounds, graphics, texts, textures of DOOM and
  HERETIC DeuTex can rip off any entry of DOOM
  and HERETIC. DeuSF will allow you to
  distribute PWADs with sprite and flats, and
  will list and merge your PWADS. DeuTex is
  batch mode so it can work under any DOOM

DFGUNS10.ARJ    163955   03-06-95   Dark Forces Guns patch 1.0 NEW! This graphics
  patch replaces all but the shotgun and
  chainsaw with NEW guns. Install to your
  DOOM.WAD file or to a PWAD. Install all guns
  or pick the ones you want! COOL!

DGOLD3.ARJ    411182   03-06-95   DOOM GOLD III New, from ENIGMA-13.  Replaces
  commercial DOOM sounds & music.  Now in PWAD
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  format!  Requires Sound Blaster, SBPro, SB16
  or compatible and, of course registered DOOM.
  New optimized PWAD for faster, smoother play!
  ENJOY!  E-13, 1994.....

DGOLD4BT.ARJ    315727   03-06-95   DOOM GOLD FOUR BRIGHT from ENIGMA-13. This is
  THE FIRST sound/lighting PWAD to be created
  exclusively for use with commercial DOOM II
  Hell On Earth!  This changes a few of the
  sounds in DOOM-II with BETTER sounds, and it
  turns the light on too! No IDBEHOLD! :) Try
  playing DOOM2 straight first.  Then add in
  this PWAD and you'll see the difference! E-13

DHE20.ARJ     76756   03-06-95   DeHackEd version 2.0 For use with Doom
  contains a superweapon cheat.
  old patches do not work anymore.

DHE22.ARJ     81587   03-06-95   DeHackEd v2.2, the best Doom exe
  editor available!  Make invisible
  monsters, floating troopers, or
  missiles doing 2000 points of
  damage!  Load the included patch
  for an incredible arsenal of super
  weapons!  Also edit the text
  section of the exe to say what
  YOU want.  Now with mouse support
  too!  Works with all versions of
  Doom from 1.2 to 1.7a.

DII1234.ARJ    154298   03-06-95   °°°°±±±±±ÛÛÛÛÛ DOOMII1324 ÛÛÛÛÛÛ±±±±±°°°°
  ³  This is a multi-level PWAD for DOOM2.³
  ³                                       ³
  ³ This is map levels 1 2 3 and 4, the   ³
  ³ 1st three are modified versions of the³
  ³ original maps, level 4 is a NEW level ³
  ³ made from scratch. There are NEW sndfx³
  ³ added also!! I used DOOMII Ver 1.666; ³
  ³ AND DEU2, a hack to DEU521 that needs ³
  ³ a little more work, and it'll be the  ³
  ³ perfect edtor for DOOMII.             ³
  °°°±±±±ÛÛÛÛ KENT the' HACKER ÛÛÛÛ±±±±°°°

DL100B4.ARJ    103556   03-06-95   The BEST Shell For DOOM!
  - COMPLETELY FUNCTIONAL FREEWARE!
  - Fully Supports DOOM v1.666!
  - Menu-Driven Access To All DOOM Options!
  - Fully Supports Multi-Player Games!
  - Handles Up To 750 External WAD Files!
  - Allows 6 Separate Saved Games For Each WAD!
  - WADs Can Be Separated In Up To 250 Groups!
  - Keeps Track Of Date/Time/Elapsed Time WAD
    Was Played!
  - MUCH MUCH MORE!
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DL100B5.ARJ    108681   03-06-95   DoomLaunch - The BEST Shell For DOOM!
  Fully Supports DOOM v1.666! Does everything!

DL100B6.ARJ    117800   03-06-95   The BEST Shell For DOOM!
  - Fully Supports DOOM v1.666!
  - Menu-Driven Access To All DOOM Options!
  - Fully Supports Multi-Player Games!
  - WADs Are ZIPed Until Needed!
  - Handles Up To 750 External WAD Files!
  - Allows 6 Separate Saved Games For Each WAD!
  - WADs Can Be Separated In Up To 250 Groups!
  - Keeps Track Of Date/Time/Elapsed Time WAD
    Was Played!
  - MUCH MUCH MORE!

DL101.ARJ    123322   03-06-95   DOOMLaunch - The BEST Shell For DOOM(II)!
  - Fully Supports DOOM v1.666 AND DOOM II!
  - Menu-Driven Access To All DOOM Options!
  - Fully Supports Multi-Player Games!
  - WADs Are ZIPed Until Needed!
  - Handles Up To 750 External WAD Files!
  - Allows 6 Separate Saved Games For Each WAD!
  - Built In Map Viewer!
  - Keeps Track Of Date/Time/Elapsed Time WAD
    Was Played!

DM2BOX.ARJ     12608   03-06-95   BOXING.WAD   by Mal Blackwell   for DOOM II
  This is a Deathmatch boxing game (please no
  guns allowed) You can either duke it out or
  have a chainsaw match! And please don't
  disturbe the spectators, as they have only
  come to see the match and you could instigate
  a riot!

DM2DAN.ARJ     58297   03-06-95   DANTE'S GATE 2.1 for DOOM ][ :
  DANTE'S GATE is the first level in
  my INFERNO series and is fully
  compatible with DOOM ][.  I've added
  monsters, weapons, and other goodies
  along the way. The level has an
  entirely different look and feel.
  For the most part, the only "theme"
  I had in mind was to make the level
  as aesthetically pleasing and
  consistent as possible.  But there
  is a storyline: After all this
  wackiness at the UAC base, you have
  lost track of your lady-friend,
  BEATRICE.  How the two of you ever
  got separated is no great mystery,
  what with all these demons and
  devils running about, but you're
  damned if you're going to go through
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  Hell for nothing.  The only other
DM2EPS.ARJ   2449611   03-06-95   DOOM (I) EPISODES FOR DOOM II (+Music)
DM2FTH.ARJ     39654   03-06-95   Foothills of Hell version 2 for Doom II:HOE

  If you played Foothills of Hell for Doom1.666
  this would have been level 4 in that series
  but DOOM2 came into my life and I had to play
  with the Super shootgun!  Lots of monsters an
  just enough bullets. YES! you will have to
  find and through ALL the switches to finish
  the game!

DM2GM1.ARJ     57055   03-06-95   This is a terrific PWAD level 1 replacement
  for DOOM2..There is a great outdoor area for
  Dmatch, and an inner sanctum area with peep
  holes for sniping
  Unzip to DOOM2 dir and type:
  DOOM2 -file DM2GM1.WAD, AND START LEVEL 1

DM2LEV30.ARJ     69015   03-06-95   DOOM2 - Wav file of sound that creature on
  map 30 makes. Two files. One normal and the
  other in reverse. Listen carefully to one in
  reverse.

DM2MUS.ARJ    324454   03-06-95   DOOM II MUSIC FOR DOOM I (1.666)

DM2NIN.ARJ     24997   03-06-95   Doom2 Deathmatch level.  Great layout, better
  than the original.

DM2NYC1.ARJ     54613   03-06-95   A Doom II PWAD of New York for Deathmatches.
DM2NYC2.ARJ     59726   03-06-95   Another New York City Doom II PWAD for

  Deathmatch mode.
DM2PSY.ARJ     33321   03-06-95   M A X I M U M    P S Y C H O S I S [DOOM 2]

  WARNING:  This wad is FAST-PACED! You will
  die! If you do not like high intensity, total
  carnage, absolute psychotic action.... then
  don't play this wad!  Single, coop, and
  DEATHMATCH!!  YES!!

DM2RA1.ARJ     26744   03-06-95   A DOOM II WAD
  #1 in the RAVEN series by Tim Willits.

DM2SNDS.ARJ    925458   03-06-95   These are ALL of the sounds used in DOOM ][,
  Hell on Earth.  Included are both those that
  were used in the original game, as well as
  those that are new to DOOM ][.

DM2THUD.ARJ    272521   03-06-95   Thud!  A new 9 level episode for Doom II.
  Replaces maps 01 through 09.  Contains
  puzzles to solve as well as good old monster
  fragging.  May not be good for deathmatch,
  but cooperative play would be helpful.  One
  of the best add-on WADs I've seen for Doom
  II.

DM2THUD2.ARJ    584484   03-06-95   Thud2!  The sequel to Thud!.  Nine more
  levels to puzzle and shoot your way through.
  Replaces maps 10 through 18.  If you liked
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  the first episode then you'll like this one.
DM2TIGER.ARJ     51312   03-06-95   A new level for Doom ][.

  Originally planned for DoomI but
  I converted it. In the tradition of
  ID, its hard. Designed for cooperative
  play but supports deathmatch.

DM2WAD.ARJ    247078   03-06-95   Texture Convertor from Doom I to Doom II
  found on CompuServe.

DM2WOLF.ARJ     10685   03-06-95   DOOM II WOLFENSTEIN LEVEL - Beginning of
  saved game with 200% & all weapons
  DOOMSAV0.DSG 60,550 11-01-94 12: 00p.

DM2WPN.ARJ     22686   03-06-95   Dehacked Patch
  *** Doom 2 Fast Weapons v1.0 ***
  This is the patch to make all the
  weapons ultra fast and to give you
  infinite ammo for all the weapons.
  For Dehacked v2.0 and Doom 2 ONLY !

DM2WPN11.ARJ     22826   03-06-95   Dehacked Patch
  *** Doom 2 Fast Weapons v1.1a ***
  This is the patch to make all the
  weapons ultra fast and to give you
  infinite ammo for all the weapons.
  For Dehacked v2.1 or later and Doom 2
  ONLY!

DM2ZAP.ARJ    152412   03-06-95   ÕÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ¸
  ³ ~ZAP~ Shell for DOOM II! ³
  ³ ----ver 1.0 Limited----  ³
  ³Awsome dos based shell for³
  ³the newest DOOM game! Use ³
  ³your mouse to pick options³
  ³-quick and easy start-ups!³
  ÔÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ¾

DMADDS11.ARJ     98383   03-06-95   DMADDS 1.1 is a tool to allow for
  sprite and flats graphic replacement
  and replacement distribution by means
  of PWAD files, without changing the
  IWAD file.
  The README.EXE of DOOM 1.666 states
  that "Sprite graphics can now be used
  in PWADs". This statement is incorrect
  (which is confirmend by "id"). Sprite
  replacement as well as replacement of
  flats (i.e.floors and ceilings) is only
  possible if *all* sprites and/or
  flats are included in one WAD file,
  wether IWAD or PWAD.
  DMADDS 1.1 should work with any version
  of the registered IWAD file, but there
  is no way to be sure, as it is impos-
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  sible to keep track of all those
  "official" patches. This includes
  DOOM ][ as well.

DMARENA4.ARJ     27532   03-06-95   þ Version: DOOM II
  þ WAD Filename: DMARENA4.WAD
  þ Replaces: MAP01
  þ Death Match Support? Yes
  þ Player: 1[X] 2[X] 3[X] 4[X]

DMATCH2.ARJ    117368   03-06-95   New DOOM PWAD. Maps for episode 1 levels 1-3.
  DEATHMATCH levels. Levels 1 + 3 contain no
  monsters. Level2 is a retooling of
  TNPLHOME.WAD for better DEATHMATCH play.

DMATCHWD.ARJ    188648   03-06-95   Here are a couple of cool PWADs for DOOM.
  They were made for DeathMatch.  Everything
  from the Starship Enterprise to an awsome
  castle w/ moat, drawbridge, etc..  Enjoy!

DMCHK10.ARJ    131246   03-06-95   DMCHECK a utility to  check the version of DO
  to check if the  installed version is
  registered

DMCHTPAT.ARJ     11935   03-06-95   DOOM Cheat Patch v1.1 - This is not another
  DOOM save game editor. The patch will patch
  your DOOM.EXE for various enhancements; eg.
  Maximum health of 65535%, starts out with
  BFG9000 (on reg. Version)!

DMCLEAN.ARJ     21852   03-06-95   Clean out wasted stuff in DOOM
DME1MAPS.ARJ     77766   03-06-95   These are full page 1024 x 768 x 16

  resolution DOOM maps for Episode 1.
DMFAQ666.ARJ    127146   03-06-95   The "Official" DOOM FAQ v6.666 by

  Hank Leukart!  Happy birthday DOOM!
  Includes DOOM I and DOOM II information
  on cheats, add-on software, trouble-
  shooting and more.  Read by thousands
  of people around the world.

DMGLOVE.ARJ     81611   03-06-95   Changes the rocket launcher in Doom into a
  glove that shoots blue fire balls.

DMGOLD_4.ARJ    314220   03-06-95   DOOM GOLD FOUR.  New from ENIGMA-13.  This is
  THE FIRST sound changing PWAD to be created
  exclusively for use with commercial DOOM II
  Hell On Earth!  This changes a few of the old
  sounds that for some reason Id carried over
  into DOOM2, with newer, BETTER sounds!  Try
  playing DOOM2 straight first.  Then add in
  this PWAD and you'll see the difference! E-13

DMGOLD_5.ARJ    615780   03-06-95   DOOM GOLD FIVE... New, from ENIGMA-13.  This
  archive contains two versions of DOOM GOLD V
  PWADS which change sounds, some graphics and
  (depending on the PWAD used) lighting for the
  1.7* version (and below) of DOOM ][: HELL ON
  EARTH!  Try the game straight first, then go
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  ahead and plug one of these in for a butt-
  kicking good time! Read doc 1st.  E-13 12/94

DMHLTL.ARJ     29798   03-06-95   You've never seen a hotel like this!!  Hotel
  Hell for Doom.  Downloaded from Compuserve
  Gamers Forum.

DMLOAD2.ARJ     88633   03-06-95   Front End for DOOM1 and DOOM2. Lots of
  options including using external WAD's, turbo
  mode, warping, etc.

DMMUSIC.ARJ     17171   03-06-95   DOOM Music Editor - version 1.0 April 1994
  DMMUSIC will store music into or extract
  music from DOOM WAD and PWAD files.
  To list the names of available music
  entries, use the '-L' option.

DMNCHEAT.ARJ      8883   03-06-95   NETCHEAT: A modem cheater for DOOM 1.X and
  DOOM ][. Unlimited Ammunition.  Works with
  all releases for both DOOM 1 and DOOM 2.

DMP1666R.ARJ     11141   03-06-95   dmp1666r - patches DOOM.WAD v1.666 to
  correct the E3M9 sector error.
  Lloyd Shelby - 09/14/94 - lshelby@indy.net

DMROMAD1.ARJ      8069   03-06-95   Title                   : Deathmatch Showdown
  Filename                : dmromad1.WAD
  Author                  : Michael Barr

DMS.ARJ      6822   03-06-95   This is a new doom menuing system. It was
  specifically designed for sersetup.It saves
  you lots of work and time.This program
  requires the ansi.sys to be in your
  config.sys. The program has many awsome
  features to it!

DMSER5.ARJ    142254   03-06-95   Replacement Serial driver for DOOM v5
DMSUIC.ARJ     20595   03-06-95   A Dehacked (not included) patch that makes

  the imps,sargents,and troop exploded when
  they get near you.

DMTEX10C.ARJ     48400   03-06-95   -= DoomTex 1.0c =-DoomTex 1.0b did not work a
  all!!! This one does, though.

DMTEXAS1.ARJ     59594   03-06-95   New WAD for DOOM 1.666 Registered
DMTRAIN1.ARJ     21457   03-06-95   Doom Trainer Episode 1 All maps of the 1st

  episode recorded and completed with 100%
  kills, items, and secrets. These walk through
  training demos are intended for beg- gining
  Doom players who don't know there way around
  Doom (and keep get- ting there butt kicked on
  multiplayer games!) If you're experienced,
  give this to a friend who sucks! Requires
  Doom 1.666 .

DMTRYWDS.ARJ    496160   03-06-95   Two great Deathmatch wads for DOOM
  One is a haunted mansion and the other is a
  familiar space station. Both have mood
  setting new music and sounds, there are 15
  deathmatch starts so no two games are the
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  same.
DMZEBED.ARJ    160459   03-06-95   Yes, the one you have been waiting for,

  Magic Roundabout Doom! This patch turns
  all of the troopers, the puny ones with
  pistols, into Zebedee from The Magic
  Roundabout.  Go on get one with a barrel,
  you know you want to. Zebedee-Doom (TM)
  was created by DR. Simpson for Ellysoft
  (TM). Thanks to all for your encouragment.

DMZEUS.ARJ    262009   03-06-95   Excellent Large DOOM wad file containing new
  scanned textures and new music score.  Quite
  difficult, but good if you like carnage!!
  see enclosed text file for details

DM_TBA.ARJ     22506   03-06-95   The Back Alley: Deathmatch for Doom 2 in a
  state of disarray, the back alley sits as
  dangerous as you have ever seen. Armed with
  your shotgun, you hunt your prey fearlessly.
  And are hunted the same Great deathmatch
  pwad, warps, hidden walls and lifts take you
  around the level in total fear. 1-2 players.

DOOM1_2.ARJ    247079   03-06-95   A WAD File for DOOM2 Contains all of the
  textures from DOOM 1.x.  Good for converting
  old WADs into DOOM2 WADs.

DOOM15RE.ARJ    140941   03-06-95   Doom ver1.5b fix to simulate a registered
  version.

DOOM2DM1.ARJ     39073   03-06-95   Finally!!! A NEW Level for Doom ][!
  After hours of work I have put together
  a nice and challenging Death Match Level
  for Doom ][.. Now you don't have to play
  the lame (for DeathMatches) levels included
  with D][ when you want to kill your pal!
  *********************************************
  Note: Revised Doom2dm1.wad 10-03-94 4:35p
  Improves performance with new Reject map data
  *********************************************

DOOM2DM2.ARJ     42015   03-06-95   Another challenging DEATHMATCH WAD for Doom
  ][ Gotten tired of getting wasted in
  DOOM2DM1.WAD? Well, here it is, DOOM2DM2.WAD,
  the sequel of death. This is larger than it's
  predecessor BUT you need not worry about not
  finding your buddy to frag. He'll be around
  the corner. Lot's of hours of level design
  and lots of COFFEE consumed to make this
  beast. Great for 2-4 player games!

DOOM2HOW.ARJ     5999   03-06-95   DOOM II text file, tips and tricks
DOOM2NEW.ARJ    72106   03-06-95   DOOM levels 1-3 for game 2 of registered

  version by Andrew Jeffries of Cleveland.
  These are only the beginning of his attempt
  to reconstruct the entire set of levels.
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  NOTE: these levels are for the Registered
  Game only.

DOOM2P16.ARJ    120086   03-06-95   DOOM II - HELL ON EARTH v1.666-1.7a UPGRADE -
  Official patch by id Software to upgrade DOOM
  II v1.666 to DOOM II v1.7a. You must own DOOM
  II to use this patch, it will NOT upgrade
  DOOM 1.666 to DOOM II! You can check the
  version when DOOM II starts - if it says
  1.666, download this file. If it says 1.7,
  download DOOM2P17.ARJ.

DOOM2P17.ARJ     66507   03-06-95   DOOM II - HELL ON EARTH v1.7-1.7a UPGRADE -
  Official patch by id Software to upgrade DOOM
  II v1.7 to DOOM II v1.7a. You must own DOOM
  II to use this patch, it will NOT upgrade
  DOOM 1.666 to DOOM II! You can check the
  version when DOOM II starts - if it says 1.7,
  download this file. If it says 1.666,
  download DOOM2P16.ARJ.

DOOM2PAT.ARJ    154809   03-06-95   DOOM II - HELL ON EARTH v1.7 UPGRADE PATCH
  ßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßßß
  This file contains three patches for DOOM 2.
  All will upgrade your current version of DOOM
  2 to version 1.7a  Requires commercial
  version DOOM II, will not upgrade DOOM
  Shareware/Registered to DOOM II! Corrects
  various level design bugs. (HOM, see thru
  walls, etc.). Also some sound code changes.

DOOM2_17.ARJ     34622   03-06-95   A DOOM II LMP recording of level 17 showing
  100% kills and secrets.  It's one of the
  funnest DOOM II levels - plenty of action!

DOOM2_27.ARJ     42772   03-06-95   LMP demo of DOOM II, Level 27 (Monster Condo)
  in Ultra Violence skill level.  Some fun
  things to watch in this recording.

DOOMAJJ.ARJ    149364   03-06-95   DOOM levels 1 thru 6 for the REGISTERED ver..
  These levels, by AJJ and Mezka Productions,
  are newly updated to include multi-player
  option.

DOOMAST.ARJ     42228   03-06-95   What is Doomaster? An AWESOME shell program
  for Doom II: Hell on Earth. It allows you
  many options, including making your marine
  run faster, monsters firemore often, and even
  creating and reading from alternate parameter
  files. Sound complicated? Not at it.
  Doomaster is VERY user friendly and has a
  detailed help file (READMEOR.DIE) included.
  Requires Doom II.

DOOMCC2.ARJ    116348   03-06-95   DOOM Color Changer 2 - Allows you to change
  the colors of the player characters.. Good
  for multiplay.. works on DOOM 1.2 thru DOOM 2
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  1.7
DOOMEDEX.ARJ     13269   03-06-95   This is a replacement for the file

  things.def for DoomEd version 3.0
  alpha 8, and probably DoomEd version
  2.60 beta 4 too, but I don't use that
  so I don't really know. This replacement
  lets you use the sprites from DOOM ][
  with DoomEd, presuming you have bought
  and paid for it. To use it just copy it
  into your DoomEd directory and be sure to
  change DOOM.WAD to DOOM2.WAD so that you
  can use all the new textures for DOOM ][.
  When you have exported your WAD from
  DoomEd and run IdBSPwat or something like
  that you just have to use the program
  DOOM2WAD.EXE to change the WAD DOOM (1)
  format into DOOM ][ format (E1M1 -> MAP01
  etc).

DOOMEN11.ARJ     70984   03-06-95       Doom Network Menuing System v11.0
  DooMenu now has a RATING system for you to
  rate all of your wads! NO more remembering
  which wads were good! DooMenu supports Death
  Match v2.0 rules (-altdeath), -fast, -turbo
  if you are using v1.4+ of Doom.  DooMenu can
  now load multiple pwads in ANY dir! It also
  has a PROFESSIONAL install is built-in that
  does not reset!

DOOMEN15.ARJ     77292   03-06-95     Doom Network Menuing System v15.333
  DooMenu will also allow IPX network, modem,
  and null-modem play, or stand alone play
  quickly and easily thru a menu which is far
  better than the one packaged with Doom.
  DooMenu now supports -timer for time
  limiting on deathmatch modes.  DooMenu has
  customizable colors and fully support *.DEH
  (DeHackEd) files!  DooMenu has a RATING
  system for you to rate all of your wads! NO
  more remembering which wads were good!
  DooMenu supports Death Match v2.0 rules
  (-altdeath), -fast, -turbo if you are using
  v1.666 of Doom.  DooMenu can now load
  multiple pwads in ANY dir! It has
  PROFESSIONAL install is built-in!  It also
  will search thru WAD files for the correct
  map/episode for easy play and it will
  display how many times each wad was played!

DOOMEN17.ARJ     78322   03-06-95      Doom Network Menuing System v17.0
  DooMenu corrected support for DOOM 2!
  DooMenu will also allow IPX network, modem,
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  and null-modem play, or stand alone play
  quickly and easily thru a menu which is far
  better than the one packaged with Doom.
  DooMenu now supports -timer for time
  limiting on deathmatch modes.  DooMenu has
  customizable colours and fully support *.DEH
  (DeHackEd) files!  DooMenu has a RATING
  system for you to rate all of your wads! NO
  more remembering which wads were good!
  DooMenu supports Death Match v2.0 rules
  (-altdeath), -fast, -turbo if you are using
  v1.666 of Doom.  DooMenu can now load
  multiple pwads in ANY dir! It has
  PROFESSIONAL install  built-in!  It also
  will search thru WAD files for the correct
  map/episode for easy play and it will
  display how many times each wad was played!

DOOMFRNT.ARJ     57017   03-06-95   DOOMFRNT is a MUST have for DOOM players.
  It acts as a Front End that will allow
  you to Warp to levels, Load Saved
  Games, Serial(modem) support, and
  a ton of other options. Only costs 2
  Stamps to Register! BY: Mike Benson
  v1.1 fixes all known bugs

DOOMHACK.ARJ      8612   03-06-95   Z E P P E L I N of P W A PRESENTS THE
  COMPLETE GUIDE TO DOOM II All cheats, All
  secret levels All options, All modem setups E
  V E R Y T H I N G ! 50 hours in the making !
  -Zeppelin - PWA/-94.

DOOMIT45.ARJ     80773   03-06-95   DOOM-IT is the ultimate setup replacement for
  DOOM.  Version 4.5 has new features such as
  mouse support, the ability to store PWADs in
  any directory, PWAD remapping, and much more.
  DOOM-IT's other feature include the ability
  to:  start single or multiplayer games form
  any level, load multiple PWADs, record you
  game, store phone numbers, and complete
  support for DOOM v1.666!  Enjoy.

DOOMIT50.ARJ     88518   03-06-95   DOOM-IT v5.0 Setup program This is the best
  setup program for DOOM and DOOM 2. Version
  5.0 has new features like: the ability to
  define five sets of defaults, better
  MODEM/SERIAL support, an easier to use
  interface, and access to all paramters for
  DOOM 2. DOOM-IT's other featurs include: The
  ability to start single or multiplayer games
  from any level, load multiple PWADs, record
  your game, and use all of DOOM's.

DOOMLAB1.ARJ    295956   03-06-95   Kentz Labyrinth-new Ep1 for reg'd DOOM!! New
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  sound-fx, comes with a DOOMhelp program that
  has lot's of info on commands, also included
  is a pwad w/new music to add, if you want.

DOOMPACK.ARJ     66293   03-06-95   All the files you need to play DOOM!
  SIRGCONN.DOC -- General docs for the
                    game connection
  SIRDOOM .DOC -- Specific docs for running
                    DOOM via game connection.
  SIRDOOM .EXE -- Mini-termal program to help
                    start-up DOOM!
  SIRDOOM .CFG -- SIRDOOM.EXE config file
  CHK_UART.EXE -- Program to check the max
                    speed of you serial port
  CHK_UART.DOC -- Docs for CHK_UART.EXE, but
                    "C:\>CHK_UART 1 2" will
                    tell you everything.
  WHAT-TO .DO  -- Step-by-step method for
                    running multi-player DOOM!

DOOMSW1.ARJ    802353   03-06-95   Part 1 of 2 for the COMPLETE DOOM STAR WARS
  package. Changes all creature graphics as
  well as some weapons to Star Wars characters.
  To be run with DOOMSW2.ARJ on registered
  DOOM 1.2 or above.

DOOMSW2.ARJ   1394263   03-06-95   Part 2 of 2 for the COMPLETE DOOM STAR WARS
  package.  Changes sounds and levels.  To be
  run with DOOMSW1.ARJ on registered DOOM 1.2
  or above.

DOOMTOWN.ARJ   138643   03-06-95   Title                   : Doomtown
  Filename                : DOOMTOWN.WAD
  Author                  : Todd Rodowsky

DOOM_V.ARJ      6472   03-06-95   Here you go ! You don't need DOOM II if you
  already have DOOM V. [;)] This patch is for
  DOOM 1.2 and DEHACKED 2.0. I tried to keep
  the changes in this way that the game is
  possible to play without any IDxxx help.

DSEDIT20.ARJ     25602   03-06-95   DOOM SOUND EDITOR v2.0 Edit and replace all
  sounds in DOOM! Supports any version of DOOM!
  Outputs all sounds to WAV files.

DU105.ARJ    181606   03-06-95   DOOMUTIL 1.05 is a powerful DOOM front end
  for the casual player up to the WAD
  developer. It provides support for single or
  multiple player sessions, and extensive PWAD
  control. Episode/Mission numbers of WADs
  (maps AND music) can be modified as desired.
  WADs can be randomized for single or multiple
  player use, and restoring to the original
  status requires minimal disk space and
  effort. Multiple WADs can be compiled.

DUELING1.ARJ     22900   03-06-95   Dueling, PWAD for registered DOOM 1.666 Great
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  Deathmatch Level. Many areas for hunting or
  hiding like a coward. There's a round room
  with two chainsaws that is designed for
  dueling with chainsaws. You will get the most
  fun out of this feature if the two players
  only use the chainsaws in this room.

DVIEW250.ARJ     18748   03-06-95   Mr. Skibone's DoomView v2.5 Views the
  graphics in ANY Doom I or Doom II WAD or
  PWAD. Admire the artwork - Export to BMP Fun
  for the whole family! Programmed by DJ SKI.

DVIEW276.ARJ     26337   03-06-95   Mr. Skibone's DoomView v2.76
  Views the graphics in >ANY<
  Doom I or Doom II WAD or PWAD.
  Admire the artwork - Export to BMP
  Fun for the whole family!

DWM10.ARJ     31425   03-06-95   DOOM WAD Manager v1.30b
  =======================
  DOOM WAD Manager is a manager that allows
  you to organize and work with all these
  PWAD DOOM Levels tons of people are
  developing.

DX2DOOM.ARJ     94229   03-06-95   LMP Demo for doom 1.666
  One big thing of episode 1 but small enough
  to run on 4 megs :) made with a mouse and
  the fast button on keyboard.

D_DEMO.ARJ    113160   03-06-95   This is a preview copy of the new doom shell
  by the creators of DOOM/MASTER. The Best PWAD
  support around.  Including a PWAD converter
  that will automaticly convert PWADS for DOOM
  (Registered) so they will work with DOOM 2 by
  using a user-editable script.

EARTHSCM.ARJ    125117   03-06-95   Doom II PWAD - Introducing EARTH SCUM.
  A new DOOM II PWAD adventure by Guy Stockie.
  Good quality game.  Works best with a 486-66
  better. Nevertheless, be prepaird to die, Ear
  Scum....

EASYW110.ARJ     79765   03-06-95   DOOM EasyWAD v1.10 by M. van der Heide
    of ThunderWare Research Center
  This program was made for all those
  DOOMers with loadsa WAD files. It
  produces a nice WAD selection interface,
  which should put an end to losing track
  of all these files. (At least I get more
  frustrated from finding that particular
  WAD file and typing all those things on
  the command line than from playing DOOM
  itself!).
  An important feature is that it doesn't
  take any of your precious memory away.
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EASYWAD.ARJ     79978   03-06-95   DOOM EasyWAD v1.10 by M. van der Heide
     of ThunderWare Research Center
  This program was made for all those
  DOOMers with loadsa WAD files. It
  produces a nice WAD selection interface,
  which should put an end to losing track
  of all these files. (At least I get more
  frustrated from finding that particular
  WAD file and typing all those things on
  the command line than from playing DOOM
  itself!).
  An important feature is that it doesn't
  take any of your precious memory away.

EDMAP121.ARJ    369037   03-06-95   Doom Map editor ver. 1.21. Change existing
  levels or make your own.

EDMAP123.ARJ    416509   03-06-95   This software package enables users to create
  or modify maps used in the virtual-reality
  game DOOM (and DOOM II), by id Software.
  EdMap was not designed to function with
  unregistered versions of DOOM. If you like
  DOOM, and/or want to use EdMap, you must
  first register your copy of DOOM with id
  Software.

EDWARDO.ARJ     22429   03-06-95   Title                   : Mr. Edwardo :-)
  Filename                : EDWARDO.WAD
  Author                  : Mike Cole

EGYPTWAD.ARJ    261340   03-06-95   This is a brand new WAD A Total remake of the
  entire episode 1. Includes new background
  graphics (thus the name) Awesome! Not for
  novices though, as it gets really dangerous
  during the last levels. Enjoy!

EMPIRE3.ARJ     26138   03-06-95   Part Three in the Great EMPIRE series. DOOM
  Supports all levels of play. Super deathmatch
  level. A lot of work went into this series.

EMPIRE4.ARJ     47275   03-06-95   Part four in the Great EMPIRE series.  DOOM
  Supports all levels of play. Good windows and
  arenas for deathmatch. If you like doom get
  this series.

ENDOOMER.ARJ     41666   03-06-95   New add-on for DOOM lets you print out colors
  and patterns

ENTRY.ARJ     44604   03-06-95   ENTRY.WAD for DOOM II!  Replaces level 1.
  Can be a single, co-op, or even DEATHMATCH
  level!!  Uses lighting effects to set tone
  for the entryway to hell.  My first
  "completed" level so please let me know what
  you think!

EP1DEMO.ARJ    233598   03-06-95   Ultraviolent, Ultrafast (-turbo) DOOM I demo
  of episode #1 - the whole thing without
  dieing or cheating! Re-recorded for less
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  cheese. YOU should have a 486DX w/ 8MB RAM or
  better for a smooth ride. I used a trackball
  on a 486DX2-66 to -record this. Also see
  EP2DEMO and EP3DEMO if you like cool demos.
  Includes hidden stuff and hidden level .
  -recorded by Deric Benesch. Have a nice day
  :) , or night :) .

EP3DEMO.ARJ    255946   03-06-95   Episode 3 for DOOM I. Very Fast Paced Demo!
  Includes all of episode 3 with hidden level.
  Almost all hidden stuff. As usual I never die
  in this episode on a skill level of 3 - "Hurt
  me plenty" which the baddies never had a
  chance to do :D . -recorded on a 486DX2-66
  with 8MB RAM... You should have a 486DX with
  8MB RAM or better for a smooth demo. Also
  used a trackball for very smooth control and
  the -turbo switch to keep things interesting
  . -recorded by Deric Benesch.

EP5.ARJ    527692   03-06-95   DOOM Episode 5: Yahoos Burning
  ==============================
  Here is a completely new episode
  for DOOM.  All episodes can be
  completed without cheating. Only
  the best pwad releases were include
  in EPISODE5.WAD

  Thanks to all the pimply kids who
  have time to put these quality wads
  out!

ETERNITY.ARJ    466931   03-06-95   SERENITY II aka ETERNITY (v1.0) A full
  replacement for the second episode of Doom by
  Bjorn Hermans and Holger Nathrath. This set
  of 8 levels has been made with the word
  quality in mind. It's Mind here, not Muscles!
  We have tried to find a good mixture of
  action, architecture and adrenaline.

EVAPORAT.ARJ     21058   03-06-95   New DeHack for DOOM that let's your opponent
  seem to evaporate- very unusual effect

EVILR1D2.ARJ     26879   03-06-95   ÚÄºÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄºÄ¿
  ÛÛºÛ  -=ð Evil Realm 1 for DOOM 2 ð=Ä  ÛºÛÛ
  ÃÄºÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ by: Chris Richardson ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄºÄ´
  ³ º     This level is very strange!     º ³
  ³ º     Download this file!!!!!!!!!     º ³
  ³ º                                     º ³
  ³ º        Total Remake of M01          º ³
  ³ º                                     º ³
  ³ º   Evil Realm 2 COMING SOON!!!!!!!   º ³
  ³ º                                     º ³
  ³ º       This level is great!!!        º ³
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  ³ º     Awesome in Multiplayer games    º ³
  ³ º           Requires DOOM 2           º ³
  ÀÄºÄÄÄÄÄ®Don't get mad, Get EVEN !¯ÄÄÄÄÄºÄÙ

EVILR1_1.ARJ     26762   03-06-95   ÚÄºÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄºÄ¿
  ÛÛºÛ     -=ð Evil Realm 1 v1.10 ð=Ä    ÛºÛÛ
  ÃÄºÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ by: Chris Richardson ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄºÄ´
  ³ º     This level is very strange!     º ³
  ³ º     Download this file!!!!!!!!!     º ³
  ³ º                                     º ³
  ³ º        Total Remake of E1M1         º ³
  ³ º                                     º ³
  ³ º   Evil Realm 2 COMING SOON!!!!!!!   º ³
  ³ º                                     º ³
  ³ º       This level is great!!!        º ³
  ³ º     Awesome in Multiplayer games    º ³
  ³ º      Requires DOOM version 1.2      º ³
  ÀÄºÄÄÄÄÄ®Don't get mad, Get EVEN !¯ÄÄÄÄÄºÄÙ

EYEBALL.ARJ     69048   03-06-95   This file replaces the
  cacodemon with a roving eye.
  in doom v1.2

EYESPY.ARJ     58881   03-06-95       ----** EYESPY for DOOM **----
  This level may seem large at the onset,
  but it has been found to be "just right"
  when playing in deathmatch. There are
  many, many sniper zones; a large catwalk
  surrounding a large courtyard; an altar
  room with a pit of death :) ; a torture
  room with a crushing ceiling; a lockable
  room for those occasions where you need
  to "duck in quick"; a look-out tower; a
  spiral staircase; ALOT of barrels; and
  ALL the weapons.. (if you can find 'em)
  and a bunch of secret rooms.

EZDOOM23.ARJ    143181   03-06-95   EZDoom2 is the best menuing system for Doom
  2.  It allows you to play and write
  descriptoins for external wads, make batch
  files, and much more.  Built in text editor.

FASTWPNS.ARJ     22126   03-06-95   Dehacked Patch - Fast Weapons v1.0
  This is the patch to make all the
  weapons ultra fast.  Also this patch
  will change the chaingun into a Ultra
  Fast Super Shotgun.
  For Dehacked v2.0 and Doom v1.666 ONLY!

FBATTLE.ARJ      5133   03-06-95   FBATTLE.WAD - A simple wad that replaces the
  level on Episode 3, Level 8.  I made it with
  DEU version 5.21 which is my favorite editor.
  It is possible to beat this level without
  using any codes (I did it).  All you have to
  do is not to ... (why am I telling you
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  this?).  Hint: try to avoid Spiderdemon's
  shots.            Michael Zmuda

FEMDMSND.ARJ     39887   03-06-95   FEMDMSND.WAD - Female Player Sound Patch for
  Registered DOOM Version 1.2 - 1.666 to
  accompany FEMDOOM.WAD Graphic Patch. No-one
  suffered to make this WAD - honest! Written
  by Amanda, Ivor B. And Rob Lord. 90k 16th
  Oct. 1994.

FEMDOOM.ARJ     49452   03-06-95   FEMDOOM.ARJ - Female Player Graphics
  and Sound Patches for Registered DOOM
  Version 1.2 - 1.666.
  FEMDOOM.WAD 45k - Graphics by Lynn Forest.
  FEMDNSND.WAD 90k - Sound by Amanda Snell,
  Ivor Benjamin & Rob Lord.
  No-one suffered to make the sound WAD.
  Honest!

FIRESTM2.ARJ    119988   03-06-95   MUTT presents: Firestorm for DOOM II.
  -------------------------------------
  Select your weapons combination and
  enter the grim deathmatch arena.
  Slug it out with your competitors
  and a furious horde of enemies while
  trying to gain access to hidden
  caches of weapons and power ups.
  Network play requires cooperation
  between two players to end level.
  Level was designed to be played as a
  deathmatch with respawing on,
  providing maximum level playability
  and carnage :) If you play solo, do
  it in nightmare mode.
  -------------------------------------

FIRESTRM.ARJ   1440621   03-06-95   MUTT presents: Firestorm for DOOM.
  -------------------------------------
  Select your weapons combination and
  enter the grim deathmatch arena.
  Slug it out with your competitors
  and a furious horde of enemies while
  trying to gain access to hidden
  caches of weapons and power ups.

  Network play requires cooperation
  between two players to end level.
  Level was designed to be played as a
  deathmatch with respawing on,
  providing maximum level playability
  and carnage :) If you play solo, do
  it in nightmare mode.
  A Heads Up Display has been added to
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  some weapons for a more authentic
  feel.
  -------------------------------------

FLORCEIL.ARJ      5253   03-06-95   This is a PWad for DOOM II. It shows samples
  for the NEW DOOM II Floor and Ceiling
  textures. You should D/L DEU2TEXT.ZIP, which
  is a text file with instruction on how to
  correct the problem with the missing DEU2
  editor textures for the floors and ceilings.
  Enjoy!

FOODDISH.ARJ     18898   03-06-95   The FoodDish is where everyone
  who's anyone comes to feed.
  You're invited.  The main course
  is the other diners.  Bring a
  friend for dinner.  Just wait
  till you see what's for dessert!
  Single player WAD for DOOM 1.666

FRAG2.ARJ     24050   03-06-95       frag2 for doom][
  this deathmatch wad was made
  with deathmatch2 rules in mind.
  all weapons are there but will
  you want them ? only 4 monsters
  in the game made with deu2

FRAG4HRS.ARJ     25342   03-06-95   Leve 1 PWAD replacement for DOOM2
  Great for Dmatch, or Solo play
  This level resembles level 1 so much, you
  will flip!

FRAG_U2.ARJ     23849   03-06-95   FRAG_YOU Great DEATHMATCH level!!!  ALL the
  weapons are here, lots of teleporters, small
  hidey-holes, and lots of dark!! Very intimate
  and cozy...in a deadly way! For DOOM II

FRGFSTII.ARJ    204559   03-06-95         DOOM II FRAGFEST WADS 8 MAPS
  .ù.ù.ù.ù.ù.ù.ù.ù.ù.ù.ù.ù.ù.ù.ù.ù.ù.ù.ù.ù.
  <==============[PRESENTS]===============>
       These are 8 of The Most
         FRAGGING WADS AROUND
   DEATHMATCH LEVELS FOR DOOM II ONLY
  <==[MEGZAMANIAC]=================[1/1]==>

FRISB_DM.ARJ     43289   03-06-95   DOOM frisbee-rocket graphics
  by Chris Pimlott (pimlottc@shadowso.com)
  Changes DOOM rockets into frisbees.

FRODO481.ARJ     70659   03-06-95   FrodoPWAD 4.81 mighty netDOOM titillation
  twinge,twitch,writhe,wince,fret,bleed

  \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
  An E1M1 and E1M9 favorable PWAD for DOOM!
  /////////////////////////////////////////

  By FRODO, 4-1@wwiv.bluethun.quake.com.
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FRY.ARJ     40677   03-06-95            DOOM ][ Patch!
            Dehacked 2.0
  Changes rocket launcher and/or BFG
       to use Archvile attacks!

FTHILL2.ARJ     37909   03-06-95   Foothills of Hell V.2 for Doom II LEVEL 2 If
  you lived passed Level 1 you may not want to
  put your butt on the line once again. This
  Foot Hill of hell maybe your last. Beware of
  the REVNANT! He smells you when you enter.
  Most important don't stop moving! YOU WILL
  HATE ME! LEVEL 3 is forming even deeper in
  the THE FOOT HILLS OF HELL.

FULLON.ARJ    244309   03-06-95   "FULL ON" is 8 levels of pure excitement
  thanks to the makers of DOOM, DEU52, and BSP.
  The first 5 levels are original and created
  from scratch. The last 3 levels are some
  altered levels from the original DOOM. Great
  fun when alone or going head to head with a
  fellow DOOMER! All levels are fully tested
  with multiple skill levels. Takes place in my
  favourite 2nd episode.

FUNDOOM1.ARJ   1165919   03-06-95   Add-on WAD for DOOM which changes ALL
  graphics and sounds to various characters.
  Combines the best of what's out there for
  registered DOOM 1.2 or above.

FUNDOOM2.ARJ   1213224   03-06-95   Another set of graphics and sounds to replace
  ALL creatures, and some weapons to various
  characters.  In WAD format for registered
  DOOM 1.2 and above.

FWARS101.ARJ    109785   03-06-95   Food Wars 1.01 - The food fight of the
  century!  Battle "monsters" on campus with
  food, fight other users, endure special
  events! Works on just about any BBS system!

GALAXIA.ARJ    333402   03-06-95      _________________________ /\_____
     \   ________/\_______    \_______)
     /  ________//      /    /       \
    /         \ /      _     \        \_
  _/           \       /      \        /
  \____________/______________/\______/
  ====p===r===e===s===e===n===t===s=====
  GALAXIA WAD (The Ultimate Czech Level)
  ======================================
  This is gonna be tough. No Cyberdemon,
  but several spiders.  Don't believe in
  invulnerability. (It sucks). There are
  no traps or  places  where  you  would
  stuck. No puzzles, just an instant and
  hard   action.   Hey,  this  is  DOOM!
  YOU SHOULD HAVE A FAST  486  (DX2-66).
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  ==============================[1/1]===
GARDEN2.ARJ     73040   03-06-95   Welcome to the botanical gardens of Deimos.

  An indoor/outdoor scenario that will
  challenge experienced players and showcase
  Doom's graphics.

GG.ARJ      8744   03-06-95   ----->DOOM WAD for level E2M2, not too
  big but lots of action and hidden room's.
  Conserve your ammo, make your shots
  count. For Doom 1.2+ Registered.

GREAT.ARJ      4379   03-06-95   This is a PWAD for DOOM ][.  Specifically
  made for DEATHMATCH.  Just unzip into your
  DOOM ][ directory and type "GREAT".

GRENADE2.ARJ    112230   03-06-95   GRENADE/PISTOL CROSSBOW PATCH FOR DooM v1.666
  Ok, here it is, the next version of my grenad
  patch.  A weapons patch for DooM that among
  other things includes a Hand Grenade and a
  Pistol Crossbow

GUITAR0.ARJ    574800   03-06-95   Guitar! is a DOOM PWAD that changes all
  the DOOM monster sounds into digitized!
  guitar licks and is suggested best used
  with DOOM Reg v1.666 set for 8 channels
  of Rockin' good sounds. A Must Have!!!!

GUS1M.ARJ      6060   03-06-95   An optimized MIDI instrument mapping for
  Gravis Ultrasound cards with 1024K on board.
  NOTE!  If you don't have a GUS with 1024K,
  this wad will gain you nothing (but shouldn't
  hurt anything either). This PWAD contains no
  new MUS music files or sounds whatsoever. Nor
  does it require any new .PAT files, just
  those supplied with the more recent install
  disks.

HANGAR18.ARJ     39657   03-06-95   This is no doubt the best DOOM2 PWAD
  deathmatch file you'll ever have
  the privilage to play.  This level is
  complex (NOT SLOPPY), but still
  small enough for a great deathmatch.
  Get this if you play deathmatch, or
  want to see an "ID" quality DOOM level.

HAUNTED2.ARJ     66181   03-06-95   Excellent DoomII wad file that simulates a
  3 level haunted house. Lots of badies and
  even a cemetery. Look for more releases of
  this wad with an expanded cemetery. Unique
  texture files are used in this wad. Great for
  deathmatch or co-op play. All new textures
  designed by Steven Grogan. Editing this wad
  is ok but be sure to extract textures from it
  first or drop me a line at StevenG663@aol.com
  and ask for Haunted house textures. Have fun!

HEADCDM.ARJ    338236   03-06-95   Headcresher Doom... a graphics patch to turn
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  the pistol into a nifty headcresher! Get it!
HFDE2.ARJ    199161   03-06-95   =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=

  HFDE/2 Hack of a Famous Doom Editor
  =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=
  This is a new DOOM 2 editor based on
  DEU 5.2! New features: þ Improved GUI
  þ Draft Mode þ Stairs from Sectors
  command þ Full DOOM 2 support þ Doesn't
  need Windows þ FREE
  =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=
         Simply Silly Software
  =-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=

HHGSOUND.ARJ    484165   03-06-95   HitchHikers Guide to the Galaxy meets Doom
  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
  This file contains samples from the Hitch
  Hikers Guide to the Galaxy BBC Radio series.
  The sound effects were literally
  ground-breaking, with many of them taking
  days to perfect - followed by axing them for
  something even wilder.  Requires Registered
  version of DOOM 1.666

HOEDEMOS.ARJ     17980   03-06-95   Doom 2 Hell on Earth demos! These cover
  levels 1 - 4 (more to come soon!). 100% of
  everything, ultraviolence, no cheats -cheats
  are for wimps. To view these LMP's unzip this
  file into your /DOOM2 directory and type
  GATE.

HOESPAWN.ARJ     20931   03-06-95   HOESPAWN.DEH tests function of several object
  in Doom 1.666 that I hadn't seen before
  (in Doom 1.2),specifically the Demon Spawns
  objects.  Warp to either E3M1 or E3M9 to try

HOT.ARJ     43363   03-06-95   Title                   : HOT.WAD (Halls Of T
HOTLEAD.ARJ     59073   03-06-95           Hot Lead!

  You have returned to your old
  battlefield! Same layout but the whole
  place is moving! Something is really
  wrong. New enemies, more enemies, and
  even more new enemies. Just another
  day at the office.
  A WAD file for DOOM ][
  Single, Deathmatch, and
  Cooperative Capable.
  New music and sounds. Try it!

HURTME1.ARJ     28726   03-06-95   Excellent Doom.Wad File. Lots of fun and
  action, 2 way walls, hidden doors, Very hard
  on Hurt-me-plenty. Just a overall fun .WAD

IMPBARR.ARJ      5962   03-06-95   Here is a patch file for DeHacked 1.3 that
  changes the Imps' fireballs to barrels.

IMPC.ARJ     23584   03-06-95   This File converts the IMP-BLUT into GREEN BL
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  Works with DOOM 1.666 REG. (1.2 NOT TESTED)
  CREATED BY HOLGER WURBS.

INCA.ARJ     40169   03-06-95   The Ican Anomaly by Steven Katz [DOOM 1.666]
  After killing yet another Spider Demon, you
  begin to wonder how all these demons are
  getting to this universe, you already cleared
  the two anomalies on Phobos and Deimos so
  where are they coming from?  A dying marine
  hands you a scroll outlining the nine great
  anomolies, and you know what you gotta do
  now...

INVIMP.ARJ     22391   03-06-95   A DooM ][ 1.7a Dehacked patch that will make
  all SNARLIES (Imps) invisible. Also their
  fireballs are invisible. Great for those of
  you who are bored with the same old stuff.

INYOFACE.ARJ     12916   03-06-95   New Doom DeathMatch Level By Lou Garcia
  INYOFACE.WAD "IN YO FACE" (E2M1) - A
  Deathmatch only level without any monsters
  except your friend-become-prey. It's strictly
  move fast and kick ass from begining to end.
  First level in a developing Deathmatch only
  episode! Requires Registered version of Doom.

ITP1_V2C.ARJ    234401   03-06-95   Into The Pit 1 WAD for DOOM ][
  This WAD started out as a test for what a
  WAD-editor can do since I recently found out
  you really can make your own WADs. Tip: there
  are a lot of illusionary walls around this
  place that's for sure.

JCM2_16.ARJ    807219   03-06-95   Updated JCM2 episode for (reg.) DOOM 1.6!
  ÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ
  New graphics, sounds, levels AND music!!
  Almost two megs and 200+ hours of new things
  you've NEVER seen for DOOM. Spectacular
  visual effects using new floor and wall
  images. Featuring mutated MIDI versions
  of the Technician:Digital Dreaming CD -
  Soundtrack available on Compact Disc!
  If you enjoyed JCM1.WAD - this will blow
  you away! Optimized for minimal slowdown.
    --= Updated to run with DOOM 1.6 =--
  --= multiplayer and deathmatch ready! =--
  ÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ

JCM2_16D.ARJ     66499   03-06-95      Recorded solutions for JCM Episode 2!
  ÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ
    --= Updated for use with DOOM 1.6 =--
    This package is intended for use with
  JCM Episode 2 (JCM2-16.ZIP and registered
  DOOM version 1.6 required)
    Sit back and enjoy the show - solves all
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  9 levels and proves you can complete the
  entire episode WITHOUT cheating!
  ÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ

JED1.ARJ     19099   03-06-95   First of the JED series by John E. Davis
  This is a neat little Deathmatch WAD. It's
  really a different level every time you play
  it. DOOM II required.

JED2.ARJ     21836   03-06-95   Second in the JED series by John E. Davis
  This one is mainly a Deathmatch arena for
  DOOM II with no monsters.

JED3.ARJ     12712   03-06-95   Third in the JED series by John E. Davis
  It's mainly a Deathmatch arena. Built for
  high game speed.  DOOM II required, no
  monsters.

JERKEY.ARJ    856502   03-06-95   This is a .WAD file of the Jerkey Boys' best
  Hope you enjoy!
  By the way, this file contains explicit langu

JPZOO21.ARJ     91990   03-06-95   Title                   : JPZOO21.WAD 1.0
  Author                  : Jean-Philippe Gsell
  Email Address           : JeanPhilippe_Gsell@

KEVIN.ARJ     14431   03-06-95   An extremely difficult Doom Wad -- Try it
  I doubt anyone will be able to get through
  it without saving and restarting....
  Give it a shot and let me know what you think
  I think it's pretty good for my first try.

KILLDAVE.ARJ    101973   03-06-95   This is a four player DEMO of DOOM ][ that me
  and three of my friends made for lack of
  something better to do other than try to kill
  each other.

KILLDEMO.ARJ     13717   03-06-95   KILLDEMO.EXE v1.0       September 19, 1994
  With the advent of Doom v1.666, the Incorrect
  Demo Version error

KOKO.ARJ     28546   03-06-95   DOOM 2 .WAD file.  Nice level for Death Match
  games but will also give the single user a
  really good time.

LBCREATE.ARJ    594967   03-06-95   ÚÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ¿
  ³Laura Beyer's LEVEL CREATOR³
  ³ÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ³
  ³FINALLY !!! Anyone can !!! ³
  ³Make your own Doom2 levels.³
  ³By far the easiest & most  ³
  ³extensive editor available.³
  ³                           ³
  ³Works with Doom & Doom II  ³
  ÀÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÙ

LEDGES3I.ARJ     16999   03-06-95   LEDGES3.WAD, by Mark K. Gresbach Jr. for DOOM
  1.666 Registered. This patch file is for
  E1M1. This is the next DEATHMATCH WAD in the
  LEDGES series. Improved placement of weapons
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  and items to insure optimum "fragging". This
  level is designed primarily for DEATHMATCH,
  and has been updated to support Deathmatch
  2.0 rules.

LIFTOR.ARJ     43513   03-06-95   LIFTOR! (E1M1) for DeathMatch v2.0 makes
  DeathMatch what it was meant to be, pure
  action!! This PWAD  by VAB contains over 100
  lifts-sink holes, collapsing stairs, and
  floors that drop out from under you. For
  DeathMatch addicts it requires DOOM v1.666 to
  be played. Includes Full DEMO!

LOOKOUT.ARJ    155068   03-06-95         * ---- LOOKOUT ---- *
   WAD file for DOOM 1.2 Registered
  Lookout spots surround an open court
  to ambush your unsuspecting deathmatch
  opponents.  Hide behind an open window,
  but cover your back. Designed with
  single player and deathmatch modes in
  mind.
  Episode and Level #     : E1M1
  Single Player           : Yes
  Cooperative 2-4 Player  : Yes
  Deathmatch 2-4 Player   : Yes
  Difficulty Settings     : Yes
  New Graphics            : Yes

LORDY.ARJ     10932   03-06-95   Lordy .WAD for Doom. EXCELLENT deathmatch
  level if you like the rocket gun! HUNDREDS of
  rockets and monsters to slaughter in a huge
  narrow hallway.

LORD_DM.ARJ     16025   03-06-95   ****** Lord Deathmatch by John Lea *********
  A great Deathmatch level. Weapons include the
  chainsaw, shotgun, chaingun, and 2 rocket
  launchers.  There are a few secret places and
  lots of dark rooms. But to prove it, you play
  it yourself and find out how good it really
  is!

LOST2B.ARJ    618897   03-06-95   Large Doom wad file with new graphics and
  sound.

LVL1MOD1.ARJ     18980   03-06-95          Death Match ULTRA Level!
       ----------------------------
  I made this after playing a few times
  with Doc Holiday, Blade and Dissident
  on LvL 1 I noticed a bunch of peculiar
  Patterns and some ways to make it just
  a tad more phun! The MAP is the same
  but the level ain't! And Neither will
  ANY of your OLD strategys! This Level
  NOW kicks ass. I took out all the LAME
  Monsters but KEEP the monsters! YES!
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  KEEP KEEP KEEP KEEP! It kills a LaMe
  Ass problem on the first level. Latz-

L_ZEP.ARJ     53649   03-06-95   Difficult deathmatch wad for doom with "dazed
  and confused" by Led Zeppelin music wad
  included!

M16.ARJ    284648   03-06-95   M16-DOOM is an add on patch for Doom V1.2.
  You must have version 1.2 for this patch to
  work. This patch replaces the fists,
  pistol, chaingun, rocket launcher, plasma
  gun, and BFG 9000 with an M16 rifle.

M16DOOM.ARJ    278173   03-06-95   Awesome new weapons patch for Doom ver. 1.2.
  Done by yours truly.  Replaces all weapons
  except chainsaw and shotgun.  Digitized
  graphics, new sounds, etc..  Must See!!

MAPCONV.ARJ      9039   03-06-95   Used to convert DOOM 1.x WADs to DOOM 2 WADs
MEGAFATE.ARJ    129913   03-06-95   ========{Mega Fate For Doom 2}===========

  ==Oh My GAWD Fate's Webb... Has Done it==
  =AGAIN!! HAHA Count em 9 NEW levels For==
  ===Doom ][ !!  All Made From Scratch!====
  =======ALL Made For Deathmatch!!=========
  =But If Everyone ya Know are too Scared==
  ====You can play these Single Player!====
  =============Has it all!!================

MEGAWARP.ARJ     12499   03-06-95   THE FAIREST DEATHMATCH LEVEL OF ALL - We've
  all known people to complain about cheaters,
  and this level prevents it. EVERYONE gets a
  weapon, BEFORE they fight, so no one can say
  "I didn't have a weapon!".

MISEDIT.ARJ      6266   03-06-95   Mission Editor for Comanche Maximum Overkill
  Edit individual missions for weapons, fuel,
  enemies, etc.

MKDMS10.ARJ     37029   03-06-95      DOOM ][ Menuing System
  ----------------------------
  DMS v1.0            10/23/94
  ----------------------------
           Easy-to-use menuing
           system for DOOM ][.
  Features, warping, monsters,
       no monsters, respawning
    monsters, deathmatch & 2.0
   rules, 1 player or 2 player
         modem play supported.
            Supports all major
                  PC Speakers.
  ============================

MKHALLS.ARJ    154748   03-06-95   ÚTHE HALLS OF DEATHÄÄby Mark Klem¿
  ³   New level for DOOM ][ that   ³
  ³ supports all modes of play and ³
  ³  contains new music. Awesome   ³
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  ³ realistic lighting, texturing, ³
  ³ and construction.  Traps that  ³
  ³      will BLOW your mind!      ³
  ³ Replaces MAP1. This one's hard.³
  ³ Might be too hard for experts. ³
  ³  See if you can beat it using  ³
  ³  Ultraviolence and NO cheats.  ³
  ÀÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÙ

MKMINES.ARJ     86515   03-06-95   ÚÄÄTHE LOST MINESÄÄby Mark KlemÄÄ¿
  ³   New level for DOOM ][ that   ³
  ³ supports all modes of play and ³
  ³  contains new music. Awesome   ³
  ³ realistic lighting, texturing, ³
  ³  and construction.  The Mine   ³
  ³  Shafts look so real, it will  ³
  ³    scare the pants off ya!     ³
  ³ There's some new techniques in ³
  ³ this one that you will really  ³
  ³  enjoy.  This replaces MAP3.   ³
  ³ Might be too hard for experts. ³
  ÀÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÙ

MKROLSNG.ARJ     47142   03-06-95   Here are the first five songs from
  CRINGE!  They are all in ROL format
  where they all began.  They were
  all born here.  A SoundBlaster and
  a WaveBlaster mated and now here
  they are.  Includes the full uncut
  version of CRINGE! E2M2. The whole song!
  If you act now, you'll also receive:
  FOUR BONUS SONGS to discover!!!
  INDIAN, THRESH, CRASTOR & PHENOM!
  All songs written by Mark A. Klem.
  FREE STUFF---SO GET IT. --MK

MODEMO.ARJ     57911   03-06-95   A new level demo for DOOM II Hell on Earth
MON1024.ARJ    297337   03-06-95      THE MONSTER FROM DOOM II LEVEL 30!

  ±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±
  Extracted from the DOOM2.WAD here is the
  monster in all his glory, saved as a BMP
  for your Windows wallpaper?!. This file
  has a resolution of 1024x768x256, I have
  made him slightly brighter so you can
  see all the detail around him!
  °°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°
  °°°°° Uploaded by Julian Chesters! °°°°°

MON640.ARJ    122844   03-06-95      THE MONSTER FROM DOOM II LEVEL 30!
  ±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±
  Extracted from the DOOM2.WAD here is the
  monster in all his glory, saved as a BMP
  for your Windows wallpaper?!. This file
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  has a resolution of 640x480x256, I have
  made him slightly brighter so you can
  see all the detail around him!
  °°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°
  °°°°° Uploaded by Julian Chesters! °°°°°

MON800.ARJ    105001   03-06-95      THE MONSTER FROM DOOM II LEVEL 30!
  ±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±±
  Extracted from the DOOM2.WAD here is the
  monster in all his glory, saved as a BMP
  for your Windows wallpaper?!. This file
  has a resolution of 800x600x256, I have
  made him slightly brighter so you can
  see all the detail around him!
  °°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°
  °°°°° Uploaded by Julian Chesters! °°°°°

MYDEH.ARJ     23054   03-06-95   My DEHACKED 2.0 patch for DOOM 1.666.
  Objective: To make the game challenging again
  for folks like you who can mow 'em down in
  between yawns without absurdly brutal and
  jumped up bad guys and weapons (i.e., you
  don't havta cheat - hopefully). I can still
  beat this sucker at the 1st two levels of
  difficulty (feels like the first time, oh
  yeah.)

NASTYIMP.ARJ     21266   03-06-95   DEH for Doom II Brings a new level of
  destruction to DOOM II - Better weapons,
  faster creatures, and the imps.

NEFCAT.ARJ     50658   03-06-95   --------------------------------------
  --- DOOM ][ PWAD ---------------------
  --- Nefarious Chateau ----------------
  --- SUPPORTS -------------------------
  --* DEATHMATCH, HARD, MEDIUM, & EASY -
  --- Execllent for Deatchmatch 2.0 ----
  --- When playing alone, the items ----
  --^ change as the difficulty changes -
  --- This level is fun yet tuff. ------
  --------------------------------------
  ------- RELEASE DATE 11-20-94 --------

NEWDM2.ARJ     21678   03-06-95   New Doom 2 Wad file Add-on for the commercial
  Version. Yes it looks alot like the original
  but you'll have to change your strategy and
  look for changes even to survive. Lots of bad
  guys in ultra-violence mode. All the weapons
  are there if you can find them....

NEWMUS.ARJ      9613   03-06-95   A PWAD for DOOM ][ that will replace the
  first map's music into the entertainer.

NEWMUS1.ARJ     52486   03-06-95   New music for first 10 lvls of DOOM II
NEWPLSMA.ARJ     49367   03-06-95   Replacement for the Plasma Rifle sound. Are

  you annoyed by that chalkboard scratching
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  horn noise for the Plasma Rifle? Well, here
  is an awesome replacement! This one sounds
  more like a plasma energy bolt discharge
  followed by air ionization. Totally cool!!!

NEWSOUND.ARJ    319946   03-06-95   This is a collection of .WAV files perfect
  for Doom!  A program to add them is included.
  Sounds from Rollins Band, White Zombie,
  Ministry, and Metallica are in here, and more
  to come..

NIGHT2_0.ARJ     57475   03-06-95   Title                   : Death Night
NOWUCME.ARJ     15646   03-06-95   Now You See me Now You Don't, by Brian Wright

  Deathmatch Only. A Snipers dream, seven
  hidden rooms with one way walls. Simple rooms
  with all weapons and lots of goodies, but be
  careful ya never know who's on the other side
  of that wall...  DOOM 1.666 Registered
  required.

NWT100.ARJ     47487   03-06-95   ÚÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ¿
  ³ ðððððððð NewWadTool by TiC ðððððððð ³
  ÅÄÄÄÄÄÄ        NWT v1.0á        ÄÄÄÄÄÄÅ
  ³ Finally THE  all-in-one utility for ³
  ³ Doom & Doom II - featuring: Extract ³
  ³ & insert resources as RAW, GIF, PCX ³
  ³ WAV, VOC & WAD-files - EASY texture ³
  ³ editing ! - Play sounds on SBlaster ³
  ³ & PC-Speaker  - View any graphics - ³
  ³ WAD-cleaner - Replaces DMADDS/F for ³
  ³ all versions ! - batch-mode or menu ³
  ³ Dos-prog, MS Windows not needed!!   ³
  ÅÄÄÄÄÄÄ      Totally free !     ÄÄÄÄÄÄÅ
  ÃÄ¿  WAD creators - DOWNLOAD THIS!  ÚÄ´
  ÀÄÁÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÁÄÙ

NWT101.ARJ     49801   03-06-95   ÚÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ¿
  ³ ðððððððð NewWadTool by TiC ðððððððð ³
  ÅÄÄÄÄÄÄ        NWT v1.1         ÄÄÄÄÄÄÅ
  ³ Finally THE  all-in-one utility for ³
  ³            Doom & Doom 2            ³
  ³    Extract & insert resources as    ³
  ³ RAW, GIF, PCX, WAV, VOC & WAD files ³
  ³    EASY texture & pname editing!    ³
  ³   Play sounds & view any graphics   ³
  ³   WAD-cleaner - Replaces DMADDS/F   ³
  ³         Batch or menu mode          ³
  ÅÄÄÄÄÄÄ      Totally free !     ÄÄÄÄÄÄÅ
  ÃÄ¿  WAD creators - DOWNLOAD THIS!  ÚÄ´
  ÀÄÁÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÁÄÙ

OCTAPIT.ARJ     40804   03-06-95   if you liked Octafrag WAD..check this out
  DOOM WAD

OCTFRG2A.ARJ    120106   03-06-95   This is a DEATHMATCH-only level,
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  designed for optimal fragging. Although
  the level is small, the rooms are
  multiply and redundantly connected so
  it seems larger than it really is and
  the action will always be fast and
  furious. No toxic waste or barrels, so
  suicide wussies have no choice but to
  duke it out 'till the end. This also
  means that there are no sniper's nests
  per se; be sure to watch your back!
  Other features are a unique central
  elevator shaft with four random lifts,
  as well as a cooperative exit which
  requires at least two players to operate.
  Happy fragging!! This modified version is
  optimized for altdeath! No BFG's but all
  other weapons are there. Secrets are not
  obvious.

OCTOGON.ARJ      4625   03-06-95   ÕÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ¸
  ³ -The Octogon!- ³
  ³Deathmatch level³
  ³for DOOM II !!!!³
  ÔÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ¾

OS2_EDIT.ARJ    101727   03-06-95   DOOMEDIT/PM OS/2 PM DOOM Map Editor, BETA
  version 0.70.  WILL NOT RUN UNDER DOS,
  WINDOWS, or CHICAGO.  Runs ONLY under OS/2.
  FREEWARE.

PACDOOM1.ARJ     50099   03-06-95   PAC-MAN Sprite/Sound Patch File. Will
  not modify DOOM.WAD, Uses DEUSF.EXE

PEEKABOO.ARJ     10543   03-06-95   New Doom DeathMatch Level By Lou Garcia
  PEEKABOO.WAD "Peek-A-Boo" (E2M2) - A
  deathmatch only level without any monsters
  except your friend-become-prey. It's stricktl
  move fast and kick ass from begining to end.
  Second level in a developing Deathmatch only
  episode! Requires Registered version of Doom.

PENDPP11.ARJ     15558   03-06-95          -=Pendelton's Playpen 1.1=-
          wad file for DOOM 1 V1.666
          wad file for DOOM 2 V1.666
  This is  a fast  and  simple  level  for
  Deathmatch  play  using    deathmatch  2
  rules. There's  no exits  on this  baby.
  It's do or die until time runs out.

PHRANTIK.ARJ     63258   03-06-95   Have you ever been PHRANTIK? Ever wonder how
  you'll make it out alive? This episode 3
  level 1 replacement will teach you never to
  wander into alien territory again! DOOM

PINA01.ARJ     31045   03-06-95   Investigation, DOOM 1.666 WAD by Paul Pina
  Plenty of hidden passages and lots of room to
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  run hide and explore. Good for a Death match.
  Supports single, co-op, and Deathmatch.

PIP.ARJ     27168   03-06-95   PIP.WAD
PSETUP10.ARJ     18270   03-06-95   PARSETUP is a Parallel Printer Port device

  driver for id Software's DOOM (tm) which will
  allow two computers to connect as an network
  over the parallel port.

PUTSS.ARJ     14878   03-06-95     PUTSS:  Place a Super Shotgun (aka
    Combat Shotgun) in DOOM I pwads!
  ======================================
  One of the pains in using DOOM I pwads
  with DOOM II is that they have no super
  shotgun.  This small program quickly
  places a super shotgun in DOOM I pwads
  without using complicated wad editors.

PWADDR10.ARJ    328482   03-06-95   PWADDER v1.0 - The best PWAD player yet.
  Manages 160 pwads. Saves 160 different games
  Plays demos, Skill Level, Delete, Read Text,
  Auto-warp to correct episode/map. Mouse
  required. 5 meg RAM required for DOOM v1.2 8
  meg RAM required for DOOM v1.666 ! COOL
  Shareware by MaG Software. COOL !

QTBUGNME.ARJ     24167   03-06-95   Quit buggin' me! by Matt Simon [DOOM II]
  After another successful campaign of kicking
  alien butt you're ready to head home, but all
  of a sudden your partner has a flashback and
  believes you are the alien and must be
  killed!!!! Your only option is to defend
  yourself at all costs......... (and with
  that, it's DEATHMATCH time!)

R2WOLFD2.ARJ    752537   03-06-95   Return to Castle Wolfenstein [DOOM 2 version]
  Replaces first 10 maps of Doom][ with new
  maps.  This is a revision of the doom1
  Episode 1 replacement. The maps contain some
  levels previously released by authors,
  modified levels, and completely new levels.
  Contains characters and textures from
  Wolfenstein.  There is also a new weapon to
  add to your pack.

RALPHII.ARJ   1267976   03-06-95   This is a deathmatch collection that replaces
  30 levels in Doom2. Levels 1-24, 26 & 28
  converted from Doom 1 levels.  Level 26 was
  pretty well reworked by Kevin Roels.  He also
  created Levels 27, 28 & 30 along with the
  sounds & control panel replacement bar.

RALPHNEW.ARJ    730011   03-06-95   Doom Deathmatch collection heavily playtested
  for 2 & 3 players.  Great fun: Old & new wads
  chosen from months of cruising the boards,
  Compuserve & Internet.  Replaces all three
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  episodes: 24 deathmatch wads connected by
  exits from one to the other.

RAVEN1.ARJ     26744   03-06-95   Part one in the RAVEN Doom2 Series.
  Doom 2 pwad for Map 1.
  Great for deathmatch and single play.
  All modes of play supported.

RAVEN3.ARJ     50057   03-06-95   Part three in the Raven Doom2 Series.
  Doom 2 pwad for map 3.
  Great for deathmatch and single play.
  All modes of play supported.

RAVEN4.ARJ     46268   03-06-95   Part four in the RAVEN Doom2 Series.
  Doom 2 pwad for map 4.
  Great for deathmatch and single play.
  All modes of play supported.
  Suprise level 30 like ending!

RAVEN5.ARJ     58843   03-06-95   Number 5 in the excellent Raven Series.
  A pwad for Doom 2 map 5
  Best for single play, all modes supported.

RAVEN6.ARJ     56632   03-06-95   Part six in the RAVEN Doom2 series.
  A pwad for Doom 2 map 6.
  A complex and interesting level.
  Best for single play but it is also a fun
  deathmatch level.
  All modes of play supported.

RAVEN7.ARJ     44860   03-06-95   Part seven in the RAVEN Doom 2 series.
  A pwad for Doom2 map 7.
  Great for deathmatch and single play.
  All modes of play supported.

RDM2.ARJ     24607   03-06-95   ÚÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ¿
  ³ °°°°°°° RunDOOM 2v1.0 °°°°°°°° ³
  ÀÂÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÂÙ
   ³ For the thousands that used  ³
   ³ RunDOOM, here is RunDOOM ][  ³
   ³ for DOOM][. This is the most ³
   ³ awesome shell for DOOM ][.   ³
   ³ Just get it.                 ³
  ÚÁÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÁ¿
  ÀÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÙ

REAC2WAD.ARJ    121211   03-06-95   ----------------------------------------
  Reactor2.wad for registered Doom 1.2 or
  1.666.  This is a remake of the original
  Reactor with a few bug fixes and new
  music.  It's also larger (much more
  interesting ending) and faster. (thanks
  to Reject Map Builder 1.2)
  ----------------------------------------

REDOOM.ARJ     26088   03-06-95   ÉÍÍÍÍÍÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ ú  ú  úÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÍÍÍÍÍ»
  º ÉÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ» º
  º º--REDOOM V1.1--         [O8/19/94] º º
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  ³ ÌÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ¹ ³
  ³ º This is the best front end for    º ³
  ³ º DOOM fanatics only.  Programmed   º ³
  ³ º by Nazarene '94.                  º ³
  ³ ÌÍPÄaÄrÄaÄlÄlÄeÄlÄÄÄDÄäÄMÄäÄNÄTÄiÄAÍ¹ ³
  ³ ÈÍÍÍÍÍÍ9ÍOÍ8ÍÍ7Í8Í8ÍÍ5Í7Í6Í4ÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ¼ ³
  ³ í Easy lite-bar maintenence!          ³
  ³ í Load multiple pWAD files            ³
  ³   simultaneously!                     ³
  ³ í Load associated .txt file for       ³
  ³   quick reference!                    ³
  ³ í Saves up to 5 different modem/net.  ³
  ³   game-play settings.                 ³
  ³ í Saves default non-network/modem     ³
  ³   game-play settings.                 ³
  ³ í NOT a TSR!                          ³
  ³ í Simply A MUST!!!!                   ³
  ÀÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÙ

REDROOM.ARJ     61318   03-06-95   >>>  REDROOM  <<<  DOOM Level for E1M1 by
  Jaime Landauer.  Single or cooperative play,
  requires DOOM 1.666 Registered.

REPENT.ARJ     61795   03-06-95   A great new level for DOOM.
  Run through the sewers in
  this first level of a new
  episode.  Created by David
  Calvin and David Blanshine.

RGDE211S.ARJ    545505   03-06-95   Great new DOOM/DOOM II editor from Renegade
  Graphics.  Very powerful but easy to use.
  Faster, more complete than previous
  offerings.
  You can do it all!

RIGHTHND.ARJ     49872   03-06-95   This will change the Doom player from
  left-handed to right-handed.

RINGDETH.ARJ     24746   03-06-95   Doom patch for registered users (like you
  didn't already figure that) - Fight your way
  past wave upon wave of bad guys as you try to
  live to get to the center of the Ring of
  Death - remember to save a lot!!!
  Supports solo or deathmatch

RMB12.ARJ    141605   03-06-95     ----** THE REJECT MAP BUILDER **----
  The reject map builder is a utility that
   takes a PWAD file and finds out which
  sectors can be seen from a sector. This
  information is used by DOOM to speed up
  the real time action! The program should
  be used with care. The best would be, if
   it's only used by the author of a wad.
   The reason it should be used with care
   is that the reject map can be used for
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    some special effects. These will be
   removed if the PWAD file is processed
                with RMB.

RMB20A.ARJ    172180   03-06-95   Reject Map Builder v2.0a - Modifies DOOM Map
  files to make them faster by optimizing them.

ROGUES.ARJ     44517   03-06-95              --** ROUGE **--
  This WAD level started with a small room
  and it grew and grew. Always keeping in
  mind that this level should be nice for
   every skill and for multiplayer also.
   Especially deathmatch players like it
  because of its places to shoot somebody
    from behind and the big duel zone.

RUNWAD.ARJ     31572   03-06-95   Reads .WAD file's episode and level, and
  automatically starts DOOM's default as the
  .WAD file's episode and level. No more trying
  to find where the .WAD's level is!

RWK0210.ARJ     40780   03-06-95   ÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛ
  New PWAD for DOOM.  Replaces E2M2.  A WAD
  based on an idea from my son.  He wanted to
  see all the bad guys fight each other.
  So here it is.
  Single player and cooperative recommended.
  Death match installed but not designed for.
  Will work on version 1.2 thru 1.666.
  ÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛ

S_DOOM1.ARJ    533545   03-06-95   ²± 32 Chilling, Thrilling new sound ±²
  ²± effects for DOOM v1.2. Turn your ±²
  ²± DOOM game into a real NIGHTMARE! ±²
  ²±  If you don't try these sounds   ±²
  ²±  out, you won't know what your   ±²
  ²± missing!  Sounds are especially  ±²
  ²±   designed for the TRUE DOOM     ±²
  ²± fanatic. And these ain't the ole ±²
  ²±  dumb voices and stuff, either.  ±²
  ²±       Check it out today!        ±²
  ²± Should work for earlier versions ±²
  þ²±°±²±°±²±°±²±°±²±°±²±°±²±°±²±°±²°±²þ

SACRFICE.ARJ    325505   03-06-95   Six level DOOM patch that is amazing. Check
  out the huge room in level three!

SAM1.ARJ     20533   03-06-95   This dehacked patch is unique compared to the
  other ones that I have seen.  One thing it
  does is change the cacodemon.  Lost sols grow
  inside the cacodemon and then burst out at a
  tremendos rate VERY BLOODY!! Then when the
  lost souls are born to fast they begin to
  pile up inside the cacodemon and he stops
  moving.  When this happens shoot him with
  your chain gun and he will explode and up to
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  50 lost souls will rip out of his body.
SANCTUM2.ARJ     29130   03-06-95   SANCTUM SANCTORIUM by Glenn Geiss for DOOM II

  This is my first attempt at designing a new
  DOOM level.  The design time listed above
  reflects many hours of trail and error
  attempting to overcome seemingly simple
  design obstacles, which got smaller and
  smaller as time dragged on.

SCUMTREK.ARJ     42880   03-06-95          ----** SCUMTREK **----
   Another .WAD file for DOOM Reg 1.2.
   Just why the Enterprise is crawling
  with Imps and Cacodemons no-one knows?
     Episode and Level #    : E2M1
     Single Player          : Yes
     Cooperative 2-4 Player : Yes
     Deathmatch 2-4 Player  : Yes
       (tested with 4 players!)

SDGUNS11.ARJ     63397   03-06-95   ***************************
  Super DooM Guns v1.1
  New Guns for DooM:
  - Chaingun fires TWICE as
    fast
  - Pistol fires as fast as a
    real semi-auto pistol
  - FULL Auto Shotgun
  - Increased Bullet Capacity
  - See Through Plasma Gun
    Explosion
  - New Rocket Launcher FX
    and less likely to
    blowup infront of player
  ***************************

SERENITY.ARJ    416246   03-06-95   SERENITY.WAD
SHAFT.ARJ     44472   03-06-95   Mine Shaft (Levels 1-2)

  Enter the mine shaft nobody returned
  from.  An exciting (I hope) adventure
  for DOOM ][.  These are the first two
  levels of what I hope to be a long
  series.  Tell me how you like it.

SHARDOOM.ARJ    375427   03-06-95   Finally, an almost EXACT replica of DOOM 1 in
  the form of a DOOM ][ PWAD.  No more having
  to reinstall DOOM 1 for the enjoyment of the
  original.  Even has original music.

SHRE_WAD.ARJ    863466   03-06-95   A DOOM PWAD compilation - a selection of the
  best shareware PWADs for multiplayer and
  single player play.  read the testfiles for
  details

SHRINE2.ARJ    335457   03-06-95   Shrine of the Warriors WAD level for DOOM II
  by Daniel "Stormin" Norman
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  You begin right next door to hell in a
  twisted chamber used by hell spawn as a
  portal to the human realms. You venture
  beyond the portal to find... the Shrine. The
  shrine is a large complex that pays tribute
  to the hell spawn. Some what of a cross
  between an art museum and a mausoleum.

SHT2.ARJ     94049   03-06-95   You wanted it now you got. It's finally here.
  SUPER SHOTGUN for Doom. Now you can have the
  Super Shotgun to use with all levels of the
  original Doom. Requires Dehacked 2.0, Doom
  v1.666, and Dmgraph.exe.

SIEGE20.ARJ     29022   03-06-95   Title                   : Siege 2.0
  Filename                : SIEGE20.WAD
  Author                  : Vu Q. Le

SIN678.ARJ    200922   03-06-95   3 new levels for Doom2. The Sincity Series
  continues. This Wad replaces levels 6,7 and
  8, picking up where Sincity5.wad left
  off. These levels are very large and
  challenging.

SIRDOOM.ARJ     48051   03-06-95   Play DOOM with up to four players via modem.
  SIRDOOM has a built in terminal that will all
  you to call your favorite Major BBS system
  running the multi-player version of Game
  Connection (V1.40 or higher) and play DOOM
  against a group of friends or acquaintances.

SLAPME.ARJ     23999   03-06-95       ----** SLAPME ..DOOM WAD **----
  The sequel to SPANKME. It's another one
  of my top deathmatch WADs. I've gone for
   a bit of a castle courtyard theme this
   time. Its a large courtyard with sniper
    points all round. Lots of stairs and
   corridors to run up and down. The best
    weapons and bonuses are in difficult
      places in the open.  .. Enjoy!

SLAPME2.ARJ     21889   03-06-95         _____ SLAPME 2 _____
  This is an updated version of slapme
  for Doom II. It's a deathmatch only
  WAD set around a castle courtyard
  type thing. There are lots of good
  sniper points and look out for the
  secret passages for the extra bonuses,
  the slimey walls inside give them away.

SLAPME3.ARJ     36076   03-06-95         _____ SLAPME 3 _____
  This is an updated version of slapme2
  for Doom II.  It's primarily designed
  for deathmatch set around a castle
  courtyard, but has some beasties added
  for solo or co-op play (mostly just to
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  let you know where the other player
  is).  There are lots of good sniper
  points which usually have sniper points
  overlooking them also... An LMP has
  been added to show all the secrets.

SLAUGHTR.ARJ     56174   03-06-95   A real bloodbath tough level for registered-
  only DOOM

SLITHER.ARJ     20447   03-06-95   INCREDIBLE! Dehacked 2.0 Patch, must have
  DOOM ver. 1.666 to run. This patch will turn
  you into a pile of guts in deathmatches. Ok
  at first, but when there gets to be more
  guts, get ready to be paranoid. You never
  know which is real and which is not until it
  kills you! Enjoy!

SLTRRAMA.ARJ     38311   03-06-95   Slaughter Rama PWAD for DOOM!  This one is a
  real tough one, even in GOD mode, but you CAN
  do it without cheating, just save a lot.  It
  took me about a half an hour to go through
  and I know where everything is!  Enjoy!

SMURFDM.ARJ     89945   03-06-95   ******* SMURF DOOM V 0.2!! *******
   Perhaps the greatest Add-on for
  DOOM yet!  Laugh uncontrolably as
  gigantic Smurfs lurk around the
  next corner trembling in fear as
  the try to escape their TNT bound
  confines!  Great new sound also!
  **********************************

SNDMORTA.ARJ     46937   03-06-95   ******************************
    ³Doom WAD sound mod      ³
    ³Doom v1.2.              ³
  úùÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄùú
  Changes sounds of the soldiers
  from the video game Mortal Kombat.
  Thanks to Zasx
  Uploaded by Rick Kehres

SOULS.ARJ     20615   03-06-95   This is a really weird Dehacked 2.2 Doom ][
  patch, but it's fun. It makes the Rocket
  Launcher shoot out invisible rockets which,
  cause no damage when they explode, but
  instead produce a Lost Soul. If the "rocket"
  hits a wall, the Lost Souls lives and goes
  about it's buisiness. If it hits an enemy,
  the Lost Soul explodes as soon as it is
  "born", causing damage to the enemy. Dehacked
  2.2 not included.

SPACLAB3.ARJ    127190   03-06-95   * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
  *    ÛÛÛ ÛÛÛ ÛÛÛ ÛÛÛ ÛÛÛ Û   ÛÛÛ ÛÛÛ    *
  *    Û   Û Û Û Û Û   Û   Û   Û Û Û Û    *
  *    ÛÛÛ ÛÛÛ ÛÛÛ Û   ÛÛ  Û   ÛÛÛ ÛÛ     *
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  *      Û Û   Û Û Û   Û   Û   Û Û Û Û    *
  *    ÛÛÛ Û   Û Û ÛÛÛ ÛÛÛ ÛÛÛ Û Û ÛÛÛ    *
  *                                       *
  *        (UPDATE for DOOM 1.666)        *
  *                                       *
  *  New external wad for Doom,           *

SPACLE.ARJ     73349   03-06-95   SPACLE.WAD
SPERM.ARJ    228914   03-06-95   Title                   : Pools of Sperm

  File to run             : SPERM.BAT
  Author                  : Ray Trochim

SPIDER4.ARJ     24853   03-06-95   Spider4 is a wad created for DOOM II this
  wad is for Deathmatch Play mainly but can be
  played in single or Co-op modes. There is
  only one difficulty setting. Plently of
  weapon and ammo to take care of things.

SPRITZOO.ARJ     10578   03-06-95   SPIRIT ZOO.WAD
SS27BETA.ARJ    139304   03-06-95   A WAD file for registered doom
STAND.ARJ     22691   03-06-95   * "THE STAND" THIS WAD IS FOR DOOM 2 *

  This wad is based on HEADLONG.WAD but I
  made many improvements and I think you
  will find it's quite different.  It's
  got (as far as I know) every weapon in
  the game and is intended for deathmatch
  with no monsters (only way to play!).
  I did add co-op starts and some monsters
  but I didn't spend much time on that. I
  took advantage of some of the new tex-
  tures from Doom 2 such as the panelling
  and bookshelves.  The exit is easy to
  reach and very visible because I expect
  in deathmatch it will make it easier for
  you. (why bother with co-op exits?

STYX10.ARJ     21909   03-06-95   My version of the Styx WAD. Began in March of
  this year, and just had a chance to finish it
  up. It seems that someone had the same idea
  that I did. Oh well, 2 masterpieces are cool
  too! Version 1.0 is based on e1m1 and
  supports all modes. Built with DEU 5.21, I
  hope to add more to it and make a huge WAD!
  Good luck!
  Last revision date in archive: 09-25-1994.

SUPERWEP.ARJ     77208   03-06-95          !THE ULTIMATE PATCH!
  THIS IS THE ULTIMATE WEAPON PATCH
  FOR DOOM 1!!! GET THIS!!! YOU'LL
  LOVE ME!!! Includes Dehacked,too!

SUPRMSTR.ARJ     22391   03-06-95   Super Monsters. A DooM ][ 1.7a Dehacked patch
  that will make all monsters 10 time more
  resistant to weapons. Great for the boored
  masses who find it soo easy to blow through a
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  level. Try this on in Nightmare! Heh Heh...
SWDOC20.ARJ    193193   03-06-95   þþþþþþþþþþþ Star Wars DOOM þþþþþþþþþþþþþ

  þþþþþ Informational Document v2.0 þþþþþþ
  Completely re-written information  about
  the ULTIMATE DOOM add-on, now in Windows
  Write format!  Released 11/14/94.

SYNJ3.ARJ     21210   03-06-95   This is an excellent Deathmatch level for
  DOOM ][.  Not for the faint of heart.  Good
  for hours of incredible deathmatch playing.

TCPSRV12.ARJ     48189   03-06-95   The Internet DOOM Client/Server System v0.12
  The DOOM* Client/Server System is a front-end
  to DOOM TCP/IP network drivers. You use the
  client software to connect to a Frag Server.

TECHBASE.ARJ     25839   03-06-95   TECHBASE.WAD Ver 1.0 for DOOM. After the Doom
  incident an interplanetary war was sparked
  between the Humans and the creatures from
  Doom. You were sent on a mission to an enemy
  military installation to gather intelligence
  but you were captured. Sl`Tek Kor, Commander
  of the 121st Infantry (also a spider daemon),
  found you lurking around and imprisioned you
  but not before you were able to find out that
  a major weapons shipment is about to take
  place. You find yourself now inside a holding
  cell in the military compound.  A drop ship
  has arrived and the weapons are being loaded
  on by Sl`Tek Kor himself. You've gotta find
  a way to stop them!

TELEFIX.ARJ     11402   03-06-95      *TELEFIX.DEH*
  This patch requires
  DEHACKED.  It makes
  the teleports
  invisible and silent.
  *GREAT IMPROVEMENT*
     *FOR DM PLAY!*

TFWDETH.ARJ     37881   03-06-95   =====THE FLOPPY WIZARD Deathmatch PWAD=====
  The best DEATHMATCH PWAD file you will ever
  find!!!  It was first written for DOOM, and
  was never released into cyberspace!  But,
  now it has been converted to DOOM 2, and
  put out for the public to enjoy!!!!  It was
  played for months between a few people, and
  updated thousands of times!!!  Now not only
  is it perfect, it has the super shotgun!

THELORD.ARJ    350445   03-06-95   New six level add-on for DOOM II!  The evil
  mastermind from an unknown galaxy has sent
  his minions to Earth, and guess who has to
  stop them?

THEME11.ARJ    498113   03-06-95   THEME DOOM PATCH 1.1 !!! Do you ever wanted
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  to see ALIEN vs PREDATOR vs TERMINATOR in
  Doom?

THENST.ARJ     86417   03-06-95   The first two maps of the Episode TheNest.
  I'll have a complete Episode someday. As I
  complete a map or improve an existimg one,
  I'll ship the new Episode. This Episode is
  geared toward Deathmatch play. Pretty tough
  for single play.  Hope you like it ...

THE_QUAD.ARJ     26178   03-06-95   Really cool, hi action low hurt 2-4 wad file!
  Play with 4 player death match 2.0 for best
  design results. Plenty of everything for
  death match.

TOONDOOM.ARJ   901593   03-06-95    ±   -=>) TOONDOOM (<=-  Here it is!       ±
  É°ÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍþ  o  þÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ°»
  º°  The Funniest add-on to ever hit DOOM   °º
  º±   It changes about 200 of the graphics  ±º
  º±  files and many of the sound files to   ±º
  º²  change DOOM into a game guaranteed to  ²º
  º²  make you bust a gut.     ****  -BRAD   ²º
  OÈÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍÍ¼O

TOWER.ARJ    207002   03-06-95   Very large DOOM PWAD, that is very
  challenging.  really requires an upgrade to
  1.66 and a 486 to get the best from this one

TRIDETH2.ARJ      9114   03-06-95   Triple Death Fully optimized deathmatch wad.
  Designed to allow kills on average of 4-5
  seconds. There is no where to hide and plenty
  of places to die.  Design allows easy access
  to the other player's back!  DOOM II version,
  includes super shotgun.

TRILOGY.ARJ    280542   03-06-95   ² ÚÄÄÄÄÄÄ¿  ÚÄÄÄÄÄÄ¿  ÚÄÄÄÄÄÄ¿  ÚÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ¿ ²
  ± À¿ ÚÄ¿ ³  ³ ÚÄÄ¿ ³  ³ ÚÄÄ¿ ³  ³ Ú¿ Ú¿ ³ ±
  °  ³ ³ ³ ³  ³ ³  ³ ³  ³ ³  ³ ³  ³ ³ÀÄÙ³ ³ °
  ± ÚÙ ÀÄÙ ³  ³ ÀÄÄÙ ³  ³ ÀÄÄÙ ³  ³ ³   ³ ³ ±
  ² ÀÄÄÄÄÄÄÙ  ÀÄÄÄÄÄÄÙ  ÀÄÄÄÄÄÄÙ  ÀÄÙ   ÀÄÙ ²
  °±²  T R I L O G Y  (3 levels + demos)  ²±°
  ÚÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ¿
  ³ Tired of those hundreds of amateuristic ³
  ³ bad looking WAD-files, which are often  ³
  ³ stuffed with more BUGS than monsters?!? ³
  ³ Then flag/download this one RIGHT NOW!  ³
  ³ REGISTERED DOOM v1.666 recommended, but ³
  ³ will work with other versions. ® MARC ¯ ³
  ÀÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÙ

TRINITY2.ARJ    565705   03-06-95   New bug free versions of trinity and cphobos
  mega DOOM wads.  the screen redraw problems
  have been fixed. Download for extra carnage!!

TRKDOOM2.ARJ    732991   03-06-95   Trek Doom
  New trek levels and sounds for Doom II.

TROOPFLY.ARJ     20559   03-06-95   A DeHacked patch for DOOM ][ that makes the
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  troopers fly.
TTA_CHUD.ARJ    150121   03-06-95   Title                   : CHUD: The wadfile.

  Filename                : TTA-CHUD.WAD
  Author                  : Bilbo (Brad Spencer

UL100.ARJ    163221   03-06-95   The ULTIMATE Launcher For DOOM(II) & HERETIC!
  - Fully Supports DOOM(II) & HERETIC! 6 saved
  Games For Each WAD! - Built In Map Viewer! -

ULTPATCH.ARJ     21208   03-06-95   ULTIMATE PATCH WAD FILE FOR DOOM Contains all
  the super-weapons, multistage troopers and
  seargeants, BFG imps, a new high-recoil
  flamethrower, invisible barons, the ghost
  spiderdemon, cacodemons that spit explosive
  gas, the rocket launcher of infinite
  dissipation, cool new BFG mines, floating
  barrels, destroy everything, decoy players
  for deathmatch, and probably a couple other
  things.

UNDERGRD.ARJ     69307   03-06-95    This is a DOOM II DEATHMATCH pwad.
  ------------------------------------
  Blast your way through old underground
  stations and monster crawling streets.
  Explore the long dark tunnels. Raid the
  buildings, but watch your back!!.
  There are plenty of monsters to kill before
  the real fraggin' can begin, so this will
  get you warmed up. If you don't want any
  monsters, use the -nomonsters option when
  loading.

VAMPIRE5.ARJ     69856   03-06-95   FRODO 5 PWAD, mighty netDOOM titillation!
  /////////////////////////////////////////
  An E1M1 and E1M9 favorable PWAD for DOOM!
  \\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
  By Frodo!  4-1@wwiv.bluethun.quake.com...

VOLCANO.ARJ     37017   03-06-95   Volcano is one of the hardest .wad files ever
  made.

VORTEX2.ARJ    145294   03-06-95   MUTT presents: VORTEX A doom mini-episode.
  Battle your way through 3 lightning fast
  floors: The Mines, Jungle Fever and The
  Gateway. Each offers plenty of monsters,
  puzzles and a no win situation or two.
  Enjoy! Note: This is an update to the
  original Vortex.wad, correcting several
  major bugs.

WAAG10.ARJ      4238   03-06-95              = WAD-at-a-Glance v1.0 =
  The first template  for DOOM's WAD files that
  lets all information be on ONE 23-line screen
  allowing  easy,  fast,  and  concise viewing.
  No more  pause key or  |MORE extensions!  All
  you need in  one simple, easy-to-read screen.
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WADCAT05.ARJ     37813   03-06-95   WAD Concatenater v0.5 - By Matthew Ayres
  Merge .WADs with this handy little utility.
  Ever create a bunch of maps and wish you
  could save them all in one .WAD file?  Also
  capable of renumbering episodes and maps.

WADGC2.ARJ     22121   03-06-95   The file WADGC.ARJ contains working beta
  source for my tools WADGC and WADLC, acronyms
  for WAD Graphics Compiler and WAD Level
  Compiler. WADGC takes text files and PPM
  images as input and creates PWADs with
  graphic entries (sprites, wall patches, new
  textures and flats).

WADIII.ARJ   1211045   03-06-95   27 Levels for Doom - covers all three
  episodes! Each one tested for single, coop,
  and deathmatch.

WADMASTR.ARJ     67562   03-06-95   úúúúúúúúùùùùùùùùùù--------------------
  ÚÄÄ-- WADMASTER v.9 Ä The ULTIMATE WAD
  Ã utility for DOOM2. Import/Export any
  Ã- PCX, WAV, or MUS file to/from WADs.
  ÃÄ-- View the graphics, hear the sound
  Ãeffects, listen to the music. Tag and
  Ã-- move/export a number of entries at
  Ã-Ä once. Work with all fourteen DOOM2
  Ã- palettes. Any entry may be exported
  Ã- and dealt with. Copy any entry from
  Ã- one WAD straight to another. Delete
  Ã- unwanted entries. Has a pack option
  ÃÄ-- to rewrite junky WADs making them
  Ã-- work right & cut down on WAD size.
  À-- This is the WAD maker's dream toy.
  úúúúúúúúùùùùùùùùùù--------------------

WADMN103.ARJ    160346   03-06-95   WadMan V1.03. Convert ALL of
  Your DOOM 1.2 stuff to DOOM2
  Features:
  Build Custom PWADs containing
  MAPxx levels for DOOM2 from
  DOOM 1.2 or 1.6 PWADs.
  Use all the GFX patches made
  for DOOM 1.2 or 1.6 with
  DOOM2!!
  Many More!

WADRNR15.ARJ    125497   03-06-95   WAD_Runner v1.5  "Windows" style gui shell
  for id software's DOOM. Select external WAD
  files from pick list, start at any episode
  or level, launch network or serial games,
  Ipx detection, and more. Easy point and
  click operation. Supports alternate WADfile
  directory. Now FREEWARE!!!!!

WADSFX9B.ARJ     29692   03-06-95   WadSFX 0.95 - DOOM SOUND EFFECTS EDITOR
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  Creates WAD files from .VOC's or other
  sound WAD's.  Sounds can be played from
  the editor on Sound Blaster compat. cards.
  Registered DOOM required.  FREE!

WADSORT.ARJ     59242   03-06-95   *-*    WadSort v1.00    *-*
  Wadsort is a Wad file Orga-
  nizer for DOOM. It supports
  Normal/Modem/Serial/Network
  Game play as well as DOOM
  version up to 1.6  Further,
  Wadsort also supports the
  use of Pwads compressed by
  PKZIP or ARJ.

WADTEMPT.ARJ      3876   03-06-95   WADtempt v2.0 for DOOM/DOOM II is a re-edited
  template to accompany DOOM/DOOM II files,
  especially WADS gives new and important
  information.

WADWHAT.ARJ     26523   03-06-95   WADWHAT 1.0 by Randall R. Spangler
  (rspangle@micro.caltech.edu)
  ----------------------------------
  For use with Id Software's DOOM!
  Prints the contents of a WAD file,
  including equipment, monsters, and
  ammo.  Calculates a difficulty
  ratio for each map.  FREEWARE.

WAKE_DED.ARJ     41838   03-06-95   You fall asleep on Earth, but you wake up
  fighting for your life....is it a dream or
  are you really fighting for the right to live
  on a moonbase in a different dimension.  This
  is a dimension where teleportation is the
  main means of travel.  Excellent wad for
  multi-player games.

WALDETH.ARJ     11647   03-06-95   A DOOM 2 WAD for Deathmatch in a twisted
  Walmart store with no escape - only death!

WIDOW101.ARJ     61267   03-06-95   DOOM WAD: THE BLACK WIDOW The greatest,
  hottest, slimiest, most macabre, violently
  and SEXIEST level ever seen by the DOOM com-
  munity! Includes new cool graphics, music and
  new HOT BABES! Great for single, DM or co-op

WINDEU32.ARJ    297010   03-06-95   The 32 bit version of WinDEU.  DEU is now for
  Windows.  Caution: This is a wide area beta
  and may not work completely.  Edit DOOM and
  DOOM II maps with the ease of Windows and the
  power of DEU.

WIZDOOM2.ARJ    139546   03-06-95   This PWAD file is for the REGISTERED version
  of DOOM, it replaces E2M1.
  This PWAD IS HUGE!, one of the largest I've
  ever seen. It's full of teleporters, tricks,
  puzzles, and surprises. It has DEATHMATCH and
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  CO-OP modes, it was made strickly for KILLER
  UV MODE, but it's completely DOABLE. This
  PWAD has some of the BEST
  texturing/structuring I've seen, really done
  to bring out the 3D effect in the game.

WIZDOOM3.ARJ    104928   03-06-95   This is a PWAD file for the REGISTERED
  version of DOOM. In the WIZDOOM tradition, we
  present, WIZDOOM3, the castle of HELL. GREAT
  texturing, design, and scheme! HUGE castle.
  Made for KILLER UV mode! CO-OP, DEATHMATCH
  incorporated. CHECK THIS WAD OUT, IT'S REALLY
  WORTH IT! Enjoy!

WLZTEXT.ARJ     20071   03-06-95   -= WalzTextureReplacer Version 1.0 =-
  This program allows you to turn your
  DOOM 1 PWADS into DOOM 2 PWADS. It is
  VERY SLOW however.  A 300Kb file can
  take around 30 minutes or more depend-
  ing on your computer.  It was written
  in Modula-2 so I was very limited.
  What the program does is search the old
  wad file for doom 1 texture strings and
  replaces them with ones that can be used
  in doom 2.

WOODY.ARJ     36387   03-06-95   WOODY.WAD - New DOOM II level.  Very good for
  Also works well for Deathmatch.  3 weeks in t
  a fairly difficult .WAD file.  Cyber, Spider,
  enemy all will be seen.  All guns but the BFG
  Dwnld or be sorry.

YIGGLE.ARJ    131752   03-06-95   ************-------------**************
  This is a DOOM patch that replaces the
  sergeant graphics with those of the Yiggle.
  (A cartoon creation I dreamed up one day.)
  Also included is a PWAD to provide the
  appropriate sound effects. Hope you enjoy
  it!
  ************-------------**************

ZEN090.ARJ     34634   03-06-95   ZenNode v0.90 - OS/2 2.0 NODES builder for
  DOOM .WAD files.  A FAST way to build the
  NODES portion of a .WAD file - similar to VNB

Main Board: 61) Sampl e Files
============ ========= =======

Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================

Main Board: 62) Main Board uplo ad
============ ========= ========== ==
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Filename    Size     Date   Description of File Contents
============  ========   ========   ============================================
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  ÚÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ¿
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  ÀÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÙ
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  ÚÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ¿

  ÀÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÙ
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  ÚÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ¿

  ÀÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÙ

  ÚÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ¿

  ÀÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÙ

  ÚÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ¿

  ÀÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÙ

  ÚÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ¿

  ÀÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÙ
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  ÚÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ·

  ÀÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ½
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  ÀÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÙ
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  ÇÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ¶

   ÚÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ¿
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  ÚÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄ¿

  ÀÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÄÙ
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  ÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛÛ
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